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Software for People: A Paradigm Change
in the Software Industry

Alexander Maedche, Achim Botzenhardt, and Ludwig Neer

Abstract

The highly competitive and globalized software market is creating pressure on

software companies. Given the current boundary conditions, it is critical to

continuously increase time-to-market and reduce development costs. In parallel,

driven by private life experiences with mobile computing devices, the World

Wide Web and software-based services, peoples’ general expectations with

regards to software are growing. They expect software that is simple and joyful

to use. Given these boundary conditions, software companies need to fundamen-

tally reconsider the way they develop and deliver software to their customers.

This editorial article motivates the paradigm change towards “software for

people”. We first illustrate in more detail the two important categories of

challenges software companies are currently faced with. Building on a short

review of the historic evolution of software, we explain the major reasons that

caused these challenges. Driven by the more mature automotive industry, we

outline a set of key principles that may help software companies to tackle these

challenges. Finally, we summarize the structure and content of the book, build-

ing on these key principles and providing a comprehensive overview on

fundamentals, trends and best practices for building software for people.
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1 Challenges

Software companies are faced with two important categories of challenges: First,

they need to industrialize their development and delivery processes to survive in the

competitive and globalized market. Second, they need to fulfill the growing

expectations of people with regards to software that is simple and joyful to use.

Even after more than 50 years of software engineering research and practice,

software development project failures occur far more often than they should. There

are many factors that may lead to project failure; most of them being of non-

technical nature, such as a lack of understanding with respect to requirements,

unrealistic goals, poor communication or weak project management. By looking at

these factors more detailed, it becomes obvious that it is all about people, either as

providers of input, as members of a project team or stakeholders of a project or as

users of the projects result. An efficient and effective orchestration of the various

human entities involved in a software development project, beyond the core

engineering team, can be considered as a key challenge.

In parallel, consumer market-driven trends such as the massive adoption of

mobile computing devices as well as software-based services offered on the

World Wide Web have made people as business software users more demanding.

People want to be able to run a trial before deciding to buy a piece of software.

People look at software more and more from a non-functional viewpoint, specifi-

cally the perceived usability or more general the experience of a software product

has become an important buying criterion. They expect instant consumption with-

out requiring any installation. Software should be easy-to-use and self explanatory

without a necessity to read comprehensive manuals or even attend dedicated

trainings. Finally, creating a positive feeling and emotions of people using their

software is becoming essential for software companies.

2 Evolution of Software

Looking back on the history of corporate computing, hardware and software

originally were bundled together on mainframe-based application systems

providing the necessary infrastructure for running purpose-centric calculation

systems in enterprises. The development of new programming languages,

standardization of operating systems together with the invention of relational

database management systems and client–server computing were drivers enabling

new types of application systems targeting a broader group of people in companies.

In the 1980s most large enterprises followed a tailor-based software development

approach. Specialized Line of Business application systems were established either

with internal resources or by contracting external service providers.

In the early 1990s, two important developments influenced the future evolution

of software: First, the concept of standardized product software delivering best-

practices out-of-the-box was established and successfully introduced to the market.

Microsoft and SAP are two well-known companies that have consequently and
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successfully following the product software approach. However, it is important to

understand that by following a product software approach the distance between the

people using the software and the people developing the software is also increased.

Second, the invention of the World Wide Web (WWW) including protocol and

description language standards such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and

the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) as well as corresponding tools such as

HTML editors and Web browsers simplified publishing and accessing information.

Based on this new Web infrastructure, companies started to establish a first Web

presence and first simple e-Business solutions in the form of B2C/B2B Web

applications. In the last decade, the entire software industry was heavily impacted

by three major trends driven by the consumer market:

1. The fast evolution of mobile devices connecting to networks further accelerated

simplified access to information and established a new way of looking at infor-

mation technology in general. Specifically, the launch of Apple’s iPhone in 2007

and the iPad in 2010 represented a major milestone for mobile computing and

introduced a “platform shift” from the established personal computer with its

operating system Microsoft Windows towards an “app-driven” software product

delivery paradigm enabled by marketplaces.

2. The WWW evolved into the Web 2.0, providing services such as Facebook.com

(launched in 2004) or Twitter (launched in 2006) that have been massively

adopted by people all over the world. These services enabled people to provide

user-generated content on the Web. Furthermore, they were characterized from

the very early beginning by highly interactive and easy-to-use interfaces not

requiring any training and installation on the client.

3. Finally, the cloud-based computing infrastructure enables new ways for offering

software-based services. Starting with basic services like Google’s Gmail client

(launched in 2004), we increasingly see comprehensive business software

packages from established software product companies such as SAP’s Sales-

on-Demand or Microsoft’s Office 365 (both launched in 2011) offered on a

service basis. By doing so, software vendors become responsible for the entire

software lifecycle including software development, delivery and its operation.

The result of these three trends originally driven by the consumer market is that

peoples’ expectations have dramatically changed, they expect reliable anytime,

anywhere, any device access to applications with a seamless transition between

private and business use. Given the growing importance of the Web as the future

computing infrastructure the software industry becomes even more globalized and

competitive, rapidly changing from a product into service business.

3 Key Principles

How can software companies tackle these challenges and build sustainable success

in this new competitive environment? To find answers to these challenging

questions, it may be worth looking at the evolution of more mature industries

such as the automotive industry. The first automobiles were basically built around
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the engine with a strong engineering focus. Later, automobile development was

heavily influenced by the enablement of mass production, e.g. the T-Model of Ford

was at the beginning only available in black. With the growing competition in the

automotive industry, the need for further differentiation was growing. The automo-

tive industry came up with various concepts to address the challenge to trade-off

between mass production and differentiation in a competitive and global environ-

ment. Well-known examples of such concepts are lean production, cross-functional

integration in new product development, platform-based product development as

well as horizontal and vertical integration.

The software industry has already adopted and taken over some of these well-

established concepts: Inspired by lean production, lean and agile principles were

introduced in software development. Looking beyond the core engineering process,

another important well-established concept in the automotive industry is cross-

functional integration in new product development. The idea is to combine staff

with different functional expertise working towards a common goal. Automotive

companies combine staff with engineering, design- and business-related skills in

order to develop and manage products in a more effective and efficient way.

In more detail, to develop a successful car it requires the sensibility and methods

of a designer to match people’s need, combined with the technical mind of a

developer who knows what is technically feasible and finally a product manager

who has the business perspective in mind. Within this collaborative product devel-

opment process prototyping is leveraged, e.g. designers create paper-based sketches

and hand it over to the developers that create computer-aided design models and

physical prototypes of the envisioned car.

Today, even after the massive adoption of lean and agile principles the degree of

cross-functional integration in the software industry is still relatively low. This

book introduces fundamentals, trends and best practices in the software industry

demonstrating how cross-functional integration can be leveraged by software

companies to successfully build software for people. Specifically, this book

provides a holistic and integrated view on the engineering, design and business

function within a software company.

4 Content of the Book

4.1 Fundamentals and Trends

The first part of the book introduces basic knowledge of user-centered design,

software product management and agile software development. Beyond providing

an overview on the state-of-the-art of these dedicated domains we specifically will

demonstrate cross-functional integration of these areas as a key principle. Addi-

tionally, we look at design thinking as one important trend in the software industry.

The second chapter provides an introduction to the user-centered design (UCD)

methodology, a successful and practical approach to the design of software. Dieter
Wallach and Sebastian Scholz represent why and how to look at users as first
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citizens in software development. After a detailed overview on the foundational

principles the authors take a deep look at each of the five central categories of

design activities, which are performed in UCD: Scope, Analyse, Design, Validate

and Deliver. Following the theoretical foundations, they discuss the application of

the design activities by using a real-life case study for illustration. The chapter also

outlines the relationship of UCD and eLearning which offers a vast amount of

fruitful synergies in the different stages. The presented content fosters the under-

standing of good software design and methods for achieving high usability of

interactive systems.

Based on these insights, chapter 3 presents the results of an empirical study

which explores the current status quo of software usability in small and medium

sized enterprises in Germany. The study project team from the University of

Mannheim, the University of Applied Sciences Kaiserslautern and Ergosign

GmbH followed a hybrid approach including a combined qualitative and quantita-

tive data collection strategy in order to explore the entire organizational field. This

includes the most important actors and their interactions as well as the state-of-the-

art of usability integration in software developing organizations. They specifically

look at interactions between actors in the field and the outcomes of these

interactions with a primary focus on software producers. In the light of the studies

results, the researchers provide recommendations on how to increase awareness and

maturity of software usability in small and medium sized enterprises in Germany.

Another key competitive factor in the software industry is the quality of software

product management. In chapter 4, Samuel Fricker illustrates the foundations of

software product management by providing key insights of this important discipline

which aims for closing the gap between business and software engineering. Starting

by an introduction of the software product concept the author characterizes the

software product manager as well as company-internal and -external stakeholders

and gives an overview on recent software product management references models.

He describes the key software product management practices and discusses what is

known about this discipline today. The understanding of this fundamental software

product management knowledge paves the road for a successful implementation of

SPM in software companies, as shown later in the best practices part.

Besides the growing importance of software product management we all have

witnessed the triumphant upswing of agile software development, a major trend in

the software industry over the past 10 years. This increasing shift to agile develop-

ment processes thereby represents new challenges for all parties involved. Espe-

cially the relationship between product management and development moves into

the center of attention. In chapter 5, Hans-Bernd Kittlaus addresses the question

which many companies are faced with, namely how software product management

and agile development can work together in an optimal way. He describes potential

conflict areas and presents a set of developed solutions leading to an efficient and

effective cooperation between the two parties.

Requirements Engineering, as a part of software product management, also faces

new challenges resulting from an agile environment. In chapter 6, Rainer Grau
provides an intensive introduction on Requirements Engineering in agile software
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development. He starts with a division of the application area of Requirements

Engineering into two context levels: in the context of the product or service

portfolio and in the context of projects. While agile methods and techniques are

often successfully established on the project context, they are hardly at the portfolio

context and thus leading to a culture clash between the portfolio and the project

context. The author presents how active knowledge work can serve as the key to

agile Requirements Engineering and shows how agile principles can be emerged on

the product level. By taking a tour through fundamental concepts of Requirements

Engineering, the ecosystem of product development, complex problems and the

understanding of the ecosystem “project” he visualizes the forces behind agile

techniques in Requirements Engineering which are capable to open up unimagined

potential for the organization.

Chapter 7 is devoted to Design Thinking, an important trend in the software

industry. Anja W€olbling and her colleagues describe the emergence of Design

Thinking, an innovative concept which enables creativity, enhances personal

development, and prescribes deep immersion into the topic along with empathetic

user research. They provide a detailed overview on the four key elements of Design

Thinking: the iterative process, multidisciplinary teams, creative space and

designer’s mindset. In combination, these elements form a distinctive context that

enables creativity and increases the chances of generating innovative ideas. By

providing hands-on recommendations on applying design thinking, they show how

to leverage the potential of design thinking in the context of software development.

4.2 Best Practices

In the second part of the book we want to address the practical application of this

basic knowledge in real-life industry cases. Qualified professionals report on their

experiences and lessons learned which they have gained throughout their careers.

Our first best practice author is Kostanija Petrovic, Consumer Insight Manager

at Nokia and president of the German UPA, a professional association for Usability

and User Experience Professionals. In chapter 8, she presents best practices for

integrating user experience design (UXD) into product development and how it can

help companies to enhance the customer value of their products and services. The

chapter outlines the relationship between UXD activities and agile development

and addresses the implications which come along with this fundamental change. In

a detailed illustration, the author shows how a so called “sprint zero”, prior to the

actual start of development, helps to define the core concepts and epic and user

stories, and also to integrate user research activities. The presented set of hands-on

best practices help product teams to collaborate more effectively, focus more on

actual user needs, and allows for satisfying both, the users and the participating

product teams.

Building on these foundations, chapter 9 by Lennart Hennigs deals with the

question on how to make design tangible in software development projects. Based

on his longtime expertise and the realization of numerous projects at Deutsche
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Telekom AG, the author describes how user experience professionals can guide

software development projects and create a common understanding of the targeted

user experience. He specifically addresses the question how UX practitioners can

provide value to an interdisciplinary team and points out appropriate activities and

artifacts which fit perfectly in an agile software development environment. The

right application of the presented activities and artifacts can make a significant

contribution to achieve smooth project operation and attractive products.

Chapter 10 by Ulf Schubert and his colleagues provides valuable insights into

the change process from technology-driven development to user-centered design at

DATEV eG. Like many manufacturers of business software, DATEV eG has to

face the challenge of creating better usability and a positive user experience in the

light of many complex features and functions and parallel development within

distributed teams. The authors present the solution for this complex problem in

form of a style guide, which is used by developers across the whole development

department. The wiki-based style guide provides design principles and guidelines

which describe fundamental ideas about the practice of good user interface design.

By making it mandatory for the design of all software products DATEV eG tries to

tackle the challenge of a consistent user interface design throughout the develop-

ment process. Based on their experiences from the change process, Ulf Schubert
and his colleagues describe seven best practices for successfully establishing user

centred design in software manufacturing companies.

The authorsMaik Schacht and Silvia Schacht introduce a concrete instrument to

create user experience, called Gamification, in chapter 11. The integration of game

mechanisms in applications by itself is not a new idea. In particular, applications

using game mechanisms such as ratings, rankings, or bonuses are already known in

the private consumer sector. Famous applications are Dropbox rewarding users that

recruit other users with additional storage space, or Facebook, where users can rate

other members of their social network. In organizations, however, the potential of

Gamification is only realized by first movers. Thus, Microsoft, for example, uses

game mechanisms to incentivize their employees to participate in the testing phase

of new products, or to coach end users in using their products. In order to underline

the potential of Gamification in enterprise information systems, the authors also

provide a set of use cases and rate them with regard to its capability to succeed on

the one hand and its ease of implementation on the other hand.

Drawing on the knowledge of software product management from the funda-

mental part, Christian Schl€ogel is presenting a real-world industry experience report
of a product management introduction project at Wincor Nixdorf International

GmbH in chapter 12. He shows the challenging way from an existing line

organization-driven to a development project-driven organization and recounts

changes and achievements in the first year of the introduction. The chapter outlines

a detailed description of the new model including the overall process, structure and

responsibilities of the product management, marketing and development organiza-

tion. The outstanding practical relevance of this chapter stems from the first-hand

experience and lessoned learned during the introduction of product management.

With the knowledge, gained in this chapter, companies can not only facilitate their
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introduction of product management, but also improve an existing product man-

agement approach.

Chapter 13 provides a concrete application of the Design Thinking concept at

SAP AG, the world market leader in business software. Tobias Hildenbrand and

Johannes Meyer demonstrate the power of Design Thinking, when concepts turn

from theory into practice. While lean and agile principles are known very well in

the software industry, many companies are still struggling with leveraging Design

Thinking. The question is, does this new approach of Design Thinking take the

place of Lean Thinking? On the contrary, Design Thinking is a perfect match for

complementing lean and agile software development in early stages since it

supports software development teams to come up with an innovative product vision

and derive high-quality requirements. The authors show how companies can

unleash unimagined potential by intertwining the two concepts.

In chapter 14, Michail Theuns, Kevin Vlaanderen, and Sjaak Brinkkemper
explore the relationship of agile development methods and software product man-

agement processes, two topics which have become almost inseparable. Today’s

modern product software development settings demand for faster time-to-market,

higher customer orientation and consideration of rapidly changing requirements.

These demands have driven many companies to implement composites of agile

methods in order to leverage the potential of their development. But with the

implementation of agile methods new challenges arise. Many companies find

themselves faced with the challenge of adjusting software product management

in an agile environment. Specifically, the authors shed light on the link between

release planning processes and Scrum leveraging key insights from a real-life case

study. Their results constitute an important input to a knowledge infrastructure that

helps product managers in incrementally improving the software product manage-

ment processes in their organizations and adapting to the new demands.

The last professional and author of the fifteenth chapter, Markus Bauer,
provides insights from the development of Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions

which offer customers unprecedented opportunities with regard to customizability

and extensibility. A good user interface design and an appropriate software archi-

tecture are considered as key success factors of a SaaS product. However, many

companies are faced with the challenge of two conflicting requirements within their

SaaS products: how to satisfy the growing expectation of customers concerning a

smooth customization while exploiting the economy of scale principle by

employing an architecture that handles all customers uniformly. Based on his

extensive experience in the field of SaaS at CAS Software AG, he points out

numerous lessons learned and hands-on recommendations that help vendors to

tackle this challenge and fully leverage the potential the SaaS-based delivery

model has to offer.

8 A. Maedche et al.
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Part I

Fundamentals and Trends



User-Centered Design: Why and How to Put
Users First in Software Development

Dieter Wallach and Sebastian C. Scholz

Abstract

In this chapter we provide an overview of the activities and artefacts of the user-

centered design (UCD) methodology – a successful and practical approach to the

design of software user interfaces. After tracing its foundational principles (early

focus on users, empirical measurement using prototypes and iterative design)

back to 1985s seminal paper by Gould and Lewis, we will highlight each of five

central categories of design activities (Scope, Analyse, Design, Validate and

Deliver) performed in UCD. Potential integration of UCD into two popular

categorizations of software development (User Interface First vs. User Interface

Later) will be explored and then demonstrated in a real life case study from the

field of electronic engineering along with a practical takeaway regarding the

relationship of UCD and eLearning.

1 Introduction

On January 9th, 2007 Apple announced three things: a widescreen iPod with touch

control, a revolutionary mobile phone and a breakthrough internet communication

device – all combined in a single device named iPhone. Six months, worldwide

distributed photos showing long lines of staying the night customers willing to wait

and buy, and massive international iPhone press coverage later, Apple’s stock value

had already climbed by 60 % when the iPhone finally became available on the

market (and ascended by more than 600 % since then). It was not for providing new
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functionality that made the iPhone a huge and still on-going success. Quite to the

contrary: the iPhone even offered less functionality compared to many smart phones

of that time. When presenting the iPhone in his now famous keynote, Steve Jobs

focused on its revolutionary user interface as the distinguishing factor that was head

and shoulders above competing devices: And we have invented a new technology
called multi-touch, which is phenomenal [. . .] It works like magic [. . .] It ignores
unintended touches, it’s super-smart (Jobs 2007).

Performing as an external design partner for a variety of types of clients,

industries, projects and artefacts over more than a decade we are repeatedly

exposed to several fallacies regarding interface design - the first one starting with

the notion that a high prioritization of the user interface is apparently something

new and ground breaking. Although the above-mentioned iPhone is certainly the

most often cited example, it was not Steve Jobs who invented good user interface

design to support and delight users in their daily life and business. The understand-

ing of good user interface design and methods for achieving high usability of

interactive devices can at least be traced back to a seminal paper by Gould and

Lewis (1985) that we will discuss in the second section of this chapter.

Another common fallacy is the equation of interface design with some form of

visually bedaubing the screen – an activity that can be added later to an otherwise

finished product. The iPhone itself is a perfect example for this assumption’s

fallaciousness with its interaction design being the primary innovative achievement.

For a significant and sustainable impact a variety of interface design activities

(covered in Sect. 4) needs to be conducted and deeply engrained throughout the

complete development process (see Sect. 3).

Finally, a third fallacy – that interface design is subjective, neither measurable

nor objectively discussable – is often heard. Though certain aspects such as the

visual design of an interface bearing potential for more discussion than others, user

interface design is a process based on gathering information relevant for informed

decisions. By allocation of dedicated scoping and analysing activities upfront the

actual design very limited room is left for bias and personal agenda (discussed in

Sect. 4).

2 Key Principles

2.1 Twenty-Seven Years Later: Gould and Lewis (1985) Revisited

To prepare for subsequent sections of this chapter, a major potential terminological

pitfall needs to be addressed at first. Design as a concept deals with the challenge of
being used as a label for a single activity (e.g. icon design), a process consisting of

multiple activities (e.g. user-centered design), a deliverable or result (e.g. design
style guide) and as field (e.g. user interface design). This already bears much

potential for confusion in establishing a common ground between stakeholders

for example a board, designers and developers. Yet it even gets more complicated:

These days user experience (UX) design, user interface (UI) design, graphical user
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interface (GUI) design, user-centered design (UCD), interaction design (IxD), user
interface developer (UIDev) and additional terms and acronyms are used inter-

changeably – and frequently even with different connotations – leading to addi-

tional confusion. In this chapter we will refrain from using these acronyms and will

refer to “design”/“designers” as a comprehensive hull for the respective nuance

variants mentioned. Instead we will concentrate on a depiction of user-centered

design as a process, opposed to the more artefact driven UI/GUI/IxD/UIDev

connotation or the all embracing and thus very vague and result driven UX design.

Even though 27 years feel to be close to eternity in Information Technology, a

still required read to understand the essence of user centered design is Gould and

Lewis’ (1985) paper Designing for Usability: Key Principles and What Designers
Think in which the authors present and discuss three principles for the emerging

field: (1) early focus on users, (2) empirical measurement using prototypes and

(3) iterative design. Gould and Lewis explicitly differentiate between understand-
ing potential users, versus identifying, describing, stereotyping and ascertaining
them. Herefor the authors stress the importance of bringing designers into direct

contact with potential users and mention interviews or exchanges with and

observations of users as appropriate methods to be applied prior to design. Knowl-

edge about a user’s tasks can then be aligned with the knowledge about users

themselves (in terms of cognition, behavioural working conditions, literacy level

and exposure to previous systems). Gould and Lewis also emphasize (p. 302) the

need for testing prototypes very early in the development process – an argument

that we will pick up in Sect. 4.3.1.2 of this chapter. Their reference to testing is

further substantiated by the use of empirical evaluation methods where intended
users should actually use simulations and prototypes to carry out real work, and
their performance and reactions should be observed, recorded, and analysed.
(p. 300).

Interestingly enough the authors already make a distinction between the creation

of a functional prototype to test the feasibility or stability of technical properties of

a system and a non- or semi-functional prototype following the main goal of

studying a user’s reaction to it: What is required is a usability test, not a selling
job. (Gould and Lewis 1985, p. 302).

Gould and Lewis strike a crucial chord regarding the necessity to separate the

roles of designers and developers for a simple reason: It is cognitively impossible

for developers (and other project stakeholders) to pretend to be a novice user. An

insightful demonstration to justify this separation can be used to illustrate their

argument. Humans often have a strong believe in their perspective-taking abilities

and especially developers are fast in replying that they themselves are users – so

why would they not be able to put themselves into the shoes of a user? (Mayhew

1999). Asking participants whether they are able to identify a meaningful pattern or

object when exposed to the picture shown in Fig. 1 usually leaves them in a short

moment of silence.

After a while, a cue to seeing the head of a cow in this picture typically emerges

in some form of light bulb moment in which participants confirm that they now see

the cow previously unheralded. If then instructed to ignore the cow, participants are
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quick to point out that this impossible now. Like Heraclitus’ You could not step
twice into the same river having seen the cow once does hardly allow to switch back

to the previous unknowledgeable state. In analogy to this demonstration, it is just as

hard for developers, product managers, business analysts and also for designers

having all the knowledge that professional life entails to go back to the unknowl-

edgeable state attributed to a novice user. To avoid this fallacy, Gould and Lewis

(1985, p. 302) recommend that potential users become part of the design team from
the very outset when their perspectives can have the most influence, rather than
using them post hoc as part of an analysis team (of) end user representatives.
Isolating designers from users de facto eliminates the empathic knowledge about

users as the target of design.

The final major takeaway from Gould and Lewis (1985) is their emphasis on the

importance of iteration. The authors are very clear in accenting the necessity to

setup a process that enables cycles of design, test, measuring (behavioural goals)

and redesign frequently (p. 300) – now being a hallmark of user-centered design as

discussed in section three of this chapter.

2.2 Usability

Gould and Lewis base their résumé on key principles of designing for usability on

three very solid pillars: user-centricity, empirical measurement and iteration.
Achieving usability then presupposes the fulfilment of the following conditions

(1985, p. 307):

• A description of the intended users must be given.
• The tasks to be performed, and the circumstances in which they should be

performed, must be given.
• The measurements of interest, such as learning time, errors, number of requests

for help, or attitude, and the criterion values to be achieved for each, must be
given.

Fig. 1 Demonstrating the

need for involving users
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While Gould and Lewis themselves do not provide an explicit definition of

usability in their paper, the aforementioned conditions are in close correspondence

to the widespread ISO EN 9241-11 definition of usability. The ISO EN 9241-11

defines usability as the Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use. The metrics mentioned in the ISO definition (efficiency, effective-

ness, satisfaction) can be mapped to the last condition claimed by Gould and Lewis

that we will come across again in Sect. 4.4.2 when discussing the concept of

usability goals. The mentioning of a specified user working in a specified context

of use to achieve specified goals in the ISO definition have their counterparts in

Gould and Lewis’ description of intended users, given tasks and the circumstances

in which they should be performed.

It is without doubt that Gould and Lewis laid the foundations of user-centered

design by providing the key concepts on which current approaches for developing

usable interactive systems are still built. It was also Gould and Lewis who came up

with the memorable and often heard but rarely correctly attributed leading record

that from a user’s perspective with computer systems the product is the user
interface (1985, p. 306).

Creating a truly usable interface to provide access to the functionality of

an application calls for an interdisciplinary team to arrive at a comprehensive

understanding of the cognitive, behavioural, anthropometric, and attitudinal
characteristics (Gould and Lewis 1985, p. 300) of users that are to be supported

by studying the nature of the work expected to be accomplished (Gould and Lewis

1985, p. 300). In the next section we will briefly discuss different approaches to

software development in their relation to design before then providing a more

detailed overview about user-centered design by differentiating its underlying

core phases.

3 Development Approaches and Design

We have already adverted to the multiplicity of meanings of the term Design. In the
context of development models the term Design comes with at least two different

semantic references: Software Design (i.e. designing the internal structure of an

application, the aspects of the software that affect functionality and execution
performance, Biddle et al. 2007) and the design of a user interface (following the

semantic scope discussed in the previous paragraph). Depending on the respective

approach followed, resources devoted to the design of a user interface are

concentrated at different stages of a project. For the sake of clarification we will

refer to a dichotomy of User Interface first (UIF) versus User Interface later (UIL)
stances to distinguish different process models of development, albeit

acknowledging that actual project realities often proceed on the continuum between

these semantic oppositions.

A corollary of UIF is that an entire user interface – providing interactional access

to the full functionality of an application – can be completely specified before a
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single line of code is written. It has to be noted though, that comparable to the floor

plan of an architect that presupposes a comprehensive understanding of material

properties and structural analysis, user interface design (while preceding program-

ming like floor plans precede actual building activities) requires a thorough appre-

ciation of technical capabilities.

UIF approaches typically have a broad understanding of the concept of a user

interface that is not restricted to providing a visually appealing and aesthetically

pleasing wrapping of functionality and enabling efficient interaction with it. In lieu

of successful interface creation, preparatory steps are required to identify the right

functionality (i.e. to select the appropriate feature set) for supporting a user in

achieving her working goal in a given environment. An underlying assumption in

such a user-centered approach is that the cost of initially planning, validating and

specifying the user interface is less than the cost of fixing implementation code due

to change requests – not speaking about maintaining revised code. Due to its high

amount of (formal) documentation UIF, also mitigates the risk of losing knowledge

if resources leave an organization.

While the traditional waterfall model of development exemplifies a steady

approach of complete specification of software before implementation, its explicit

reference to a Design stage between does not necessarily imply being UIF. On the

contrary: projects following the waterfall approach frequently leave the details of

interface design decisions to later stages, focusing instead on the specifics of the

functionality and the internal structure of the software to be engineered.

The agile approach, which can be more adequately characterized by the UIL

acronym, tries to leverage small self-organizing teams working in short time boxes

without long-term planning for the user interface dominating. Tasks and

components are commonly broken down into sprints realizable in short periods

even down to 1-week, each contributing to a successively feature-complete and

sprint-wise working implementation. While agile projects might start with some

initial vision of an application’s user interface in an imaginary sprint zero, this

clearly is not covered by UIF. The key philosophy in agile projects is the emphasis

on quick adaptability with low formality thus minimal documentation. Criticizing

UIF for an insufficient provision for changing requirements, the cost of overall

planning is assumed to be higher than the cost of fixing.

The debate between representatives of both characterizations is a very emotional

and intense one (especially with designers and developers advocating the respective

oppositions involved). This is at least surprising, given that agile methodologies

also refer to activities typically related to user-centered design (Scope, Analyse,
Design, Validate and Deliver, outlined in Sect. 4) and both are driven by a strong

interdisciplinary collaboration of different roles. Very abstractly speaking, from an

interface design perspective both approaches share striking conceptual similarities,

differing only with regard to granularity (UIF: analysis-design-validate cycles for

the features embodied in a user interface, preceding development; agile UIL: many

short design sprints, each devoted to selected feature sets, overlapping develop-

ment) and maturity of deliverables (UIF: detailed top-down specification of core

functionality, extensive prototyping; agile UIL: minimal bottom-up documentation

of selected functionality, focus on productive (sub-)systems).
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Most importantly, agile development and user-centered design are both fuelled

by being highly iterative: The creation of an artefact that can be validated and

refined based on feedback gathered. The shared goal is mainly deviating in the

nature of the artefact: In UIF validation is usually done with lightweight prototypes;

in UIL user validation is typically done with productive code. Its reliance on

productive code is also the most fundamental challenge for UIL: If not carefully

monitored, the risk of implicitly adjusting the design proposal to development

capabilities is very high, diminishing the chance for real innovation.

The question when to follow UIF or UIL cannot be answered dogmatically. It

should rather be seen as a tendency not as an either/or decision. The placement of
design in the UIF/L continuum depends on a project’s scope and setup of

contributing parties. In the situation where development is outsourced, UIF

makes a strong case because its output (e.g. a fully specified user interface,

potentially accompanied by an illustrative interactive prototype) provides a sound

base for a bid to potential contracting developers. Yet if development is done

completely in-house its detailed documentation is less needed since developers

can participate from start and feasibility concerns can be raised very early.

The major factor shaping the embodiment of design in a project is the question

whether an evolution or a revolution of a product is targeted. If existing functional-

ity is to be redesigned or enhanced, design-related activities are tied to the respec-

tive development specifics much more tightly. However, when more extensive new

functionality is to be introduced in a product or when even an entire new application

is being planned, the creation and validation of a greenfield before development is

advisable. In the context of web applications, for example, a paradigm of continu-

ous improvement is often practiced, explaining the popularity for UIL since the

traditional definition of (yearly) releases is hardly applicable in this case. In the field

of productivity tools for expert users, however, comparatively long release cycles

(e.g.one a year) allowing unleashing the full potentials of UIF.

4 User-Centered Design Activities

Though carrying a plethora of different labels, which greatly vary through literature

and agency descriptions, the activities performed in a typical user-centered design

project can be assigned to the following five categories: Scope, Analyse, Design,
Validate and Deliver. A structured iterative process arranged by the information

needs of the corresponding phases flexibly links especially the three center

categories. To perform the activities in each phase, designers base their decisions

on theoretical insights and have access to practical methodologies, which – contrary

to (still) popular belief – do not necessarily presuppose the ingenious creation of

subjective art. These are rooted in the contributing disciplines of human-computer

interaction that were adapted and refined to serve the goal of designing an effective,

efficient and satisfying interaction for achieving a user’s goal.

As outlined in the previous section, both development approaches (UIF and UIL)

significantly differ in the timing of a design stage as well as in the granularity and

the maturity of its deliverables. We will thus explain the activities of each phase in
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their typical iterative succession – highlighting only in brief the most important

supporting methods, instruments and artefacts in each phase to paint a comprehen-

sive picture of the overall process (Fig. 2).

Deviating from common practice in usability textbooks - where methods of

usability evaluation are subsumed under the umbrella of the validation phase - we

are also addressing these already in our description of activities in the Analyse

phase. This portrayal reflects the course of many real life projects that base their

agenda on the grounds of a detailed usability inspection of the current application to

arrive at a specific working goal for the upcoming application. Depending on the

lapse of a project and the corresponding information needs, the corresponding

activities might be applied in both, the Analyse and the Validate category.

4.1 Scope

The most crucial aspect of a user-centered design project is to initially establish a

common ground (Clark and Brennan 1991) between its contributing stakeholders.

This is even more challenging in the dominant situation for small/medium

enterprises, where major parts or even the complete design process is often

outsourced to a consulting agency with a binding offer to be delivered upfront.

Combining the product vision and the research results of a product owner’s input

(comprising the request for proposals, potential demos, available manuals, illustra-

tive sketches, documented user feedback, etc.) and the output of an interdisciplinary

scoping workshop (including board, product managers, developers, management,

etc.), a concrete mission statement of a project should be derived during scoping

that addresses two major aspects: the goals and constraints of the project. For most

projects, relevant goals and constraints can typically not be established in compre-

hensive detail at this stage but need to be identified and discussed at a qualitative

level to set the agenda for the analysis stage.

4.1.1 Goals
Since any meaningful interface exists to serve a specific purpose, the functional

goals for a design project are to be addressed upfront in the light of sufficient

Scope

Analyse

Design

Validate

Deliver
Prototyping

Fig. 2 User-centered design activities
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domain knowledge. These goals usually shift between two extremes on a contin-

uum: from a purely visual redesign solely of existing functionality over a design for

new functionality (extending or replacing current functionality) to a creation of a

completely new application in a greenfield approach. Any tendency in between has

to be put into perspective during scoping with the business goals of the project:

Shall the new interface attract and convert new customers (in yet unclaimed

markets or contexts) or will its unique selling proposition promise to yield a higher

return on invest for existing users due to increased productivity, lower learning

effort, higher joy of use or other goals related to product usability? The outcome of

this discussion heavily plays into planning the focus of each phase in the process,

especially during analysis and design.

Often the need for setting up specific interface design projects is extrinsically

motivated through inquiries raised by a product’s current users or by insights

gathered from competing applications. Hence it is not uncommon that specific

expectations regarding the usability of an artefact’s new interface are already raised

at this state, often in a less than organized way. It is recommendable to explicitly

clarify and match these goals to defined usability metrics such as performance,

learnability, error avoidance, self descriptiveness, memorability or consistency (for

a full discussion of usability metrics see Tullis and Albert 2008). A stable frame-

work has to be derived for setting up target and acceptance values for these

predominantly business goals in the analysis phase and to evaluate the successful

achievement of these non-functional requirements in the validation phase.

4.1.2 Constraints
Art lives from constraints and dies from freedom da Vinci once stated, which in its

essence directly applies to interface design as well: Without establishing clear

borders of the solution spectrum in the design space (Simon 1969), there is a latent

risk of overdesigning solutions for which feasibility cannot be guaranteed. The

strongest constraints are generally of technical nature; therefore it is mandatory to

include development representatives right from the start in the project team.

Seemingly smart design suggestions that cannot be transformed to real products

within technical constraints in given time and budget can thus be quickly identified

and solution spaces adjusted.

Besides technological constraints, the contextual environment of a user working

with a (future) application defines another set of constraints that needs to be

analysed and understood early. By referring to the context of use, we take a broad

view consolidating attributes of the physical environment, involved additional tools

and equipment as well as communication and workflow patterns during cooperation

with other employees.

For instance if usage behaviour is characterized by mobility with customizable

handheld devices utilized in exposure of multiple sources of distraction, different

emphasizes in design decisions have to be considered than if the context is defined

by shared large touchscreen-devices embedded in industrial manufacturing plants.

The consideration of different facets of goals and constraints generated from

different perspectives (i.e. functional: product management, business: board,
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usability: customer service, technical: development, contextual: setup engineers)

enables a shared set of expectations, a common ground for enabling an understand-

ing between stakeholders, paving the path for planning and execution of following

activities. Finally this mutual understanding also helps to generate consensus on

whether the project is to be classified as a redesign or if a green field approach

(generally challenging the current application) is preferred by the stakeholders.

4.2 Analyse

As the cow example showed (see section 2.1), actual users’ behaviour tends to

differ from the imagined behaviour assumed by product owners – especially

regarding the importance of proposed features. Results from Analyse activities

provide the most effective vaccination to prevent self-reference when designing

an application and help to end effectively otherwise endless feature discussions.

The goal of the Analyse phase is to uncover attributes of the user, her tasks and the

contextual circumstances of using a future or current application. Viewed from the

perspective of the project team, Analyse insights are also of central relevance when

opinions of the project team drift apart (which naturally happens due to the intended

interdisciplinary setup of the team).

Analyse activities take different implications for a redesign endeavour or

approach to replace a current solution compared to creating an innovative solution

without a direct precursor. With an existing predecessor of the application and an

installed user base at hand, initial Analyse activities frequently focus on accessing

its usability status quo. Inspecting the compliance of a user interface with

established usability guidelines and investigating its fit to the needs and

requirements of its current users provides valuable guiding information for

subsequent design efforts. A thorough understanding of the actual version of an

application is an especially important prerequisite for being able to appraise (and

justify) the amount of relearning necessary for users when introducing significant

innovations in the redesign of an application.

In order to arrive at an assessment of an application’s usability status we will

distinguish between methods with and without end-user involvement in the follow-

ing sections.

4.2.1 Analysis Without End-Users
Sometimes time, budget or general availability of potential attendants prevents

access to real end-users – especially when dealing with highly specific productivity

tools for very narrow market segments. In such cases a usability inspection of an

application can be approached through heuristic analysis (Nielsen and Molich

1990), often also coined expert review in practice. Heuristic analyses are carried

out to identify, document and classify the usability optimization potentials of an

interface. In a formative inspection these findings are generally used as input for a

subsequent redesign of the system under consideration, while summative reviews

are targeted at providing a précis of a system’s usability.
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During a heuristic analysis, reviewers, guided by a set of heuristic guidelines and

established usability principles, inspect an interface to uncover usability obstacles

and perceived violations to these heuristics. While this inspection step is typically

carried out by two to five reviewers working individually from each other, a

consolidation of their findings and an assignment of severity levels to these takes

place in a joint session involving all reviewers (Nielsen 1994). In formative

evaluations, solutions approaches to identified findings are finally outlined to direct

subsequent design activities. Often heuristic analyses are used in comparative

inspections of competitors’ interfaces as well in order to generate an initial com-

parative benchmarking.

Heuristic analyses generally offer the advantages of being applicable even to

early stages of prototypes, do not presuppose the need of specific equipment or

scheduling of real users and inexpensively deliver fast results. They are, however,

restricted in their scalability to more complex interfaces that presuppose broad

domain knowledge and have been found to be prone to false alarms (erroneously

insinuating a usability problem) and missed hits (i.e. failing to identify a usability

issue). Independently of their limitations, usability reviews have the positive side

effect of familiarizing the participating designers with the current functional scope

(Cooper et al. 2007).

4.2.2 Analysis with End-Users
As mentioned before, people who use a product often differ significantly from the

ones envisioning, designing, developing, selling and supporting applications. To

gain an empathic understanding of the user of a current or future application and to

acquire a comprehension of her working goals, researching actual end users in

context marks the via regia in a user-centered design approach. A broad diversity of

different methods have been suggested to support user research (Kuniavsky 2003),

to aggregate results gathered (Holtzblatt et al. 2005) and to relate derived insights to

the design stage (Meth 2012). In this section we will sketch user observation by

means of a method called job shadowing and will exemplify contextual interviews,
both often used in combination.

Job Shadowing
Job Shadowing provides an opportunity for the designer to observe the user

performing her daily work in the actual work setting for a representative period

of time, depending on the complexity of the job. Important contextual parameters of

the work situation can be experienced during job shadowing including a user’s

technical equipment that is used (or refrained to use), physical aspects of the

environment (e.g. is there enough space available for using a mouse?; to how

much dirt will a touch-panel be exposed during usage?; what are the spatial

relations of a control center’s subsystems?) or social interactions and workflow

dependencies (what communication with co-workers is required to complete the

task?; what if errors are happening?). Observers receive direct insights into the

importance of tasks related to a work place, their frequency and the respective steps

involved, the terminology used, the appearance of incidents that are classified as
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critical, sources of distraction or the occurrence and repetition of assignments –

factors that are of immediate influence on design decisions.

While different models of participation exist, the relationship of shadowed user

and observer can adequately be characterized as a master-apprentice setting where

an observer’s goal is to learn as much as possible about a user’s task. Dense notes

are taken about the experiences, often enriched by insightful quotes, photos or even

video sequences if allowed.

Contextual Interviews
To fill in gaps in the understanding of the job situation, job shadowing is often

combined with contextual interviews, with different levels of structuring. Fully

structured interviews, guided by a prepared list of questions come with the benefit

of a high comparability across interviewees – but leave little flexibility for individ-

ually addressing specific questions that result from particular work situations

encountered. Unstructured interviews, which follow the flow resulting from the

interplay of questions and answers, deliver rich data but carry the danger of getting

lost in the idiosyncrasies of a situation and/or a user. In practice, semi-structured

interviews often turn out to be an advantageous compromise of richness, flexibility

and comparability of results across different interviewees. Contextual interviews

are in fact carried out at the workplace where the context serves as probes to trigger

questions, and aiding a participant’s memory when answering. Nielsen (2001)

argues that paying attention to what users do is more important than what they

say since self-reported claims are often unreliable. It is for this reason why job

shadowing typically precede contextual interviews, with the later rarely being used

in isolation.

Not to be neglected at this stage is the possibility to conduct an empirical

usability test for getting a comprehensive picture of the usability of an application

currently in use. However, since empirical testing is not applied too often as part of

a status quo analysis at the beginning of a redesign project, we will cover usability

testing in the section describing the Validate phase.

4.2.3 Synthesis
The outcome of Analyse activities leads to a broad stream of data that needs to be

explored, classified and pre-processed to provide the required input for Design.

Even the most thoroughly performed analysis can be worthless if the gained

impressions cannot be consolidated into communicable objects. Specifically during

job shadowing and contextual interviews it was learned which tasks are performed

frequently with which functions (or even other workarounds) used in which

sequence to reach which goals – either alone or in collaboration with other users.

Dealing with critical incidents has also been a central topic as was the identification

of exceptional situations. Potentially, findings from a heuristic analysis have

contributed to understanding how well features and workflows of an existing

solution are supporting the user to adequately achieve her working goals. Given

these oodles of data a suitable aggregation approach is needed for synthesis.
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Practitioning synthesis is a vast field (Kolko et al. 2011) so we want to concen-

trate on four elements in this section: affinity diagrams, Personas, Mental Models

and performed scenarios.

Affinity Diagrams
Using affinity diagrams has proven to be a very effective method that can easily be

applied to consolidating and structuring the various impressions gathered. Affinity

diagramming is a participatory integration technique where observations, quotes,

pictures and other outcomes from the analysis stage are simply written on Post-its

that are then clustered and labelled to highlight signature insights. Analyse results

can be integrated and relationships identified through the creation and structuring of

an affinity diagram. Including different roles in the process allows not only involv-

ing those persons who conducted research data in the process, but also to inform

other stakeholders and ask for their contribution.

Personas
Cooper’s concept of a persona (1999) has turned out to be of eminent help in

aggregating data from research to envision and substantiate the user of an interactive

system. Being hypothetical archetypes of real users, Personas are defined by distinct

goals and individual characteristics, helping to literally put a face to otherwise

abstract target demographics. The availability of a conceivable persona with a

concrete name, a credible background, documented working goals, responsibilities,

challenges and pain points avoids one of the most severe risks in user-centered design

project: The design for an elastic “user” who can be bent and reshaped in favour of

arbitrary arguments. Instead, a persona represents a tangible incarnation of a concrete

person that – based on the partial information provided in a persona description –

triggers an emphatic immersion into the needs of the person to be supported by an

application. With a persona in mind, a screen in question can be assessed through

different lenses, fostering informed decision-making during design.

It might turn out that a single persona description is not sufficient to encompass

the variety in the user information gathered, but that different Personas are neces-

sary to adequately capture the research findings in a project. In the case study

reported in a later section of this chapter we outline a situation where two very

different Personas where identified as archetypes of an application’s key user: a

highly trained expert who is strictly focused on the efficiency and broad functional

coverage of the system in daily use for complex configuration tasks, and an

occasional user challenged by mastering a very restricted subset of the available

functionality to fulfil comparatively simple configuration set-ups. Approaching the

creation of a single user interface to find a compromise by trying to meet the

requirements of both primary Personas simultaneously would necessarily result in

disenthralling both. While thwarting the performance of the expert by failing to

integrate all specific custom functions for immediate access, the occasional user

would be overwhelmed by endless options to enhance the complexity of the user

interface without being of beneficial use for her. The solution followed in this

situation was to provide two distinct user interfaces, acknowledging the individual
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requirements of the primary Personas and reflecting different priorities in the use of

functions. The example of sacrificing efficiency for learnability and memorability

(and vice versa) in the two interfaces also demonstrates that Personas provide

information to advise for the appraisal of usability goals that are then reflected in

design decisions.

Mental Models
Persona descriptions are often also a point of origin for a discussion of the Mental

Models of a user. Without the claim of being a valid or complete representation of

its functioning, the concept of a Mental Model describes the sum of a user’s

subjective mental conceptualizations and believes of how a system works based

on experience (Lidwell et al. 2010). Mental Models guide the actions of what to do

next in order to arrive at specific goals and guides a user’s reasoning and beliefs of

what to do in unexpected situations. If there is a significant mismatch between a

user’s Mental Model and the conceptual model underlying the operating of a

system, interaction is likely to break down. Norman (1983) refers to conceptual

models as tools for the understanding and teaching of physical models. Picking up

the differentiation between conceptual and Mental Models, an important prerequi-

site for successful user interfaces is to base the design on a coherent and graspable

(but not necessarily physically correct) conceptual model to induce a stable Mental

Model in congruence with a user’s understanding of the task.

In the project reported in the case study later in this chapter, results from the

Analyse phase revealed clear evidence that the Mental Models of users conflicted

with the conceptual model underlying an application. As a result of this mismatch,

using this application, determining what to do in exceptional circumstances and

especially learning how to operate it was significantly impaired.

Scenarios
Amissing ingredient for paving the ground for the design of a sound interface concept

is to encapsulate what tasks have to be supported by an application through scenarios.

These are simple narrative stories (the what of interaction) articulating a persona

through an environmental context to achieve a specific goal (the why of interaction).
Scenarios provide concrete descriptions but are open to how a persona is achieving a

particular task goal – leaving the details of interaction to be filled in by design

solutions. Scenarios do not focus on technology but are focusing on the user’s view.

Written in plain language and employing the terminology of users they come in

different flavours ranging from simple goal statements (describing simply what the

user wants to do) to elaborated user stories providing enriched contextual details. In

contrast to use cases, scenario descriptions refrain from using formal notation, which

simplifies their validation in discussions with users. Although we discuss the use of

scenarioswith reference to an analysis involving end-users, it is not uncommon to also

adopt scenarios as a narrative tool without distilling actual user research.

By fleshing out the variety of scenarios that are to be supported, the underlying

structure of an application begins to take shape before any design happens at all. In

the context of an outsourced design process scenarios prove to be a very economic
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instrument for communication. Rather than enumerating feature by feature of a

planned application in abstract, an analysis of scenarios allows the derivation of

common features de facto needed for their realization. Depending on the project,

not all scenarios are explicitly worked out, but key scenarios are identified to

represent associated instances, leaving their extension to related ones to the design

stage.

Having defined Personas, Mental Models and scenarios as typical outcomes

from a synthesis of data, insights and potential heuristic analysis, the next section

covers the anchoring of design decisions on these grounds.

4.3 Design

Designing a user interface is a process of balancing potentially conflicting

requirements, considering the trade-offs of resulting solution explorations and

acknowledging the constraints of the solution space. Its goal is to transform insights

and findings from the Scope and Analyse phases into a tangible artefact. Having

already emphasized that User Interface Design goes beyond the definition of purely

visual attributes, design activities address two layers of the interface connecting

users with the functionality of an application: the conceptual and the visual layer.

While both layers are not independent from each other, processes for their creation

ideally do not overlap too much, with conceptual design preceding its visual

elaboration.

4.3.1 Conceptual Design
The conceptual layer of a user interface refers to the result of decisions regarding

the layout (if graphical user interfaces are the target of the design efforts), the

workflow and the underlying interaction model. Conceptual decisions comprise

determinations of the spatial relationship of screen views, their approximate

dimensions, the use of interface controls and the interrelation of screens. Picking

up the aforementioned analogy to architecture, conceptual design renders the floor

plan, the skeleton of a user interface that is further supported and enriched by

appropriate visual design. Conceptual design decisions provide the answers to the

how-questions that were deliberately left open during scenario construction when

explaining what a persona does, concentrating on the why of following her task

goal. Personas and scenarios thus form central ingredients for informing conceptual

design about the targeted functional and non-functional requirements of the

intended future application. Helpful Interface Design Guidelines (Johnson 2007;

Shneiderman and Plaisant 2009; Raskin 2000) are rooted in the scientific under-

standing of how people perceive, learn, reason, remember, and convert intentions
into action (Johnson 2010, p. xiii) that is provided by Cognitive Psychology.

Although being abstract to allow for a broad applicability, such guidelines direct

design efforts to meet elicited requirements through the creation of a user interface

that takes the capabilities and limitations of the human cognitive system into

account.
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Scribbles
Simple scribbles are of valuable help to arrive at initial representations of conceptual

design, sketching screen areas and outlining their mutual relationship without already

fixing their true physical dimensions. Adding adumbrations of interface controls then

provides a first coarse picture of how functionality might be wrapped by the interface.

Such often hand-drawn scribbles – not although but because of their obviously

unfinished and tentative nature – represent a manifest artefact for fostering commu-

nication, effectively supporting reflection to allow for the elevation of early feedback

regarding the design directions taken. It is one of the insights of project experience that

the more elaborate a design artefact is, the narrower will be the feedback that can be

expected. E.g. when exposed to user feedback, elaborated design suggestions are

mainly tweaked for incremental improvement – but rarely challenged in their essential

appropriateness. It is exactly the inchoate, incomplete nature of a scribble that

provokes questioning its high-level features because their typically hand-drawn effec-

tuation spells out a disposition for revision without much effort – also evidencing that

not much expense has been invested yet into their creation.

Albeit exaggerating slightly, one of the central differences in training when

comparing computer scientists to designers lies in the general approach to solution

finding. While computer scientists focus on selecting the most promising candidate

from a (usually small) set of potential candidates for implementing an algorithmic

solution, designers tend to explore and evaluate a broad range of alternatives in

finally arriving at the right design. Following a process of successive elimination of

candidates’ branches while traveling through the solution space, the design process

is described by Laseau (1980) as a symbiotic relationship between the elaboration of

generated solutions and their subsequent reduction to iteratively decide on the ones

worth to be further pursued (see also Greenberg et al. 2012). Scribbles are perfect

tools for not committing oneself too early to a single design solution, thus avoiding

the danger of getting stuck in a local maximum of the solution space. Due to their

unwrought character, a set of scribbled solution candidates can be reduced to the

more promising ones without the guilty conscience of having wasted valuable

resources in their creation. Cutting candidate branches in the solution space can

be justified, for example, by analytical considerations (for example by taking

the implementation effort for a technical realization into account), or by iteratively

evaluating the concepts expressed by scribbles with prospective users (see Sect. 4.4).

Wireframes and Prototypes
Pugh (1990) argues that the granularity of solution explorations is successively

refined through the course of elaboration and reduction cycles, suggesting to move

from the use of scribbles to so-called wireframes to reflect an increased maturity of

design candidates. In contrast to scribbles, wireframes – while still being silent

about the visual details of the interface – provide a consolidated view of the spatial

arrangement and dimensions of an interface’s layout. Wireframes communicate

decisions on the selection of interface controls and navigation elements and also

allow for an initial exploration of using a dedicated colour to guide a user’s

attention to specific interface areas. The increased concreteness of wireframes
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also enhances the scope of potential evaluation questions that can be addressed to

also comprise, for example, validations of the appropriateness of interface controls

or investigating whether the layout reflects the logical path through a screen.

Basing design activities on the use of scribbles and wireframes grants quick

iterations, working out varieties of alternative solutions while subsequently moving

from the bird’s eye perspective of scenarios down to the specifics of interface

controls. By the necessity to abstract from decorative details through the constricted

expressiveness of mainly having levels of grey for conveying design decisions,

wireframes focus the attention of a designer on establishing a sound logical and

consistent foundation of a screen.

Again emphasizing the iterative nature of user-centered design by referring to

empirical validation of early design results, valuable feedback can be gathered

when involving users to inform the respective next elaboration cycle until quies-

cence is reached and a convincing interface solution is found. Because of their

typical existence on paper (or as static digital depictions on a computer screen),

neither scribbles nor wireframes are interactive – but both incarnations of potential

design solutions can nevertheless be used in pseudo-interactive workflow

evaluations. With a moderating facilitator in place, wireframes presented on

paper can be switched in dependence of a participant’s simulated click on the

outline of a button on paper. Alternatively, simple concatenations of wireframes

(or, in a slight enhancement of the setup: the use of dynamically linked areas in

these) can be arranged in presentation software for simulating “interaction”. Just as

scribbles and wireframes instantiate different degrees of fidelity, paper prototypes

are early reflections of interactivity, coarsely illustrating the intended behaviour of
concepts under consideration. Fully interactive prototypes, created by the use of

dedicated prototyping tools like SKETCHFLOW, AXURE or ANTETYPE, Java-Script

frameworks or occasionally even written in the target language of an application’s

development framework, then excite the experience of the consecutive interplay of

action and reaction spanning over time when interacting with an application.

Interactive prototypes render the tangible feel of a future application, vividly

demonstrating the way products behave in response to the behaviour that people
behave (Saffer 2007, p. 44). Prototypes hereby also serve highly important commu-

nication purposes by allowing all stakeholders in the design process to get their

hands literally on otherwise abstract emerging ideas, encouraging reflective

discussions and triggering what-if-questions regarding future iterations.

4.3.2 Visual Design
It depends on the information needs during the design process whether to work out

the appearance of an interface – its look – before exploring interactional aspects on
the grounds of an interactive prototype.

Although mostly applied after having sanded and polished the layout and

interaction details, there is, however, no reason for debating on the importance of

visual design. User interface mock-ups are representations in which visual design

decisions like colours, textures, exact font definitions, icons and decorations like the

use of glossy highlights are defined on the pixel-precise layout of an interface.
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Funnelling the input from the Scope phase regarding corporate design guidelines (if
applicable), market research findings on user preferences and also technical

possibilities, a range of visual styles is explored in interface mock-ups. As stated

before, visual design is not independent from conceptual design, but provides the

expressive means to effectively support the conceptual level. Reducing visual

design to a simple bedaubing of wireframes in order to match the taste of prospec-

tive users (or the aesthetic preferences of a client) falls short of acknowledging the

tight relation of conceptual and visual design. Purposeful visual design decisions

help to emphasize the structure written out by conceptual design, prescinding

hierarchies of interface elements and directing the attention of a user.

But of course visual design is also about the overall aesthetic impression of an

interface – the appearance of it, after all, being so much more immediate to grasp

than interaction. It is one of the old lessons learned from Social Psychology,

known as the Attractiveness-bias, that humans have a tendency to perceive physi-

cally attractive people as more intelligent, competent, sociable and even taller

(when asked to estimate height of people presented on portrait photographs) than

less attractive ones (Dion et al. 1972). This bias has a counterpart result in the so-

called Aesthetic-Usability Effect, describing that users perceive more aesthetic
designs as easier to use than less aesthetic designs – whether they are or not
(Litwell et al. 2003, p. 18; Kurosu and Kashimura 1995). Visual design thus clearly

contributes to the acceptance of a user interface, enhancing its desirability,

stimulating identification and increasing its hedonic quality (Diefenbach and

Hassenzahl 2011).

Visual design efforts can range from applying standard operating system Look &
Feels with stock icons to extensively styled applications with laborious graphical

assets and custom icons. Reiterating on the architecture metaphor, a visually

embellished interactive prototype of an application transcends the floor plan and

can be compared to the tangible outfitted three-dimensional models that aid imagi-

nation nowadays in allowing for an interactive exploration of a house’s future

rooms.

A leitmotif running through the design phase – that preferably will subsequently

become part of a project team’s DNA in user-centered design approaches – is the

appreciation of iteration, frequently validating assumptions by evaluating increas-

ingly refined artefacts. Prototypes can be thrown away after validation or be

evolutionary in the sense that they are revised and extended during validation.

Especially with the advent of powerful prototyping programs it is easy to move

from raw scribbles to static wireframes, fine tuning these over time to arrive at

prototypes enhanced with realistic interactions and transitions vested in an

elaborated visual design. The potential (and temptation) for perfection is endless,

explaining why prototypes are also frequently used for convincing a product

owner’s board members and potential key clients before a single line of functional

code being written (UIF).
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4.4 Validate

As carved out in the description of the previous section, the activities in the Design

and the Validate stages are strongly intertwined in practice. Independent of an

artefact’s fidelity the assumed progress in design efforts needs to be iteratively

validated against goals to appreciate its appropriateness and maturity. This can be

done by a project’s team checking the current design state against the requirements

derived from analysis (Does this interface adequately support the person in achiev-
ing a scenario’s goal?), by Heuristic Analysis to inspect its usability status (see

Sect. 4.2.1) or through empirical usability testing, covered in the following

paragraph.

4.4.1 Usability Testing
Usability Testing is often associated with the availability of a dedicated usability

lab. In such a lab setting, participants are recruited to match the profile of prospec-

tive users of a current or future application. The persona description that was

established in the Analyse phase and used during design to keep the user in focus

now helps to define a recruiting brief for inviting participants that are regarded to

represent future users. Although usability tests are empirical studies involving

human participants, they are not to be confused with experiments. Experiments

serve the purpose of testing scientific hypotheses about expected causal

relationships. Usability tests, on the other hand, focus on identifying the obstacles

to frictionless interaction, conceptual obscurities or learning barriers of an interface.

Picking up terms from the previously emphasized definition of usability, usability

tests do not evaluate user interfaces as such but do so in reference to significant

goal-directed tasks of a user representative working in a typical context.

The recruiting brief assures the representativeness of participants while the

scenarios (representing the main task goals identified in the Analyse stage) can be

reused to formulate task goals that are to be attained in testing sessions using an

interface prototype. In a usability test setting, participants work through a set of task

scenarios with their behaviour being monitored from an adjacent observer room. A

Venetian mirror, allowing to look from the observer room to the participant room

but not in the inverse direction, is a typical feature of a usability lab. Specific

recording software packages like MORAE are used to capture the user-system inter-

action as well as behavioural indicators of the participant. Digital cameras record

the facial expressions of a user, while eye trackers can be used to register her visual

fixations. To gather insights into the accompanying thinking processes of

participants, the thinking aloud method (Ericsson and Simon 1980) is often used:

During interaction participants are instructed to concurrently verbalize what comes

into their minds, providing conclusive evidence for the reasons behind a user’s

action – thus helping to retrace her train of thought that is withdrawn from direct

observation.

Although in some publications incorrectly coined user testing (Bernsen et al.

1999) it is of course not the user who is being tested – the focus of interest is to

evaluate whether the interface matches the usability requirements of a task and the
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expectations of a user in the work context approximated in the lab. For reasons of

contextual inadequacy it would thus be a violation of representativeness to conduct

a usability test of a mobile surveying application in the narrow space of the

participant’s room of a usability laboratory.

Whenever possible it is highly commendable to invite as many stakeholders as

possible to attend at least selected testing sessions. Sitting in the observation room

opens up the chance for assembling a comprehensive picture of the user experience

by monitoring the user in action, proximately comprehending her successes and

failures – and the reasons behind these: Arguably, the most valuable contribution of
usability testing is made when programmers are forced to sit behind the one-way
mirror to view typical users struggling with their programs. The programmers are
shocked and incredulous, shouting sentiments like, “You are testing mental retards!”
Usability testing is a useful whack on the side of the head for recalcitrant software
engineers, showing them that there is indeed a problem (Cooper 1999, p. 207). While

we endorse Cooper’s statement, invitations to stakeholders for attending testing

sessions are not restricted to developers – we can confirm on the empirical grounds

of many projects that all stakeholders greatly benefit from the shared experience of

jointly monitoring the course of interaction, rendering many otherwise vivid future

discussions obsolete.

Usability testing comes in many flavours, ranging from testing in a full-fledged

laboratory to informal guided walkthroughs in which participants are visited in their

respective working context and questioned while being led through a (paper)

prototype. Especially in the early stages of conceptual design renting a full lab

often appears to be over the top while walkthroughs allow for fast and helpful

feedback without much organizational effort. Worth mentioning is also the possi-

bility to conduct remote usability tests via some screen sharing application.

Although having economic and practical advantages, remote testing poses strong

challenges on appropriate guiding and briefing of the participants to achieve the

required quality of feedback. In addition, important capillary reactions of

participants such as full body language or subtle variations in their voice might

get lost in translation.

In conjunction with usability tests usability questionnaires and post-task

interviews are often used to get an overview of the subjective impressions of a

user regarding the usability of a system. The System Usability Scale (SUS, Brooke

1986; Sauro 2011) is an example for a compact questionnaire to elicit the perceived

usability of a user judging a system (that might as well be embodied as an early

prototype). Summarizing the result in a simple one-dimensional score allows for

easy interpretation of the SUS and – when comparing scores over subsequent

iterations – for quantifying the success (or failure) of an iteration.

4.4.2 Usability Goals
Any iterative approach needs to be informed by some termination criteria about

when to stop and deliver the result of design activities – the final artefact, found to

be sufficiently adequate for the targeted purpose. We need, however, a clear

operationalization of this vague formulation of being sufficiently adequate. Simply
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asking designers for their impression puts us in jeopardy of iterating beyond

necessity. Setting up explicit usability goals provides an appropiate solution in

this situation. Usability goals are quantifiable criteria that reflect target (or accep-

tance) indicators on usability metrics that are found to be relevant for an applica-

tion. This raises the question of when to formulate these usability goals in terms of

their target or acceptance values.

The correct answer to this question is related to the type of project: When

redesigning the interface for an application, discussions in the Scope phase might

lead to at least comparative criteria (i.e. increasing the efficiency [operationalized

as the mean time on task for the core tasks done with this application] by at least

15 % (target value; with the acceptance value being at least 10%). In such case we

are not only able to quantify the usability goal by reference to experiences with the

current version of an application, but we also have an understanding regarding a

usability metric of relevance. This knowledge is typically not available when

commissioned to design the interface for a completely new product. In this situation

the Analyse stage might shed light on the metric(s) being relevant. Building on this

information, contextual interviews are likely to provide initial cues for the respec-

tive target and acceptance values on this metric from a user perspective.

Usability goals are of central importance in discussions with the client, but

generally need to be considered for their technical and design feasibility. Model-

based analyses (John 2010) grounded on the GOMS-approach (Card et al. 1983)

have been shown to be an especially powerful method for quantitatively predicting

the performance using a designed interface. Although a more detailed discussion of

model-based analysis is beyond the scope of this section, it should be noted,

however, that this approach is to a large extent restricted to performance predictions

for highly practiced routine tasks with efficiency being the metric under

consideration.

After successfully meeting previously defined usability goals in empirical

usability tests, model-based analyses or by the use of other inspection methods,

the Validate stage comes into quiescence. The next section focuses on delivering

the validated result of a user-centered design endeavour.

4.5 Deliver

In the Deliver phase the result of the Design stage, typically enhanced with

explaining documentation and instructions, is handed over to development. The

exact form, timing and granularity of the respective deliverables depends on the

concrete project situation. Deliverables may range from mock-ups of selected key

screens to comprehensive interactive prototypes, documented by brief descriptions.

On the other side of the spectrum they may be extensive written specifications of an

interface’s structural, visual and behavioural properties. The main graphical assets

like icons may be provided – or the full XAML-coding of an application’s interface

presentation layer, ready for integration with the business logic. Last but not least,

the nature of deliverables also depends on the frame (waterfall or agile) of a project.
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Certain dimensions for classifying documentation, however, always apply: Docu-

mentation can either be static (often lengthy text files with a dedicated owner and a
strict release mechanism) or dynamic (typically in the form of WIKIs where

different roles can edit at the same time and updating is simplified).

Documentation can be embodied in the form of a comprehensive generic style
guide for harmonizing the interfaces of different applications of a company (ensur-

ing overall consistently with regard to colours, measures, controls, fonts, common

design patterns etc. by explicit rules for their application). On the other hand, it can

be very specific in narrowly describing the nitty-gritty details of all core screens of a
single application (often then called an interface specification to distinguish it from
style guides). In real life projects conducting reviews at certain stages of application

implementation frequently ensures compliance to such documentation provided.

Especially in the past years, technological advances provided an opportunity for

designers to give developers more than just documentation and icons as reusable

assets. Modern frameworks allow casting (visual) design in code for selected Look&
Feel engines. Provided that the Look & Feel code is sufficiently separated from

functional code, developers then do not need to care about the appearance of the

elements. This approach not only allows designers and developers to communicate

by reference to the very same language (instead of talking at cross-purposes by

speaking in PHOTOSHOP to C# et vice versa). It also relieves the documentation effort

significantly by providing developers with code ready for subsequent integration.

From a designer’s perspective this also comeswith the advantage of preservingmore

control over the result of the final implementation of the validated interface concept.

Although not being trivial for reasons outside the scope of this chapter, the approach

outlined finally leaves open the possibility of developing and iteratively validating

an evolutionary interactive prototype on a code basis that can then largely be reused

during implementation.

With the differentiation of Scope, Analyse, Design, Validate and Deliver stages

we have summarized the core process of user-centered design in the pervious

sections. In the next section we follow the goal of briefly illustrating the course

of these stages in a real life case study.

5 A Brief Case Study

Referring to the distinction between UIF and UIL introduced in the second section

of this chapter, the case study sketched here exemplifies a prototypical example for

a user interface first approach. In fact, the major deliverable of the project on which

the study is based was a truly comprehensive and detailed 300 + pages user

interface specification that formed the core of an invitation of tenders. The winning

bidder of this tender was finally commissioned to implement the full application

with the interface specification comprising the requirements stage of the waterfall

model. The client mandating our company for redesigning the user interface is the

owner of a worldwide standard for home and building control allowing building

management components to communicate via a common bus system. The
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engineering tool (ET) is the respective configuration application to design and

configure sophisticated home and building control installations. To avoid confu-

sion, its redesigned interface will subsequently be coined ET*.

5.1 ET*: Scope

A comprehensive scoping workshop was conducted in which the applicant

informed about already identified functional and non-functional shortcomings of

ET that were based on an analysis of user feedback collected by the application

hotline. In addition to fixing the technical framework for implementing the future

ET* solution, different stakeholders reported extensively on perceived learnability

problems that they mainly associated with usability problems of the ET user

interface, suggesting learnability as an important usability metric. A timeline for

the project was fixed and a sequence of workshops to present intermediate results at

selected stages was agreed upon.

5.2 ET: Analyse

The domain of home and building control systems covered by the ET application is

complex. More than 250 leading manufacturers in this field provide components

that can be integrated using ET with more than 30,000 installer companies in 110+

countries being active users of the configuration software. Over 215 partner

training-centers have been established to instruct installers in courses of several

days’ duration on using ET for configuring residential and commercial buildings.

Before participating in one of these courses to gain deeper knowledge about ET,
interface designers of the project team had to prepare themselves by studying

introductory textbooks and white papers to get acquainted with the domain. By

education most users of ET are either electrical engineers or electricians, so the

designers had to master a challenging wealth of materials to come sufficiently up to

par. While a project team might be split into separate roles for researchers and

designers, with researchers covering the Analyse phase and then handing over

(written documentations of their) insights to designers for Design, we usually

involve designers directly in the analysis phase. Having the advantage of fostering

unfiltered empathic knowledge about users, their task and the domain, this also

eliminates the difficulty for researchers to anticipate the design importance of

information and insights during documentation.

Equipped with the knowledge from having participated in the trainings, the

designers were prepared for job shadowing and contextual interviews to understand

how to work with the ET application. To consider aspects resulting from the

international use of ET, these activities were carried out in Germany, Spain, France,

the UK and Belgium.

A heuristic analysis of ET completed the picture to identify current usability

shortcomings allowing finding an optimal trade-off between innovation and
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re-learning when designing ET*. To acknowledge the space limitation of this

chapter, we like to present two selected findings from the Analyse phase:

5.2.1 ET: Personas
When establishing Personas for ET through affinity diagramming it became clear

that two primary Personas were necessary to conform the research results. One

persona covered the professional user, typically trained as an electric engineer and

ready to configure ET for commercial buildings as large as London Heathrow

airport. The other primary persona represented an occasional user, often trained

as an electrician and mostly using ET for configuring small, one-family residential

buildings. Job shadowing also revealed significant differences in the technical

equipment of the respective Personas: While the professional user typically had

access to cutting edge laptops to run ET, the occasional user was fighting with ET’s

system requirements on technically rather out-dated machines.

5.2.2 ET: Mental Models
The Mental Models of the respective Personas were assumed to be significantly

different, with the conceptual model underlying ET being up to now only in

adequate correspondence with the Mental Model of the professional user. ET

required users to think in terms of networks during configuration tasks. Contextual

interviews with electricians revealed, however, that their Mental Model was

grounded on their education of thinking in terms of switches being connected to

appliances in electric circuits. This mismatch of the Mental Model of occasional

users and the conceptual model of ET resulted not only in massive difficulties

during learning the application, but was also hampering the user during failure

detection in real life configurations.

These two findings related to Personas and Mental Models, although being more

or less arbitrarily picked-out from a wealth of insights gathered in this phase,

already provided very important food for thought for the design phase.

5.3 ET*: Design

Although reported in sequence for reasons of linearity when reading from paper, the

Analyse and the Design phase were substantially intertwined during actual project

execution. Illustrating this overlap, scribbles and wireframes were used in selected

contextual interviews mentioned above to elicit concrete feedback on early design

visions. Exemplifying the descriptions in Sect. 4.3 of this paper, the design process

moved through the creation and subsequent refinement of scribbles, wireframes,

paper prototypes and visual design variants to the development of an interactive

prototype. Starting from the key scenarios identified during the Analyse phase, the

provision of two primary Personas called for the introduction of two distinct

interface types to be integrated into ET*, reflecting the differing requirements of

the professional and the novice user.
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While the professional mode allowed full and flexible access to the complex

functionality provided by ET*, the novice mode concentrated on offering a guided

configuration process based on separate steps that matched the Mental Model of

occasional users by the automatic allocation of network addresses. Albeit being

restricted in the number of appliances for integration during configuration, the

demonstrative visualizations offered in the ET* novice mode not only fostered

learning how to operate the interface, but also facilitated a smooth transition to the

ET* professional mode. After arriving at a mature state of the interface concept, a

comprehensive interactive prototype for ET* was developed allowing to work

through the key scenarios of a representative future ET* user.

To continuously inform all stakeholders – including the client’s board – about

the progress in the project, the interactive prototype (which was implemented using

a JavaScript framework) was made available for inspection via password-protected

web access. This procedure not only kept management up to date, but also resulted

in unexpectedly vivid, helpful and often very positive feedback.

5.4 ET*: Validate

As mentioned in the previous section, initial explorations were already conducted

with early paper scribbles to consolidate the interface concept behind ET*. In the

Validate stage, a broad empirical user interface evaluation was arranged, recruiting

prospective user representing professional and novice participants. Inspection of

behavioural and thinking aloud data, as well as subsequent post-task interviews

collected, revealed minor usability stumbling stones that were subsequently revised

in an updated version of the ET* prototype. The first half of the participants was

invited to the first part of the testing sessions taking place at ERGOSIGN’s usability

lab. Based on their feedback and performance the ET* prototype was refined before
being exposed to the other half of participants in a second set of test sessions. Given

the comprehensive input from the Analyse phase and the experiences gathered with

early paper prototypes it was no surprise that the second set of testing sessions

provided evidence for a quiescence of the design process, resulting in a sound and

validated user interface concept.

5.5 ET*: Deliver

As stated in the introduction to this section, the main deliverable in this project

consisted of a comprehensive user interface specification used as the basis for an

invitation of tenders for implementing ET*. During the implementation process we

were reviewing the state of the application with regard to the interface specification,

picking up the chance for minor adjustments or – in case of emerging technical

challenges – eventually discussing and providing alternative solutions for aspects of

the user interface. Interestingly, the interactive user interface prototype turned out

to play an unexpected role – besides providing an illustrative companion to the

specification – after having fulfilled its part in empirical evaluation.
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5.6 A Perspective for eLearning

Analysis brought many insights that shaped the ET* interface in its current form.

These insights also uncovered learning difficulties regarding the understanding of

domain concepts as well as specific steps in the configuration process. Most of these

findings were considered during Design, some of them had to remain challenges

even in the final version of the user interface, mostly because they were part of the

intrinsic cognitive load of understanding the complex domain of configuration in

home automation. On the grounds of our experiences with making the interactive

ET* prototype available to the project’s stakeholders via web access, the idea of re-
using it as part of an eLearning-system to support the introduction and training of

ET* rose.

After presenting the idea to the board we were commissioned with the develop-

ment of an eLearning platform. In this comprehensive eLearning-tool learners are

exposed to didactically founded declarative lessons on the basics of home automa-

tion and configuration, to interactive quizzes for self-testing their learning progress,

to illustrative multimedia screen-casts of user-system interaction based on the

scenarios established in the analysis phase – and finally to challenging exercises

with the ET* web simulation to actively explore the actual interface without the

need of installing the full application. Taking the full ET* eLearning course

requires about seven to eight hours of learning time and may – if all lessons and

their corresponding tests are achieved – result in the display of a certificate to

demonstrate the learning success.

This approach not only made heavy reuse of the artefacts created during the user-

centered design process: Personas for focusing the eLearning content on occasional

users and scenarios for setting up the storyboards of the learning lessons and the

interactive prototype as the core of the ET* web simulation. It also resulted in a

highly successful multi-language web-based learning platform with almost 3,000

active users and a mere 1,300+ achieved ET* certificates within the first 3 months of

its release.

Currently conducted accompanying research is focusing on exploring and

quantifying the exact learning benefits associated with the use of the eLearning

platform to support training the ET* application. Preliminary results clearly point to

especially fruitful synergies of user-centered design and eLearning with the inter-

active prototyping being the aorta of both.

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the methodological cornerstones of user-centered

design. Using a case study for illustration, we discussed the application of these

cornerstones in a real-life project and pointed to the relationship of UCD and

eLearning. To put it in a nutshell: It is safe to say that Gould and Lewis’ key

principles from the IT stone age (1985) have survived the dynamics of time and

still prove to be valid in these days. The necessity of a user-centered approach in
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software development is, in our opinion, beyond dispute and due to the abun-

dance of digital interfaces in our daily lives even more crucial for sustainable

differentiation than ever. User-centered design offers a great set of different

tools that can easily be adjusted to fit any combination of project type, scope,

timeline, budget and team setup – even without having someone like Steve Jobs

on board.
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Sized Enterprises in Germany: An Empirical
Study
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Abstract

Usability has become a competitive factor in the software industry. Specifically,

the software industry in the United States has recognized this important factor

and successfully leverages it for achieving competitive advantage. Compared to

this fast development in the US, it seems questionable whether this view is also

widespread among small and medium sized software producing and client

companies in Germany and whether they direct sufficient attention to usability.

This article presents the results of an empirical study exploring the status quo of

the importance, the knowledge and the actual use of usability concepts among

small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in Germany. Following an organi-

zational field perspective, we investigate how interactions between actors in the

software field influence the usability awareness as well as the knowledge and
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actual use of usability concepts. Based on the results of our study, we provide

recommendations on how to increase awareness and maturity of software

usability in SMEs in Germany.

1 Introduction

Leveraging the potential of information technology (IT) has become increasingly

important for small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). Specifically, software

packages such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Customer Relationship

Management (CRM) have been intensively adopted by SMEs in the recent decade.

The main reasons for this development are the achievement of business objectives

such as improving productivity, quality and customer satisfaction and the fulfill-

ment of industry-specific standards for documentation and traceability of the

company’s activities. In parallel, large enterprises as well as SMEs are currently

recognizing a change in expectations and behavior of their employees when using

information technology in the business environment. This change is mainly driven

by the growing intensity of IT consumption in private life in the form of Web

applications such as Facebook.com and smartphones such as the iPhone. While

technical decision criteria and functional aspects in the selection of software

products used to be the top priorities, these criteria are no longer clear-cut due to

an increasing technological flexibility and a high degree of functional convergence

of competing solutions: from a user perspective, the user interface is increasingly

equated with the application itself and usability issues are therefore more and more

in focus. In addition to this change in priorities, it is also well-known from the

literature that software usability is an important determinant positively influencing

the behavioral intention of individuals to use a software (Venkatesh et al. 2003).

Software clients that select and introduce a software solution with low usability

may be confronted with adoption challenges.

However, it seems questionable whether this view is also widespread among

SME software producing and software client companies in Germany and whether

they direct sufficient attention to usability. Even if usability is seen as an important

issue for individual companies, a lack of knowledge of methods, tools and know-

how related to the implementation of usability concepts might lead to the produc-

tion of applications that are not sufficiently usable. This may bear two serious

consequences: First, there is a risk that small and medium-sized software producers

in Germany may fall behind larger or more international competitors. Second, low

usability negatively impacts software adoption resulting in unleveraged efficiency

potential by client firms using software.

We have been tasked by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology in

September 2010 to carry out a large scale empirical study investigating the status

quo of the importance, the knowledge and the actual use of usability concepts

among small and medium-sized companies in Germany. Based on these findings,

problems and their causes shall be identified, so that recommendations for small
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and medium-sized enterprises as well as suggestions for further development of

their institutional framework can be derived. This article presents selected extracts

from the study’s results; the entire study is available online (Usability in Germany

2011). The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces our

research design including our underlying theoretical model and the research

methods that have been applied. Section 3 presents key results from a software

producer, a software client and an organizational field perspective. Building on the

results of our study we provide a set of recommendations in Sect. 4. Section 5

summarizes and concludes the article.

2 Study Approach and Methods

2.1 Research Model

As a foundation for our study a comprehensive research model as depicted in Fig. 1

was developed. According to this model, it is initially assumed that software

producers will develop products with especially high usability, if they identify

corresponding client demand and willingness to pay. It is also assumed that the

establishment of favorable software producer internal structures (such as paid

positions for usability experts), practices (such as the integration of end-users)

and the development of knowledge (i.e. related to test procedures) help small and

medium-sized software manufacturers to achieve the goal of high usability of their

products. To meet the growing demands regarding the usability of their products,

software producers, moreover, can rely on other organizations that provide the

necessary knowledge (e.g. service providers).

All organizations involved in this knowledge exchange can be defined as being

part of an “organizational field” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). As prior research on

the diffusion of organizational practices and knowledge from other sectors

suggests, different relationships and interactions within the field can be of impor-

tance for the dissemination and application of knowledge on usability: graduates

educated by universities are hired by producers and consulting firms and thus carry

this knowledge into the firms (Palmer et al. 1993). In addition, cooperation between

companies and universities lead to a transfer of relevant knowledge (Markowski

et al. 2008). Producers who attentively follow specialized media probably attain

innovative usability concepts faster (Hirsch 1972; Burns and Wholey 1993).

Through the application of norms and standards, software producers can activate

codified knowledge that would otherwise need to be developed from scratch

(Human Factors International 2011; Guler et al. 2002) The more intensively

software producers make use of inter-organizational exchange via relevant industry

associations, the faster knowledge related to usability should flow (Swan and

Newell 1995). Service organizations extend their expert knowledge to software

producers in consulting projects (David and Strang 2006). Via their activities for

various clients, these consulting firms are able to identify best practices and to

communicate these to other companies (Kieser and Ernst 2002). Software
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producers can cooperate with each other and exchange information as well as

knowledge about usability (Valente 1993; Rogers 2003). Beyond such

collaborations, however, software producers can also monitor their competitors

and find intelligent design solutions for their own programs (Haveman 1993).

In the analysis of the German software industry it will thus be decisive to

identify actual networking connections and the amount that these are used for

obtaining new knowledge. It is to be expected, for example, that a producer who

holds a central position in the field and is closely linked with the other actors, can

rapidly attain new knowledge, compared to a producer who is at the margin of the

field (Powell et al. 1996; DiMaggio and Powell 1983). If he succeeds then to

convert this knowledge into usable products that are valued by the target customers,

the producer acquires a competitive advantage and above-average success from his

field position when compared to other, less cross-linked or worse organized

producers (4) (Yli-Renko et al. 2001).

From this research model thus result the following detailed questions which

should be answered in the scope of the research project:

1. Software Client: Is usability a perceived purchasing criterion among small and

medium-sized software clients?

2. Software Producer:

(a) What practices and knowledge help small and medium-sized software

companies to produce products with high usability?

(b) How does a positive attitude about usability arise in small and medium-sized

software producers and how do these discover or attain relevant knowledge?

(c) Is usability a success factor for small and medium-sized software producers?

3. Organizational Field: Which state and which field dynamics can be observed

overall?

Norming-Given
Bodies

Media

Clients

SuccessUsability of
ProductsProducers

Associations

Other
ProducersUniversities

Service Providers,
Consultants

Fig. 1 Research model
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2.2 Data Collection

We applied a hybrid approach including a combined qualitative and quantitative

data collection strategy. With the qualitative part of the study we aimed to

develop a thorough understanding of the knowledge and use of usability issues

among software producing companies and of the importance of software usability

for client companies. In addition, we aimed to identify actors in the software field

who are already or potentially relevant for disseminating usability related knowl-

edge. On this basis we refined our theoretical model. Based on the quantitative

data we targeted providing statistically confirmed answers to the questions

introduced above. Two surveys targeting software producers and software clients

have been developed and distributed to collect corresponding data. The collected

data were analyzed using various qualitative (Corbin and Strauss 2008) and

quantitative methods (Backhaus et al. 2008) – especially linear regression models

– and form the basis for the key results that follow as well as for the final

recommendations.

Qualitative Data Collection. To gain a deeper understanding of relevant

knowledge, stakeholder groups and current developments in the field, a total of

27 semi-structured qualitative expert interviews were conducted with various actors

in the organizational field of the software industry with a duration of 60–120 min

each. We interviewed four experts from large and eight experts from SME software

producers, two SMEs that use the software, six academic representatives (in the

fields of Information Systems, Media & Technology and Human Computer Inter-

action), two experts from usability consulting firms, two media and trade

representatives and three representatives of industry associations. All interviews

were recorded, transcribed and coded following established qualitative research

methods (Corbin and Strauss 2008).

Quantitative Data Collection. To allow for generalization, specific emphasis

was set to establish a representative sample of SMEs in Germany. As already

mentioned, the quantitative study was splitted in two different surveys; one for

software producers and one for software clients. The entire software producer

sample covered 1.756 companies; the software client sample covered 1.873

companies. We received completed surveys by 163 producers and 182 clients

(response rate of 9 %).

3 Results

This section provides an overview on selected results of the study. We first present

some basic descriptive statistics of the quantitative data that has been collected. The

following subsections focus on the perspective of the software client, the software

producer and the entire organizational field providing answers to the questions

introduced above.
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3.1 Descriptive Statistics

The data describing SME software producers in Germany is characterized by the

following descriptive facts: On average, SME software producers surveyed gen-

erate 300,000–1 million € annual turnover and employ 6–10 people. On average,

the companies were founded 13 years ago and show an even distribution across

different age classes. About 70 % of companies surveyed are limited liability

companies, only about 1 % is listed on the stock market and about 50 % of

companies are at least 75 % family-owned. We were thus successful in selecting

truly small and medium-sized software producers.

A similar picture emerges with regard to the 182 client companies surveyed that

were categorized as “SMEs using software”. An average responding company

employs about 20–49 people and has 5–10 million € turnover. Almost 70 % of

surveyed companies generate less than 10 million € of turnover and employ fewer

than 50 people. The companies are spread over various sectors (manufacturing:

25.5 %; service companies: 48.4 %; trade companies: 26.1 %) and nearly half of the

companies are limited liability corporations (GmbH). As is typical in the context of

SMEs, in over 70 % of the companies, more than 75 % of the shares are held in

family hands.

3.2 Software Client Perspective

From a software client perspective we are specifically focusing on the question if

usability is a perceived purchasing criterion among small and medium-sized soft-

ware clients? Furthermore, we also target collecting baseline information on the

status quo with respect to software that is currently used.

Our results thereby indicate that more than 60 % of software clients are very

satisfied (6 and 7 in likert-scale) with the software that is currently used when it

comes to functional and technical aspects such as reliability of the software. The

degree of satisfaction is lower when it comes to actual usage aspects such as

usability and flexibility of the software. Here, only approx. 40 % of the software

clients express that they are very satisfied. Figure 2 visualizes the results comparing

reliability against usability (mean value: 5.1) and flexibility (mean value: 4.66). In

addition, 70 % of the software clients confirm that software usability issues have

negative impacts on their productivity.

Based on the survey of medium-sized user companies we examined how usability

is currently a decision criterion in the software procurement process. To this end, as

a part of the user survey, a so-called Conjoint Analysis (Homburg and Krohmer

2005) was conducted in which a software procurement situation is simulated for

respondents, allowing the identification and weighting of typical decision criteria

(such as price and service). The data demonstrates that small and medium-sized

user companies already emphasize usability in the software selection process.

Software client firms seem to have generally adopted the issue as part of their

decision making horizon. From a customer perspective, however, a discrepancy
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exists between the required usability and that currently offered by manufacturers.

We thereby observe that firms that describe the usability of the software they

currently use as rather low, are more likely to put high emphasis on usability in

future procurement situations. In the qualitative interviews it is clear in this context

that users perceive the usability of software not as a separate criterion but as part of

a mix with other criteria such as service or functionality. It is thus questionable

whether users and customers are currently explicitly communicating their needs

regarding usability.

To summarize, we see unleveraged potential with regard to software usability

from a software client perspective. The satisfaction with actual usage aspects is still

lower compared to technical and functional aspects of software. Furthermore,

negative experiences with currently used software have an impact on the impor-

tance of usability aspects when buying new software.

3.3 Software Producer Perspective

From a software producer point of view, we are specifically interested in the key

question if software usability contributes to company success. In order to approach

this general question, we first have to develop a deeper understanding of when and

under which conditions companies are able to develop software with high usability.

We thus ask: What practices and knowledge help small and medium-sized software

companies to produce products with high usability? How does a positive attitude

about usability arise in small and medium-sized software producers and how do

these discover or attain relevant knowledge?

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reliability Usability Flexibility

Fig. 2 Software clients’ satisfaction
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Looking at the status quo, we distinguish cognitive and structural aspects of

usability integration and explore their effects on the perceived usability of the

companies’ software products and solutions. From a cognitive point of view, we

look specifically at the attitude of management and availability of knowledge with

regards to usability integration. Structural aspects of usability integration are based

on the relevant literature and were integrated into a usability integration maturity

model. This model included the following structural aspects consisting of software

development practices and organizational aspects: end-user integration, iterative

development, upfront design, usability methods, usability tools, usability budget,

usability discretion, usability as company goal, usability measures, and explicit

usability roles. The usability integration maturity model was used to visually depict

the results of the collected quantitative data documenting the average status quo of

German software producers. The descriptive results are visualized in Fig. 3.

Based on the data from the quantitative survey, it can be shown that among the

160 small and medium-sized software producers responding, current software

development practices and organizational aspects are far from mature. End-user

integration, upfront design and iterative development are development practices

that are currently already leveraged. The usage of usability methods and tools is still

in an early stage. From an organizational point of view, we discovered the contra-

diction that the respondents confirmed that usability is defined as a company goal,

however, in parallel responded that the allocated budget is close to zero.

In a second step, we specifically observed which companies already have a very

high degree of maturity of these practices and analyzed why this seems to be the

case. Our results suggest that a positive attitude of management (Stratman and Roth

2007) towards usability in particular significantly reflected on the maturity of

Usability Integration
Aspects

Usability Integration Maturity
Levels

End-User Integration

Upfront  Design

No involvement* Partial involvement** Systematic involvement***

No use* Systematic use***

Iterative Design

Usability Methods

Usability Software

No use* Partial use** Systematic use***

No use* Partial use**

Partial use**

Systematic use***

Usability Roles

Usability Discretion

No responsible person Usability Experts or Team

No discretionary power* Partail discretionary power ** High discretionary power ***

Defined1Not definedUsability as Corporate
Objective

Usability Budget

Established2

No budget Low budgetA High budgetB

Not defined Defined1Usability Performance
Indicators Established2

*    Value range 1 to 3
**   Value range 3 to 5
*** Value range 5 to 7

1Since <= 3 years
2Since>  3 years

A <=  5 %

No use*

B >  5%

Systematic use***

Partial use**

No experts (other employee)

Fig. 3 Usability integration maturity model and current status quo at software producers
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relevant practices and structures. Moreover, it can be shown that existing expertise

within the company has a positive influence on the intensity in which the user takes

part in the development process – which in turn significantly improves the usability

of the products. Because of their limited distribution as yet, the impact of the use of

specific methods and tools in determining the usability of software is not yet clear.

The low penetration rates can be interpreted as a sign of a perceived low suitability

of these tools for the development processes in small and medium-sized software

companies – potentially due to the fact that according tools and practices have not

yet been “translated” (Czarniawska and Joerges 1996) for the SME context.

After systematically working out the effect of different practices on the maturity

of a company regarding usability, we examine whether companies that assess the

usability of their products as better than average are more successful. This is indeed

evident in our multivariate data analysis; a positive and statistically significant

relationship between the self-assessed usability of software products and customer

satisfaction as well as sales development of the software producers surveyed was

detected – while controlling for variables such as company size and customer

structure. SME software producers that, through the acquisition of knowledge in

the field and application of this knowledge in their structures and processes (e.g. by

integrating the user directly in the development process), achieve a higher usability

of their products seem to be more successful on average in terms of customer

satisfaction and sales development. Figure 4 summarizes the effects we have

identified based on our quantitative data.

3.4 Organizational Field Perspective

The question of how a positive attitude about usability arises in SME software

producers was met with systematic analysis of the interaction and networking of
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ProductsSoftware  Development 
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Fig. 4 Software producer perspective
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small and medium-sized software companies in the organizational field of the

German software industry. Particular attention was paid to exchange relations

with actors such as universities, service providers, customers, industry

organizations and standardization bodies. From a theoretical point of view it was

assumed that increased networking would have a positive impact on expertise in

SME software producers (Powell et al. 1996). The results of the analysis support

this assumption, however, the data also shows diffusion gaps in knowledge acqui-

sition and attitude formation (see Fig. 5).

Although a high proportion of respondents indicate regular cooperation with

other software producers, it was not possible based on the data to demonstrate

clearly that such interactions significantly influence the attitudes and knowledge

creation in relation to the issue of usability. Usability therefore rarely seems to be

the main motivation behind cooperation between software manufacturers. For some

producers however, universities already seem to be important sources of knowledge

on the subject. However, it is not clear that universities are able to persuade

regarding the issue – rather, they seem to act as pure suppliers of knowledge

(also compare (B€ar and Reich 2011)). It is clear that there exist specialized industry
associations focused on usability, but that their activities are rarely perceived by

SME software producers and, considered in isolation, do not contribute to attitude

formation and knowledge dissemination. The results obtained point out that the

potential of industry associations regarding usability are currently not being utilized

to a significant degree. Overall, the data demonstrates that a large number of small

medium-sized software producers work with external service providers and that

appropriate cooperation significantly influences both attitudes towards and

Norming-Given
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Media
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SuccessUsability of
ProductsProducers
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ProducersUniversities

Service Providers,
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Attitude

Knowledge

Fig. 5 Organizational field perspective
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knowledge of usability in a positive way. At the same time, specialized usability

consultants do not seem to be currently able to influence usability attitudes in

SMEs. It can already be demonstrated that media are used by software producers

in the acquisition of knowledge on usability. The issue of usability, however, seems

not yet to have achieved significant popularity among the media, which is reflected

in the lack of attitude change among software firms. The analysis further shows that

the application of ISO standards serves no significant change in attitudes towards or

knowledge about usability of software producers. These results suggest that strong

standards both in terms of reputation as well as their potential to pool expertise and

make this comparable and easy to communicate still fall short of their creator’s

expectations. The present results show that usability from the point of view of

software producers has often been perceived as a purchasing criterion for

customers. However, it seems to be the case that it is difficult for small and

medium-sized software producers to react to short term customer requirements

regarding usability, i.e. it is difficult to build up internal knowledge on usability.

Instead, relevant knowledge gaps are frequently filled by hiring external service

organizations.

To finally derive policy recommendations for government and society, it is

necessary to understand the current status of the field and to observe the

corresponding dynamics. It is conceivable that certain developments important

for the establishment of the issue already happen on their own and are in no need

of support, while other developments are blocked by factors that can be reduced or

eliminated by appropriate measures. To capture the state and the dynamics of the

field, theory-guided indicators were developed by which we can observe the status

of the dissemination of the topic. Based on the data collected we then checked the

levels of these indicators in Germany and partially compared these to those present

in the United States. U.S. media and gurus are clearly perceived as role models in

this regard. Corresponding usability catalysts are very scarce in the German land-

scape. Based on experience with products from the U.S. associated with a particu-

larly high usability (such as the iPhone) in private life, attention regarding usability

is also increasing in the professional context. Knowledge related to usability is

rarely taught in Germany, however, and constitutes only a marginal area in the

training of young professionals. Leading universities, professors and research are

mostly associated with the U.S. The lack of specific, interdisciplinary training

options is often considered a central obstacle to the spread of usability knowledge

in Germany. Usability specialists today originate from different disciplines and

many are newcomers to the area. A structuring of the labor market in this regard is

only in the infancy stage in regards to trade fairs, initiatives, associations or

standards. At the same time software producers and design agencies are desperately

searching for qualified personnel. Especially for SMEs, it seems to be increasingly

difficult to find appropriate candidates to occupy vacant job opportunities in

usability. Software producers argue that currently no uniform professions or

degrees seem to exist in Germany regarding usability.
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4 Recommendations

Based on the empirically determined diffusion of usability practices we conclude

with some suggestions for initiatives. These initiatives, performed by different

actors could – in the short and medium term – lead to increased usability of software

by German software producers. For SME software producers, based on the maturity

model previously developed, a self-test is proposed on which basis individualized

measures can be derived to optimize the software development process. For small

and medium-sized client companies, a more professional approach to the software

procurement process – i.e. using checklists or the assistance of external experts –

can help make usability needs more explicit. Furthermore, based on the results

obtained it can be argued that usability specialists or consultants could currently

particularly benefit from increased transparency of the services offered and a more

target-group focused communication with potential customers. Regarding existing

associations it would make sense to extend the radius of activities to specialized

industry and professional associations of small and medium-sized corporate users.

To strengthen the dissemination of the topic in the media, personalization of the

issue and a link to existing success stories could lead to wider attention and stronger

resonance. Finally, measures with medium to long-lasting effects can be identified.

In this context, on the basis of the results obtained, it is argued that a greater

integration of usability into the curricula of universities and a long-term focus on

the establishment of norms and standards can have a positive effect on small and

medium-sized software producers and client firms. In terms of policy, pilot projects

in the form of “usability vouchers” could be established to provide monetary

incentives to engage in professional usability practices. These could enable small

and medium-sized companies despite their limited resources to obtain expertise on

usability and to gain practical experience in the implementation of basic practices

together with specialists.

5 Summary

In this article we presented the results of our empirical study exploring the current

status quo of software usability in small and medium sized enterprises in Germany.

From a software client perspective, we identified unleveraged potential with regard

to software usability. Today, the satisfaction with actual usage aspects is still lower

compared to the technical and functional aspects of software used in SMEs.

However, in parallel we have seen that usability is considered as equally important

as technical and functional aspects. We could identify a cluster of software clients

that explicitly emphasizes the importance of usability as a software buying decision

criteria. Interestingly, firms in this cluster are characterized by negative experiences

with regard to usability of software used in the past. From a software producer

perspective, we identified that current software development practices and organi-

zational aspects with regard to usability integration are far from mature.
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Software producing companies in which executives have a positive attitude

towards usability and which have been able to accumulate a usability specific

knowledge, are more likely to implement usability-specific practices and to adapt

their organizational structures respectively – which in turn significantly improves

the usability of the products. In addition, we were able to detect a positive and

statistically significant relationship between self-assessed usability of software

products and customer satisfaction as well as sales development. This gives a

clear indication for software producers that it is worth investing in usability

practices as part of the development processes. Finally, from a field perspective,

our data demonstrates that a large number of small and medium-sized software

producers work with external service providers and that appropriate cooperation

significantly influences both attitudes towards and knowledge of usability in a

positive way. Furthermore, our study also demonstrates that there is still a lot of

unleveraged potential within the field, e.g. there is a growing demand for usability

professionals which currently cannot be satisfied.

Building on the results of our study, we plan to establish a usability competence

center focusing on two main topics: First, we will develop a management concept

for people-driven development of software and its implementation and use in the

form of information systems. The management concept will embed a procedure

model helping SME software producers to integrate usability into the entire devel-

opment lifecycle. Second, we will establish a network of software producers,

service providers, and software clients to disseminate our management concept.

Further information on the study and our future activities will be accessible via the

Web site http://www.usability-in-germany.de/.
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Software Product Management

Samuel A. Fricker

Abstract

Software organizations evolve and maintain software solutions with more than a

single development project. The delta specifications and artifacts that result from

each project make reuse difficult and challenge a company’s ability to innovate.

Software product management is a growing discipline for understanding how to

productize and align software with company strategy, how to evolve software,

and how to coordinate product stakeholders. With product focus, in addition to

project focus, planning accuracy can be improved, time-to-market reduced,

product quality enhanced, and economic success sustained. This chapter

provides an overview on software product management and discusses what

today is known about this discipline.

1 Introduction

In modern economy the companies that succeed and survive are those able to

develop and market winning products. Products like phones, cars, and airplanes

are increasingly software-based, rather than being electro-mechanical devices.

Services like banking, information provision, and entertainment and infrastructure

like telecommunications and power networks gradually tend to be run more by

software products than by humans. Software is an increasingly important enabler

and driver of innovation because of its adaptability and flexibility. At the same time,

software allows cutting cost, reducing time, and increasing reliability of services

that earlier were performed by humans, enabling humans to focus on complex and

little repetitive tasks.
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Software organizations see themselves confronted with software solutions

evolved and maintained with more than a single development project. They incur

a majority of cost not with that first development project, but afterwards (Sneed

et al. 2005). The delta specifications and artifacts that result from each project make

reuse difficult and challenge a company’s ability to innovate. In addition, the ever

increasing strategic importance of software requires that solutions are not only

technically sound, but are aligned with business strategy.

In 1997, the term software product management was coined (Kilpi 1997).

Procter & Gamble’s idea of letting an individual manager championing and taking

responsibility for a product (Gorchels 2006) was applied to a software organization.

The software product managers extended configuration management of code

and software artifacts with delivery data, customer data, and change requests.

An integrated software product management process was established that covered

marketing, release planning, software production, sales, customer delivery, and

product support in addition to the release projects.

Today software product management is a young, growing discipline that bridges

software engineering with business. The first book on software product manage-

ment appeared in 2002 (Condon 2002). The first workshop of the International

Workshop on Software Product Management (IWSPM) series took place in 2006.

The first conference on the International Conference on Software Business

(ICSOB) series took place in 2010. Figure 1 shows that an increasing number

of publications are written on software product management or refer to such

publications. These figures are very defensive estimates of the actual amount of

activity in the field of software product management.

The aim of this chapter is to provide an up-to-date overview on software product

management. It does so by characterizing software products, describing the profile

of a software product manager, and introducing software product management

practices and interfaces to other company functions. The characterization covers

product management both for commercial software and for software solutions

used to provide commercial services. The overview gives selected entry points to

academic literature and to books about the topic and concludes with a short

discussion of the state of knowledge.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the

software product concept. Section 3 characterizes the software product manager

and company-internal stakeholders. Section 3.2 surveys software product
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management references models and describes software product management

practices. Section 5 discusses state of knowledge. Section 6 summarizes and

concludes.

2 Software as a Product

2.1 Software Products

The term product is a central concept in marketing. It designates anything that can
be offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use, or consumption that might
satisfy a want or need (Kotler et al. 2010). The intention behind a product is the

satisfaction of a set of people or organizations with comparable needs against some

form of compensation. Products can be physical objects, services, people, places,

organizations, ideas, or mixes of these entities.

The set of people or organizations the product is made available for is called a

market. The market-orientation where one product may be instantiated many times

differentiates product development with bespoke development where one software

instance is developed for one specific customer. Characteristic for something to

qualify as a product is its offering to a market, and not the concluded compensation.

Even a thing that is made available for potential sales but never sold is called

product. The compensation can be, but does not necessarily need to be of commer-

cial or financial nature. Attention, use, or consumption suffices for the thing to be a

product.

A “software product” is a product whose primary component is software
(Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Software is an information good that manifests

human know-how in bits and bytes. This characteristic makes a software product

special in comparison to other goods.

Software becomes whatever function or application it addresses (Cusumano

2004). The utility of a software product is determined by the functionality it

provides at its interfaces. Value is generated as a result of such functionality. For

example, an online-banking solution may offer the possibility to enter a payment.

The banking solution then generates value by initiating an account movement.

The generic character of software makes businesses in many industries depend on

software products, provided that the generated value is understood by those targeted

by these software products.

An information good like software can be easily copied, shared, resold, or rented

(Variant 2000). Production and distribution of copies require little cost in compari-

son to the development of the software product. This characteristic allows software

product sales to achieve fascinating profit margins (Cusumano 2004). The duplica-

tion and spreading of commercial software needs to be managed, however. Defined

rights need to be licensed (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Such rights include the right

to use, the right to own, and the right to resell the software.

Software can be changed or updated relatively easily by using patches or release

updates (van de Weerd et al. 2006b). This flexibility make incremental product
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development possible, where a rapid break-even can be reached and a high return of

investment achieved (Denne and Cleland-Huang 2003). The high release

frequency, however, makes requirements organization highly complex, especially

for large and complex software products that offer integration with other software.

The software business has also its dark sides when compared to other kinds of

product businesses (Cusumano 2004; Xu and Brinkkemper 2007). Many developers

consider themselves to be artists, rather than engineers or scientists. Their produc-

tivity differs up to a factor 20. Software product development, hence, is highly

unpredictable and risky. Seventy-five to eighty percent of the projects routinely are

late and over budget. Planning accuracy of 20 % is considered best practice.

However, a successful software product has the potential be considered a “license

to print money” with marginal production cost and customers locked in to the

vendor. The product business model can be maintained as long as the software

company succeeds to sell new products to new customers, rather than selling

services and upgrades to their existing customer base.

Three types of software products are often differentiated: packaged software,

software as a service, and embedded software (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). These

types mainly differentiate themselves in how the product is duplicated and made

available to the customer.

Packaged software is commercial software that comes ready-made (Xu and

Brinkkemper 2007). Packaged software is often customized when deployed. The

larger such software is the more significant customization and deployment effort

can be. A typical large-scale example is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

system whose adaptation cost usually outweighs the product cost. Packaged soft-

ware may be offered in a standardized format as commercial off-the-shelf software,

as shrink-wrapped software, or as an app. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) soft-
ware is packaged software with limited configurability offered to a whole market.

COTS is often integrated into other software (Basili and Boehm 2001; Jaccheri and

Torchiano 2002). Shrink-wrapped software is COTS software that can be bought in

stores or downloaded from the web (Flammia and McCandless 1997). An app is a

form of shrink-wrapped software that typically is of small size and offered through

a market place, an app store, dedicated for a given operating system (Miller 2010).

Software products may be offered as a service instead of being offered as

packaged software (Hayes 2008). Such software is called Software as a Service
(SaaS). SaaS is not installed on a user’s local PC, but run at a distant server

managed by the supplier. The user typically accesses the software through a web

browser. One of the benefits of SaaS is runtime binding, where the software decides

ad-hoc to access other software services to deliver its functionality to the user

(Turner et al. 2003). The SaaS software development model is likely to lead to

higher software quality, greater profits, and higher social welfare than traditional

forms of software (Choudhary 2007). On-demand software provision through the

Internet, also called cloud computing, is a new paradigm shift in the software

industry (Buyya et al. 2009) that can change the way software is developed and

composed (Gold et al. 2004).
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A third important form of software products is software embedded in

microcontroller-based systems (Lee 2000; Ebert and Salecker 2009). Examples of

embedded systems include home appliances (Edwards and Grinter 2001), mobile

phones (Roussos et al. 2005), cars (Broy et al. 2007), and power systems (Wu et al.

2005). The end user usually doesn’t recognize embedded software, but perceives it
as a set of functions that the system provides. Embedded software produced by one

supplier can be prepared for use in the products of another company that usually is

called Original Equipment Manufacturer, OEM (Kittlaus and Clough 2009).

Software companies often do not sell one single product but offer portfolios of
products tailored for different market segments (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Quality

concerns, total cost of portfolio ownership, and time-to-market of product develop-

ment drives these companies towards developing platforms and product lines that
enable planned reuse of software artifacts (Clements and Northrop 2001; Pohl et al.

2005). Usually, higher-level or senior product management is responsible for a

product line, the product manager for one or a few of the products, and analysts or

requirements engineers for product features or releases.

2.2 Parts of Software Products

A product is a combination of goods and services (Kotler et al. 2010). The core
product corresponds to the problem-solving services or benefits that customers buy

when they obtain a product. The actual product consists of various parts, functional
and quality features, styling, brand name, and packaging combined to deliver

the core product’s benefits. The augmented product, finally, delivers additional

services and benefits such as delivery, installation, after-sales service, and warranty.

The software domain knows engineering, business, and legal interpretations of

what a software product consist of. These interpretations characterize the concerns

the respective viewpoints are concerned with.

The engineering perspective focuses on the core product. Here, a software product

consists of the complete set of computer programs, procedures, and associated
documentation and data designated for delivery to users (IEEE 1990). These artifacts

support planning, design, construction, and quality assurance of the product artifacts,

including code development and configuration control (Bersoff 1984). A product

repository is used to manage these artifacts across development projects (Kilpi 1997).

It contains baselines of consistent product development plans, requirements, archi-

tecture, design, code, configuration data, test plans, test cases, test data, and user

documentation (Clements and Northrop 2001; Sneed et al. 2005).

The business interpretation focuses on the actual and augmented products. Here,

a software product is a packaged configuration of software components or a
software-based service, with auxiliary materials, which is released for and traded
in a specific market (Xu and Brinkkemper 2007). The packaged components refer to

the software delivered to users. The software-based services cover infrastructure,

software environment, and application service provision (Yourseff et al. 2008).

These components and services form the actual product. The augmented product
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consists of auxiliary materials and the activities that support software distribution

and trading. The auxiliary materials comprise software documentation, web pages,

user manuals, training material, and brochures. Supporting activities include distri-

bution, customer projects that deliver customization and integration for customers,

user training, and maintenance.

The legal interpretation adds a set of rights to the services and artifacts of an

augmented software product. Right management and transfer are extensively

researched in the context of open source software (Lerner and Tirole 2002). The

GNU General Public License GPL (GNU 2007) is one well-known open source

license model among many others (Open Source Initiative 2012). These license

models allow free use, modification, or distribution of software provided that

restrictions with respect to copyright and open source status protection are observed

(Ruffin and Ebert 2004). Affected by these restrictions is the right to integrate the

open source software into other products that then are reproduced or sold (Alspaugh

et al. 2010). A bypassed licensor is entitled to force an integrator to end the affected

product’s production, delivery, and sale and to claim for damages.

2.3 Classification of Software Products

Products can be classified based on their role for the customers (Kotler et al. 2010).

Each product class has a particular customer buying and use behaviors that are

addressed with a specific pricing, distribution approach, and promotion tactic.

Similar differences can be observed between each type of software product:

packaged software, embedded software, and SaaS. Table 1 provides an overview

and examples of products.

Consumer products target end consumers for personal consumption. Conve-

nience goods are bought relatively frequently with a little comparison and buying

effort. Shopping goods are less frequently bought with significant comparison effort

to alternatives. Specialty goods have unique characteristics and high brand identifi-

cation. Here the customer is willing to make a special purchase effort.

Industrial products target other companies or in-house business units. These

products are used to again build and offer value added products or services (Jansen

et al. 2007). Materials and parts enter the customer’s products completely. These

products are sold directly to the industrial users who mostly look on price and

service. These customers are, in the case of embedded materials and parts usually

called Original Equipment Manufacturers, OEMs (Kittlaus and Clough 2009).

Capital items help in the customer’s production or operations and partly enter the

customer’s products. Capital items tend to be sold through intermediaries or

integrated to the customer’s environment with dedicated projects. Supplies and

services are needed in the customer’s production or operations, but do not enter the

customer’s products. Supplies are usually purchased with minimal comparison.

Services are usually purchased under contract.

Predominantly in the context of SaaS, the term software product is not limited

to the world of software vendors, but also encompasses the world of corporate IT
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organizations (Kittlaus and Clough 2009; Cabinet Office 2011b). Corporate IT

organizations deliver and operate software products in-house that enable business

units to deliver business services to customers (Ward and Peppard 2002). The

corporate IT organizations establish software products usually as standard software
that is routinely installed on most computers within the business unit.

3 The Software Product Roles

Procter & Gamble has introduced product management to improve the performance

of one their product lines (Gorchels 2006). Their key idea was to let an individual

manager assigned responsibility for these products compete with others. This

system was so successful that it was copied over again since then.

3.1 The Software Product Manager

The software product manager, often called solution owner in the context of

information systems, is a mini Chief Executive Officer with full business responsi-

bility of a software (Ebert 2006). A software product manager is a middle manager

responsible for developing new products and managing and marketing existing

ones (Gorchels 2006; Cabinet Office 2011). He defines strategy of these products,

aligns them with company strategy and markets needs, and executes the strategy-

implementing plans by coordinating product development, marketing, sales, distri-

bution, service, and support.

Job descriptions for software product managers usually cover the following

responsibilities. He participates in innovation and takes leadership for new product

Table 1 Product classifications (Adapted from Kotler et al. 2010), and product types with

examples
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ideas. He develops the product strategy that aims at achieving sustainable economic

product success in line with corporate strategy (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). In the

context of commercial software, he plans the marketing mix and monitors product

success in collaboration with marketing. He plans product scope and monitors

product evolution in collaboration with development. He represents the product

inside and outside the company and coordinates product operations with company

units including sales, distribution, service, and support.

A software product manager has at least a Masters title in informatics or business

administration and has developed broad knowledge of relevant technologies and

markets. He has proven ability to communicate and negotiate successfully with all

important product stakeholders inside and outside the company. He has excellent

self-management abilities that allow him to work on a broad spectrum of tasks with

changing priorities.

To summarize, the software product manager stands for what the product does,

what it is, who it serves, and what it means to the company and customers (Gorchels

2006). He is a champion and driver for successful evolution and revolution of the

company’s portfolio.

3.2 External and Internal Stakeholders of Software Product
Management

Each company acts in an industry, where it is embedded in an ecosystem suppliers,

customers, system integrators, partners, competitors, suppliers of substitute

products or services, and potential new entrants (Porter 1998; Messerschmitt and

Szyperski 2003; Popp and Meyer 2010). Suppliers deliver components, platforms,

and systems that enable development and running of software products (Jansen

et al. 2007). System integrators design and implement software-based systems that

are used by customers and into which software products are integrated. Partners
may resell software products, provide referrals, integrate software products into

their products, cooperate in product development, and provide certification services

(Popp and Meyer 2010). Competitors, suppliers of substitute products or services,
and potential new entrants are perceived to be threats for a product that are

addressed by protecting intellectual property and by innovating continuously

(Hyland and Beckett 1994; Pech 2006).

A product cuts across the company’s value chain (Porter 1998). To align the

product with the company’s processes and activities, the product manager

coordinates company-internal stakeholders (Lehmann and Winer 2005; Gorchels

2006; van de Weerd et al. 2006; Kittlaus and Clough 2009; Bekkers et al. 2010).

Product management ensures that the product and the stakeholders’ activities are

aligned with company strategy, the market situation, and the stakeholders’ interests.

The organizational structure, the position of product management, and

the naming and scope of the various company functions differ from company to

company and over time (Lehmann and Winer 2005). This limits the validity of any

global definition of product management stakeholders. The following stakeholder
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characterizations, hence, need to be interpreted and adapted to each organization

under consideration.

The interface between a company’s marketing and development functions is

the most critical in terms of challenges and criticality for product success (Griffin

and Hauser 1996). The product manager bridges two these functions while planning

and aligning the product with corporate strategy. The product management

responsibilities and activities ensure that product-related knowledge and informa-

tion are adequately shared and that product-related activities are coordinated.

The product manager closely cooperates with marketing management that is
responsible for market and customer success. Marketing management builds and
maintains beneficial exchanges with target buyers and manages demand and
customer relationships (Kotler et al. 2010). The product manager is the company-

internal supplier who delivers new and improved products to marketing. Marketing

represents the voice of the customer, for example by providing access to marketing

research and customers. Marketing also ensures that the products address the needs

of target markets. Upon successful implementation of a product release, marketing

undertakes promotion and selling efforts for bringing the released products to the

customers and satisfy their needs.

For defining the product strategy and planning product evolution, the product

manager collaborates with the following additional functions and roles. He

collaborates with research and development to identify opportunities for product

and technology innovation (Garcia and Calantone 2002). He performs triage and

aligns the product with corporate strategy whose owner is higher-level management
(Davis 2005). Higher-level management balances the overall portfolio, prepares

and executes measurement and analysis, defines a consistent marketing and

sales strategy, and provides funding and resources for product development and

operations (Ebert 2006).

The product manager closely cooperates with product development project
managers. Such a project manager is responsible for successfully executing a

project that leads to a product release. A project, in contrast to a product, is

characterized by having a definite beginning and a definite end and by creating
unique deliverables in a sequence of steps (Project Management Institute 2004).

The product manager is the company-internal customer who contracts each product

development project by setting priorities for the targeted product release. A project

manager is responsible for one such project. He ensures feasibility of the project

scope, implements the agreed scope, and hands the implemented product release

over to the product manager.

For launching and delivering an implemented product release, the product

manager collaborates with the following additional functions and roles. These

roles mostly address operational concerns on a tactical level.

He collaborates with distribution who make the software product ready for

consumption. In the case of software-as-a-service, distribution may be called

production and is responsible for operating and hosting the software (Cabinet

Office 2011). In the case of packaged software, distribution is responsible for
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creating the product package and shipping it to the points-of-sales or the customers.

Distribution interfaces with inbound and outbound logistics.

The product manager collaborates with sales and with customer projects that

enable the customers to take advantage of the values delivered by the product.

Such customer projects can involve system engineering projects, such as building a

substation for power distribution, or organizational and process changes, such as in

the deployment of an enterprise resource planning system. He collaborates with

customer service and support who deliver user training, consultancy, maintenance

service, and upgrades (Goffin and New 2001).

The product manager collaborates with finance who ensure a sufficient revenue

stream for the company (Konig 2009). He collaborates with legal who provide

advice regarding license use and who protect and defend the product against

competitors and potential new market entrants.

4 Software Product Management

A software organization faces a highly competitive environment. A good product

idea and a well-executed new product development project are not enough to be

successful. Usefulness of a software product in accordance with the organization’s

strategy can only be achieved and sustained with an interrelated set of competences,

practices, and processes for planning, building, marketing, distributing, evolving,

and maintaining a software product.

Software product management is the discipline, which governs a software
product from its inception to its close-down to generate as large value as possible
for the business. This definition, adapted from Alcatel (Ebert 2006), encompasses

three important facets: governance of a software, coverage of the full software

lifecycle, and business value generation.

Software product management encompasses the practices needed for governing

a software product. Governance refers to structures, processes, and relational

mechanisms implemented to ensure that business goals are achieved, resources

responsibly utilized, and risks adequately managed (Meyer et al. 2003; De Haes and

Van Grembergen 2004). A software product manager, the mini-CEO, is responsible

and accountable for the success of the software product (Ebert 2006). The product

manager plans the scope and evolution of the software product and aligns it with

user, market, and company needs (Gorchels 2006). To obtain commitment from the

organization and to reduce risks, the product manager actively involves important

stakeholders from development, marketing, sales, distribution, service, and support

(Aurum and Wohlin 2003; van de Weerd et al. 2006).

A software that is used undergoes continual change or becomes progressively

less useful (Lehman 1980). This law applies not only for software use, but also for

the product’s position in the market and its utility for the company. The product

needs to be adjusted to changing customer preferences and moves by competitors

(Porter 1998). A software product is adapted differently based on its current

lifecycle stage (Raijlich and Bennet 2000). Initially the product is evolved to extend
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its capabilities and functionalities. Later when changes become difficult, it is

serviced with defect repairs and simple functional changes to maintain its useful-

ness. The ensuing phase-out stage stops servicing, but continues revenue generation

until the product is closed down. Each phase requires specific expertise, employs

particular architectural tactics, and pursues own economic goals.

Every investment requires return of investment to be generated. Return can be

generated with a broad variety of values, including values perceived by customer

and users, market value for the company, shareholder value, production value,

product differentiation, intellectual capital, value of technology, and innovation

value (Khurum et al. 2011). The software product manager is responsible for

prioritizing value generation and aligning the software product with company

strategy. Strategic management instruments (Kaplan and Norton 1992), business

cases (Reifer 2002), and goals and requirements (Gorschek and Wohlin 2006) are

means to plan and manage the implementation of such value generation.

4.1 Software Product Management Reference Models

Software product management stands for a broad variety of practices for aligning

the product business with corporate strategy, steering software development,

obtaining customer interest, generating revenue, and supporting product use. The

scope of product management can be derived from textbooks (Lehman 1980;

Condon 2002; Gorchels 2006; Dver 2007; Lawley 2007; Cagan 2008; Haines

2009; Kittlaus and Clough 2009). A systematic overview, however, can be gained

by studying reference models that describe software product management practices.

They have been developed based on empirical research (van de Weerd et al. 2006;

Bekkers et al. 2010), personal experience in large-scale companies (Ebert 2006,

2009; Kittlaus and Clough 2009), as a result of industry consultancy and training

(Pragmatic Marketing 2012; Steinhardt 2012), and by seeking consensus between

academic and industrial opinion leaders (ISPMA 2012).

The software product management reference models are used to benchmark,

improve processes, and train practitioners. They refer to 28–68 capabilities, pro-

cesses, activities, or competencies and are structured according to product lifecycle

phases, functional areas, interfaces to company function, abstraction levels, or

impact of decision making. Figure 2 shows an overlay of the reference models’

structuring mechanisms.

A product artifact hierarchy consisting of portfolio, products, releases, and

requirements, is used to structure van de Weerd’s reference framework for software
product management (van de Weerd et al. 2006; Bekkers et al. 2010). Each level

in the artifact hierarchy refers to groups of three or six focus areas: portfolio

management, product planning, release planning, and requirements management.

The total of 15 focus areas again structure 68 capabilities of a software product

organization that are implemented in collaboration with company-external and

internal stakeholders.
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Lifecycle phases are the structuring mechanism used in Ebert’s software product
management framework (Ebert 2006, 2009). The phases strategy, concept, market

entry and development, and evolution follow the major milestones of a new product

development effort (Cooper 2001) and are used to order 18 product management

processes and 10 competencies.

Eight functional areas, visualized as columns, are used to structure 49 activities

in Kittlaus’s software product management framework (Kittlaus and Clough 2009).
The areas are market and product analysis, product strategy and planning, and

collaboration with development, marketing, sales and distribution, and support and

services. The framework also differentiates two abstraction levels that distinguish

activities performed at the corporate and the product levels.

A well-known reference model for software product management that emerged

from industry consultancy and training is the Pragmatic Marketing framework
(Pragmatic Marketing 2012). It delineates management and marketing practices

for technology products on a continuum of concerns from strategic to tactical:

market, strategy, business, planning, programs, readiness, and support. Pragmatic

Marketing tailors the framework to characterize special kinds of product managers.

The director of product strategy is responsible for strategic business-oriented

practices like market definition, product portfolio management, and business

planning. The technical product manager is responsible for strategic technology-

oriented practices like technology assessment, product roadmapping, and

requirements management. The product marketing manager, finally, is responsible

for tactical practices like customer acquisition, product sales, and support.

The software product management body of knowledge (SPMBoK) of the Inter-

national Software Product Management Association (ISPMA) is a consensus

between academic and industrial opinion leaders (ISPMA 2012). It integrates

Van de Weerd’s, Ebert’s, and Kittlaus’s frameworks for product management

education purposes. In contrast to other reference models, the scope and contents

of the SPMBoK continues to evolve by being discussed and adjusted by any product
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management expert that joins the ISPMA knowledge network. It hence adapts to

the evolving understanding of the discipline.

The SPMBoK structures 38 practices again along functional areas. The product

manager participates in strategic management, is directly responsible for product

strategy and planning, and orchestrates development, market, sales, distribution,

service, and support. In small companies, market and product analysis are

performed as core activities by the product manager. Figure 3 provides an overview

of the SPMBoK.

The various structuring approaches and naming of product management

practices make it difficult to provide a single, globally accepted view of software

product management. The SPMBoK provides the broadest consensus of software

product management opinion leaders and is used here to structure the overview of

the various practices.

4.2 Strategic Management

Strategic management is concerned of the question how a company achieves and

sustains competitive advantage (Teece et al. 1997). This SPMBoK pillar represents

the interface between software product management and the company’s higher-

level management. The latter sets goals and constraints for the portfolio of company

offerings, and the product manager influences and adjusts the company’s strategy.

The product manager participates but does not take leadership or responsibility.
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Corporate strategy consists of the vision and approach a company takes to

compete with other firms. The following three questions help creating a strategic

vision for a company (McGrath 2001): Where do we want to go? How will we get
there? Why do we think we will be successful? Executive management answers these

questions for the company with a defensible position against competitive

forces (Porter 1980), competitive moves (Shapiro 1989), capability development

(Wernerfelt 1984), and the adaptation and use of these capabilities (Teece et al. 1997).

Portfolio management is the balancing of risk versus return, maintenance versus

growth, and short term versus long term by making choices of markets, products,

and technologies to invest in and allocating resources to (Cooper et al. 1999).

Portfolio decisions allow a company to focus its resources on a few important

activities, hence to ensure its ability to act. A well-known portfolio management

approach is the Boston Consulting Group analysis used to decide which products to

invest in, which products to use as funding sources, and which products to eliminate

(Henderson 1979). A successful product takes different positions in the company’s

portfolio during its lifetime (Haines 2009). It requires initial funding during the

product definition phase, where concepts and feasibility are evaluated. It requires

substantial funding during the product introduction phase, where the focus lays on

development, launch, and growth. It then acts as a revenue source for other products

during maturity and decline before it is eliminated. Each phase requires dedicated

product management activities.

Innovation management in a product context refers to the continuous renewal of
technologies and product offerings (Trott 2011). Innovation is crucial for a com-

pany to achieve competitive advantage and long-term success. The innovation

process includes the discovery of new possibilities, the choice and combination

of potential innovations, and the delivery of value (Hyland and Beckett 1994;

Gorschek and Fricker 2010). Appropriate organizational structure, funding and

resources, and an innovation-encouraging climate provide the necessary context

for innovation. The degree of desired innovativeness (Garcia and Calantone 2002)

determines how product management is involved in innovation. A product manager

may be a champion and leader for a radical or really new innovation. A product

manager may oversee the whole innovation process in the case of incremental

innovations.

Resource management is closely related to corporate strategy and portfolio

management. The resources managed by a company include factors of production

such as unskilled labor and capital, include firm-specific assets that are difficult to

imitate such as trade secrets, specialized production facilities, business knowledge,

and engineering experience, and include organizational routines and competences

(Teece et al. 1997; Gold et al. 2001). Resources are scarce, hence are increasingly

sought outside the boundaries of the company (Chesbrough 2003). If resources are

adapted to business needs and utilized in a focused manner, they can be a source for

competitive advantage.

Market analysis delivers key inputs to positioning the company and its products

in the industry. Market analysis is a basis to determine a company’s opportunities

and threats. A well-known market approach is PEST analysis, the analysis of
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political, economic, social or societal, and technological factors (Ward and Peppard

2002) usually enhanced into the PRESTO analysis with regulatory and other factors

(Haines 2009). Porter’s five forces analysis represents a complementary analysis

approach focused on customers, suppliers, existing and future competitors, and

product substitutes (Porter 1998). Inputs for market analysis can be found by

studying industry-specific journals and periodicals, attending fairs and conferences,

scanning the Internet, or procuring market research reports from commercial

analysts such as Gartner (Fenn and Raskino 2011), IDC, and Forrester Research.

Product analysis delivers information about current product performance. Prod-

uct analysis is one of the inputs to determine a company’s strengths and

weaknesses. Many data for product analysis can be provided by finance controllers

(Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Typical quantitative data are product revenue, devel-

opment and operations cost, profit, sales, and support requests. Qualitative data are

feedback from customers (Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Johnson and Gustafsson

2000), sales channels, and market analysts, and opinions from trade press in

articles. Market analysis and product analysis provide inputs for the analysis of

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) that can be used as a

basis for defining competitive moves (Piercy and Giles 1989).

4.3 Product Strategy and Planning

Product strategy and product planning describe what the software product will be

and how and when it will be developed and used. These two SPMBoK pillars

represent the core areas of software product management. The product manager

here defines the software product, sets goals and constraints for its evolution,

enables business, and obtains support and commitment from stakeholders. The

product manager takes leadership and responsibility for the decisions taken. The

kind of software product, commercial software or in-house information system,

determines how much product strategy and planning cover marketing aspects.

4.3.1 Product Strategy
Product positioning and product definition refers to the product vision and charac-

terization of targeted markets, product use, and product scope (Kittlaus and Clough

2009). A product vision answers the three vision questions for the software product

(McGrath 2001):Where do we want to go? How will we get there? Why do we think
we will be successful? The first question can be answered with the target markets

(Haines 2009), the intended differentiation with competitive products, and the

planned support of company strategy (Gorschek and Wohlin 2006). The second

question can be answered with the intended product use, characterized with user

personas (Pruitt and Grudin 2003), use scenarios (Cockburn 2001; Cohn 2004), and

value (Khurum et al. 2011), and the intended product scope, characterized with a

catalogue of product features (Classen et al. 2008). The third question can be

answered with the process for developing, evolving, marketing, delivering, and

supporting the software product (Cooper 2001) and with a risk management plan
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(Miller 1992; Carr et al. 1993). A vision is a short and concise statement with the

product’s key ideas and is elaborated with supporting documentation.

An understood and accepted vision is important for success and short time-to-

market (Lynn and Akg€un 2001; Tessarolo 2007), but is surprisingly difficult to

establish. It hence should be developed in collaboration with stakeholders and peers

and be evolved based on results of other product strategy and planning activities

(McGrath 2001).

Ecosystem management refers to building or integrating into the product’s

industry, the business network (Iansiti and Levien 2004). A company becomes

part of a value chain in that business network by offering products and services to

customers that build on products and services from suppliers (Jansen et al. 2007).

The value chain structure and the company’s position in that value chain affects the

organization’s business model (Popp and Meyer 2010). Typical players in the

software industry, differentiated by their business model, are vendors, distributors,

resellers, OEMs, integrators, and technological alliances (Kittlaus and Clough

2009). Software architecture, services, and competitive moves help disrupting an

ecosystem and sustaining the thus obtained position (Iansiti and Levien 2004).

The delivery model refers to the approach chosen for delivering the software and
the software’s services to the users (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). The choice of the

delivery model affects the licensing and pricing model and the distribution of

activities between the company and the customers. Packaged software implies a

sales contract, delivery of the software to the customer, installation of the solution

in the premises of the customer, and potentially a customer project for tailoring and

integrating the solution. Software-as-a-Service implies hosting the solution, a

service level agreement with the customer, application service provision, and on-

demand delivery of the software-enabled services to the user through the internet or

intranet (Gold et al. 2004).

Pricing refers to the process of setting prices to market offerings. Pricing is a key

instrument to generate profitable growth opportunities for the company (Nagle and

Hogan 2006). A comprehensive pricing strategy captures the value offered by the

product, adapts the price structure to the customer segments, ensures that price and

value can be communicated, manages customer and employee expectations with

an accepted price policy, and sets price levels to maximize profitability. Pricing

models for software are adapted to product lifecycle stage, distribution channels,

geographic location, customer importance, and delivery model (Kittlaus and

Clough 2009). The pricing approach of a corporate IT product is similar to

commercial software, except that the customers are the company’s business units

and that the price should equal cost.

Sourcing refers to the decisions of making or buying parts of the software

solution (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Buying software can lead to faster time to

market, reduced development cost, reduced knowledge and resources needs for

development, and increased software quality. At the same time, it can lead to

reduced ability to adapt the software, generate integration problems, and build a

dependency on a supplier (Boehm and Abts 1999). Sourcing software-as-a-service
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enables run-time binding of sourced software, but is perceived to be afflicted with

security risks (Benlian and Hess 2010).

A business case is a scenario for economic evaluation of an investment. It is used

by management to project likely financial results and other business consequences

(Brugger 2009). A business case refines the product vision with economic informa-

tion based on cost, price, competition, and market estimates (Gorchels 2006).

Costing refers to the development of cost estimates. A business case describes a

timeline of expected cash flows, explains the estimation methods and assumptions

that were used, characterizes quantifiable business impact and non-quantifiable

benefits, and discusses critical success factors and risks (Schmidt 2002). Typical

software business cases discuss investments based on contributions to business

objectives such as sales and financial performance (Schmidt 2002), efficiency and

productivity increases and quality improvements (Reifer 2002), and avoidance of

non-compliance problems.

Legal and intellectual property rights management refers to the practices and

artifacts for performing business transactions and protecting the business. License

or service level agreements are established and used to resolve conflicts between the

vendor and the customer about the software product’s functionality and quality,

permitted amount and kind of product use, and handling of unused but paid product

instances (Kittlaus and Clough 2009). Trademarks, trade secrets, copyrights, and

patents can at many places be used to protect a software product against piracy. This

implies that a software product needs to be free from legal problems before it is

released, requiring lawful engineering practices (German et al. 2010) such as

auditing its licensing structure (Alspaugh et al. 2010).

Performance and risk management refers to measuring the success of the

software product and reacting to problems and risks. The typically monitored

performance factors differ between the product lifecycle stages (Anderson and

Zeithaml 1984). During the product’s inception phase, innovation metrics help to

benchmark, diagnose, allocated resources, compensate employees, inform markets,

and setting future goals (Kuczmarski 2000). The focus changes towards monitoring

buyers, advertising, and purchase frequency during the introduction stage; towards

segmentation, production and marketing efficiency, and customer need satisfaction

during the growth stage; towards process efficiency, marketing and distribution cost

reduction, and product differentiation during the maturity stage; and towards

competitive strength during the decline stage (Anderson and Zeithaml 1984).

Performance measurements help identifying problems and risks that are addressed

with avoidance and mitigation actions (Miller 1992; Carr et al. 1993).

4.3.2 Product Planning
Product lifecycle management in the context of a software product relates to

planning the product lifecycle. A software product’s initial release requires differ-

ent expertise, architectural decisions, and economics than its subsequent evolution,

servicing, phase-out, and close-down (Raijlich and Bennet 2000). The initial focus

on learning the application domain and technology changes towards retaining

expertise and understanding the interfaces and operation of the software. The
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architecture that initially balanced flexibility with time-to-market is continuously

adapted and decays until it becomes too hard to change (Lehman 1980).

The initially heavy investments start to generate revenue that is extended as long

as possible (Henderson 1979). Similarly the focus of product management collabo-

ration with company functions changes from research and development towards

marketing, sales and distribution, and service and support.

Roadmapping refers to planning the evolution of a product. A roadmap shows

how product features, technologies, and resource needs evolve (Albright and

Kappel 2003; Phaal et al. 2003; Lehtola et al. 2005). Roadmaps are used to translate

product strategy into long-term plans for research, development, marketing, sales,

distribution, service, and support by capturing on best knowledge of the

corresponding company functions and obtaining their commitment and support

(Phaal et al. 2007). Roadmapping is adaptable to the needs of small to large-scale

companies (V€ah€aniitty et al. 2002; Phaal and Muller 2009).

Release planning refers to the selection and assignment of requirements to

projects for implementing sequences of product releases (Svahnberg et al. 2009).

Implementing a product in incremental releases, rather than implementing the full

product scope at once, allows reaching earlier break-even and a higher return of

investment (Denne and Cleland-Huang 2003). Incremental development requires

prioritization of functionality and quality levels (Berander and Andrews 2005;

Lehtola and Kauppinen 2006). Release decisions aim at achieving usefulness and

competitiveness (Regnell et al. 2008), satisfying capacity, schedule, business, and

stakeholder needs (Cohn 2004; Wohlin and Aurum 2005), and accounting for

requirements interdependencies (Carlshamre et al. 2001).

Product requirements engineering, also called market-driven requirements engi-
neering, refers to the process of collecting stakeholder needs, expectations, and ideas
for guiding the implementation of the software product (Regnell and Brinkkemper

2005). The product manager performs triage to reduce the large amount of inputs and

to ensure the inputs’ relevance and feasibility (Davis 2005; Gorschek and Wohlin

2006). These inputs are translated into product features that represent options for

product evolution (Fricker and Schumacher 2012) with understood implications on

architecture and implementation (Fricker and Gorschek 2010).

4.4 Orchestration of Company Functions

The software product manager depends on various company functions to realize the

product vision and to accomplish the plans defined and agreed during roadmapping.

These remaining four SPMBoK pillars represent the interfaces between software

product management and these company functions. Development implements the

software, marketing identifies and wins customers, sales and distribution generate

revenue, and service and support facilitate product use. The product manager acts as

company-internal customer and orchestrates the company functions, but delegates

responsibility.
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4.4.1 Development
Software product management orchestrates development by jointly innovating,

communicating functional and quality requirements, procuring and developing

technologies, planning and steering software implementation, and accepting the

achieved results.

Engineering management refers to managing knowledge and staff and structur-

ing software development to achieve development efficiency at an acceptable level

of quality. A software organization needs to develop expertise and enable knowl-

edge sharing and collaboration even when employees come and go (Rus and

Lindvall 2002; Bosch 2009). Tapping into knowledge and developer networks

and establishing culture and reward systems are common means. Platforms and

software product lines enable planned reuse of software artifacts, hence increase

development efficiency and software quality (Clements and Northrop 2001; Pohl

et al. 2005). Software release management allows maintaining an overview on the

many different versions of software artifacts (van der Hoek and Wolf 2003; Jansen

and Brinkkemper 2006).

Project management refers to the process and activities for developing a soft-

ware release (Carmel and Becker 1995). Stage-gates (Cooper 2001), a software

development lifecycle model (Wallin et al. 2002), and project management

practices (Project Management Institute 2004) are used to structure and control a

development project. Agile approaches are increasingly employed to manage the

uncertainties inherent in a new product development environment (Pichler 2010).

Dedicated practices help acquiring and integrating software components

(Brownsword et al. 2000) or outsourcing development (Krishna et al. 2004).

Project requirements engineering refers to the project team’s inquiry process of

eliciting requirements, specifying the software system the team intends to imple-

ment, and validating that specification with stakeholders (Potts et al. 1994). A rich

body of techniques can be used to reach a shared understanding of requirements and

to manage requirements changes (Pohl and Rupp 2011). Product management plays

a key role in the communication of requirements (Fricker et al. 2010), controlling

progress, and accepting the developed solution (Martin and Meinik 2008).

Quality management refers to the practices a development organization

implements to meet its critical success factors and to mitigate business-critical

problems (Kitchenham and Pfleeger 1996). Software quality is achieved and

maintained by measuring quality (Ebert and Dumke 2007; Jones 2008) and

establishing practices and responsibility for quality management (El Emam

2005). Many organizations implement process improvement programs to improve

their engineering and management practices in software product management

(Bekkers et al. 2010), software development (CMMI Product Team 2010), and

IT-based service provision (Spalding and Case 2007).

4.4.2 Marketing
Software product management orchestrates marketing by jointly analyzing the

market, customers, and opportunities, launching products and analyzing their

performance, and winning customers.
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Marketing planning refers to refining the product positioning and definition by

defining the marketing goals, the marketing mix, and the approach, budget, and

controls for reaching the marketing goals (Kotler et al. 2010). Marketing planning

characterizes the current marketing situation by building on market, product, and

customer analysis. From the identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and

threats are derived target sales, market share, and profits and the broad approach to

achieve these objectives. Action programs, budget, and controls describe how that

marketing strategy is implemented.

Customer analysis refers to the first part of marketing planning: determining and

prioritizing market segments, understanding customer needs, and matching these

needs with unique selling points. A company chooses between different levels of

market segmentation, ranging from one offering for all customers to segment-

specific offerings to tailored offerings for each individual customer (Kotler et al.

2010). Similarity of customer needs and characteristics such as geography, demog-

raphy, psychography, and behavior are a basis for such market segmentation.

Analysis of segments attractiveness and business strengths are a basis for

prioritizing segments and for identifying actions needed to serve them (Gorchels

2006; Haines 2009). Segments are often represented with personas (Pruitt and

Grudin 2003) whose key needs are matched with a suitable marketing mix

differentiated from competitive offerings (Hauser and Clausing 1988).

Opportunity management refers to refining the product positioning by narrowing
the market (Haines 2009). Criteria such as resource availability and capability,

strategic significance, financial viability, and potential customer satisfaction are

used to choose among opportunities. The resulting priorities help optimizing the

marketing mix, inform the product launch and operational marketing, and guide

sales.

Marketing mix optimization refers to the definition and improvement of product,

price, place, and promotion to influence demand (Kotler et al. 2010). The marketing

mix is what customers actually see in the marketplace. The product defines what the

customer will get: functionality, quality, design, brand name, packaging, services,

and warranties that address the customer’s needs and wants (Boatwright and Cagan

2010). The price determines the cost to the customer. The place refers to the

channels and distribution practices that make the product more or less conveniently

available. Promotion refers to activities that communicate the product’s merits to

persuade customers to buy it. The interplay between the elements of the marketing

mix affects the success of a marketing campaign (Haines 2009). Marketing mixes

of competitive products can be used to analyze competitors as part of market

analysis (Lehmann and Winer 2005).

Product launch refers to the process of preparing the public release of the

product (Gorchels 2006; Lawley 2007; Haines 2009). The product launch makes

the product visible to the markets, hence initiates the company’s interaction with

channels and customers and generates competitive responses. Launches are

prepared by stabilizing and assuring the quality of the software (Galen 2004), by

determining product viability (Kaulio 1998), by evaluating the marketing strategy,

by timing and planning the market entry sequence, and by introducing the sales
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force, channels, and customer service (Gorchels 2006). The launch is accompanied

with measurements to evaluate the new product and to improve the new product

development process.

Operational marketing refers to marketing communication and analyzing

the effectiveness of that communication (Gorchels 2006). A marketing

communications system is established with intermediaries and the public to influ-

ence the customers with messages and word of mouth (Kotler et al. 2010). Public

relations, press kits, articles, demonstrations at trade shows, press releases, and

advertising are used to communication the product’s unique selling proposition or

most critical benefits for the most critical markets (Gorchels 2006). Measurements

are established to determine customer awareness, knowledge, liking, preference,

conviction, and purchase (Kotler et al. 2010).

4.4.3 Sales and Distribution
Software product management orchestrates sales and distribution by planning

the sales, preparing sales channels, and supporting sales operations and product

distribution.

Sales planning refers to defining the market and product profiles, preparing sales

channels, and training sales in how to sell the software supporting (Haines 2009).

A software company’s sales channels include direct sales, telesales, internet sales,

sales through partners such as integrators, and sales through resellers (Kittlaus and

Clough 2009). Sales materials describe customers, their rational and emotional

reasons for buying the product, decision and purchase processes, and the role of

influencers (Gorchels 2006). A similar approach is taken for channel preparation,
with the exception that channels usually do not receive company-internal informa-

tion (Gorchels 2006). Sales and distribution channels need to be coordinated and

position the product favorably compared with alternatives (Kittlaus and Clough

2009).

Customer relationship management refers to managing interactions with

customers and sales prospects along the customer lifecycle (Buttle 2008). Opera-
tional sales refers to setting adequate incentives for salespeople, forecasting and

planning customer interactions, and monitoring sales progress and success (Calvin

2004). Consolidated results of the customer interactions are fed back to marketing

and software product management to support market and product analysis.

Operational product distribution refers in the case of packaged software to

production and shipment, online download, or automated deployment (Humble

and Farley 2010) and in the case of software-as-a-service to operating servers and

the software that offers services to customers (Rhoton 2010; Cannon and Wheeldon

2011). Software distribution includes updating of existing software installations

with updates and patches (Ballintijn 2005).

4.4.4 Service and Support
Software product management has to support users, marketing, sales, and customer

projects to facilitate product use and the product’s business operations.
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Services planning and preparation and services provisioning refer to facilitating
product deployment and use. Services include bespoke projects are performed to

customize, enhance, install, and integrate software (Kittlaus and Clough 2009).

Large-scale packaged software or products for complex systems are often

performed by consultants or integrators. Other forms of services targeted at users

include the provision of helpdesks to provide technical support (Bruton 2002).

Marketing support and sales support refer to providing sales and customer

service trainings, performing events and promotions, and producing brochures

and other materials of publicity and sales (Gorchels 2006).

5 State of Knowledge

Software product management is a young discipline that aims at closing the gap

between business and software engineering. Much of the discipline has its roots in

the corresponding established bodies of knowledge. Nonetheless, a growing part of

the discipline, especially in the area of product planning, contributes with research

results specific to the management of software products.

Software product management has not succeeded yet to establish a sharp differ-

entiation, neither to traditional product management nor to software engineering.

The implications of the special characteristics of software, for example its flexibil-

ity, intangibility, and ease of duplication and distribution, on product management

are not fully understood yet. Conversely, many software engineering practitioners

and scholars think that software product management is too far away from the

technical artifact to really affect the domain of software.

Software, however, has the potential to change product management. For exam-

ple, new software technologies such as cloud and app stores establish new commu-

nication paths between the company and the so far anonymous mass of customers

and users. The utilization of these channels would allow moving away from

imagined stakeholders (Karlsson et al. 2007) towards integrating real people in

the market-driven requirements engineering process. Such a change can reduce

product development risks by basing product decision-making on facts rather than

opinion. Early applications of this concept are emerging: social media complement

traditional media for eliciting and communicating information (Mangold and

Faulds 2009). Analytics are used to study in user behavior in real-time for building

user segments, evaluating feature attractiveness, monitoring product performance,

and understanding the impact of marketing campaigns and channels (Phippen et al.

2004). App stores simplify software distribution and allow identifying product and

service offering gaps (Kim and Park 2010). The field, however, is still far away

from providing an understanding of software-enabled and software-specific product

management.

Product management also has the potential to change software engineering. The

product manager is the central hub for information exchange and focal point for
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decision making for a long-lasting software solution. Aligning software product

management practice with software architecture can increase overall engineering

efficiency and the value of product ownership (Helferich et al. 2006). Companies

have started to align management practices with software architecture by moving

from software development projects to software product management (Artz et al.

2010). Unclear, however, is still how effective business-socio-technical congruence

is achieved and what its empirically grounded business case is.

A third knowledge issue is software product manager education. Most university

curricula focus on project-level software engineering and do not teach management

and engineering disciplines such as software product management, evolution, and

maintenance that cut across development projects. One of the hindering factors is

the lacking understanding of educational needs of software product managers. His

scope of responsibilities is initially not as broad as the discussed reference models

suggest and changes throughout his career when moving from junior to senior

positions. Empirically grounded models of the learning process and of how the

learning process can be supported effectively are missing today.

6 Summary and Conclusion

Software solutions undergo continuing adaptation or become progressively less

useful. Software product management is the discipline that puts attention on the

concepts and approaches for achieving long-term usefulness of software for users,

customers, and the software organization. A software product manager, armed with

the right competences and responsibilities, is able to position and plan software as a

product and lead development, marketing, sales, distribution, service, and support

towards developing and sustaining a business aligned with company objectives.

This chapter has provided an overview of the current knowledge landscape of

software product management. It has introduced software as a product in the

contexts of commercial markets and in-house information systems. It has given

an overview on reference models of software product management practices. It

has discussed the various elements of software product management based on the

ISPMA SPMBoK that represents a consensus between software product manage-

ment industry and academia. It has highlighted limitations of current software

product management knowledge and posed some of the most pressing research

questions whose answers are needed for developing the field.

Software product management is still in its infancy. Business and software

knowledge need to be further consolidated to provide an integrated and clearly

differentiated understanding of the peculiarities of product management for soft-

ware. This requires even more collaboration between industry and academia than

has been seen until now. The results will allow tapping into the value of the

technology that has become a driver for innovation and growth.
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Software Product Management and
Agile Software Development:
Conflicts and Solutions

Hans-Bernd Kittlaus

Abstract

Agile software development has been established over the last 15 years as a

popular development approach. In a time when speed of change is of utmost

importance, agile approaches are often the most appropriate roads to success.

They do not only change the way development is performed, but they also

impact other parties involved in development projects, in particular the software

product manager. Software companies are faced with the question how software

product management and agile development can work together in an optimal

way. Who is responsible for requirements? Is the software product manager

automatically the designated “product owner” (Scrum)? Or is “product owner” a

new and separate role? Does he/she replace the software product manager?

The Software Product Management Framework which has been developed

by the International Software Product Management Association (ISPMA e.V.,

www.ispma.org) provides orientation. It can be used as a helpful tool to make the

change process towards agile development successful.

1 Introduction

Agile – what a wonderful word! Everybody wants to be agile. Marketing people

rejoice! Amazing that some presumably nerdy software people came up with

the idea to use that term in relation to a new approach for software development

and set the fundamentals of that new approach in stone with the “Agile Manifesto”
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(Beck et al. 2001). Over the last 15 years this approach has changed the landscape

of software development methodology in a significant way.

Agile – as opposed to slow, bureaucratic, old-fashioned, complicated, hindering.

Both the Agile Manifesto and the Scrum Guide (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011)

are clearly focused on software development only. But it must have been too

tempting to extend the scope of that word to other areas. Roman Pichler uses it in

“Agile Product Management with Scrum” (Pichler 2010) which deals with the role

of “Product Owner” in Scrum without explaining that the spectrum of activities

and responsibilities of a product manager is much larger than this product owner

role. Dean Leffingwell writes about “Agile Software Requirements” (Leffingwell

2011) – oops, not just people, process, or methodology are agile, the requirements

themselves are. This semantic mismatch should not keep anybody from reading the

book since it provides a rather balanced approach how Software Product Manage-

ment and agile methodologies can be combined. The Requirements Engineering

(RE) community wants to be agile as well (see Rainer Grau’s article in this book on

“Agile RE”).

Agile Software Product Management – from a marketing perspective, we should

use that as the title of this article. But we do not – for several reasons. First of all, a

software product manager being responsible for the economic success of a product

has always had to be “agile” if he or she wanted to be successful. That is nothing

new, but has been part of the job description long before the term “agile” was

applied to a software development approach (see Kittlaus and Clough 2009).

Secondly, the success of agile approaches to software development does not

mean that one size fits all. There can still be development projects where due to

contents, people and other conditions different methodological approaches like

iterative development or even the good old waterfall model may be appropriate

(see Figs. 1 and 2). A mature software development organization should be able to

choose the optimal method for each individual project, and the software product

manager should be able to cooperate with the project teams whatever the chosen

development method is. Thirdly, the agile approaches were originally intended for

and focused on software development. Then the agile community, in particular Jeff

Sutherland and Ken Schwaber started to apply the agile ideas to enterprises

(Schwaber 2007), even outside of the IT industry, be it in church (Sutherland

et al. 2009) or in sales (de Waard et al. 2011). There are certainly concepts in

agile approaches like Scrum that can be helpful for other organizational units of a

company or other industries. However, the idea to fundamentally change the way a

whole enterprise is run modeled after a software development methodology seems

to be rather challenging from a marketing perspective, given the reputation that a lot

of corporate IT organizations enjoy in their respective corporations.

So for the purpose of this article let us restrict “Agile” to software development

and analyze how software product management can cooperate and interact with

an agile software development project. The history and status of software product

management are described in this book by Samuel Fricker (2012), so we will not

repeat that here. A short history of agile development approaches and a description

of the key concepts of Scrum as the market leader can be found in chapter 2. In
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chapter 3 we will analyze the areas of conflict between Software Product Manage-

ment and Scrum and show how to solve these conflicts and cooperate and interact in

a productive way. Chapter 4 looks at the management implications of chapter 3’s

findings.

2 Agile Development

2.1 Short History

Ever since software started to be created in the 1950s, it has had an unprecedented

track record of amazing impact on business and society, of being the source of

incredible wealth and disastrous failure, of triumphant success and deep frustration.

10,9%
6,0%

3,8%

3,4%
2,9%

2,1%
1,8%
1,6%
1,3%

0,9%
0,3%
0,2%
0,2%

30,6%
16,3%

2,7%
1,6%

8,4%
2,5%
2,5%

Scrum
Agile Modeling

Feature-driven development (FDD)
Test-driven development (TDD)

eXtreme Programming (XP)
Lean development

Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) for Agile
Agile Data Methods

Adaptive Software Development (ASD)
Six Sigma

Crystal
Behaviour-driven development (BDD)

Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)
Do not use a formal process methodology

Iterative development
Rational Unified Process (RUP)

Spiral
Waterfall

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)
ISO 9000

"Please select the methodology that most closely reflects
the development process you are currently using."

(select only one, n=1298 IT professionals)

Agile 35%

Iterative 21%

Waterfall 13%

Fig. 1 Agile methodologies (Source: Forrester/Dr. Dobb’s Global Developer Technographics®

Survey, Q3 2009)

Percentage of a company’s
development projects using
agile methodologies

0 - 25 26 - 50 51 - 75 76 - 100

Percentage of respondents 39 21 12 27 

Fig. 2 Percentage of companies’ projects using agile (VersionOne 2011)
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The more important software became from a business perspective, the stronger

became the desire to make the process of creating software more manageable, more

reliable, more “engineering”-like or more manufacturing-like. So it reflected more

wishful thinking than reality when the term “software engineering” was coined in

1968 or the term “software factory” in the 1980s (Kittlaus 2003). And there are

good arguments why these terms do still not describe reality (Davis 2011; White

and Simons 2002).

Nevertheless, in order to improve a rather unsatisfying situation, the industry

turned more and more to methodology based on practical experience. For software

development, the waterfall model had been dominant since the 1970s which is a

phase model in which one phase needs to be finished before the next can begin.

Bigger real world software development projects have never really worked like

that, but that model found its correspondence in project management methods

which started to be standardized in the 1980s. Examples are PMI or PRINCE2

which come with training, certification and consulting. The move to methodologies

was a push from management and consultants, not a pull from developers who

typically viewed them as restrictions of their freedom, their creativity and their

productivity. The next wave of software development methodology was iterative

development which took into account that cutting a piece of work into smaller

chunks which could be developed one after the other increased the probability of

success and gave management a better feeling for progress. Fowler refers to all

these approaches as “engineering methodologies” (or plan-driven methodologies).

In the mid-1990s agile methods started to become popular as Martin Fowler

describes in (Fowler (2005): “Engineering methodologies have been around for a

long time. They’ve not been noticeable for being terribly successful. They are even

less noted for being popular. The most frequent criticism of these methodologies is

that they are bureaucratic. There’s so much stuff to do to follow the methodology

that the whole pace of development slows down.”

To some degree, agile methodologies can be seen as a reaction to these engi-

neering methodologies, providing “just enough” process. That means a smaller

amount of documentation and more code-orientation. Fowler sees deeper differ-

ences (Fowler 2005):

• “Agile methods are adaptive rather than predictive. Engineering methods tend

to try to plan out a large part of the software process in great detail for a long

span of time, this works well until things change. So their nature is to resist

change. The agile methods, however, welcome change. They try to be processes

that adapt and thrive on change, even to the point of changing themselves.

• Agile methods are people-oriented rather than process-oriented. The goal of

engineering methods is to define a process that will work well whoever happens

to be using it. Agile methods assert that no process will ever make up the skill of

the development team, so the role of a process is to support the development

team in their work.”
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The term “agile” was agreed upon in a workshop in 2001 that was attended by 17

method gurus including Fowler (Fowler 2005). It resulted in theManifesto for Agile
Software Development (Beck et al. 2001) which gained a lot of attention and is

worth citing here in full:

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping

others do it. Through this work we have come to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left

more.”

Advocates of the established methodologies, be it in software development or in

project management, considered this manifesto as a declaration of war. Some tried

to associate “agile” with the old hacking, i.e. software development without plan or

documentation, but to no avail. The community of software developers striked

back, the term stuck, and agile approaches have become more and more popular

over time.

In the late 1990s eXtreme Programming (XP) developed by Kent Beck and

others (Beck 1999, 2004) got the most attention of all agile approaches. It is not

only a framework and philosophy, but gives very practical advice in the form of

concrete techniques, so called practices. Crystal was developed by Alistair

Cockburn and is more light-weight. It comes in a number of variations for different

sizes of projects, but not all variations are as properly documented as Crystal Clear

(Cockburn 2004). There have been a number of other approaches, the most popular

of which has been Scrum developed by Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber

(Schwaber 2004; Schwaber and Beedle 2001).

There are some statistics available that make quantitative statements about the

adoption of agile methods in general and Scrum in particular. Forrester Research

(West and Grant 2010) published Fig. 1.

Based on this research conducted in 2009 agile methodologies had a market

share of 35 % with Scrum being the agile market leader at 10.9 %.

The results of VersionOne’s 2011 State of Agile Survey (VersionOne 2011)

show even higher adoption rates (Fig. 2 and 3).

Since VersionOne is a vendor of tools for agile development, it is not clear if the

6,042 international participants in the study are really representative of the total

worldwide software development community. So the numbers regarding the adop-

tion rate may be a bit too high. Even with these numbers, it is obvious that the

majority of companies has not moved to agile development fully, i.e. software

product management has to cooperate with both agile and non-agile development

teams. Given Scrum’s high market share of 52 %, or 66 % when Scrum Hybrids are

included, for agile development this article focuses on Scrum (Fig. 3).
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2.2 Scrum: Key Concepts

Scrum is not a fully elaborated method, but rather a framework based on a

philosophy that values self-organization and the individual skills and abilities of

the team members highly. The guiding document for Scrum is the Scrum Guide

published by the creators of Scrum, Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber. In its 2011

edition it has just 13 pages with contents (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011).

Compared to the 2010 edition, the authors removed and changed some concepts.

So Scrum is a moving target which may contribute to its success. Even though

Schwaber and Sutherland state that “A common language referring to the process

must be shared by all participants.”, the Scrum Guide does not define fundamental

terms like “product” or “release”.

A project is organized in iterations called Sprints that must not last more than a

month each. Other Scrum Events are Sprint Planning Meeting, Daily Scrum, Sprint

Review, and Sprint Retrospective.

Additional key elements of Scrum are the following roles in a so-called Scrum

Team:

Product Owner

• Responsible for maximizing the value of the product and the work of the

Development Team.

Agile Methodology Market Share (in %)

52Scrum

14Scrum / XP Hybrid

9Custom Hybrid

3Kanban

3Scumban

Feature-Driven Development 2 

Extreme Programming XP 2 

2Lean

5Other

8Don’t Know

Fig. 3 Agile methodology

most closely followed in agile

projects (VersionOne 2011)
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• The sole person responsible and accountable for managing the Product

Backlog and deciding what the Development Team works on. Work can be

delegated to Development Team.

• One person that is respected by the entire organization, not a committee.

• With regard to the Product Owner role the Scrum Guide says “How this is

done may vary widely across organizations, Scrum Teams, and individuals”

(Schwaber and Sutherland 2011, p. 5).

Development Team

• Responsible for delivering potentially shippable product increments at the

end of each Sprint.

• 3–7 people with cross-functional skills who do the actual work.

• Self-organizing.

Scrum Master

• Responsible for ensuring Scrum is understood and enacted.

• Servant-leader for the Scrum Team.

• Protects the Development Team and keeps it focused on the tasks at hand.

The Scrum Guide lists a number of relevant artefacts:

Product Backlog

• Single source of requirements for any changes to be made to the product.

• Lists all features, functions, requirements, enhancements, and fixes that

constitute the changes to be made to the product in future releases.

• Product Backlog items have the attributes of a description, order, and

estimate.

• Dynamic and evolving

• Grooming, i.e. the act of adding detail, estimates, and order to items in the

Product Backlog, is an ongoing process in which the Product Owner and the

Development Team collaborate. Estimates are only done by the Development

Team.

Sprint Backlog

• Set of Product Backlog items selected for the Sprint plus a plan for delivering;

forecast by the Development Team about what functionality will be in the

next Increment and the work needed to deliver that functionality.

• Owned and updated by the Development Team.

Increment

• The sum of all the Product Backlog items completed during a Sprint and all

previous Sprints.

• Product Owner responsible for the decision if increment is released.

The Scrum Guide states explicitly that Scrum does not define a process or a

technique (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011).

3 Areas of Conflict and Solutions

Given the rather rudimentary specification of Scrum which has been changing over

time, there are different interpretations and different views on how Scrum can or

should be positioned and implemented in an organization. In contrast to traditional
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development methods, Scrum demands changes not only in development, but also

in other parts of the enterprise. The interfaces of the Scrum Team to the rest of the

enterprise are embodied in the roles of “Product Owner” and “Scrum Master”

which are new with Scrum.

3.1 The Naming

The product owner role is central to Scrum, and with the success of Scrum it has

found wide-spread use. It had its origins in the start phase of Scrum when the focus

was only on a development project and the implicit understanding of the term

“product” was “that what was produced in the development project”. Up to this day,

the term “product” has not been explicitly defined in Scrum, but its meaning has

shifted towards a broader understanding that is more in line with ISPMA’s

definitions (ISPMA 2012b):

• A product is a combination of goods and services, which a supplier/development

organization combines in support of its commercial interests to transfer defined

rights to a customer.

• A software product is one whose primary component is software.

In a lot of software product companies, the term “product owner” is used

for a business executive who has the full P&L responsibility for a product. There

are cases where the software product manager is called “product owner”. Both

situations are in conflict with the Scrum definition of the term. So we suggest that in

those environments a different term is used for the Scrum role, e.g. business

systems analyst or requirements analyst (see Leffingwell 2011, p. 206).

For the remainder of this article, we use the Scrum role name “product owner”.

3.2 The Roles of Product Owner and Software Product Manager

While the Scrum Master is supposed to shield off the Development Team from the

outside world, the Product Owner is to represent the outside world within the Scrum

Team. Since the Product Owner is supposed to be an individual, not a group or a

committee, this is a daunting task.

Practical experiences and reports in Scrum-related blogs show that these

requirements towards the Product Owner can very often not be fulfilled. Schwaber

writes in (Schwaber 2007, p. 85): “Until recently, I viewed this relationship

(between Product Management/Customer and the Development Team) as one of

many changes in a Scrum adoption. I now view it as the most critical change, the

lynchpin of the adoption.” For Schwaber it goes without saying that the Product

Owner and the Product Manager are the same. In his rather drastic way of phrasing,

Schwaber says (Schwaber 2007, p. 83): “Almost all the product management and

development work is done in a hierarchy of Scrum teams. Unless remaining staff

and managers have other solid work to do, their idle hands are the devil’s workshop.

They interfere with the Scrum teams.” So the Product Owner does the product
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management work, and if an employee is not part of a Scrum team, he/she is not

only superfluous, but dangerous. Roman Pichler is not as drastic, but works from the

same assumption in (Pichler 2010), i.e. the Product Owner does the product

management.

In Fig. 4 the ISPMA’s SPM Reference Framework is illustrated. It is structured

in the following way:

– The horizontal structure (columns) is based on the functional areas of a software

organization.

– Vertically, i.e. within the columns, the structure is based on a top-down

approach, i.e. from more strategic and long-term to more operational and

short-term.

– There is an additional overlay structure with “Core SPM” (grey shading),

“Participation” and “Orchestration”. For Market Analysis and Product Analysis

in the Strategic Management column the responsibility is typically with corpo-

rate functions in larger companies with the product manager participating, in

smaller companies the product manager may be responsible. In any case, getting

reliable information on market and product on a frequent basis is part of the core

SPM responsibilities.

A more detailed explanation of the framework and its elements can be found in

ISPMA (2012b).

When looking at the detailed description of the tasks a Product Owner is

responsible for, some of them can be found in the SPM framework (Fig. 4), in

particular product vision and requirements engineering. However, there are so

many additional tasks listed in that framework that are not part of the Scrum
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Fig. 4 ISPMA software product management reference framework V.1.1 (ISPMA 2012a)
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Product Owner role. And when a product manager covers all the tasks in the

framework, he is typically more than busy and not able to assume additional

responsibilities that Scrum imposes. That is the line of thought that Dean

Leffingwell is following in Leffingwell (2011). He says “Given this (the product

manager’s) set of responsibilities, it is clear that – even with a staff of competent

product owners – product management remains an important function in agile

development . . .” (Leffingwell 2011, p. 280).
So in a small organization with just one software product manager and one

Scrum team, the product manager will often assume the product owner role in the

Scrum team. This is also described in case studies in Vlaanderen et al. (2012).

Vlaanderen et al. (2011) describes the “Agile Requirements Refinery”, an approach

how software product management can apply Scrum principles to its own work on

requirements. Vlaanderen et al. (2012) contains a case study in which product

management assumes the product owner role in up to seven Scrum teams, but

does not give details about the number of product managers and the impact this has

on the rest of their responsibilities. Our own experience is more in line with

Leffingwell (2011, p. 205) that that approach does not scale up, i.e. as soon as the

organization is bigger and there are multiple Scrum teams working on the same

product, the product manager cannot and should not assume the product owner role

in all these teams. Plus product managers may neither be willing nor able to work on

a very technical level close to development due to their individual backgrounds.

The solution is a split of responsibilities between product manager and product

owner that needs to be clearly defined. The ISPMA SPM Framework (Fig. 4) turns

out to be very helpful in determining this definition in detail. In general, the product

owner is closer to development, technology and the project aspects of the product,

i.e. in the Development column of the framework. The product manager is closer to

the business, the customers, the life cycle aspects of the product, i.e. in the Product

Planning and Product Strategy columns of the framework. This is very much in line

with Leffingwell’s view (Leffingwell 2011, p. 288).

Basically the product owner is a member of the Scrum team and the develop-

ment organization, with a strong dotted line to Software Product Management, i.e. it

is some kind of matrix organization. The product owner is responsible for (see

Leffingwell 2011, pp. 51 and 207–208):

• Managing the backlog (project requirements engineering),

• Performing just-in-time story elaboration (detailed requirement specifications),

and accepting new stories,

• Participating in sprint planning meetings and progress reviews,

• Driving the iteration,

• Collaborating with product management, e.g. on release planning.

The product manager has to adapt his/her activities in a number of aspects (see also

Leffingwell 2011, p. 283 ff.) if development utilizes agile methodologies:

• Product Requirements Engineering: Analysis and specification more high-level

since details will be determined in the product owner’s story elaboration; tight

and ongoing cooperation with product owner regarding synchronization of

product and project RE. Vlaanderen et al. (2011) describes how Scrum

principles can be applied on the SPM side.
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• Release Planning: More flexibility regarding changes during development phase,

i.e. contents and prioritization of requirements and addition of new

requirements; release dates more reliable, scope more flexible which impacts

expectation management (see also Leffingwell 2011, pp. 299 ff.). In this book,

Theuns et al. (2012) describe a case study on the impact of the adoption of Scrum

on release planning in the case that the product manager assumes the product

owner role.

• Roadmapping: Higher change rate due to increased flexibility in release

planning.

With this split of responsibilities, the roles of product owner and software product

manager can be adequately defined and positioned so that productive cooperation is

facilitated. Company-specific details can be defined based on the SPM Framework.

The success of an implementation is highly dependent on the availability of people

who have the skills and abilities to convincingly fill these positions.

3.3 The Timing Considerations

The agile methodologies, and Scrum in particular, are focused on creating a

work environment for the developers that enables high productivity by ensuring

a continuous flow of elaborated user stories in a sequence governed by value

assessments. This puts a lot of pressure on the product owner who is responsible

for the timely availability of these user stories. In cases where a software product

manager assumes the product owner role, these demands can easily lead to overload

situations and/or to neglection of other product management responsibilities.

Vlaanderen et al. (2011) proposes the agile requirements refinery as an approach

to meet these demands by applying Scrum principles within software product

management. The corresponding Sprint cycles can be overlapping.

When the product owner role is not assumed by software product management,

the work of the software product manager is less directly triggered by the Scrum

rhythm. This enables the product manager to synchronize his work more with the

frequencies of other important processes that require his involvement, like corpo-

rate planning processes (e.g. portfolio management, marketing plan, sales plan) or

his own processes like roadmapping. In short, he can focus more on the important

than the urgent (Kittlaus and Clough 2009, p. 42) while he is still sufficiently

involved in project requirements decisions through the dotted line from the product

owner to software product management.

4 Management Implications

From a management perspective, agile methodologies like Scrum in software

development promise a number of significant advantages like higher productivity

and faster reaction to changing requirements. The adoption, however, means a

significant change process and takes a longer period of time (see the case study in
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Theuns et al. 2012). It requires a champion on the executive level and guidance

from experienced consultants. In most companies this is not a black-or-white issue,

i.e. there may be development projects that will continue to be better served by

more traditional development methodologies.

If Scrum is used in a development project this has significant implications for

other organizational units within the company, in particular software product man-

agement. These SPM implications result from the relationship between the software

product manager and the Scrum product owner roles and are described in 3.2.

The ISPMA SPM Framework (Fig. 4) helps to resolve any conflicts. We suggest

using it as a basis for the following steps:

– Analyze as-is situation

– Identify current owners of tasks

– Identify tasks not taken by anyone

– Clarify and communicate definitions of relevant terms across company

– Establish company-wide roles and responsibilities

– Find the optimal balance and cooperation between SPM and agile development

teams

As above, this requires a champion on the executive level and guidance from

experienced consultants.

Though we do not recommend the adoption of a vanilla Scrum approach to all

units of a company, there are a number of elements in Scrum that can be very useful

in improving productivity and time-to-market in units other than development, in

particular:

– Team approach

• With small teams (5–9 people)

• Dedicated not only in terms of mindset, but also in terms of time allocation

• Leaving room for self-organization, but with some key roles and

responsibilities.

– Appreciation of the individual skills and abilities of the team members.

– Organization of work in time-boxed iterations with frequent “success” points

(Sprints).

– Team communication structured and organized in a way that enforces sufficient

communication and learning without sacrificing productivity (Sprint Planning

Meeting, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review, and Sprint Retrospective).

If and how this can be implemented in the other units including SPM needs to be

determined by the responsible management. Again, a guided change management

process is required.

5 Summary

Scrum as the market leader in agile methodologies for software development

projects contains terminology and the role definition of “product owner” including

its demands regarding timing which are in conflict with the state of the art of

software product management. In this article we have described the conflicts and
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developed solutions how to deal with these conflicts in a way that enables and

ensures productive cooperation. The ISPMA Book of Knowledge, in particular

the SPM Framework prove to be very helpful in analyzing a given situation in

an organization and define specific solutions in detail. Some elements of agile

approaches may also be helpful and applicable in a company’s units outside of

development in order to improve productivity and time-to-market.

So far there has been very little scientific work and publications on the relation-

ship of Software Product Management and agile methodologies. Progress has

primarily been driven by consultants and companies adopting agile methodologies.

There is a lot of room for research in the areas of software product management,

software development methodology, and economic sciences.
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Requirements Engineering in Agile
Software Development

Rainer Grau

Abstract

In all organization requirements engineering is applied at two different context

levels: in the context of the product or service portfolio and in the context of

projects. At the project context agile methods and techniques are often success-

fully established, although the discipline of requirements engineering often

still is unattended. At the portfolio context agile techniques are hardly ever

established thus leading to a culture clash between the portfolio and the project

context. As requirements are the most important link of the chain from port-

folios to projects, a solid and continuous agile approach in the discipline of

requirements engineering from portfolio management level down into every

single project is a key to open up unimagined potential for the organization.

This article visualizes the forces behind agile techniques in requirements

engineering, the “root causes” that interact and open up this potential. The

understanding of these root causes enables individuals to implement the optimal

version of agility in the organization.

1 Introduction

Agility is relevant. Many success stories and serious reports as the Chaos Manifest

of the Standish Group1 prove that agile methods and techniques fundamental

increase project success. However, the aim of any organization cannot just be

the efficient completion of projects. Projects are organizational units with time

R. Grau

Z€uhlke Engineering AG, Schlieren (Zuerich), Schweiz

e-mail: rainer.grau@zuehlke.com

1 See www.standishgroup.com – CHAOS MANIFESTO, the Laws of CHAOS and the CHAOS
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limitations which aim to achieve the organization’s targets. This might be an

innovation designed to secure the future, produce SOMETHING to earn money

or simply a plan to optimize the organization. So what really is requirements

engineering in this context? Asking a 100 experts delivers 200 answers. The answer

of this article is very simple: Requirements engineering is one out of many activities

we need to create the SOMETHING. In the commercial world, this SOMETHING

is typically a PRODUCT (such as a mobile phone, a car or commercial software), a

benefit (such as a bank account, internet connection or Cloud service), a service

(property management, consulting or customer services) or a mixture of all these

things. The PRODUCT – I will use this term in what follows to refer to all of these

options – is the subject of our actual endeavor. This is how we will make our

money. So rather than simply creating a product, it is even better to create it with

the lowest possible total cost of ownership (TCO). To be more precise now,

requirements engineering is a TOOL which is used to create a product required

by the market in a WAY that ensures that the brainstorming, production and

distribution, i.e. the TCO, costs less than the proceeds.

On closer examination, the Chaos Manifest reveals two interesting aspects. First,

it states in every single issue that defects in requirements engineering are one of the

root causes of projects failures. Second, in discussions about agile methods and

techniques, the discipline of requirements engineering is somewhat neglected,

especially the techniques to work with stakeholders in elicitation, consolidation

and conflict resolution. It is about time to fill this gap. This article highlights

opportunities and undreamt potential which can be unlocked by a smart combina-

tion of best practices in requirements engineering with agile techniques and knowl-

edge management. Unlocking this potential in our organization enables us to

outperform our competition by developing and offering products and services that

delight the user in an efficient mode of production.

The remainder of this article is organized into six chapters. First, we discuss basic

concepts, drivers and structures of product or service development in organizations in

chapter “Fundamental Concepts”. This chapter visualizes that product or service

development implicates solving a complex problem. Efficient teams of high potential

knowledge workers are identified as the key of successful problem solving. Chapter

“Knowledge Work as Key to Agile Re” focuses on knowledge and knowledge work

and its correlation with efficiency and the discipline of requirements engineering.

With these essentials chapter “Investigations on Life Cycle Models” reflects on work

organization in teams. The transfer of this discussion into real world scenarios shows

that limiting constraints of an existing organization influence the potential degree of

efficiency. Chapter “Emerging Agile Principles on the Product Level” applies the

findings on product and service development. All teams working on all context levels

in the organization must comply with the identified concepts in an aligned and

synchronized way. The last chapter offers a set of thesis and guidelines and reflects

on typical obstructions in real life. It strongly encourages invest into the identified

most important factors of modern and innovative organizations: the knowledge
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workers, the teams and the collaboration of the teams at different context levels of the

organization; able to combine best practices from requirements engineering with

agile techniques and knowledge management; empowered to develop outperforming

products and service in dynamic changing markets.

2 Fundamental Concepts

2.1 Requirements Engineering and the Ecosystem of Product
Development

OUTPERFOMING PRODUCTs are those which are launched in the market with

the right features and at the right time. Let’s assume we already have a set of

products in our organization, which we are currently offering on the market. It is

clear that tomorrow, the products have to look different; we will need to alter or

develop some products so that they remain attractive. We need to create a new

product to replace an existing one. So far it is obvious. Now typically, products are

created or developed within projects. According to the definition, a project is a

temporary form of organization to transfer an existing condition, in this case the

condition of the product, into a new condition. We therefore have one or more

projects to create a new version of one or more products or to develop new products.

I would like to repeat at this point: an “OUTPERFOMING PRODUCT” brings

the right features to the market at the right time. A successful organization actively

focuses on these two very abstract concepts “RIGHT FEATURES” and “RIGHT

TIME”. Important cornerstones involve the identification of the products right at

the beginning of the innovation process, followed by the definition of our product

portfolio and the release planning coordinated with it. Release planning results in

the management of the project portfolio as the operative level below the product

portfolio. From the point of view of the organization, the definition of the product

portfolio represents the strategic level. Management and release management

represent the tactical implementation of the strategy and projects are the operative

execution of the strategy and tactics (see Fig. 1).

At some point in this process we will use the tool “requirements engineering”.

The responsibilities of requirements engineering are:

• To work with the marketing department, customers and/or customer services and

care for the needs of these stakeholders.

• To manage the characteristics which existing products possess, along with the

framework conditions under which they are produced and used, such as regu-

latory requirements.

• To incorporate result from an innovation process, dealing with new ideas which

are implemented as new requirements for upcoming product versions.

• To assesses the boundary conditions of technology and the production process to

take economic aspects into consideration and optimize the TCO.
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We now have a picture of where requirements engineering is located within the

context of our considerations. If we look at the ecosystem of product development

(see Fig. 1), two things particularly stand out:

1. There is a working context above project level, the product portfolio level (even

if there is only one single product managed). Tactical decisions about the

evolution of products are at this level. The release roadmap and the derived

project portfolio are the implementation of the product portfolio decisions. The

management of the product portfolio is an ongoing process with input variables

as there are: market requirements, innovation pressure, constraints of the orga-

nization and available budget. To prepare these input variables a fair amount of

requirements engineering is required to ensure that the organization will sell the

RIGHT product on the market at the RIGHT time. At this stage it could be

argued whether this is requirements engineering, or business analysis or another

concept. If we consider the skills required and the activities carried out by

individuals involved, we can clearly state, to a large extent, this is requirements

engineering. I will therefore simply refer to these activities as requirements

engineering.

2. The projects are the operative implementation level of the product release map.

This level, the project portfolio level, needs to be synchronized in close collabo-

ration with the process level of portfolio management. A significant aspect

immediately becomes evident here: the tactical level and operative level use

Strategy

bProduct Portfolio Management
Product Roadmapping

revised
Vision

better
Products
Services

Products
Services

TacticsVision

Project Portfolio Management
Product
artifacts

Product
artifacts

Product
artifacts

Changed
Product
artifacts

Project

Operational Implementation

Fig. 1 The ecosystem of PRODUCT development
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information and knowledge which may result from both levels and which must

be able to move transparently between the levels. At this stage, there is no doubt

that this is requirements engineering.

Requirements engineering is involved at the tactical level and the operative

level. Both levels need to work closely with each other. Requirements engineering

is an important link with regard to the communication between these two levels. It

is a key discipline and therefore one of the truly important tools in product

development. The success or failure of the organization is closely associated with

the question of whether requirements engineering can be efficiently organized in

each context level and subsequently facilitate an efficient implementation of the

organization’s strategy.

2.2 Complex Problems and the Understanding of the Ecosystem
“Project”

The concept of “agile” has not come up in any sentence yet. To understand this

concept we first have to understand very important and fundamental concepts

behind agility related with knowledge management. The organizational unit of a

project is perfectly suited to make these fundamental concepts visible. Let’s start

from the following situation: a product already exists. A project will transform the

existing version of the product into the new version of the product which is the

RIGHT PRODUCT at the RELEASE POINT IN TIME at the end of the project.

A project is an ecosystem with time limitations. A team of people work on the

new product version which, when deployed or sold, will create value to one or more

user groups. In the social context, the team which creates the product is influenced

by and integrated into the environments in which the product is used and created.

There is close interaction between the social context of these environments and the

team. In a nutshell: the team, the integration of the team into the context of the

organization, and the interaction with the usage context of the new products version

plays a major role in successful project work.

Requirements engineering plays a key role in all of this, works with stake-

holders, and identifies the interactions between the product to be created and the

context. These activities capture and work with the RIGHT characteristics of

the product in detail and – taking the constraints of the organization into consider-

ation – increase the TCO of the product. Requirements engineering also brings

stakeholders on board, connects to other sources of information and links all of

these things together. The fact that the vision of the new products version might

change during the project must also be dealt with.

According to the general conclusions of research (Dirbach et al. 2011), these

features (many stakeholders, sources of information and connections, moving

target) correspond to the definition of a complex problem. In abstract terms,
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a project deals with the solution to a complex problem (see Fig. 2). For this purpose,

the generally recognized view in research (Dirbach et al. 2011) is: no mechanical

production process can be implemented to solve a complex problem in the manner

of, e.g. the preparation of hamburgers (rolls, beef, mince, mayonnaise, ketchup,

pickles, salad assembled in well-defined working steps). In order to solve complex

problems knowledge workers are required. These workers need to collaborate as

efficiently as possible. In addition they need to work with, process and create

further knowledge.

For the transformation of the product from one version to the next version,

knowledge is required. There are two significant aspects of this knowledge:

1. Knowledge about the features of the current version of the product and knowl-

edge about the features which the new product should possess in the future,

i.e. product knowledge.

2. Knowledge and skills regarding the way in which the new version of the product

will be implemented and put into production, i.e. process knowledge.

A significant characteristic of knowledge when solving a complex problem is the

fact that at the beginning of a project, the knowledge often is quite rudimentary.

This is why a problem becomes a complex problem. In any event, the project team

does not have access to complete knowledge about the features of the new version

of the product, merely a more or less well-defined idea of these characteristics. It is

precisely the role of requirements engineering to define these within the project.

The project team, however, has equally little information about how to develop the

product, as the stakeholders may still be unknown: so how can we work with them?

The same applies to testing: what part of testing can we automate and where do we

still need people to carry out tests? Not to mention the deployment process and

many other details. Furthermore, all of these things will change during the course of

the project work (Fig. 3).

In very general terms, knowledge is not sufficient at the beginning of a project.

The team must learn as it goes on by experience. The knowledge required to solve

the projects complex problem has significant gaps in all aspects. An important task

to be completed by a project team is to fill these knowledge gaps. This applies to

gaps in the domain knowledge, as well as to those relating to technical and process

knowledge.

Huge number of
variables

Complex Problem

Many
stakeholders Dynamic

changing contextwith many wishes

Tight coupling between
variables

Fig. 2 A project is a container to solve a complex problem
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3 Knowledge Work as the Key to Agile Re

Now that we understand fundamental concepts it is time to talk about agility. Under

the catchword of “agility”, organizations typically follow the targets of a shortened

time to market and improved flexibility with regards to changes to the business

model due to external or internal influences (Poppendieck and Poppendieck 2003).

If we reflect on what we have gained so far, the acquisition of knowledge and the

efficient retention of knowledge are important measures. The Agile Manifesto,2

available on the internet for over 15 years now, specifies – not surprisingly – such

measures. To remind us:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Response to change over following a plan

In addition to other aims (the Agile Manifesto originated from the idea of

placing the central focus on the team rather than the processes and documentation),

Ecosystem Project

Knowledge

Product
artifacts

Complex
Problem

Project
artifacts

Learn, acquire, apply
knowledge

Fig. 3 The ecosystem project: solving complex problems

2 http://agilemanifesto.org/
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these measures precisely address the aim of optimizing the learning process within

the team to work on and fill knowledge gaps regarding the complex problem. This

gives us an interesting alternative view of the Agile Manifesto.

Now it is necessary to understand the often referred term “knowledge” in the

context of the working world, as requirements engineering deals mainly with the

development of knowledge within the company. Therefore, the following questions

need to be considered:

• What is knowledge exactly?

• How does knowledge manifest itself within an organization?

• And to support the tactical and operative level within the company: Can

knowledge be created, retained and conserved – and if yes, how?

According to current accepted definitions (Polanyi and Sen 2009), knowledge in

the context of the working world is divided into two forms and defined as having

three main characteristics. The two forms of knowledge are:

1. Explicit knowledge: If a person can provide an answer to a question or problem

in a clear and structured way, as in a formula or in evidence, this is explicit

knowledge.

2. Implicit or tacit knowledge: If a person carries out an action or makes a (usually

correct) decision, the determination of which they are unable to specifically and

clearly describe, and is perhaps not even able to explain the background for the

performed action.

Tacit knowledge is often also described as a gut feeling or intuition. The term

“tacit knowledge” is recognized and documented (Polanyi and Sen 2009). Signifi-

cantly, more decisions and actions are based on tacit knowledge than one would

expect. This is a good thing; this is a cornerstone of efficiency. Correct implicit

actions and decisions based on tacit knowledge increase efficiency. Information

does not need to be gathered and analyzed first so that conclusions can be drawn

using explicit knowledge. An explicit process would often work as well, but much

less efficient. In many cases, the explicit process would not even work, as it may not

be possible to describe the reasons for making a decision or the motivation for

taking a specific action, because even an expert is not always aware of all of the

implicit criteria.

Let’s look at a concrete example from requirements engineering to see how

efficient tacit knowledge can be: making a decision about the classification of

requirements, for example which abstraction level a requirement will be allocated

to (business level, product level, user level or technical level).

It would be difficult for anyone to write criteria and the “algorithm to use” to

make this abstraction level decision explicit. Imagine creating a catalogue of

criteria and the algorithm with a group of experts. Ignoring the question of whether

this makes sense, the effort of an entire person year might be spend to gain

just consensus about the criteria. Engineers who have mastered requirements

engineering at expert level are able to make these kind of decisions highly effi-

ciently, quickly and with a high hit rate. Decisions of this nature are common in

projects – and not only when it comes to requirements.
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The three characteristics of knowledge are:

1. It is used to link pieces of information with each other to form knowledge

content and to make them accessible.

2. Benefit can be gained from the knowledge, meaning the knowledge can be

applied.

3. Knowledge only has meaning in the social context in which it is made available.

The knowledge is therefore only relevant to a group of people who are together

in a shared context, such as in a project.

In the following we will have a closer look at these specific characteristics of

knowledge.

3.1 Knowledge Is About Linking Information and Making
It Accessible

The first characteristic of knowledge was linking information and making it acces-
sible. Now we could state that qualitatively good documentation, the requirements

specification for example, accomplishes these things. A high-quality requirements

specification ideally contains the right requirements and describes these in the

correct way. The traceability between the requirements assures that the information

is linked. If the documentation is then made accessible to everyone, in a project

share or tool, it is available as well.

I would like to focus on this. Let’s consider Project X and imagine a truly perfect

requirements specification (I had a dream):

• Does the requirements specification contain ALL information required to pro-

cess ALL necessary product knowledge to progress with the project, solely on

the basis of this requirements specification?

• Does it include ALL information links, in the form of traces that are required to

successfully complete the project?

• Is this true not only for the documentation related with the discipline of

requirements engineering but with ALL other disciplines as well required to

complete the project?

• Is it possible to pour ALL knowledge within a project as information into

documents, i.e. not only necessary but also adequate knowledge?

• Is it possible to document ALL required and sufficient links in the form of

traces?

The answer is a clear NO. The following thought experiment confirms this clear

NO. Picture two teams; each receives this perfect requirements specification and,

completely independently of each other, creates the product. If you are completely

convinced that the products created independently by each of the teams will be

COMPLETELY IDENTICAL, then this “NO” does not apply . . .
Reasonably, documentation should be limited to cost justifications. Writing,

reviewing and updating documentation is effort. Documentation shall contain

only by the organization required information to successfully solve the complex

problem associated with the project.
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And additionally and most important: Documentation contains no knowledge,

only the information elements which can be used to create knowledge.

The intriguing questions are: Where is knowledge created and where resides the

knowledge? Where does all the rest of the information, which a project requires,

come from? How is all this information, i.e. the information contained in the

documentation and the “remaining” information which is not in the documentation,

converted into knowledge to successfully complete a project?

The answer is simple: In the heads of the team working on the project. This leads

us to the next intriguing question: How did the knowledge get into their heads?

According to the principle in the movie MATRIX: We strap down the teammember

on a chair, a plug is inserted into the head and we load the two programs “The

product knowledge is like this” and “the process knowledge to implement the

product is like that”!!

In reality, other methods apply: Either people explicitly take part in training, or

they develop their knowledge explicitly (by coaching) or implicitly (by learning on

the job). Training is a good way of introducing missing knowledge into the

organization. Coaching and learning on the job work well if the knowledge is

already in the heads of others in the organization and “only” needs to be transmitted

or developed. Common to both methods is that to build knowledge requires

learning. Modern forms of learning in the professional environment are based on

self-motivated learning in learning groups with teachers as coaches. Direct com-

municating, obtaining fast feedback from experts based on the results of applying

knowledge in daily work are the keys to bringing knowledge which cannot be

acquired through documentation into the heads of employees and anchoring it there.

In conclusion, communication and feedback are significant and fundamental

principles when it comes to distributing and anchoring knowledge within the

project team. If we are able to optimize communication and feedback in a project,

then we can accelerate the acquisition of knowledge, especially of tacit knowledge

and therefore increase efficiency. Daily stand-ups, reviews and retrospectives, as in

Scrum, for example, gain a completely unexpected and extended meaning, as well

as the daily team morning coffee break at 10:30 and the (alcohol-free;-) end-of-day

beer. The end-of-day beer as a means of increasing efficiency – wow!

3.2 Knowledge Work Is Applying Knowledge

The second characteristic of knowledge was gaining benefits from knowledge.
Gaining benefits from knowledge means applying the knowledge. Applying knowl-

edge automatically means following a process. A process in turn is defined by roles,

activities and artifacts as results of the activity processed by the persons acting in

the context of a role. A process places the activities in a chronological order through

the definition of workflows.

Simple example: Fred Flintstone comes into the office and picks up the notes

made at yesterday’s interview with a stakeholder. He uses them to analyze and

document use cases or user stories. Fred Flintstone is working in the role of the
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requirements engineer and is producing part of the requirements specification as the

result artifact of this activity.

The interesting thing in this “story” is: how did he learn this activity? What

learning process did Fred Flintstone undergo so that he knows how to carry out this

activity as requirements engineer. Where did he get the interview notes from, how

did he convert these notes into use cases and how did he know the procedure and the

individual steps required to transform an interview into a use case or user story?

Two example scenarios:

Scenario 1: The company follows a well-developed and documented process

model (e.g. V Model according to CMMI Maturity Level 3). The detailed process is

documented, with full details on all roles, all activities together with their sequence

and dependencies, the incoming and produced artifacts including the to-be-used

templates. Fred Flintstone received 20 days of training, which taught him the theory

of this process. In his projects he learned the real life version of how to apply the

process – either in some areas or completely. His colleagues acted as his coaches.

The regular process reviews ensure that the process is adhered to – at least formally.

At any rate, process compliance is always indicated to the companies Quality

Control department. This is said to have led to black economies and underhand

dealing in companies in the past . . .
It is interesting to track how Fred Flintstone gained the knowledge in Scenario 1.

The process was initially created by others, typically the experts of a method group.

These others do not necessarily have the knowledge to create an optimal process,

not having experienced the process themselves and informed about it only indi-

rectly. These method experts document process information into documents. This

information is again extracted from documents by a trainer and converted to

theoretical knowledge in Fred Flintstone’s head during training. This is a form of

Chinese whispers (we know the game from our childhood, where one word is

whispered from ear to ear in a circle). What the process group created in the context

of process definition is different to what the trainer interprets during the training and

how it is understood by Fred Flintstone. This difference evens out the reality of the

project, i.e. the trial and error of daily life and the concrete project work with

colleagues. So once again, coaching and learning in context and in a team.

Scenario 2: Fred Flintstone picks up the notes from yesterday, to continue

processing the user stories which were discussed in the meeting with the product

owner and experts from the specialist area. Part of this is done in discussion with a

team member as peer. The team decided during the last retrospective that it is

reasonable to initially design a low-fidelity paper-based GUI prototype and check

the procedure and acceptance criteria with the specialist area using this prototype,

so this is what Fred Flintstone and his peer are working on now before writing new

user stories with acceptance criteria. GUI prototype, user stories and acceptance

criteria are carried out to the team and confirmed by the product owner within the

requirements workshop in this sprint. The company’s only process framework

constraints are: user stories must be complemented with acceptance criteria; a

subset of the done criteria defines general acceptance criteria for product
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documentation and quality; well defined synchronization points between projects

(internal releases) are defined to steer deployment procedures.

At this point, we have come to the topic of efficient working in an agile context.

The feedback loops (daily standup, peer reviews, pair working) and retrospectives

(indispensable part of each agile life cycle), which are fixed anchors of agile work,

create precisely the right learning environment to support the acquisition of knowl-

edge, to enable an efficient application of knowledge through consistent and

permanent improvement of the process currently being used. Plenty of the knowl-

edge – both the product knowledge and process knowledge – is thereby anchored as

implicit knowledge, i.e. in the efficient form of knowledge. The required flexibility

is also taken into consideration, as the adjustment of knowledge to a changing

context has been integrated into the continuous learning process as a basic value.

This creates the bridge between requirements engineering and agile work – at

this point only discussed at the context level of the project. Agile techniques foster

the team’s knowledge acquisition process and anchor the knowledge as efficient

tacit knowledge. A project team solving a complex problem is as well a

self-learning and self-improving team when acting with an agile mindset and

techniques.

3.3 Knowledge Is Valid in its Specific Context Only

A team member as part of a learning environment named project learns through

interaction within a particular context – his peers in the same context. The applica-

tion of knowledge and closure of new identified knowledge gaps which is a measure

that takes effect within the context of the learning group only. An implicit conclu-

sion here is that the acquired knowledge only has meaning within this social

context. Now, various contextual levels exist within a company, as mentioned at

the beginning of this article: the context of project work; the context of a single

product with its roadmap; the context of managing a product portfolio; the context

of defining the strategy of a company.

We discover that different “learning groups” exist within a company and each of

these carry out knowledge work and acquire knowledge. These teams work at

different contextual levels in the organization: the project teams, the steering

committee, which makes decisions about the product roadmap at a tactical level,

the management, which deals with the strategy, an R&D department, a specific

testing group, operations and others. An interesting task is to identify these contex-

tual levels, and therefore also the learning groups, in your company and the context

they work in. These context levels and learning groups are not automatically in line

with the organizational structure of the company! It is also interesting to note that

many people work in more than one context within the company. This often leads to

personal conflicts for these people, as the targets and working techniques (including

the culture) can differ at the various contextual levels.
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4 Investigations on Life Cycle Models

On basis of the previous considerations we can derive important conclusions. Two

theoretical experiments shall demonstrate these conclusions as extreme examples.

4.1 Extreme 1: The Pure Document-Orientated Working Model

Picture this: A company has decided to record all of its knowledge in the form of

information in documents. This applies to both procedural and product knowledge.

An appropriate corresponding quality assurance procedure checks that the recorded

information is complete in both areas. Beginning with the strategy process at a

product level, moving on to the development of the product portfolio and finishing

with the definition and execution of projects, all information has to be stored in the

form of documents.

4.1.1 Consequences of the Document-Orientated Working Model
A member of staff can be replaced at any time (this is an attractive aspect for

management, isn’t it?). A new member of staff can use the documentation and

appropriate training to become familiar with the process and product knowledge in

order to ultimately become productive in accordance with the standards (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 The document-oriented working model
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4.1.2 Advantages of the Document-Orientated Working Model
One advantage plays a role if a product is not developed on a permanent basis. For

example, it may be sold or in production for 2 years without any changes. No one

develops the product in this period; it is simply “produced”. The team which

developed the product therefore no longer exists. If a project is then reinitiated

when a new version of the product needs to be created, the information is available

to create a new project team.

Another advantage (at least often cited as such) is that any part of the production

chain can be transferred offshore; it is “easy” to move the process and production

documentation offshore. This corresponds to the often mentioned arguments of

global and distributed teams, flexibility and a “breathing workforce”. I think that

this pretended advantage will fortunately now, based on gained experience, be

looked at differently for cost and efficiency reasons. Nevertheless, in case of

resource shortcuts compared to the amount of work to be implemented this argu-

ment is sustainable.

This working model requires high standardization. It is defined clearly and

explicitly in terms of roles, activities and artifacts. It is clear which incoming

documents are to be received by a requirements engineer and the results which

the requirements engineering needs to produce in the form of documentation. It is

clear how the requirements engineer can learn more through training. The job

profile is clear and can be communicated to the HRM. There are often pools of

job families in large companies, such as the requirements engineering pool.

4.1.3 Disadvantages of the Document-Orientated Working Model
This approach obviously has a major impact on efficiency. At least with regard to

the process side of things, information is documented by people purely on the basis

of explicit knowledge. The documented status of working technique typically

implemented and supported by a tool chain is always structurally outdated, as

learning, documentation, releasing, teaching and application take some time to

implement and therefore lag seriously behind the “state of the art”.

No value is placed on tacit knowledge – in this extreme case it is deliberately

avoided. This applies to the team which is disbanded after each project and then re-

created. Each project team will then practically start from the beginning and must

learn what the previous team left behind by studying the documents. On the other

hand, the team can be installed at any time. This principle applies at a team level

and also to the collaboration between the individual disciplines in the project. The

business analyst passes documents to the requirements engineer, the requirements

engineer to the test manager and to the architect and designer, subsequent to the

developer and so on. The statements regarding problem-solving, processing with

tacit knowledge and dealing with knowledge gaps which we discussed above

nevertheless apply to all of these people. The completely extreme situation would

be achieved if the people were not allowed to communicate with one another and

were only able to interact by exchanging documentation. Every single person in the

value chain of the project builds its own learning team.
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The specialization of people in roles is also double-edged. Thus if a requirements

engineer is trained in a specific way, he can only be used for these specific tasks. In

the worst case, he will only be responsible for requirements engineering in a

project. I personally provided support for a specific project at a major company,

where 30 % requirements engineering capacity was allocated – as role and as

person. For this purpose, a member of staff out of the requirements engineering

pool was allocated, present 1.5 days per week in this project. One half day of this

time was required for the weekly project meeting. The effectiveness of this

employee was almost zero – although he was a good requirements engineer. He

was removed from the project after 1 month and the project leader took over the role

of requirements engineering. The efficiency of this expert was near zero, the

motivation of all involved persons below zero.

Does this model work? Yes it does – this has been proved in practice. I know

companies which tend towards this extreme and are successful. Companies which

operate in this way manage inefficiency just with higher TCO than their

competitors, who are likely to be a bit more inefficient.

4.2 Extreme 2: The Pure Team-Orientated and Agile Working
Model

There is no documentation required as result of an implementation activity. The

team only uses temporary documentation to drive the process (please keep in mind,

product-related documentation will inevitably be produced, such as the handbooks

for users or – if required by a legal regulation or norm – a traceability matrix). The

temporary documentation helps the team with its everyday work, such as cards on

Scrum or Kanban boards or whatever the team decides to use. All of the process

knowledge and as many details as possible of the product knowledge are in the

heads of the team members and will be permanently developed there. This working

model is naturally highly efficient in a local and small team which works together

constantly.

4.2.1 Consequences of a Purely Agile Working Model
An agile working model in its extreme form has clear consequences for the

organization of work. In each team, the project specific skills set must be available;

every team member is ideally qualified in more than one discipline. This has

consequences for the role of the requirements engineer, the test manager, architect

and all other roles. The Mr. requirements engineer, the Mr. chief architect, no

longer exists. Job profiles restricted to one role disappear. The ideal team member is

a professional and self-directed software engineer with ideally two or three areas of

special interest (requirements engineering, SW architecture, testing, deployment,

usability, security, . . .).
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The product owner (to use Scrum jargon at this point) for sure must be a

requirements engineering expert. This brings us to one difficulty of the Scrum

approach: the product owner needs to be available in the project team; as well he

needs to be active dealing with stakeholders outside of the team; he is bound into

the project context and into the product context at the same time; he carries a

significant amount of implicit knowledge. This person carries a tremendous respon-

sibility and potentially is in a conflict situation (Fig. 5).

4.2.2 Advantages of the Team-Orientated and Agile Working Model
Clearly, the advantage of an agile team is its high level of effectiveness and

efficiency. The shared tacit knowledge reduces the number of defects, as misinter-

pretations become immediately obvious thanks to permanent feedback and no

defects are caused as a result; or, if they do occur, they are immediately identifiable

and can be suitably addressed.

In a living agile organization the project team members who feel responsible for

requirements engineering, including the product owner, receive continuous feed-

back from business and stakeholders. This is the ideal setup to ensure that business

requirements are optimally met (effectiveness). The agile project team can develop,

optimize and apply the process leading to high level of efficiency through this
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continuous learning process. Overall, this results in an individual and team-

orientated increase in productivity and therefore a huge competitive advantage.

A further benefit is the avoidance of specialist roles. Generalist would be the

wrong expression, but employees in agile projects typically master a broader skill

set than employees in companies organized according to roles. When we look at

agility in this context, we may well wonder why to work in any other way. Well,

this form of work organization also has some disadvantages.

4.2.3 Disadvantages of the Team-Orientated and Agile Working
Model

One disadvantage of the extreme form of agile working is that the product typically

dies when the project team has disbanded. The company must keep its teams

“alive” to keep the product alive. The team carries the product and process

knowledge to implement the next version of the product. If the team is disbanded,

the knowledge is gone. No documentation except the system itself and its test

harness exists to recreate knowledge from any information. A permanent invest-

ment needs to be made in the team in form of highlighting vision, maintaining

motivation and developing skills, so that social cohesion is maintained and the right

skills are available.

The next important question is: What is a good combination of disciplines for a

project employee to cope with? In general terms, this thoroughly real problem for a

company is: How can I find this multi-disciplinary staff member in the market and

how do I develop this person’s skills? How do I assess performance? The agile type

of employee is more difficult to “manage” and “develop” than a role restricted

specialist.

A further disadvantage comes into play if a product does not need to be

continuously developed; there is a “break” in development. Let’s consider a

major company with a large service platform, such as a bank or an insurance

company, where several hundred applications provide the service platform. It will

not be necessary to constantly work on all of these applications. In fact, only a

subset the applications are under development in a given period of time. Addition-

ally, the term “product” cannot be trivially defined for a complex service platform.

The appropriate identification of the product portfolio and, aligned to incoming

customer request, the derived optimal project portfolio to establish are complex and

demanding responsibilities. Product and project portfolio management under these

constraints of the organization are not trivial either the traditional or agile way.

There is an often listed risk that an organization with a completely agile structure

would completely evade standardization because of local optimization and thinking

“inside the project box”, thus damaging the overall organization. Although I am

unable to provide any evidence besides pointing to companies like Google and

Amazon, in my experience, TRULY agile organizations subject themselves to

voluntary very strict self-discipline. Organizations which appear to be agile, but

operate in an extremely blinkered way lack the basic principle of transparency and

consequently the culture of healthy self-discipline.
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5 Emerging Agile Principles on the Product Level

We now know a lot about fundamental concepts with regard to agility. We reflected

these concepts on context level of the project and discovered that agility opens the

door to efficiency and productivity. We also know that we have to care about the

product portfolio context. Will agility improve efficiency and productivity on

product portfolio context as well?

The ideal situation, as in agile projects, is that in the product portfolio context a

constant team will work together continuously for most of the time is yet not given

(Fig. 6).

The individuals working at this level do not typically work together continu-

ously. The individuals on that level are involved in many different initiatives and

processes. There daily life is a constant context switch. It is significantly more

difficult to build up shared knowledge on that level. The amount of time communi-

cating with peers each week is very limited. Building up a shared and tacit

knowledge, closing knowledge gaps, constant collaboration, is significantly harder

at the product portfolio level. This is a serious drawback; a change to more agile

working methods is significantly harder.

Furthermore, the protagonists at the product portfolio level are typically unable

to see any advantages in the agile working style – this is particularly the case for

middle management. This is often due to the personal situation of middle manage-

ment. Middle managers are under high pressure to perform, have to succeed with

low budgets, of course there is a focus on the personal career and each day is driven
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by a high workload. Under such circumstances, any new working model is a risk.

This will lead to an even higher workload combined with an incalculable risk for

the managers own career. What is evident for any improvement program at this

level is the protection of the top management.

It is important to recognize that some individuals, for example the product

owner, are also simultaneously involved in both contextual levels. Of course this

is the ideal way to align the knowledge in both teams. These individuals are,

however, now in a conflicting situation if they need to work in different working

styles in each context.

Even more serious is that a non-agile culture at product portfolio level can also

effectively prevent agile working within the context of the projects, for example

when certain requirements are not fulfilled or welcome, such as feedback from

on-site customers.

In summary: Agile working at the product level – and therefore also

requirements engineering at this level – is a challenge. Companies which success-

fully work agile on product portfolio level and in definition of product roadmaps,

heavily work with the concept of product visions. A vision is a future picture of a

product which is easy to understand and remember, ideally visualized under

inclusion of prototypes or samples. These visions are constantly revised and defined

for a set of permanent moving milestones: the 3 months, 6 months, 1 year or 3 years

milestone from today on. Visions are created with a substantial share in require-

ments engineering. The typical stakeholders working on these visions are product

owners, representatives from marketing, research, sponsors, customers, architects,

customer services and others.

6 Summary and Conclusion

The article started with the statement that requirements engineering is only a tool

used to create a product. By taking a detour to discuss knowledge work in the

project, we saw that the agile form of requirements engineering deals primarily with

the recognition and closure of knowledge gaps in product knowledge and process

knowledge. The optimization of the specific process in each context is left to be

dealt through the use of agile ideas. In summary, I would like to put forward four

theses about requirements engineering:

First thesis: Agile requirements engineering does not exist in isolation. All

disciplines are equally agile or not agile, i.e. development, testing, architecture,

simply everything.

Second thesis: If an organization or part of an organization is agile, this part will

work significantly more effectively and efficiently, so more productively, than

working in a document-orientated, knowledge isolated way – as long as the

framework conditions allow this, of course (thesis three).

Third thesis: The potential degree of agility depends on framework conditions,

on constraints and on the culture of the organization. This means, if certain

framework conditions exist, that the advantages of agility can be overshadowed

by the disadvantages.
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Fourth thesis: There are two context levels of requirements engineering in

organizations: the operative requirements engineering at project level and tactical

requirements engineering at product level. The operative requirements engineer-

ing at a project level can always work in an agile way without it being compulsory

for the product level to be agile. The organization must, however, act in an agile

way at the project level if it also wants the product level to be agile.

The first and second thesis has become clear from our discussion so far. Agility

means efficiency in knowledge work and this requires another working model

which must involve all disciplines.

The third thesis is visible when reflecting the extreme cases in chapter

“Investigations on Life Cycle Models” into reality. In order to be completely

agile at all levels, operatively within the project, tactically at the product level

and possibly even strategically, teams must work together constantly. They must

work in a well-integrated way, which is both very disciplined and self-organized.

Management must permanently invest in the teams, the collaboration between the

teams and the topic of self-discipline. Self-discipline, in turn, is a feature of well-

trained and motivated staff.

If we are – for example – in organizations where a specific product development is

abandoned for a period of time longer than half a year, an agile approach has to deal

with constraints. Without rules about additional measures like the creation of addi-

tional documentation on product level then the agile project would create on its own,

a product which is not developed ongoing will die when the team is disbanded. To

define and manage an “as lean as possible” product repository and information base

represents an example for a state of the art measure. Real documents, models, source

and testing code, handbook, risk profile, . . .; each organization defines, deriving from
its business model, what will be part of the repository. Another important role of

management must be to constantly maintain a comprehensive vision of the future on

the product portfolio level and ensure that highly motivated teams are always in a

state of self-renewal and consistently review every product. This is no easy task and

might not be possible under certain circumstances or given a particular history.

Successful companies master the permanent process of re-invention.

Only in rare cases existing major organizations (500, 1,000, more employees)

successfully make the change to this working model and become completely agile

when producing their products or services. The third and fourth of my theses are

tightly bound to the existing culture and structure of organizations and their limiting

framework conditions which determine whether an agile approach is possible on all

context level in the organization and whether it will lead to success. My personal

experience places the following limiting framework conditions on the top of the list:

• Specification of top-down targets with no creation of vision and buy-in from

peers, i.e. a classic top-down strategy process with no integration of customers or

even middle management and knowledge carriers within the company itself.

• The creation of knowledge work with the fundamental misinterpretations that

knowledge work can be managed with the factory image of production as general

principle, which may happen and based on – fundamental misinterpreted – style

of standardization and specialization.
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• Inflexible and annual budgeting. I recognized that many missed chances and

shadow projects on account of this.

• Knowledge at a tactical level is completely separate from knowledge at an

operative level in organizational and personnel terms – the much-discussed

gap between business and IT.

• The customer (including an internal one) is an external stakeholder which is only

involved at selective times.

• An organization which, for unhealthy corporate policy reasons, changes too

quickly and constantly, involving a replacement of most valuable knowledge

carriers.

• Middle management is under high pressure, created by the organization and

career driven self-caused. Any improvement engagement is just dead if seen as

no personal value but additional risk to surpass expectations.

Agile working also requires, to a large extent, the organization’s orientation

according to agile principles. The idea of having a pool of specialists in resourcing,

a pool of requirements engineers, architects, testers, etc. conflicts with agile work-

ing. The work force within the company must be structured, trained and allocated to

the skills needed in projects and processes. Projects must be tailored and established

in different ways. This is a significant change for traditional companies. This is

demanding for management and human resources.

In this article two extremes are discussed: the completely document-orientated,

inefficient yet secure and standardized – almost “factory-like” working model – on

the one side and the completely agile, highly efficient working model of collabora-

tion on the other side. Any person who has a good understanding of human nature

can recognize that extremes in their purest form are often unhealthy. Extremes often

fail in real life. Real-life sustainable and successful constructs are located some-

where in the middle. When we talk about requirements engineering, the task of the

management is to position itself and the organism of its organization consciously

between these two extremes (see Fig. 7). Their task is to decide how their company

will work at the operative project level and at the tactical product level.

As a representative, manager or employee of a company, have you ever asked

yourself WHERE your company stands between the two extremes? Take a few

moments at this point to think about where you personally would position the

company which you manage or where you work. Have you ever asked yourself

WHY your company is in this position? Is this chance, strategy, corporate culture or

a boss simply stating “this is how it is”? What are the reasons? And above all, this:

In your company, is the culture identical everywhere or does a different position

need to be taken between the two extremes in each area of the company?

Personally, I do not know any complex organization with history which has

completed the transfer to an agile working style, i.e. has achieved agile

requirements engineering at all levels and in all areas. In my personal opinion,

this is not even the aim. The aim of an organization should be to look at every area

of the company to assess whether the agile working model is appropriate and
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whether it will increase efficiency and productivity. The goal must be to achieve

more efficiency with at least the same degree of effectiveness. Reaching a certain

level of agility is easily possible in many areas of organizations. That would be a

significant step towards efficiency and effectiveness. In business terms – for top

management, the benefits are “time 2 market” and “flexibility”, i.e. the RIGHT

product at the RIGHT time. The way to get there, as I suggested, is typically a

bottom-up approach. The reason is that agile work on an operative level is signifi-

cantly easier and possible in most organizations and the consequences are much

smaller in the event of failure than if initiated at a tactical level.

The discussion in this article demonstrates that an agile method of working can

be an efficiency booster. This efficiency booster can be effective on two closely

interweaved contextual levels within an organization, tactically at the product level

and operatively at the project level. In minimum this should always be possible at

the project level. Every organization should aim for this. At the product level, the

framework conditions and constraints of the organization have a significant influ-

ence on whether investment in agility will achieve a competitive advantage.

A bottom-up approach, ideal under the protection of top management, enables at

least a review of these framework conditions. It is important to recognize that there

will be no agile requirements engineer in the sense of a traditional requirements

engineer, i.e. a specialist who (only) takes on the role of a requirements engineer.

Instead, requirements engineering is one of many disciplines which an employee

needs to master, along with others such as architecture, testing and writing the

handbook. Bearing this in mind we can finally conclude, that yes, agile

requirements engineering does exist – and no, there is no such thing as an agile

requirements engineer. The future demands and requires the multi-disciplinary

employees who are able to work in an agile way and master requirements.
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Fig. 7 Place your organization appropriately between the extremes
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Design Thinking: An Innovative Concept
for Developing User-Centered Software
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Peter LoBue, and Abraham Taherivand

Abstract

In times of economic crisis and rapid technological change, innovation is necessary

for competitive advantage and successful business. Design processes and tools are

one way to create innovative solutions. This article describes the emergence of

design thinking in business and focuses on the four key elements of design thinking

in detail: the iterative process, multidisciplinary teams, creative space and

designer’s mindset. The limitations and potentials of design thinking are also

discussed. While design thinking enables creativity, enhances personal develop-

ment, and prescribes deep immersion into the topic along with empathetic user

research, it does not include a business model or blueprint for the implementation.

Still, design thinking is a large step toward identifying user-centered solutions. The

software industry can benefit from the powerful approach in order to create

innovative software products.

1 Emergence of Design Thinking

1.1 Innovation in Today’s World

In recent years, innovation has become a buzz-word that has spread into various

areas of politics and business. It is used extensively in entrepreneurship, business

consulting, at conferences, in university lectures and management literature.
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Innovation is considered key to unlocking the answers to the economic and social

problems of the twenty-first century. It is only through constant innovation that an

organization can survive in the long run, regardless of its size. Companies that do

not develop the skills to generate innovative products and also innovate their

internal processes will inevitably fail to compete in their industry (Vahs and

Burmester 2005). But how exactly can organizations become more innovative?

It has been widely acknowledged that employees will only come up with

break-through ideas in the right organizational environment with a corporate

culture that encourages creativity. Yet even those companies that do have

innovation-friendly processes and structures in place often fail to generate innova-

tive ideas (Von Stamm 2003). There seems to be something more to good ideas than

just the right culture. There must be tools and methods that enable some

organizations to create many innovative ideas while others appear to remain stuck.

Why is innovation so difficult to achieve? First, it is hard to change an

organization’s internal structure and procedures. Innovation means change: crea-

tion of the new and letting go of the old. In daily business routines, there is little

room for such reform. Without leadership or a role model for innovation, it is hard

to bring about the necessary change and establish an innovation-friendly culture in

any organization. Second, innovation cannot be forced upon an organization.

An underlying openness toward unexpected events and results is needed in order

to create something radically new. This uncertainty threatens most businesses’

principles that naturally favor an adherence to tradition and the status quo. Third,

innovation is often associated with creativity, and the notion that only artists can

be creative keeps people from realizing their own creativity. And fourth, businesses

often mistake technological novelty or economic profit for innovation. While

innovative products or services need to be both technically feasible and economi-

cally viable, they must also satisfy user needs. Innovation is about creating mean-

ingful and relevant solutions to human problems.

1.2 Thinking like Designers

Apart from creating an innovative organizational culture, organizations need to

know how to proceed: how to fully understand a problem and then solve it by

creating something relevant for their customers, or users. The “designer’s way of

thinking” has been identified as a fruitful approach to user-centered innovation

(Dunne and Martin 2006). The designer’s role is to identify an existing need,

generate ideas that cater to that need, and then prototype and refine the ideas so

that they can later be converted into products and services. Creativity and uncon-

ventional thinking are characteristics associated with designers and also considered

key to innovation.

As far back as the 1950s, designers identified the user as the key element of their

processes (Hestad 2009). They acknowledged that users provided valuable insights

and that focusing on the users enabled them to come up with more relevant

products. In the late 1960s a new definition of design emerged, namely as an
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activity “aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon 1969,

pp. 55–56). This extended far beyond the roles commonly assigned to professional

designers. In the following decades the idea spread that design might be of

tremendous importance to organizations’ never-ending search for sustainable com-

petitive advantage (Kotler and Rath 1984). From the designer’s way of thinking

(Dunne and Martin 2006), the concept of design thinking emerged and gained more

prominence as an approach whose application might be valuable in other fields

(Kimbell 2009). Schools of business, education, law and medicine have begun to

concern themselves with processes of design.

Business managers are now not only considering the design of products, but also

the design of the business itself (Martin 2004, 2009). In The Art of Innovation

(2001) Tom Kelley, general manager of the design and innovation consultancy

IDEO, provided deep insights into the application of design thinking to business

practices, which has fueled the interest in design thinking in the business sphere

(Bell 2008). As industry markets turn from supply-driven to demand-driven, the

importance of providing meaningful products increases dramatically. The focus has

expanded from asking what people need in a product to why they need it (Verganti

2009). Design thinking promises to deliver some of these answers.

Business managers are traditionally taught to choose the best course of action

from an existing set of alternatives. On the contrary, designers never assume that

the right solution is already available (Boland and Collopy 2004). They seek to

create entirely new alternatives by realizing opportunities that were previously

unthinkable. They face the challenge of conceiving and planning something that

does not exist yet, even in the context of the vagueness and uncertainty of wicked

problems (Buchanan 1992). Wicked problems can be described as a “class of social

system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing,

where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and

where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing” (Churchman

1967, pp. 141–142).

Often the true problem, also referred to as the latent need or the key insight, is

deeply hidden within a complex system. Designers allow themselves to become

immersed in this system, to become inspired by exploration in search of the true

problem. Businesses, on the other hand, are quick to assume that they already

understand the problem and the needs of their customers. Unsurprisingly, many

solutions fail because they are designed for the wrong problem. In order to create

meaningful products and services, it is necessary to search for hidden insights and

to shed light on a field of uncertainty that includes incomplete or confusing

information or differing interests of various stakeholders. This lies in stark contrast

to the linear approaches and need for certainty desired by businesses. By nature of

their definitions, creativity and innovation cannot be planned in detail. However

one can still increase the chances of producing innovative ideas. Design thinking as

an innovation method incorporates this uncertainty while at the same time offering

a grounded process to follow.
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1.3 Design Thinking Elements

The term design itself can be understood and interpreted very differently. In the

context of design thinking, design can include any “creative and innovative activ-

ity” (Verganti 2009, p. 20). Based on this broad definition, design thinking may be

simply described as an enabler for the creation of innovative ideas. Design thinking

as it is presented here is about user-centered innovation with a focus on desirability.

It revolves around the human needs of those who are using a product or a service or

the underlying infrastructure (Brown and Wyatt 2010).

Design thinking is a framework that allows people to collaboratively engage in

the creative and playful processes of problem solving and out-of-the-box thinking

commonly used by designers. It thus makes use of the design process, which is

perhaps best conceived as a “system of overlapping spaces rather than a sequence of

orderly steps” (Brown andWyatt 2010, p. 33). Two additional elements that support

the process are multidisciplinary teams and creative working spaces. The combina-

tion of these three allows a fourth, overarching element to arise: the design thinking

mindset. All four elements are described in detail below.

The user plays a crucial role in design thinking and is integrated into the process

at various points. There are two general approaches to integrating users into design

processes: the expert mindset and the participatory mindset (Sanders 2006, 2008).

In an expert mindset users are interviewed and give feedback to ideas and

prototypes developed by a design thinking team, or the experts. In this case, they

are not part of the team and do not create the solutions themselves. In the participa-

tory mindset users are seen as partners in the design process. They take on the role

of active co-creators. Obviously, the choice of either approach, expert or participa-

tory, heavily influences the design process. The description of design thinking

presented here focuses on the expert mindset.

The various components and methods of design thinking have existed for

generations. The value of design thinking lies in combining these parts to create a

new, more generalized and accessible process and mindset. Design thinking also

remains open for countless other methods and approaches, including other tools to

be used directly within its framework, whose discussion extends far beyond the

scope of this article.

2 Design Thinking

2.1 Iterative Process

Design thinking consists of various interdependent elements. At the core is the

design thinking process. For simplicity the process follows consecutive phases,

however they must be regarded as iterative and interconnected, allowing the design

thinker to jump back and forth whenever necessary. There are many variations of

design processes that use different terminology. Figure 1 illustrates the phases of

the design thinking process described below.
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2.1.1 Understand
The design thinking process always starts with an initial definition of the problem,

also known as a design brief, which gives a broad outline of the subject matter. The

first two phases of the process are committed to fully understanding the problem

and possibly identifying a deeper root cause of that problem, described above as the

true problem. Solution finding is intentionally reserved for the second half of the

process. No judgment should take place during this initial phase of exploration and

inspiration. In order to understand the problem, it is necessary to first become

an expert on the topic.

Here, understand means to familiarize oneself with the topic, identify the main

stakeholders, and define the context of the challenge or problem. The goal is to gain

a deep understanding as quickly as possible. To do this, team members can create a

plan to perform research individually and then reconvene and share insights. Desk

research refers to reviewing literature, performing online searches, and other forms

of information gathering. Looking for analogies in other fields or contexts can also

reveal new insights (Rowe 1987). Collecting unanswered questions will be helpful

in the next phase of the process. Any initial ideas that emerge to solve the problem

during this phase should be written down and set aside to refer to later, if still

relevant.

Experimenting directly with related products and services is essential to devel-

oping an initial perspective of the problem’s context. Through testing out attempted

solutions one begins to empathize with the users’ pains and gains.

2.1.2 Observe
No clear boundary exists between the first and second phase of design thinking,

and often they are combined. This observation phase is about understanding and

empathizing with the user, which is the key to creating desirable products and

services. There are a multitude of user research methods available.

Quantitative surveys, like street surveys and online surveys, allow researchers

to interview large groups of people and collect standardized data. The data can be

compared to analyze answers to given questions, like the ones collected in the

previous phase. Contrarily, qualitative interviews with open-ended questions

expand the breadth of possible insights. They lead to a better understanding of

Understand Point of View Ideate Prototype TestObserve

Fig. 1 Design thinking process (terminology adopted from the Stanford d.school)
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users’ needs, preferences, thoughts, and routines regarding the future product or

service. Users are encouraged to express themselves openly in the hopes of reveal-

ing deeper, unanticipated insights, leading the team to discover the true problem.

Observing people in their daily routines is another method of revealing underly-

ing needs. Observation provides more detailed insights about user behavior than

one might gain by just talking to them. What people say, think, feel and how they

behave are often not as closely aligned as one would expect. One should also

consider non-users who resist using a product or service (Beckman and Barry

2007), extreme users who are extremely excited about a product or service

(Brown 2009), as well as stakeholders who are indirectly affected by the product,

service or situation.

It is important to document research properly during these initial phases, because

the insights gained will be the basis for the problem solving phase that follows.

When talking to users, it is useful to collect pictures, artifacts and quotes in addition

to taking notes. All insights should be shared with the rest of the team using

storytelling techniques. Storytelling is a narrative method by which explicit and

tacit knowledge is conveyed through verbal and non-verbal communication.

A team member will take on the role of someone he or she interviewed to relay

the key insights discovered during an interview. Role-playing is a helpful method of

communicating empathy.

Research results that have been visualized will inspire team members and keep

them focused during the next phases of the design thinking process. Once every-

thing has been shared the team needs to synthesize all the information, notes,

pictures, and stories.

2.1.3 Point of View
Team members may be overwhelmed by the magnitude of information gained

during the research phases. However, patterns or themes in the gathered informa-

tion emerge naturally and should be visualized by clustering the information. It is

important to frame a shared perspective that will guide the team through the

following phases. By condensing the information from the research phase into a

clear definition, the team develops a point of view. A good point of view captures

the essence of many of the observations made during the research phase. It should

answer the questions: What problem must be solved, and for whom? There are

various types of point of views and methods of forming them, and more than one

point of view can be created.

A one-sentence point of view condenses research results into three general

components: the user, the need, and the insight gained, and merges them into a

one-sentence summary. For example: Marisa, an ambitious young business woman

(user), loves to relax at her favorite coffee shop in the morning (need), because it is

the only time of day she has all to herself (insight).

Along the same idea, but much more comprehensive, personas are collections of

gained information and insights from all those observed and interviewed. A persona

is fictional because it does not exist as a real person, yet it comes to life as a fusion

of many people to represent an archetypical user. Compared to a more general
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description of a target group that might include an estimated age range and a few

very high-level characteristics, a persona is given a name, age, hobbies, interests,

dislikes, and even memories and dreams. These details allow the team to empathize.

The persona can serve as a reference point when making decisions regarding the

solutions and features developed during the next phases of the design thinking

process.

Other frameworks can also be helpful to synthesize the information gathered

during the research phase. User scenarios or storyboards illustrate stories with a

specific setting and actors that can be used to describe a user’s routine involving a

specific product or service (Cooper 1999). User journeys and maps help illustrate

the points of interaction between the user and a service or product, as well as show

the process it takes to acquire, use, store, re-use, and dispose of a product or leave a

service. Venn diagrams and two-by-two matrices help visualize key challenges

by showing the relationships between multiple associated factors (Beckman and

Barry 2007).

2.1.4 Ideate
The point of view acts as a reference point for the second half of the design thinking

process. It can be formed into a brainstorming question, such as “How might we

take aspects of Marisa’s morning coffee shop experience to help her relax more

throughout the day?” The question helps the team generate user-centered ideas. It

can also help to think up new metaphors or visual descriptions to inspire the team.

Brainstorming requires a certain attitude and atmosphere that is accomplished by

following some basic guidelines. Everyone must be able to voice their opinion and

suggest ideas without being criticized or judged (Ambrose and Harris 2010). The

evaluation of ideas is initially deferred in preference of coming up with as many as

possible. It is not important at this point whether the ideas are realistic or feasible,

because by encouraging wild ideas the solution space grows rapidly. It is easier to

tone down a wild idea than to make a realistic one more radical. Allowing crazy

ideas inspires everyone to think beyond the obvious. Building on the ideas of

others is very much encouraged and generates ideas within ideas that can end up

in a completely unanticipated context. Using visual illustrations supports the

inspirational atmosphere. Additionally, as many sessions should be held as neces-

sary until the whole team feels confident that some potential solutions exist among

the suggestions. It can help to bring in external people during this phase who offer

new perspectives and can contribute with a clear mind.

After generating many ideas the team must cluster them. The method used to

choose from the pool of generated ideas depends on the priorities of the project and

the scope of the original design problem. One way to filter ideas is to consider the

viability of implementation: Can or should the idea be realized work in the next

week, year or five years? Another possibility is to judge an idea according to its

value for the user: What is the most relevant solution to the problem of the user? An

idea might be evaluated according to the degree of risk involved with implementing

it. It is important that the team reaches a joint decision. Ideas that are neglected in
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this phase are not necessarily lost, as all ideas are documented and can be recycled

at a later point in the process.

2.1.5 Prototype
Even if the team agrees on one idea (or a combination of multiple ideas) from the

ideation phase, not everyone in the group may have the same understanding of the

idea at this point. An almost overwhelming number of questions begin to arise:

How will the product or service work? How comfortable does it need to be? What

will it look like? It is therefore necessary to find a common language and method of

answering those questions. Prototyping helps by making an idea tangible.

A prototype can be described as “any representation of a design idea, regardless

of medium” (Houde and Hill 1997, p. 369). Rather than representing the whole

idea, prototypes can be designed to represent one’s thoughts on a specific aspect of

it. They are an important means of communication in order to collaborate, exchange

information, and interact with clients, users, fellow designers and stakeholders.

Prototypes help “define an idea’s role, implementation, and look and feel” and

create empathy for users (Dow et al. 2009, p. 165).

Prototyping can also be described as the act of thinking with one’s hands in order

to solve a problem (Kelley and Littman 2001). In design thinking, rapid prototyping

is used to quickly create cheap abstractions that help test an idea as early as possible

in order to receive valuable feedback. This keeps team members from discussing

superfluous details about the prototype that are not relevant at this phase of the

process. Any available materials can be used to build physical prototypes, from

Lego, paper and modeling clay to fabric, furniture and office supplies. However,

prototypes do not necessarily have to be physical objects. Role-playing, videos and

storyboards can also work as prototypes as long as they communicate some aspect

of the idea.

Different kinds of prototypes can serve divergent purposes. Those intended to

work like the future service or product focus on the functionality. Prototypes meant

to feel like the envisioned product or service emphasize the user experience with it.

Those that should look like it are concerned with outer appearances. During the

process, prototypes must be refined, changed and improved. A team may also want

to create prototypes for multiple ideas to explore alternatives. Parallel prototyping

uncovers new opportunities and constraints and result in more diverse solutions

(Dow et al. 2010).

2.1.6 Test
As mentioned, the purpose of prototypes is to gain feedback from potential users on

the team’s ideas. Testers should resemble the user group for which the solution is

intended. The obtained feedback needs to be interpreted with care, because not all

feedback is useful. Seemingly poignant comments can distract the team from the

original problem. It is important however to defer judgment toward feedback as it is

coming in.

One method to gather information in usability testing is the think-aloud protocol.

Participants think out loud as they perform a set of specified tasks while interacting
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with the prototype, expressing their thoughts, asking questions, and verbalizing

what they are doing, seeing and feeling. Again, just like in the observe phase, it is

important to remember that what a user says and actually feels and thinks are often

not the same.

A useful tool to organize feedback when testing prototypes is the validation grid.

The validation grid consists of four fields to capture users’ comments on the

prototype: positive aspects, negative aspects, new questions and new ideas. The

grid helps determine how well users understand the idea and what questions are still

unresolved.

After the testing sessions, the team must go back to the prototype phase to

upgrade and make changes based on the gathered user feedback. During testing, the

team might realize that they focused on the wrong idea or that they even addressed

the wrong problem or overlooked an essential aspect during research. This is the

point when the team can take advantage of design thinking’s iterative nature, to go

back to the phase where things were missed and gain a deeper understanding.

2.2 Multidisciplinary Teams

Design thinking relies on radical collaboration. Every team member contributes a

unique thinking and working style. This promotes a diversity of thought and

provides multiple perspectives on the given problem (Garcia 2008). Working in a

small team, consisting of four to six people with diverse backgrounds, expertise and

experiences can foster team discussions and create a broader range of ideas and

solutions than a team of people with similar expertise. A homogeneous team is

more likely to view a problem only from one perspective. The complexity of reality

can only be captured through the synthesis of varying perspectives.

Multidisciplinary teams require higher levels of communication skills and coor-

dination. Team members with different backgrounds need to learn how to express

their views and communicate their knowledge in a way that other team members

will understand (Adams et al. 2011). A high degree of empathy is also required.

Intense communication is therefore a core aspect of design thinking culture.

Communication skills and empathy are also needed to interact with users in any

phase of the process (Owen 2006).

Having multiple teams work on the same challenge simultaneously increases

variations and possible outcomes. Competition fuels creativity. Sharing status

reports and presentations among the teams motivates the exchange of thoughts,

inspiration and critical discussion. Coordinating additional teams obviously

requires much more effort.

2.3 Creative Space

The space in which design thinking takes place is an integral part of creating an

innovation-friendly atmosphere. Surroundings should be creatively inspiring,
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engage the team members, encourage the exchange of thoughts and ideas, and

foster a playful atmosphere where everyone feels comfortable and free to express

themselves.

To enable these characteristics one must consider the infrastructure, facilities

and furnishing of the environment. Typical office interiors stifle creativity, but they

can be re-designed. One can start with a designated space for design thinking

activities. Setting up areas that support informal conversations separate from

team working spaces will allow team members to regularly breathe and acquire

new inspiration. A flexible environment facilitates inventive thinking and promotes

creativity. Freely movable furniture allows teams to create their own space

according to what they need in any particular situation. Not only can the pieces

of furniture be used, but all surfaces offer a usable area for making thoughts and

ideas visible.

An additional consideration is the physical stance of team members. Standing

while working encourages a positive and more active workflow. When people

receive visual signs that their team members are working they are more encouraged

to participate themselves (Doorley et al. 2012). The possibility to move around

while working creates a participatory and social atmosphere and prevents team

members from loosing motivation. Physical activity can be enhanced through

warm-ups, or quick games that cause team members to move, play, laugh and

gain energy. A flexible and inspiring space supports the creative culture and

atmosphere of an organization by strongly influencing the people who work in it.

2.4 Collaborative Mindset

The process is the core element of design thinking that provides direction.

Supported by a multidisciplinary team setup and an inspiring, flexible space, a

certain creative atmosphere is formed that captivates participants. Through practice

in this environment the most valuable element of design thinking emerges: the

mindset of a design thinker.

The mindset includes of a set of tacit knowledge on how to collaborate success-

fully. By going through the process one becomes mindful of where the team stands

and what they should be focusing on. Through active engagement and contribution

to the team one develops a bias toward action rather than over-planning and

thinking about what to do. The user-centered approach builds empathy skills and

the ability to immerse oneself in a new environment. Visualizing thoughts and ideas

contributes to the ability to communicate effectively and form a common language

with others. The act of prototyping results in creative confidence, skills to build

with one’s hands and awareness to take full advantage of one’s surroundings.

Practicing design thinking is even said to increase enthusiasm and optimism

(Owen 2007).

Another sentiment of design thinkers is the ability to recognize the value of

failure during projects. Failing early and often allows one to learn quickly by

understanding why certain paths are unfeasible. Every failure is seen as a chance
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to learn and to improve. To fail during the process takes on new meaning: to

recognize a potential problem that was previously overlooked, to discover new

opportunities and to dismiss ideas that could have wasted valuable time.

The above competencies enable a new attitude toward problem solving that is

inseparable from everyday life. The design thinking mindset helps establish an

atmosphere that naturally enables creative collaboration. Of course, a certain

working attitude is required for collaboration to begin with. When teaching design

thinking it is helpful to include team coaches or moderators who have already

achieved the mindset to guide them through the process and mitigate team conflicts.

In summary, design thinking takes a problem solving approach to identifying

and satisfying user needs. It is a starting point to create meaningful products and

services with a focus on desirability. However, other factors, namely technical

feasibility and business viability, are necessary for true innovation (Brown 2009).

3 Discussion on Applying Design Thinking

3.1 Implementing Ideas

Design thinking is a great approach to generating novel ideas. The ideas that come

out of the process have been challenged, tested and communicated through

prototypes. By the end they can seem deceivingly close to instigating real change.

But in fact the road to realization is barely in sight. Even the most innovative idea

does not make a business case on its own. Without the knowledge necessary to

launch them into marketplace, ideas are relatively worthless.

Throughout the design thinking process, the aspects of technical feasibility and

economic viability are set aside in favor of desirability. During brainstorming teams

are encouraged to produce wild, even unrealistic ideas. This approach produces

ideas that nobody has thought of before, ideas that might be the key to the next

groundbreaking innovation. However, for an idea to have value, knowing that it

will satisfy a user need is not enough. If an organization wants to assess the

probability of the idea becoming a reality, it needs to integrate technical and

economic factors into the process as the idea becomes refined.

The next challenges to consider are creating a business model that reflects the

value created by the idea, as well as the revenue and cost mechanisms, marketing

concept and resource strategy. A truly innovative idea often needs an innovative

business model, for example to handle the high complexity resulting from the

interconnectedness of many stakeholders. Obviously this requires a team or team

members experienced in business model creation and deep organizational and

strategic knowledge. Ground-breaking ideas that arise within an existing organiza-

tion that are not consistent with their values, routines and overall strategy will be

more difficult, if not impossible to implement. A spin-off that brings an idea into the

market is a possible approach, but that in turn requires further expertise in start-up

creation, financing and growth strategy.
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Technological factors act as their own barriers to an idea’s implementation. The

creation, testing and refining of a product requires tight collaboration between

departments like IT, product design and engineering. The production of a new

product might depend on a special material or an innovative production process or

technique that may need to be identified or even invented. Collaborations with new

suppliers or researchers might become necessary as well as the involvement of

relevant expertise in a new process. Without the knowledge of all relevant

disciplines, the implementation of the product will inevitably fail along the way

or deliver unsatisfying results.

3.2 Organizational Change

If an organization desires to work with design thinking in the long-run, rather than

hiring design thinking consultants for a certain project or time period, it needs to

carefully evaluate its existing structure. Organizations are traditionally structured in

departments according to areas of expertise. For example, the marketing depart-

ment will handle the marketing for all products across the organization. Likewise,

there are software divisions, sales forces, design departments, and so on. This

segregation often causes a problematic lack of exchange among departments.

A powerful form of organizational structure groups individuals into teams around

products or projects rather than knowledge expertise. In a so-called product – or

project-centered organization, people who are involved with the product or project

tend to have higher self-identification with it and are thus more motivated. This

obviously requires radical managerial effort and strong communication between the

departments and individuals within an organization. Start-up ventures in the IT

world are typically single-product businesses that deliver a specific service. Every

employee works toward reaching the same goal. In these start-ups people use strong

communication skills to work together intensively across disciplines.

In general, traditional and hierarchical structures may inhibit an organization’s

adoption of design thinking culture. In order to form teams for design thinking,

departments, schedules and procedures need to be re-organized. The entire mindset

might conflict with the existing organizational mindset, concerning the methods of

communication, collaboration, processes, values, routines, level of openness and

many more aspects. For example, an organization might be very risk-averse.

Outcomes of the design thinking process are by nature highly uncertain, as

innovation cannot be planned or managed in a predictable way. This can create a

divide between people who recognize idea generation as an early investment to

later be linked to monetary return, and those who refuse to finance a business

activity without accurate sounding return-on-investment predictions.

Another obstacle to consider is the not-invented-here syndrome. It refers to a

culture that rejects innovative solutions, products, standards and methods not

developed within the organization, department or team. Caught up in their own

expertise, employees lack the will to integrate solutions generated from outside

perspectives. External design thinking consultants may bring new ideas into a
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company only to see them phased out after their project is finished. Prevalence of

the not-invented-here syndrome between departments within the same company or

institution can be equally detrimental. In these cases, information flow within an

organization is blocked, hindering the exchange of ideas. Knowledge stays locked

in people’s minds instead of being shared. This is especially problematic when the

implementation of an idea is not handled by the same group that developed it. The

approach of mixed teams championed by design thinking is a good method to avoid

counterproductive, self-centered thinking, yet it requires strengthening the ability to

cooperate internally, as well as inter-departmental training and enhanced commu-

nication through constant effort.

In addition, organizations face the constant risk of their structures becoming too

rigid, or their focus or expertise becoming too specific, thereby overlooking impor-

tant opportunities for innovation. These organizations might be shocked by the

disruptions by innovators who approach a market very differently. These innovators

often disregard well-established standards recognized by the players in a market,

possibly causing drastic alterations to the rules, products, methods or entire market.

A good example is the often-cited case of Apple’s iPhone. Breaking paradigms,

such as the notion that a smartphone must have a keyboard, was a large part of the

iPhone’s success. The decision symbolized the point of view that a smartphone is

more than just a telephone. It became a device that runs software, of which

telephony is just one piece. In hindsight perhaps it is not so surprising that a

company that builds its own software and hardware was able to envision combining

them on a handheld device.

3.3 Leadership

Even if design thinking is accepted and incorporated into an organization, it cannot

sustain on its own without constant leadership effort, reconsideration of market

situations and continuous refocus on ever-changing customer preferences. Constant

attention is needed to maintain an innovation-friendly environment. Initial inspira-

tion may fade when design thinking projects that are unsuccessful or not realized

result in demotivation or frustration. The leading figures of an organization must be

truly dedicated to this approach of working and need to actively encourage it.

Companies like Deutsche Bank and SAP successfully work with design thinking

by creating internal design thinking teams or realizing design thinking projects with

external consultants. For example, the mission of the Design Services Team at SAP

is to continuously challenge internal developments in the company and to provide

other departments with insights from users (Holloway 2009).

Leaders must be aware of the constant efforts needed to keep a business open to

new ideas from inside and outside. Whether design thinking is implemented and

executed by external consultancies or brought into a team from within the organi-

zation, leadership is needed to overcome skepticism as well as structural and

communication barriers.
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4 Design Thinking in Software Development

As described above, design thinking focuses on what is desirable by users in order

to create relevant products and services. This distinguishes the approach from

common software development methods where technical feasibility is given prior-

ity. Aspects of design thinking can be applied to software development to help

understand the needs of users for whom the software is being designed.

To understand the potential that design thinking may have for software develop-

ment one must first consider the conventional methods of operation. For example,

the waterfall model of software development is relatively inflexible. Users are

generally not actively involved in the development process; rather they are brought

in at the end to provide feedback. There is little consideration for the user’s needs or

preferences during most stages. Team members working with this approach tend to

have similar academic or professional backgrounds, sharing a technologically-

oriented mindset further encouraged by their organizational structure.

In the 1990s, agile development methods like scrum and extreme programming

evolved out of traditional methods. These processes strive to be leaner and more

flexible. By progressing in shorter, iterative steps, users are much more involved,

for instance to provide feedback early on. This active user participation demands

strengthened communication between team members and a more collaborative

atmosphere. Agile methods have much more in common with design thinking

than traditional ones. However, agile development methods focus on incremental

improvements, while design thinking explores entirely new solutions. And although

collaboration is enhanced, team members generally still come from the same

technical discipline, thereby only realizing a single homogeneous perspective.

Some components of design thinking may contribute to a better working atmo-

sphere for software developers and potentially result in more innovative software

products. For example, the diversity of design thinking teams promotes out-of-the-

box thinking and encourages creativity. While software developers obviously need

programming skills to write code, teams could consider other aspects of the

programmers’ backgrounds that may provide diverse perspectives.

Adopting the attitude of solving for user needs is crucial for the future of

software development. Through empathetic research, like in the initial phases of

design thinking, user needs are discovered, along with important insights for the

subsequent stages of the development process. By integrating the user as early as

possible, the likelihood of expensive succeeding adaptations is reduced. This is

facilitated by clarifying visions of the intended future software product through

rapidly and roughly developed prototypes. Fast iteration loops and a fail-early-and-

often attitude help mitigate risk.

Design thinking can supplement traditional software development approaches

by being implemented either at the beginning of a development process or as an

overall culture for enabling user-centered innovation in software organizations

(Lindberg et al. 2011). In order to achieve adoption, fundamental rethinking of

development processes and cultural aspects is necessary.

The risk that design thinking will not be accepted is ubiquitous. Reluctance and

fear are the natural enemies of the mindset’s permanent openness to drastic change.
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Even though design thinking may not be the Holy Grail to solve all problems, it

approaches challenges through a compelling perspective that can be leveraged to

help create more relevant and valuable software solutions.

5 Summary

Design thinking is a powerful approach to user-centered innovation. It makes use of

the design process and methods to develop relevant products and services based on

user needs. This article focused on the emergence of design thinking and gave an

overview of the four key elements: the iterative process, multidisciplinary teams,

creative space and designer’s mindset. Together these elements form a distinctive

context that enables creativity and increases the chances of generating innovative

ideas. Through deep immersion into the topic and thorough empathetic user

research, underlying needs are identified and catered to.

Implementation is not necessarily part of the design thinking process. While

design thinking does not provide a business model to realize the generated ideas, it

does explore the value proposition. Design thinking is just one step toward

identifying meaningful solutions. They must then be evaluated based on their

technical feasibility and economic viability at a later stage. Expert knowledge

rather than creative thinking is required to develop a business model.

Design thinking offers a new mindset regarding innovation. It promotes learning

within organizations and fosters an open-minded organizational culture that

embraces failure as a learning opportunity. The approach is harder to implement

in large corporate environments as it requires clear leadership commitment from

top management.

Similar to agile processes, design thinking builds on fast iteration loops to

incorporate user feedback throughout the entire process. Traditional software

development team members have similar skill sets and approaches to their work,

so there is potential to diversify teams and introduce new perspectives into the

process, thereby encouraging creativity. Other aspects of the design thinking

mindset such as creative confidence and prototyping skills can be applied to

software development to produce more relevant and desired solutions.
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Best Practices for Successful Deployment
of User Experience Design

Kostanija Petrovic

Abstract

The pervasive use of technology in everyday life, at work, at home and while on

the go increases the demand for easy to use systems, irrespective of platform or

domain. Many companies recognize the need for successful deployment of user

experience design (UXD) but still struggle to bring it to life in their product

development. Best practices for integrating UXD into product development can

help companies enhance the customer value of their products and services. They

help product teams to collaborate more effectively and focus more on actual user

needs. A set of simple, hands-on best practices can help UXD teams deliver their

services more efficiently, effectively and to the satisfaction of not only the users,

but also the participating product teams.

1 The Importance of User Experience Design

Companies like Apple® and Braun® build their success on good user experience

(UX) and product design. Their brands are associated with “design” and

“innovation”. Apple’s success in consumer products, driven by user experience

design (UXD), has raised user expectations in application development to an extent

where a hard to use piece of software is considered a failure. Forrester Analyst Mike

Gualtieri (2011) succinctly sums this up by stating, “if you get the user experience

[of your product] wrong, nothing else matters”. Now you might be thinking that

Apple and Braun are in the consumer business so why should I care? Consider this:

have you ever been part of a huge software implementation project that failed to be

successfully embraced by its users? Poor user experience design is one of the

biggest adoption obstacles when introducing new software to an organization
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(Ragsdale 2004). Users expect simple effortless interaction no matter what the

usage context is (Petrovic and Siegmann 2011). Despite the public attention that

companies such as Apple receive, there is still little awareness in many companies,

as well as the public, how this is actually achieved.

User experience (UX) is defined as a person’s perceptions and responses that
result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service (Law et al.

2009 see also ISO FDIS 9241-210 2009). The discipline of User Experience Design

(UXD) is the application of User Centered Design (UCD) practices to generate

consistent, predictable and desirable products and services based on the complete

consideration of users’ experiences. In short, UCD is the practice of creating and

building products centered on the needs of real people (Gould and Lewis 1985;

Karat 1997), while UXD is the discipline of creating these. As of today, UXD still

remains the domain of experts. Ironically, in the past it was those experts who often

faced a lack of appreciation and understanding when working with product teams.

Although the activities and deliverables of UXD professionals have been perceived

as useful, those efforts were often neither considered a substantial contribution to

the product success, nor a priority.

Building products around user needs requires organizational change (Seffah and

Metzker 2004). This chapter identifies aspects of organizational requirements (such

as process, roles etc.) and also includes a set of everyday best practices for UXD

that help to successfully apply UCD in the creation of new products and services.

We have provided a list of practical activities that will help you do the right thing

from a user point of view on an organizational, process and communication level. In

the recommended approach, we are user centered for all our users, including those

colleagues using our UXD deliverables.

2 Establishing User Experience Design

2.1 Bringing User Centered Design to Organizations

Business is not about user centered design. Business is about revenue, profit, customer

satisfaction and market share (Rhodes 2009; Jokela 2000). As UX professionals we

have to be cognizant of the value we bring to our organization and adapt our practice

and communication to the needs of our organizational context. Below is a summary of

UCD benefits (Kuniavsky 2003, for case studies see Bevan 2005):

• Decreased development cost through prioritizing features and functions based on

user needs and key use cases

• Increased revenue and increased customer loyalty (Sauro and Lewis 2012)

by better meeting customer and user needs, positive reviews and usability as

a selling argument

• Reduced training effort means faster user adoption when introducing business

software, low or no training cost when the software is self-explanatory

• Increased brand value with good usability as a key differentiator against the

competition
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How can you establish UXD in your company? According to Schaffer (2004)

there are three essential success factors to the institutionalization of UXD in

enterprises: well-educated UX professionals that follow usability standards and

talk about their projects using success stories that help illustrate the advantages of
UCD. When asked in a workshop (Anderson 2007) what holds UXD back in

enterprises, the participants identified the lack of executive support and sponsor-
ship, the need of a thorough understanding of UXD roles and processes as well as
objectives of the respective organization in combination with an inadequate mea-
surement or sharing of user experience success. The above emphasize an important

and often undervalued part of best practices for UXD – communication, or using

what Rhodes (2009) refers to as selling, usability and user experience design.

2.2 Part of the Process to Be Part of the Solution:
The Development Process

All UXD related activities are useless if they are not part of the actual product

development process. From a UXD standpoint, our goal is to build products that

serve actual user needs by following UCD. This requires the integration of UCD

methods into the development process in ways that fit the particular organizational

and resourcing conditions of a company.

2.2.1 The Advantage of Agile Development and Why You Should
Do a Sprint Zero

The introduction of agile product development methods such as user stories

(Cohn 2007, 2009) have facilitated the refocusing on user needs when building

a new product or service offering. It has also empowered UX professionals as the

members of the project team with the best understanding of actual user needs

(Blomkvist 2005).

The fast pace of agile development iterations has added substantial time pressure

to deliver and the scheduling of activities has become much more challenging. The

UX community has discussed the implications of agile product development on

user centered design to a great extent (Sy and Miller 2008). There seems to be

agreement that a so called “sprint zero” before actual development starts helps to

define the core concepts and epic and user stories, and also to integrate user research

activities. Jeff Patton (2008) summarizes agile best practices for UXD that basically

follow these principles: UXD is part of the customer or product owner team;

research and design begin before actual development starts; UCD activities keep

pace with development; design ahead and validate as you go. For quick feedback

use RITE (Rapid Iterative Testing) to iterate designs before development starts

(Medlock et al. 2002). RITE requires quick access to end users, so establish a user

panel to conduct continuous research during development. The use of a product

backlog helps to document and track resulting requirements. The following Fig. 1

illustrates the relationship between UXD activities and agile development.
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2.2.2 Select and Engage in the Right Project
Experience shows that most organizations do not have sufficient resources and people

to cover all ongoing product development efforts. Since UX is a critical success factor

for many products, UXD management has to choose its projects carefully, making

sure that they put effort into the most important as well as most promising projects.

Nieters (2007) gives practical advice on how to select such projects:

• Product team receptivity. The product team itself has requested support from

UXD, rather than having it “pushed” upon them by management. If a product

team is ambivalent, the UXD group disengages.

• Potential revenue or cost savings. The UXD group seeks projects on which they

anticipate a substantial revenue increase.

• Advanced technology. A new technology that has not yet been introduced to the

market is preferable, but not required, so the UXD Group can make a larger

impact than on legacy products.

• Leveraging the User Experience (UX) Standards (UI guidelines and tools). If

a product team does not intend to adopt the UX Standards, the UXD Group should

not assign resources. These standards include component libraries to help engineers

quickly create code that is accessible, usable, internationalized, and branded.

• High visibility. If a project is a “pet project” of a cross-functional or highly visible

organization within the company, the UXD Group is more willing to accept it.

• Point in the product lifecycle. If design has already begun, it is often too late for the

UX team to impact the product’s overall experience at a fundamental level. There

are times, however, when the UXD team agrees to work on a project through

multiple iterations, starting late in one cycle, to impact a subsequent release.

• Realistic time-to-market demands. If project schedules make delivering a high-

quality user experience impossible, the UXD group should be less likely to

accept the project.

Research
Low-Fi
Design

Sprint Zero Sprint n+1 Sprint n-1

Concept

Review

Validate

IterationRequirements

Fig. 1 UXD activities and agile development process
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3 Putting It into Practice

So what should you do to help your company build products that serve the needs of

actual people as opposed to feature monstrosities no one can use? In this section and

the next we outline a set of project work and communication best practices that will

help you build awareness of UCD in your organization.

3.1 How to Do It: Project Work Best Practices

Before the UXD team starts the actual project work, it should clarify expectations.

Example deliverables from previous projects as well as a project brief help to

establish a common ground for future collaborations with the project team. The

project brief should cover project objectives, UCD activities, resources and budget.

This is the basis for embedding the UCD activities into the overall product

development plan. This preparation pays off during the life of the project, enabling

the UX team to focus on driving the product delivery forward.

This is also a good opportunity to demonstrate the value of UCD by actively

involving project team members in user research and design activities. Various

surveys (Rosenbaum et al. 2000) of UX professionals show that this is one of the

most successful selling activities for UXD.

While engaging in actual projects, it has proven useful to use a standardized

toolkit. These materials should be not only used by the UXD teams, but also made

available throughout the organization. At SAP’s UX department, all process

materials and templates have been published in the intranet to be available to

everyone. In addition, regular training sessions give project team members the

opportunity to get the baseline of UCD straight before starting the project itself.

At Wells Fargo (Watson 2008), they kept real people and their stories at the center

of product development by creating consumable and reusable UCD tools such

as user profiles and user task models. Their UXD team also shared methods across

the organization, allowing stakeholders to engage with these reusable UCD tools

without recourse to the design team. Such toolkits also ensure that all results are

delivered in a transparent and consistent fashion.

The following table (Table 1) maps selected project work best practices per

project phase.

4 The UXD Communication Imperative

It’s hard to be successful if no one knows about it (Rhodes 2009). Communicating

UXD work and best practices is essential for the successful integration of UCD into

the product development process. As part of the process definition and implemen-

tation activities, make sure you communicate (sell) the benefits of UCD with the

people involved in building, marketing and selling your products: developers,

product managers/product owners, marketing and sales.
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Table 1 Overview of project work best practices by phase

Phase/Method Deliverable How to

Project planning UX project brief One page document

Objectives

Activities and methods

People and roles

Resources and budget

Sprint zero/contextual

inquiry

User profile or persona Method and participants

Usage context Personas and scenarios

Task flow Taskflow

List of user requirements User quotes

Images of the user’s

environment

Videos

Example artifacts, e.g.

documents users work with

Sprint zero/concept

validation

Concept prototype Method and participants

Summary of findings including

positive findings as well as issues

Videos illustrating feedback

List of issues with frequency and

severity rating

Annotated screenshots or

annotated paper prototype images

Recommendations for concept

iteration

Sprint n/usability test

(e.g. Rapid Iterative

Test)

Working prototype Method and participants

Summary of findings including

positive findings as well as issues

Videos illustrating feedback

List of issues with frequency and

severity rating

Annotated screenshots

Recommendations for iteration

(for the product backlog)

Interaction flow diagrams,

illustrating where the UX

“breaks”

Sprint n/heuristic

evaluation

List of issues with frequency and

severity rating

Annotated screenshots

Recommendations for iteration

(for the product backlog)

Videos illustrating task flows

Project end/sanity check Working prototype Method and participants

Summary of findings including

positive findings as well as issues

Videos illustrating feedback

List of issues with frequency and

severity rating

Annotated screenshots

Recommendations for the next

version (for the product backlog)

Interaction flow diagrams,

illustrating where the UX

“breaks”
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4.1 Getting the Most Value Out of Face to Face Communication

Just sending a report of user research findings is the best way to ensure no one will

read it. When planning your projects, allow time for preparing a presentation and

running presentation sessions. Be mindful that people are usually already booked

for the next 2 weeks so plan some time ahead when setting up the presentation

sessions. Be sensitive to your target audiences information needs and follow

communication design best practices. You’re basically sharing your findings with

a lay audience, so avoid “UXD speech”. If your findings are presented in

a confusing, badly structured and hard to read document, you lose credibility.

This loss of credibility applies both to the presented results as well as to you as

a UX professional. It is also recommended to not give in to the temptation of

“developer bashing”. It does not help. Let developers know that you appreciate the

work they do and also what users appreciate. This approach will increase the

acceptance of your work results.

Make sure that you adjust your communication to your target audiences. The

value of UCD differs from department to department. It is imperative that you

know what to sell to each group.

4.1.1 Developers
Surprisingly, in the age of touchscreen computers and smartphones, there are still

developers who think that good usability and a good product experience is

a “question of personal taste” and that UXD “decorates the UI”. And there is of

course the dispute that everything related to UCD (process, methods, research,

design) takes too long. Developers are the ones who are actually building the

application. If they get it right, you have succeeded and your company will be

offering more usable, more attractive, and more appealing products and services.

The following are things to consider when selling UCD to developers:

• Better decision making. UCD makes it easier to make good product decisions

when users and usage context are considered. The knowledge from UCD

activities helps developers prioritize features and take the right architectural

decisions ahead of time.

• First-hand knowledge. Include developers as observers when running usability

tests. Make sure to run the tests in a professional and consistent fashion

and following best practices (cf. Table 1). If developers can’t observe a test,

show highlight videos from a test so they can see first-hand how users interact

with the application.

• Improved efficiency. UCD best practices such as re-usable user interface

patterns and modular interfaces help to reduce overall development effort and

also emphasize the importance of concept definition.
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4.1.2 Product Manager/Product Owner
Depending on their background and prior experience, some product managers

believe they already know everything there is to know about users and usage

context as well as customer and end user needs. (Customer and end user needs

might not always be the same, especially in business software). User research

findings, such as usability test reports, help to validate correct assumptions and

revisit wrong ones. All materials gained in user research activities can help market

products better. The value of UCD to Product Management/Product Marketing

includes:

• UCD identified user objectives align with the overall business objectives of the

application.

• From the customer perspective: well designed applications reduce training cost,

and total cost of ownership.

• From the internal business perspective: well designed applications can result

in fewer support calls, and lower maintenance cost (maintenance fees being one

of the major revenue drivers in business software).

4.1.3 Marketing
There is sometimes confusion between market research and user research. Frequent

contact and enhanced communication between the UX team and the consumer

intelligence departments help to clarify roles and also shows that combining

insights leads to more valid findings. UX professionals can give detailed qualitative

insights into the target user audience, describing it with deliverables such

as personas, which can be also be used for campaign design and delivery. Things

you should talk about with Marketing:

• Personas and scenarios for the target audiences (e.g. key market segments)

• Application sweet spots and how the enhanced designs provide value to users

4.1.4 Sales
Good UX is not only a convincing sales argument but, as recent developments

show, good UX is a strategic key differentiator in the market. Engaging with

customers in UCD activities is not only helpful for gaining insights. It shows

the customers that their needs are recognized and appreciated, which helps build

lasting customer relationships. Things you should focus on when communicating

with Sales:

• Projected revenue expectations based on UXD driven feature improvements

• Customer needs and benefits: total cost of ownership, reduced training costs,

better user adoption

4.2 Communication Best Practices

So, now we have finished our project. We have built good relationships throughout

the organization and we have an application we are proud of. The only thing left

to do is to let others know.
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There is a wide variety of means available to UX professionals when communi-

cating about their work. There are, for instance, newsletters and the earlier men-

tioned intranet pages. Project deliverables are also a good means of communication

if they are well done and appropriate for the target audience. By now you probably

have guessed that a full blown user research report is not for everyone, but an article

summarizing the findings or well-designed poster are good alternatives. When

reporting insights focus on the “why?” and “what for?” instead of the “how?.”

Save method discussions for an expert audience. When planning your communica-

tion strategy, consider:

• Audience – not everyone needs all the details.

• Language – use friendly, simple language. Ask a helpful copy writer to have

a look before publishing.

• Communication design – consider principles like visual hierarchy, simplicity,

proximity, contrast and legibility.

• Format – HTML newsletters don’t display very well on mobile devices and no

one reads long newsletters.

• Amount of information – be concise, tell a story. Real projects are the best

success stories. Use a few strong visuals to emphasize information.

In the 2011 annual member survey of the German Usability Professionals Asso-

ciation (305 participants), 77 % of the participants said that communicating and

explaining UX is the biggest challenge they face as UX professionals (Diefenbach

and Ullrich 2011).

The German Usability Professionals Association e. V. (German UPA) is the

biggest German speaking professional association for usability and user experience

professionals with more than 1,000 members, mainly in Germany. The association

offers usability and user experience professionals a network of like-minded people

and gathers the community in the biggest German speaking conference in the field

(Mensch und Computer/Usability Professionals).

The members of the German UPA In-house section, a group of in-house UX

professionals, have run several conference workshops and subsequently surveyed

workshop participants about communication best practices (Meurer et al. 2009).

Table 2 summarizes the survey responses (13 participants):
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Table 2 Overview of communication methods and related implementation efforts

Method Example Effort To consider

Intranet page Team page, get in

touch, projects

Varies according

to contents and

complexity

The content depends on

your team size, you have

to keep the page up to dateProcess information,

templates

Guidelines,

styleguides, icon

library, persona

library

Newsletter Team newsletter One to two person

days

Newsletters should be

short and sweet

Section in internal

newsletter

Focus on highlights from

current projects

Include links to further

information

Piece in the

in-house

magazine

Success Story based

on a recent project

One to two person

days

Make sure you have

defined your main

communication

objectives ahead of time
Features about UCD,

design thinking

Include pointers to more

information, such as links

to your team page

Team profile

Poster Persona posters in

projects

One person day The poster should be

self-explanatory

Poster about UX

maturity

“Living wall” about

current projects

Training,

workshops

Workshops about

UCD, accessibility,

guidelines etc.

High Avoid making the

impression that UCD is

something that does not

require skilled personnel

Covers the creation

of training material,

training set up and

delivery, up to

person weeks and

months

Internal talks Brown-bag sessions

during lunch time

Two to three person

days

You can re-use the

materials

Internal world

usability day events

Networks Formal networks for

UX interested folks

Low Networks are a good way

to keep in touch with

project and product team

members, go across

department boundaries,

include marketing,

consulting, sales

Informal networks

e.g. a UX round table
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5 Summary

Dan Rosenberg, SAP Senior Vice President User Experience, once famously stated

that it takes an entire company to build a great user experience. Thus UX is not only

the responsibility of those people with “UX” in their job title. We have seen that UX

is a strategic differentiator that requires organizational change. Key success factors

for implementing UCD in product development are professional conduct by the UX

team, following standards and best practices and good communication with project

teams and departments. If you are reading this as a UX professional, I hope it gave

you some hands-on advice on how you can facilitate the building of the great user

experiences Dan mentioned. If you are reading this as a product manager or an

executive, I hope you understand a bit more about the actual business of everyday

UX. Great user experiences don’t just happen. You have to keep employing best

practices every day.
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Making Design Tangible in Software
Development Projects

Lennart Hennigs

Abstract

User Experience (UX) Professionals often face the problem that their role and

their contribution to software development projects are misunderstood. They are

confronted with new challenges when they join agile or lean project teams. Over

the following pages I will explain how UX professionals can make design

tangible. I will describe how they can guide software development projects,

how they can create a common understanding of the targeted User Experience

and how they can involve others in the shaping of the design. After outlining the

current challenges, I will explain how activities such as Design Studios,
Sketching and Prototyping can be used to foster an understanding of the design

rationale, and how artifacts like Product Vision Statements, Design Tenets,
Personas, User Scenarios, Wireframes and UI Flows help to frame the design

problem and document the design solution. Using these activities and artifacts

will lead to smoother project operations and better results.

1 Introduction

User-Centered Design (UCD) and User Experience (UX) practices focus on creat-

ing products and services with a high level of usability. In the ‘early days’ of our

discipline the main challenges were to create an understanding of UCD within

companies and ‘fight’ to be included in the existing software development

processes.

As our discipline matured, we moved away from simply recommending usabil-

ity testing at the end of the product development cycle, when the product was

almost done and we started to develop full User-Centered Design process models
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that describe the various activities and documents needed to ensure user-centricity

throughout software development projects (Mayhew 1999, Constantine &

Lockwood 1999 and ISO 2011). It was during this time that our view of how usable

products ought to be created was shaped, along with our view of our role of within

software development. Simply focusing on ease of use it not sufficient, we need to

think ‘outside our own box’. Don Norman (1999) used the metaphor of the three-
legged stool to describe the three factors (or ‘legs’) a successful product needs:

Technology, Business and User Needs. He states that a product can only be

successful if these three factors are equally taken into account. Cut short on one

of them and a product will ‘fall’.

Nowadays, most of the software development industry has a general understand-

ing of the concept of usability. The term is known and UX practitioners don’t need

to explain their value every time they join a project. However our challenges did not

diminish – they merely shifted.

Where we previously had to find our place within software development

projects, we now have to rethink our way of working in line with new software

development methodologies. The waterfall approach to software development1 is

less frequently used and more agile and lean software projects (Schwaber &

Sutherland (2011); Poppendieck 2004) are carried out. Agile and lean development

provides less time for upfront conception and design work. They are less structured

and put more emphasis on self-organized, interdisciplinary teams that work auton-

omously. They suggest short development cycles and quick iterations, in which

parts of the final product are being designed, developed, tested and deployed. We

have to adjust our current practice to meet these new challenges. A step-by-step

approach will not work. We need to offer a toolbox of activities and documents to

meet the demands of agile software development approaches.

Questions we need to answer are:

• How can UX practitioners provide value to an interdisciplinary team?

• What activities are the best fit in an agile software development environment?

• How can you involve your team members in describing the targeted User

Experience?

• What is the right document to communicate the design to your team?

Being able to work with and to provide value to an interdisciplinary team

becomes even more important in an agile environment. We need to understand

what the other people involved are contributing and how we can best support them.

We need a set of activities and artifacts that can create and document the common

understanding of the targeted user experience. And last but not least we need the

other team members to contribute to our own activities.

Artifacts that allow different disciplines to share their knowledge are called

boundary objects, first described by Susan Leigh Star & James R. Griesemer

(1989). They are “scientific objects which both inhabit several intersecting social

worlds [. . .] and satisfy the informational requirements of each of them.” They are

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterfall_model
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“both plastic enough to adapt the local needs and constraints of the several parties

employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites.”

The good news is I strongly believe that we already have the documents

available that can serve as boundary objects for interdisciplinary teams communi-

cating the design. We also have the skills to support and guide interdisciplinary

teams. We are able to establish a common mindset for the problem domain. We can

capture the design rationale in such a way that it can offer guidance throughout the

software development process. With our focus on the user, on their tasks and on the

context of use, we have a broader perspective of the problem domain than most

other disciplines involved. Our discipline strongly embraces the idea of a designed

user experience – an experience tailored to the user’s needs and expectations. This

is more than just addressing usability and ease-of-use issues: we are trying to

delight our users with the products and service we design.

Activities like Design Studios, Sketching and Prototyping are easy to explain to

and carry out with non-UX professionals. They are low-fidelity approaches, fast

paced and allow members of a development team to contribute to the design of the

product. Artifacts like Product Vision Statements, Design Tenets, Personas, User
Scenarios, Wireframes and UI Flows are fairly easy to read and understand for non-
UX professionals. They are more compact than typical software development

documents (such as Requirement Specifications or Product Definition documents),

but they capture the essence of the problem domain and the solution and foster a

common understanding.

2 The Situation Today

Software development and design projects are Wicked Problems (Poppendieck

2002; Dorst 2003). They belong to a family of problems that share certain attributes

that makes them hard (or wicked) to solve. Wicked problems are typically

characterized by the involvement of different stakeholder with different views

and priorities. Furthermore, the requirements of such a project are complex and

interlinked. The problem is hard to describe and keeps changing while we are trying

to solve it. Its solution will be unique – there is no precedent for it. There is no prior

indication as to what an optimal solution will look like – there are no ‘boxes to tick’

while developing our solution. Only the end product will show how well it is suited

solving the problem. However, there are some best practices that can ease the

problem’s ‘wickedness’. John C. Camillus (2008) who analyzed company strategy

creation recommends the following steps when faced with a wicked problem:

1. Define a common vision.

2. Document ideas and communicate.

3. Involve stakeholders.

4. Take small steps forward and evaluate and iterate.

As UX professionals we are already are doing these steps (to some degree) in our

projects and day-to-day work. The following sections will discuss methods and

documents fitting these recommendations and the benefit they provide during

software development.
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2.1 Define a Common Vision

There are two aspects of design relevant to software development projects: problem

setting and problem solving. In other words, defining what it is we want to solve and

how we approach it.

Since software development projects are wicked problems, agreeing what is to

be achieved (setting the problem) is key. Here, the problem space is being explored:

what constraints does the team want to place on themselves; what are their working

assumptions, etc.?

2.1.1 The Product Vision Statement
To create a common goal you first need to establish a common understanding of the

expectations and the requirements of the different parties involved in your project.

You need to come to some form of agreement on the project scope and its targets.

You need to define the criteria for the projects’ success. You need to understand

what the other parties can contribute and how you will be able to support each other.

This is typically done in some form of kick-off meeting. One key artifact that

should be created during a kick-off meeting is the Product Vision Statement.
It describes the characteristics of the final product in a few sentences and explains

the targeted user experience. It needs to be brief and to the point in order to make

the statement easy to remember, easy to communicate and relate to.

A good example is the product vision statement of Metro, the design language of

Windows Phone 7 shown in Fig. 1: “Metro is our design language. We call it Metro

because it’s modern and clean. It’s fast and in motion. It’s about content and

typography. And it’s entirely authentic.” (Shum 2010)

Another way to create a vision statement is to use the elements described by

Geoffrey Moore (2002) in his book “Crossing the Chasm”: the target audience for

the product, their needs, the product category, the key functionality and the major

benefits, current practice/competition and key differentiators. These can be used to

fill in the blanks in the following sentences “For _____ who are dissatisfied

with_____. Our product is a ______ that provides ______ unlike_____, we have

assembled_____.”

2.1.2 Design Tenets
Ideally, after you have created the Product Vision Statement you should create a

short set of guidelines (less than 10) describing the Product Vision in more depth.

These guidelines are often referred to as Design Principles or Design Tenets.
“Design principles are short, insightful phrases that act as guiding lights and support

the development of great product experiences. Design principles enable you to be

true to your users and true to your strategy over the long term.” (Buley 2009)

The goal is to have a set of principles that can help when faced with design

decisions. They should inspire the team and guide their decisions. They function as

a beacon, highlighting how the user experience of the finished product ought to be.

Good principles are specific to your project, concrete and non-ambiguous, catchy
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and describe differentiating properties (and not only a single feature) of your

product (Saffer 2009; Anderson 2011; Spool 2001).

Good examples of design tenets are the principles behind the HTC Sense User

Interface (UI) that was introduced on the HTC Hero mobile phone in 2009. With

this HTC was the first company to offer a customized version of Google’s Android

mobile operating system and the first company to create a more user-centric and

visually pleasing version of Android. Their Sense user interface was based on the

following principles.2

• Make it Mine: Personalization needs to reach a level never before possible.

• Stay Close: Staying in touch with the people in your life means managing a

variety of communication channels and applications.

• Discover the Unexpected: Many of the most memorable moments in your life

are experienced, not explained.

These principles not only offer insights on the targeted user experience. They are

also an example of how well defined design principles can be implemented and

utilized because HTC used them to explain its product and features (see Fig. 2).

A frequent point of discussion is whether design tenets should be general

statements like ‘easy to use’ or if they should be tailored to your project. I recommend

the latter. If your design tenets are too general they become ‘boilerplate phrases’. Of

course, everyone wants to create a product that is ‘easy to use’; no one would try to

design something that didn’t meet this criterion. Try to make your tenets specific to

your product, so that they help you with the design decision you will face.

Fig. 1 Product Vision Statement of Windows Metro (Copyright by Microsoft)

2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼Kax24GN1458
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You can use general principles as a starting point to create your own, project-

specific design tenets. Good examples of general design principles are the “10

Principles of Good Design” by Dieter Rams (1993). In addition, Human Interface

Guidelines (HIG) contain general statements about the user experience for a

specific platform, e.g. for iOS or Windows Phone 7 (Microsoft 2011; Apple

2011). For each general principle you need to ask yourself what it means for your

product, your users, your context of use, your business, etc. By doing so you can

extract specific rules tailored to your problem.

A frequently asked question is whether the product vision and the design tenets

should be created prior to user research, or afterwards. The answer is: there is no

best way. Usually it is advisable to do research first, before establishing your design

idea but Don Norman (2011) states that reversing the sequence will also work:

Create the design tenets and validate them afterwards.

2.2 Document Ideas and Communicate

Another recommended activity to solve a wicked problem is to document your ideas

and communicate them frequently to your team and the involved stakeholders. These

are the two key tasks for creating a consistent user experience – but also the key

success factors. As Bill Buxton (2007) states: “Successful execution of a design

depends on communication, and capturing the design rationale is an important

component in this.”

Why are these two factors so important? Because design (as an activity) consists

of a large set of small decision that results in how the product or service that we

create looks, feels and behaves. Thus these design decisions make up the product

Fig. 2 Screenshot from the HTC Hero Product Tour Video (Copyright by HTC, http://www.

youtube.com/watch?v¼kshGq8COSiM)
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experience – the perceived effect your product or service will have on the user.

Being consistent in these small decisions creates a certain style that will be reflected

in the product’s experience. However, creating a consistent user experience is

easier for a single individual than for a team: “The solo designer or artist produces

works with this integrity subconsciously; he tends to make each micro decision the

same way every time he encounters it.” (Brooks 2010) That is why it is of utmost

importance that a team has an agreed common vision and documents and

communicates their ideas so that all team members consciously or unconsciously

shape, share and adapt a common style in their design work.

2.2.1 Sketching
We commonly use diagrams and sketches for different purposes when working on a

design. It can be said that sketching out our ideas and thoughts serves as a means for

(visual) conversations we have with the problem, ourselves and others. We use it to

frame the problem and to solve it. While sketching our thoughts, new ideas will

emerge – that is why sketching is generative: sketching sparks new ideas in us as

well as capturing the ideas we already have.

Another strength of sketching is that it is done on paper. As Sellen and Harper

(2003) point out: “[Paper] will continue to predominate in activities that involve

knowledge work, including browsing through information, reading and make sense

of information; organizing and structuring and reminding of ideas; [. . .] and

activities that involve showing and demonstrating ideas and actions to others.”

This is due to the affordance of paper (for details on the concept of affordance see

Soegard 2008) – i.e. paper can easily be used for these types of human activity,

more so than digital media.

Another advantage of sketches is that they are low-fidelity. Sketches are quick

and easy to make, inexpensive and easy to dispose of (so you won’t grow too

attached to them), they suggest new ideas due to their ambiguity and don’t offer too

much detail. “Learning from sketches is based largely on the ambiguous nature of

their representation. That is, they do not specify everything and lend themselves to,

and encourage, various interpretations that were not consciously integrated into

them by their creator.” (Buxton 2007)

The following best practices are suggested by Brown (2011) to create better

sketches: Initially list the information you have and you want to capture, make a

first set of sketches, get some feedback, iterate your concepts and sketch out a

different angle to the problem. Re-order elements to see where it leads, review your

results with the input you started with and use conventions in your sketches to make

the consistent and easier to understand. Use color sparingly and label your sketches

to make them easy to read for others.

What do we sketch? We sketch the problem domain: We picture our understand-

ing of the current situation – how things relate to each other, what steps the user

currently needs to take with the current solution, etc. But we also sketch the

solution: We picture the situation as we plan it to be. Our solution can be depicted

in Information Architecture Diagrams, Wireframes or User Interface Flows. These
different types of diagrams will be described later on.
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While sketches encourage the discussion a designer has “with himself” they also

foster the discussion among team members. Whether you use them in structured

meetings such asDesign Studios, which will be introduced later, or used ‘ad-hoc’ to
discuss ideas, sketches often ‘say’ more than 1,000 words.

Depending on the concept you are trying to capture and how you sketch it (i.e. the

type of diagram you use) your sketches will vary in fidelity. One dimension of fidelity

is the level of granularity. A sketch could describe things from a 30,000 ft point of

view or provide a micro view of a specific detail. An Information Architecture
Diagram, for example, provides a high level view of the elements of an application

or web site. The other dimension is sketching is the level of abstraction used. A sketch

can roughly lay out an idea or be very detailed. SometimesWireframes contain only

the general content of a page, and sometimes they are very specific and show the

visual design and the interface elements to be used. Of course, this depends what you

want to document in or communicate with your sketch.

2.2.2 Wireframes and User Interface Flows
Wireframes depict the layout of a user interface. They describe the structure,

navigation, content and behavior of a single screen (or parts of it); its visual design

is not shown. “The aim is to focus the team’s attention and encourage conversation

about what a screen does, not what it looks like.” (Brown 2011) Wireframes are one

of the key deliverables of UX professionals because they “are a means of

documenting the features of a product, as well as the technical and business logic

that went into those features, with only a veneer of visual design [. . .]. They are the
blueprints of a product.” (Saffer 2009)

A User Interface Flow is a set of wireframes visualizing an ‘interaction path’;

highlighting what interface elements were used through the flow (e.g. a mouse click

or gesture on a touch interface) and how the system responded (e.g. with

animations, transitions, pop-up dialogs, the next screen) while working with the

system. Sometimes conditions are visualized as well (e.g. error cases) to showcase

important variations of the user interface.

A wireframe shows the relationship and the hierarchy of the page elements.

Questions a wireframe should answer are: What are the main components of the

user interface? How is it organized? What information is important? What infor-

mation is secondary?

A wireframe highlights the navigational structure of a UI. It should explain the

navigational elements that are used, how the user knows where he is, how he can he

navigate away from the current screen and what his options are.

A wireframe explains the content of a user interface. Related questions include:

What type of content is needed? How is it displayed? Can the user interact with it?

What content is important and how is this communicated?

A wireframe showcases the behavior of a UI. It highlights the interactive

elements, their relationship to each other and how the user gets feedback from the

product.

Wireframes usually contain annotations to explain certain details. They some-

time highlight a design decision, explain how to interact with an element, explain its
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content, and point out a special case or an open issue in the wireframe. Points of

interest are numbered and explained in a sidebar or highlighted by arrows,

depending on personal preference.

Wireframes can be created with different levels of fidelity. Their visual, func-

tional and content fidelity can be differentiated.3 The simplest wireframes are

typically sketches (as shown in Fig. 3) done on paper. Low-fidelity wireframes

are fast to create and to discard. UX professionals create them to try out different

variations of the user interface and to see if an idea could work (Boersma 2010;

Johnson 2011). If a set of sketches is ‘stable’ enough (i.e. they correctly answer the

questions the UX practitioners created them for) they are transferred into higher

fidelity wireframes. These are usually created with dedicated wireframing tools and

will be closer to the final design of the product. Ward (2008) showcases wireframes

of the same screen in different stages of completion and different levels of fidelity.

2.2.3 Information Architecture Diagrams
Information Architecture Diagrams (IA diagrams) provide the 30,000 ft point of

view of an application or web site. They visualize the different areas of a product

Fig. 3 Low-fidelity wireframes (of a mobile application). Copyright by the author

3 Different styles of wireframes can be viewed at http://wireframes.tumblr.com/
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and how they are connected to each other. They provide an overview of the scale of

the overall solution and indicate what paths a user can take within the product. They

are the ‘floor plan’ of your solution. For web sites IA diagrams are often called

Sitemaps.
Together with wireframes they are also a key deliverable of UX professionals

because IA diagrams provide a high-level view of the solution, while wireframes

show the content of the different areas (Fig. 4).

Different notations exist for IA diagrams, such as Jesse James Garrett’s “Visual

Vocabulary” (2002) or Jacob Linowski’s “Interactive Sketching Notation” (2011).

Information Architecture diagrams consist of a set of nodes connected to each

other via arrows showing the possible navigation paths. Sometimes different types

of nodes are used (e.g. for different types of content) and similar items belonging

together (e.g. part of the same page or area) are grouped. Nodes are labeled to

explain their purpose and make them distinct. Sometimes flowchart elements (such

as diamonds visualizing decision points) are also added for clarification.

2.2.4 Personas
Personas are an established means of documenting knowledge about the targeted

user groups, first described by Alan Cooper (1999) in his book “The Inmates are

running the Asylum” (see also Pruitt and Adlin 2010; Mulder and Yaar 2006).

Fig. 4 Information architecture diagram (Photo by Gary Barber, http://www.flickr.com/photos/

cannedtuna/4853380320/in/photostream/)
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A persona is a human-friendly format for user-research related facts. It is a

description of an intended user of the solution to be designed. It distills the

information about a specific user group into a fictitious user profile.

Persona descriptions usually include some background information about the per-

sona (name, a picture showing the person, age, gender, and a product-related quote),

the persona’s needs and requirements and often a scenario describing the persona’s

typical day or an event where the solution we are trying to design would benefit them.

These are called User Scenarios, which will be described in the next section (Fig. 5).

The strength of personas is that they offer a tangible and accessible format for

user research findings – they literally give mere facts ‘a human face.’ People will

relate to them as if they were real people, and when discussing design decisions

they will, for example, say: “If we do it this way we won’t help Peter.” Personas

leave a longer lasting impression than a simple bullet-point list stating facts.

That’s why it is essential that the persona is based on user-research findings. If it

is not, it is a work of fiction and it will not provide value. A persona needs to capture

the real needs and requirements of your intended users. Otherwise the persona will

not be of any use in guiding your design decisions. If you create a persona based on

assumptions, you need to validate them, similar to design tenets.

The format and layout of personas are also very important. Sometimes personas

are printed on posters, or poster boards are created of the personas to make them

visible and accessible to people. The documents should be easy to read, understand

Fig. 5 Persona descriptions (Photo by Gary Barber, http://www.flickr.com/photos/cannedtuna/

4852756417/in/photostream/)
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and remember, because you want your team to refer to them frequently. Last but not

least, all information that is not useful for making design decisions should be

removed from a persona, e.g. stating that a persona owns a dog is clutter unless

you are designing a pet-related product.

2.2.5 User Scenarios
User Scenarios are stories that describe a sequence of events leading up to an

outcome. They are less formal than Use Cases, which are used to capture

requirements, describing an interaction sequence and all its variations (Cockburn

2000).

User scenarios usually include some hints on the motivation, knowledge and

capabilities of the persona. They sometimes include tools and objects the persona

uses. They “provide insight into the reasons and motivations for those events.

Stories that accompany personas often describe something about their activities

or experiences.” (Quesenbery and Brooks 2010) They offer insights into the context

of use as well as the personas’ goals and motivations.4

Scenarios can be used for different purposes. If a scenario describes the current

situation, they are used to define and capture the problem (the problem setting). If a

scenario describes the vision of how the interaction will be with the future system, it

describes the solution. Rosson and Carrol (2002) refer to the first type as scenarios

as Problem Scenarios and to the second as Design Scenarios. In addition, scenarios
can be used to describe a specific context of use or illustrate a current shortcoming

or a pain-point of the existing solution. Scenarios should be only about one or two

paragraphs long and describe a single topic.

Just like Design Tenets and Personas, User Scenarios require input and verifi-

cation through user research because they are tools for capturing user insights and

design decisions.

2.3 Involve Stakeholders

Due to their role UX practitioners are always ‘caught in the middle’ between the

different stakeholders involved in a software development project. We negotiate with

Product Managers about features and priorities, we discuss how the solution should

look and behave with Developers, we talk to Marketing to understand their targeted

customers, and we join System Analysts on site visits, etc. We therefore often have a

broader view of the various complexities and interdependencies of a project.

Interdisciplinary work poses the following challenges to UCD practitioners:

• We are always under-represented within projects. Close cooperation with the

other stakeholders and involving them in our own work is therefore a necessity

for UCD practitioners.

4 An example of a user scenario combined with some persona information can be found at: http://

www.flickr.com/photos/rosenfeldmedia/4459979060/
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• Usability is known as a term, its value is understood but its place within the

project (not only after the development is complete) within the project is often

misunderstood as is the impact it will have on the project (UX practitioners will

discuss requirements, challenge design decisions, etc.)

That is why we need to make the other parties involved aware of the

consequences of design decisions being taken during the development of a product.

2.3.1 Design Studio
A well-suited method of involving the other parties in the creation of a product is

the Design Studio (Ungar 2008; Evans 2011; Lindstrom 2011). This approach is

borrowed from Industrial Design and Architecture and offers a structured approach

to problem solving and innovating. It essentially involves a meeting in which the

participants sketch different design options, discuss their sketches and agree on a

direction to move forward. It is independent of the software development model

used – it works both for waterfall or agile processes. As Ungar (2008) states: “The

design studio is a collaborative workshop that fits well within the timeframes Agile

software development practices while incorporating the benefits of UCD research.”

It is an iterative design and critique process where non-UX professionals can

participate. Design Studio sessions are usually hosted by a moderator who keeps

track of the time, as each activity is intended to be completed quickly, within a

rather short time frame. The critique sessions are also moderated.

A typical design studio session comprises of the following steps: First, the

problem you want to solve is briefly described. Then, each participant is given

some time to brainstorm ideas and sketch them out – e.g. several screens of a

product or website or steps of a process. Afterwards, each participant presents their

ideas and gets feedback from their peers. The feedback needs to point out the

strengths of the presented concepts and highlight areas that still need improvement.

The participants are then given time to improve their concepts. At the end, the best

elements of each concept are selected and combined into a final concept (Fig. 6).

A Design Studio session combines several techniques to rapidly create and

evaluate design alternatives. The result of (individual) brainstorming sessions are

visualized and criticized by the team. This is the idea generation phase. Individuals

then improve their best idea, which is ultimately combined into the best-fitting

solution. This is the idea refinement phase.

The session allows non-UX practitioners to participate in concept creation,

offering them first-hand experience of design. It facilitates the knowledge transfer

among the participants. Non-UX professionals gain a better understanding of how

UX practitioners work, and in return they have the chance to the other participants’

points of view. It creates a common understanding of the design decisions taken by

the team and the implications of these, and last but not least it supports the team’s

commitment to the design.

A variant of a Design Studio session uses sketchboards to showcase the concepts

created during the session, and was introduced by Adaptive Path, a design consul-

tancy firm. It puts a strong focus on idea generation and refinement and suggests a
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structured approach for the critique session. (For details see Schauer 2007;

Harrelson and Buley 2008; Downes 2010.)

2.4 Take Small Steps and Evaluate and Iterate

As explained before, Sketching and Design Studio are inherent iterative activities.

Artifacts such as Wireframes and Information Architecture Diagrams can be

created as low-fidelity paper versions before recreating them in a high-fidelity

digital format. “Sketches and prototypes are both instantiations of the design

concept however they serve different purposes, and therefore are concentrated at

different stages of the design process. Sketches are dominant the early ideation

stages, whereas prototypes are more concentrated at the later stages where things

are converging within the design funnel.” (Buxton 2007)

2.4.1 Prototyping
Prototyping is the practice of creating something to test your assumptions and

learning from its results. “Prototyping is practice for people who design and make

things. It’s not simply another tool for your design toolkit – it’s a design philoso-

phy.” (Warfel 2009)

Prototyping needs to be iterative, because each prototype shapes and improves

your understanding of the problem and the solution domain. With prototypes you

refine your design step by step. Unlike written requirements prototypes are able to

Fig. 6 A design studio sketchboard. Copyright by the author
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show and not only tell how parts of the solution behave. You can create prototypes

to evaluate only a small aspect of the problem, or to look at the broad picture

instead.

In their simplest forms, your wireframe sketches can serve as paper prototypes

you evaluate by yourself, with colleagues or even with users (Snyder 2003). You

want to get feedback and new ideas about the design problem you are facing. If your

project is more advanced you might create high fidelity wireframes and prototypes

of the user interface to gather more feedback on different aspects of your design.

Just as with wireframes you can choose different levels of fidelity for your

prototypes. Again the dimensions are: visual, functional and content fidelity.

Prototypes with a low level of visual fidelity contain sketches of the user interface,

not showing the visual design. Prototypes with a low level functional fidelity will

consist of a set of still screens; higher fidelity prototypes will offer interactive

elements. Prototypes with a low level content fidelity can contain blind text

(‘Lorem ipsum’); higher fidelity version should showcase real content.

Prototypes should be created for the more complex aspects of your solution.

“Good candidates for prototyping include complex interactions, new functionality

and changes in workflow, technology or design.” (Cerejo 2010) The most used

functionality should also be prototyped – a good rule of thumb offers the Pareto

Principle: What is 20 % of the functionality that is going to be used 80 % of the

time?

Since prototyping is supposed to be done repeatedly and happen quickly you

should try not to spend too much time on polishing the details of your prototypes.

Your peers and test-users will understand that the prototype is not the real solution.

Last but not least don’t try to prototype the full solution. Prototypes are there to

demonstrate a behavior or functionality you want to explore. Keeping this in mind

will keep your prototypes’ scope smaller and you’ll be able to create them faster.

3 Summary

The previous sections described a set of low-fidelity activities and artifacts to

capture the User Experience of a product. As these are easy to do and create by

UX professionals, they also foster collaboration with non-UX people and create a

shared understanding of and responsibility for the design and the User Experience

of the product.

But the interesting question is: why do they work?

One reason is that they are people-friendly. Humans are visual creatures.

Sketching lets us explore the problem and the solution space visually; it allows us

to generate new ideas and see new connections. The same is true for Prototyping.
We can show and see how we envision the solution (or parts of it), and test it out to

gather feedback. We can show our sketches and prototypes to colleagues and team

members to foster a shared understanding and learn their point of view. We are able

to validate our assumptions and learn from our prototypes. We can later discard

them easily because creating them did not cost too much effort. Humans are also
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social creatures. Design Studio sessions foster teamwork and collaboration and

create a common understanding of the design.

Another reason can be found in the book “Made to Stick” (2007) by Chip and

Dan Heath. It describes six key characteristics to make ideas and concepts

understandable and memorable. ‘Sticky’ ideas are simple, unexpected, concrete,

credible, emotional and they tell a story. All of the techniques and artifacts

described above share some of these traits. The Product Vision Statement and the

Design Tenets are ‘simple’, in the sense that they describe the core design rationale

of the solution. They are concrete and often emotional. Personas give a ‘human

face’ to user research data, they become credible, while User Scenarios use stories
to communicate and frame the design problem and the solution.
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User Experience and User-Centered Design
at DATEV eG

Ulf Schubert, Martin Groß, and Stefanie P€otzsch

Abstract

DATEV eG products are not only convincing with technical and professional

perfection, but also with a design that turns simple usage into a positive experi-

ence. In order to achieve the objective of a positive user experience, DATEV eG

has long been focused on user-oriented development and user centered design

respectively.

The following article offers you an insight into user experience and user

centered design at DATEV eG today and points out important milestones on the

way from technology-driven development to user centered design. We describe

different challenges that needed to be addressed during the change and demon-

strate our practical solutions. These solutions encompass methods and tools on

the one hand and organizational and personal prerequisites on the other hand. All

these measures facilitate enhanced design quality and efficient development of

excellent software products with a positive user experience.

1 Introducing DATEV eG

DATEV eG stands for high quality software solutions and IT services for auditors,

tax consultants, and lawyers as well as entrepreneurs. The headquarters are located in

Nuremberg (Germany) and further offices and associated companies are distributed

across Europe. DATEV eG is a cooperative with about 40,000 members and more

than 6,000 employees. About 1,000 of them work in the development department.

The DATEV eG portfolio offers about 200 business software products ranging

from business accounting via tax calculation, personnel accounting and manage-

ment until auditing. Software products mean classic desktop applications, cloud
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services and mobile apps. The probably best known product is from personnel

accounting, because DATEV eG delivers more than 10 million payrolls in Germany

every month.

2 User Experience and Design in Business Software

2.1 Challenges

In the business software area design is often misunderstood as adding colors, icons

and something with a “wow-effect.” Designers are expected to make products look

nice at the end of the development process. However, “wow-effects” and optically

overloaded user interfaces are inappropriate as revenue drivers in the business area.

They do not create a positive user experience, but arbitrary product design that has

no impact on your business objectives.

The big challenge for software companies today is to understand and apply user

interface design as a strategic instrument. Usually, customers cannot evaluate the

technical quality of a software product and its detailed professional features at first

sight, but they judge what they can see. This implies that design plays a highly

important role in the buying decision and customer loyalty.

In order to make excellent user experience design a solid competitive

differentiator, it is not sufficient to follow the latest design trends. Primarily, the

design of your products needs to fulfill your brand’s promises and match customers’

expectations. That means, user interface and interaction design should be based on

business objectives and it should be measurable by the extent to which it reaches

these objectives.

2.2 Attractiveness of Software

Whether customers find a software product attractive or not depends on several

pragmatic and hedonic factors (Hassenzahl et al. 2000). In order to describe and

measure the attractiveness of our software products, DATEV eG applies a model

which is based on the user-experience questionnaire (Laugwitz et al. 2008) and

combines both, pragmatic and hedonic factors as shown in Fig. 1. As pragmatic
factors the model considers efficiency, perspicuity, dependability and up-to-

dateness. Hedonic factors are aesthetic, stimulation and novelty.

The overall importance of a single factor depends on the specific product and its

target group. For instance, a well-designed mp3-player primarily aims for high

scores at hedonic factors, whereas business software addresses pragmatic factors

first. However, also in the business software area the importance of hedonic factors

is growing. From DATEV eG user studies we know that – besides pragmatic

factors – especially the hedonic factor aesthetic contributes to customers’ overall

satisfaction with business software products.
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In order to build attractive business software that meets our customers’ needs,

DATEV eG has introduced and improved user centered design in its development

process over the last couple of years.

3 Changing the Development Process

3.1 From Technology-Driven Development to User
Centered Design

DATEV eG has successfully changed its development process from a primarily

technology-driven approach to user centered design. The starting point for this

change goes back to the 1980s when the DATEV eG product portfolio grew more

and more. With no consistent design strategy at that time, user interfaces and

interaction mechanisms were different across products and this situation annoyed

customers. By the same time, software ergonomics and usability were emerging

topics since products became more complex and interconnected with each other.

Therefore, DATEV eG decided to found a central design team. In the beginning

this team consists of three experts, who introduced different measures to promote

their topics throughout the software development process. Retrospectively, three of

the key measures were:

• Creating and maintaining a style guide
• Conducting regularly usability inspections and
• Providing standardized user interface patterns

In the following, each of these three measures is explained in more detail and

evaluated with regard to practical advantages and disadvantages.

3.2 DATEV Style Guide

Business software with its many complex features and functions is developed by

several development teams in parallel. Creating a positive user experience under

these circumstances requires consistent and high-quality user interface design from

all teams. Therefore, DATEV eG employs a style guide, which is mandatory for the

design of all software products and which is used by developers across the whole

Fig. 1 Model of attractiveness of software
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development department. The wiki-based style guide fosters consistent user inter-

face design throughout the development process by providing design principles and

guidelines.

Design principles describe fundamental ideas about the practice of good user

interface design. The main principles at DATEV eG are:

• Be aware of performance.

• Workflows to get tasks done have to be efficient.

• Consistent user interfaces minimize users’ learning curve.

• User interfaces have to be aesthetic and visually attractive.

Design guidelines contain full documentation of the visual design and the

interaction design. This includes all rules of layout, color schemes, usage of

icons, etc., available templates for user interface controls and descriptions of best

practices.

In order to prevent that consistency of user interfaces and interactions might be

misunderstood as strict sameness, the DATEV eG style guide also explains reasons

for general design decisions and points out to which extent developers have the

freedom to make own design decisions which are most reasonable in the context of

their special software product.

Of course, the mere availability of a style guide does not necessarily result in

consistent user interfaces and continuously high ergonomic quality. Important

success factors for a style guide are:

• The content of your style guide is understandable, complete, practically oriented,

supported by visual examples, up-to-date and unambiguous.

• The style guide is organizationally anchored in your development process.

• The style guide is enriched with data from user centered design studies to explain

design rules und user interface patterns.

• Your technical user interface developers also have a sense for appealing and

consistent design.

• You have a fair amount of time for the development of your products.

At DATEV eG the acceptance of our style guide is very good and the wiki-based

approach works fine. There is no misuse of the non-restrictive editing function but

developers correctly use the comment area if they have any specific hint or

question.

In order to keep up good adherence to a style guide, control mechanisms, e.g.

usability inspections, are needed for two reasons. First, control mechanisms ensure

that user interface development is consistent with current design principles and

rules from the style guide. Second, control mechanisms also work the other way

around and help the design team to identify missing aspects in the style guide.

3.3 Usability Inspections

The team of usability experts regularly inspects DATEV products in order to check

for possible ergonomic problems and analyze inconsistencies with the style guide

but also to see awesome new best practice examples. Usability inspections in this
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extent require a lot of time. But it is worth it. They really help to identify most of the

stumbling blocks in user interface and interaction design (Nielsen and Landauer

1993).

However, usability inspections also have some drawbacks. First, for a large

software product portfolio there is a multitude of different user interfaces to inspect.

Even with a lot of inspections it is nearly impossible to continuously monitor all

user interfaces. Second, thorough usability inspections cost time and their findings

may delay the development process. Third, if inspections are conducted with almost

finished software, i.e. shortly before the product should be released, all user

interfaces are fully developed but it may be too late and/or too costly to change

interfaces or interaction processes.

Therefore, besides design principles and rules, developers need standardized

user interface templates that can be reused and modified to a certain extent. In the

following, we explain how user interface patterns enable consistent software design

for the comprehensive DATEV eG product portfolio.

3.4 User Interface Patterns

There are a lot of recurring user interface and interaction problems in the develop-

ment process of a comprehensive software product portfolio. Centralizing the

design and developing solutions to these problems as user interface patterns is an
important step towards consistent user interfaces (Segerståhl and Jokela 2006) and

development effectiveness. We consider user interface patterns as design rules

documented in the style guide and translated in software components. User inter-

face patterns are reusable and to a certain extent modifiable building blocks which

comprise controls, interactive behavior and data binding mechanisms.

At DATEV eG user interface patterns are composed of simple default controls

and complex controls. Simple default controls are, e.g. buttons or text boxes. These

controls already have a DATEV eG-specific design and features like validation and

formatting. Complex controls are a collection of simple controls enriched with data

binding mechanisms or complex user interface components like a table view. User

interface patterns can comprise simple controls and complex controls. All user

interface patterns are deployed as part of the DATEV eG development framework

which is the technical platform of all DATEV eG products. Technical developers

choose from the available set of user interface patterns when implementing user

interfaces for their software products and combine patterns with product specific

user interface development. The information which pattern to apply for a certain

interaction problem is documented and explained in the style guide.

The application of user interface patterns in the development process has

advantages for all stakeholders.

Advantages from users’ perspective:

• Consistent user interfaces within a software product and across multiple

products
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• Reduced efforts for education and training since acquired knowledge can easily

be transferred to further products

Advantages from technical developers’ perspective:

• Reduction of workload since there is no need to deal with recurring interaction

and design questions

• Central requirements engineering for user interface patterns instead of multiple,

distributed efforts

• Central maintainability and correction in case of technical or ergonomic

problems instead of multiple, distributed efforts

• Central enhancement and further development of user interface patterns instead

of multiple, distributed efforts

• Central testing and quality control instead of multiple, distributed efforts

Advantages from management perspective:

• Higher development efficiency due to reusability of user interface patterns

• Better and faster acceptance of user interface enhancements and further devel-

opment among users

However, there are also a few challenges when applying user interface patterns,

which should not be underestimated. Apparently, user interface patterns require

efforts for requirements engineering, maintainability, further development and

testing at a central pattern development team. The more complex user interface

patterns become with regard to design and technical realization, the more central

development effort is needed. In addition, intensive coordination and feedback

between the central pattern development team on the one hand and technical

product developers on the other hand is an essential success factor. User interface

patterns should not lead to general decreased efforts for conception of the user

interface and their workflows. If technical developers would take user interface

patterns as an easy available solution for the wrong kind of interaction problems,

that would be a misuse of the whole concept and finally even lead to lower design

quality of your software products.

In order to decide whether a specific user interface solution should become a

general user interface pattern, DATEV eG uses the following decision criteria.

Frequency of use:
• How often will the user interface pattern be used in different products?

• How generic has the solution to be to meet the requirements of all products?

Complexity:
• Is it necessary for the user interface pattern to make changes of functionality

immediately available to all products?

• Do we expect new functionalities or changes in the functionality triggered by

legislation amendment?

• Does a user interface pattern help to reduce the probability of implementation

errors caused by high interaction and design complexity?

Figure 2 shows the decision matrix and the expected benefit of a user interface

pattern. For example, if the complexity of a solution is high but the frequency of use

low, it is much cheaper to develop individual user interfaces instead of trying to

implement a generic and reusable pattern.
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User interface patterns are not a panacea that automatically leads to excellent

user interface design. Good decision criteria, a well-established cooperation process

between the pattern development team and product developers and an always up-to-

date style guide are important factors for successfully working with user interface

patterns in the development process.

4 Rethinking Prerequisites

4.1 Methods and Tools

The previous section pointed out how measures such as a style guide, usability

inspections and user interface patterns support good user interface design. For a

highly efficient and qualitative user centered design process, further methods and

tools are needed. Involving users in the software development process from the

beginning reduces risks of undesirable development and costly changes at later

stages in the process.

Table 1 shows an overview of user centered methods for different stages of the

development process. In the following, we explain two of these methods and how

they are applied at DATEV eG.

The user experience questionnaire is a tool for qualitative evaluation of user

experience objectives (Laugwitz et al. 2008). The standardized questionnaire

contains 26 semantic differentials, e.g. whether users find a product attractive or

boring, fast or slow, etc. For users the questionnaire is relatively easy and fast to

answer and for your company it is a budget-friendly way to monitor the quality of

your software.

DATEV eG regularly sends out user experience questionnaires via online

survey. The results allow two kinds of analyses: First, we can compare the user

experience of different versions of the same software product and conclude which

one is better received. Second, we can compare the user experience of different

products in order to ensure continuously high quality across the whole product

Fig. 2 Decision matrix for user interface patterns
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portfolio. Note that presenting absolute values from a user experience questionnaire

without anything to compare these values with is not very meaningful. Questions

from the user experience questionnaire fit to the model for software attractiveness

(see Sect. 2.2). For DATEV eG products we learned from statistical analysis that

especially the factors dependability, perspicuity and aesthetics increase users’

overall satisfaction.

Another awesome method to gain user feedback directly is usability testing.
Usability testing enables you to test the whole range from a first clickable prototype

to a fully developed product. Usually usability testing determines all positive and

negative experiences of subjects with an interface through observation and

questioning. At DATEV eG it is mandatory that the whole team of developers

observe test sessions in order to get a realistic impression of how their product is

used by users, which user interfaces work fine and which ones still need

improvement.

DATEV eG often combines both of the previously described methods. We invite

selected users to test prototypes in a usability lab and ask them to fill in a user

experience questionnaire afterwards. This combination allows enrichment of the

qualitative results from the lab with quantitative results from the questionnaire.

4.2 Technicians Are not Designers

How difficult it is to introduce user centered design depends on your company and

your established development process. At DATEV eG it was relatively easy to start

with user centered design in general since there always have been feedback

Table 1 User centered design in the development process

Stages of the development process

1 Requirements

engineering

2 System design 3 Implementation 4 Release and

maintenance

Methods

User experience

questionnaire (UEQ)

Storyboards Usability testing User experience

questionnaire

Interviews Wireframes Rapid prototyping Field studies

Focus groups User scenarios High fidelity prototyping Online surveys

Personas User stories

Field studies

Online surveys

Goal

Who are our users? How

do they work?

How will users

interact with the

system?

Do processes work and

fulfill the requirements?

Has user

satisfaction

improved?

Which added value do

our products provide?

Does user interfaces match

with guidelines?

Are all errors

fixed?
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mechanisms between DATEV eG as a cooperative and its users who are members

of DATEV eG at the same time.

The main challenge was enabling technical developers to create excellent user

interfaces and interaction design. Establishing a central design team was a first

important step in this direction.

Today, there are basically three roles in the DATEV eG development process:

• Domain developers who have very good specific knowledge in the business

domain of the software and mainly develop concepts.

• Technical developers with excellent technical and programming skills for the

implementation of concepts.

• User experience designers who are highly familiar with user centered design

methods and support their implementation throughout the development process.

As part of a development team, user experience designers are also responsible

for user interface and interaction design.

Historically, DATEV eG had a lot of domain developers and technical

developers but not enough designers. Therefore, the first approach was to further

qualify technical developers and teach them design lessons. In the process it

became clear that you cannot expect excellent technicians to become excellent

designers. As a consequence, additional designers have been hired. Nowadays, the

responsibility for user experience design at DATEV eG is shared between the

central design team and further decentralized user experience designers who are

an integral part of a product development team together with domain developers

and technical developers. The decentralized designers accompany the development

of a software product from requirements engineering to product release.

4.3 The Role of User Experience Designers

In the past, user interface and interaction design was characterized by a lot of

transformation work by the central design team and developers. Ideas were via use

cases and wireframes that finally lead to a design concept. This concept was given

as bitmap image to the technical developers, who implemented the user interface

design in real code. As a result, the final user interface design and the design

concept were only approximately the same.

Today, the user takes the central role in the development process. User experi-

ence designers start their work by understanding users and their tasks. Based on this

understanding, designers create use cases, further usable wireframes and design

resources (e.g. color schemes, icons, etc.). Wireframes and user interfaces are

designed by the user experience team with a technology that can be reused by

technical developers. This means, designing user interfaces is not only showing

graphics, but already creating code that describes key aspects of the design.

Thereby, user experience designers are an integrated part of the software develop-

ment process. At MIX ‘11 Jeff Croft explained the challenge for designers as

follows (Croft 2011; Schubert 2011):
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Designers: Your material is code. Code is the building block of all digital products.

Both, designers and technicians need a general understanding of design and

technics in order to cooperate effectively and use modern development

technologies to their full advantage. If this is working, the triad of domain-specific,

technical and design-related know-how will create the best possible product.

5 Best Practices

In the course of the development of the current DATEV eG product line, more than

3,500 users were involved trough user centered design methods. As a conclusion we

present best practices that we learned during the years.

5.1 The Key to Good Design is the Management

User centered design is best enforceable top down. It is essential that the manage-

ment understands design as a strategic instrument that helps to reach the corporate

objective and fosters innovation. Good design is not for free, but it costs time and

money. These resources need to be allocated by the management.

5.2 Numbers Convince the Management

The best way to convince the management is presenting numbers. Therefore

quantify the quality of the user experience your products deliver. Reasonable

instruments to evaluate and benchmark the user experience of your products are,

e.g., the user experience questionnaire (see Sect. 0) or the AttrakDiff questionnaire

(Hassenzahl et al. 2003).

5.3 The Change from Technology-Driven Development to User
Centered Design Needs a Trigger

Nobody wants to change a running system. The decision for user centered design

needs a trigger. Does your company have a lack of revenue? Is the satisfaction of

your users decreasing and criticism growing? Is there a new, very powerful

competitive product on the market or will be released soon? Use this situation to

start a change and introduce or improve the user centered design in your company.
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5.4 Start Small and Promote Your Success

If you plan to introduce user centered design in general or fundamental new

methods, start with a small, promising project and promote the success broadly.

This will be the best motivation for other projects to follow and cooperate with your

design team.

5.5 Communicate Your Design Guidelines Clearly and Effectively

To successfully establish continuously excellent design, communicating the rules

and guidelines is absolutely important. Explaining the background of design

decisions helps to enhance the acceptance also among technical developers.

Whether you should dictate strict design rules or rather provide general principles

depends on the question, how much design background and knowledge the target

group has. In general, the more design know-how is already available, the less strict

guidelines need to be, e.g. in a style guide (see Sect. 0).

5.6 Define Clear Responsibilities and Dependability

User centered design is not a democratic process within your company, so define

and communicate responsibilities and dependability. However, access boundaries

to user centered design methods should be as low as possible. Cooperate with

product managers and invite not only designers but also technicians, e.g., as

observers to a usability test. This will broaden the understanding and acceptance

of user centered design across your company, while the final decisions are still

made by the design team.

5.7 Do a Lot of User Centered Design in Early Stages of the
Development Process

The earlier you collect user feedback, the cheaper it is to fix identified problems.

Asking your users, e.g. via questionnaire or focus groups, does not cost much and

provides you and your company’s management a solid basis for further decisions.

6 Summary

This article provides insight into the change from technology-driven development

to user centred design at DATEV eG. It describes our pattern-based approach, the

design methods and tools we employ, and how responsibility for user centred

design at DATEV eG is shared between the central design team and further

decentralised user experience designers who are an integral part of a product
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development team. We condense our overall experiences from the change process

and describe the seven best practices for successfully establishing user centred

design in software manufacturing companies. The application of these measures

facilitates design quality and efficient development of excellent software products

with a positive user experience.
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Start the Game: Increasing User Experience
of Enterprise Systems Following
a Gamification Mechanism

Maik Schacht and Silvia Schacht

Abstract

“Hi dear, how was your day?” In the rarest of cases the responded would answer:

“I had so much fun when entering the customer data into our Enterprise

Systems.” However, the usage of Enterprise Systems is nowadays for many

employees a key element of their working activities. Therefore, their motivation

to use these systems consistently is essential for organizations to ensure trans-

parency and process accuracy. While today most software products have a high

usability, they lack in positive user experiences such as fun. One trend having the

potential to solve this issue is Gamification. Using mechanisms of traditional

games such as achievements or rankings is successfully implemented in private

applications such as social networks (e.g. Facebook) or online traveling portals

(e.g. tripadvisor). These mechanisms motivate individuals to perform certain

activities they would otherwise not do. Gabe Zichermann – a visionary of

Gamification – explained this phenomenon as following: Games are the only
force in the known universe that can get people to take actions against their self-
interest, in a predictable way, without using force. The principle of Gamification

and its potential in organizations is presented in this book chapter.

1 Motivation

Why are accounts payable clerks entering data sets into a SAP system enthusiasti-

cally despite it is a highly seasoned and monotonous job? Why do managers fight

against dragons when preparing a presentation using Microsoft’s PowerPoint? The
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answer to these questions is as simple as unexpected. They have fun in using their

job-related software products. However, this was not always the case. In the past

years, software products underwent an evolution form purely “solving problems” to

“make software usable” to “improve overall user experience.”

With the emergence of software as a product its sheer objective focused on

machine programming. Software was solely some lines of codes which could only

be understood and used by developers themselves. But soon developers had to

realize that instructing users in dealing with software applications became more and

more difficult. In particular, the growing complexity of enterprise software has led

to increased reluctance of employees. These difficulties resulted in the second stage

of software evolution integrating users and designers into the software development

process to create more usable products. The user-centered design paradigm was

born. The paradigm focused on increasing usability of software products by moving

the user into the center of any design activities instead of the software system. It

became the designer’s primarily role to simplify the tasks of users and to ensure that

the actual use of the software system corresponds to its intended use. Today, many

software products fulfill users’ demands on utility and usability. Nevertheless, most

of these products – especially when used in enterprises – do not motivate

individuals to use them despite they are usable. Improving user experience has

become to the central objective of the third stage in software product evolution.

One trend in the efforts of improving user experience is Gamification, which is

defined as “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding

2011, p.13). According Gartner’s 2011 Hype Cycle report1 Gamification is

identified as an upcoming trend on its way to the “peak of inflated expectations”,

which is anticipated to be adopted by the mainstream in the next 5–10 years.

Various developments in our society as well as used technology reinforce this

trend. One of the most decisive developments is the change of generations. The

Baby Boomer generation (1946–1964) is retiring and will be replaced more and

more by members of Gen X (1965–1978) and Gen Y (1979–2000). Especially

employees of the Gen Y grow up with modern technologies such as internet, mobile

devices or game consoles. Because of their experiences with modern technologies,

both generations (X and Y) changed significantly the way how employees interact

with each other (Burke and Hiltbrand 2011). Now one might wonder why these

changes in generations have an impact on enterprise software and why companies

should implement games. The answer is: consumerization. While the Baby Boomer

generation grew up without an early technological socialization, Gen X and Gen Y

cultivate their interaction with modern technologies intensively. The difference in

technological socialization between these generations led to changing behavior and

working patterns. Key characteristics of this difference are the need for a constant

access to new and actual information (e.g. via Google, News and Feeds), the desire

for intensive networking (e.g. via Facebook and Twitter), and the multi-tasking

ability (e.g. with the aid of iPad or SmartPhones). All in all, in new generations one

1 http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id¼1763814
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can observe an increased desire for individualization. Once accustomed themselves

to all these applications, the young employees prefer to use them not only in their

private life but also in their everyday work. However, the IT landscape of

companies is yet not prepared for this desire of individualization respectively

consumerization of enterprise systems (Vogel et al. 2010). With their affinity to

modern technologies, applications or games, Gamification can be a first step along

the way towards the needs of young generations.

The remainder of this book chapter is structured as following: After some

motivating examples of successful Gamification implementation in products of

Microsoft and SAP, we provide a definition of the term Gamification and subse-

quently delimit this concept from other levels of gaming. We then give an insight in

the world of Gamification by describing its key elements, presenting a user catego-

rization and mapping the users to most fitting elements. Of course, it is not enough

to implement Gamification applications in enterprises. Therefore, we assembled a

collection of pre-conditions and pitfalls companies have to pay attention for. In the

third and fourth chapter we provide some managerial implications and conclude

this book chapter with a brief summary.

2 Concept of Gamification

2.1 The Cases of Microsoft and SAP

Despite Gamification is a pretty much new trend, few companies have already

implemented games to improve employees’ user experience. Some selected

examples are Microsoft and SAP.

One of the visionaries adapted Gamification is Microsoft. Meanwhile, the

software company has launched so many “gamified” applications that they

categorized them in internal productivity games and productivity games for end

users. The first example, we want to present, is one of Microsoft’s internal produc-

tivity games called Communicate Hope.2 This gaming application supported

developers in the development process of Microsoft’s new a communication plat-

form Lync. Communicate Hope motivated thousands of employees to participate

the testing process by playing the game. When testing out particular features of

Lync users could collect points by providing feedback on usability as well as

product design and by submitting bugs. Product testers were also able to collect

points if they responded to the submitted feedback of users. Finally, the

accumulated points lead to a monetary reward. All in all, thousands of dollars

were spent to the participating employees. Communicate Hope was not only a

success because thousands of users played the game, but also because the product

testing team received 16� more feedback from “gamers” than non-gamers.

2 http://blogs.technet.com/b/next/archive/2011/05/16/microsoft-s-ross-smith-asks-shall-we-play-

a-game.aspx
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Our second example also comes from Microsoft. Ribbon Hero3 aims to train

users on Microsoft’s Office Suite by incentivizing them through fun and games if

they learn new skills when dealing with one of the Office products. The user gets

shifted into a 2D world (see Fig. 1) and has to complete several challenges to get to

the next level. The challenges introduce the users into the features of PowerPoint,

Word, Excel, or OneNote. By actually using the new features, the user collects

experience points and can race for a high score with colleagues. In the meantime

Microsoft launched a sequel because of the success of Ribbon Hero.
Even thoughMicrosoft is one of the leading companies in terms of Gamification,

so it’s not the only one. SAP also seeks to improve the user experience through the

use of playful elements. In SAP’s Gamification Project the company tries to breathe

fresh life into a monotonous work such as maintaining vendor data. Accounts

payable clerks, for example, enter thousands of invoices manually. To increase

the motivation on this monotonous work, SAP integrated a reward system (see

Fig. 2). When entering invoices or line items the users and their team can earn

points. By collecting these points they can raise their status and participate in

regular challenges.

All three examples show, employees become motivated to do work they are

usually reluctant to do and thus support their colleagues. Even the most moronic

task can be done enthusiastically when a playful goal is behind it. By integrating

gaming elements in non-game context, users are introduced to a software product

without the need of reading a bulky handbook. Summarizing, modern work can

make fun. Now, one might say, that it is enough to design software products as easy

to use as possible. However, there is a difference between ease of use and fun.

Fig. 1 Screenshot of Microsoft’s Ribbon Hero

3 http://www.ribbonhero.com/
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Work that is fun is more attractive to employees. Unlike ease of use, fun has a more

powerful influence on individuals with regard to their motivation to try to do

something or their perseverance when doing it (Carroll and Thomas 1988). Never-

theless, playing is not equal to Gamification.

2.2 What Is Gamification?

The first time reading about Gamification, our spontaneously reaction was: “that

sounds interesting” as we also like games to relax in our free time. But in the

following months as we had learned more about this trend, we discovered that there

are little connections to traditional games one plays on the pc, gaming consoles or

on a table with family and friends. In fact, when collecting more detailed informa-

tion, we realized that researchers make a clear distinction between playing a game

and using Gamification mechanisms in a software application. So, what is

Gamification?

Most definitions on Gamification we found in literature have three main

elements. First, Gamification is a kind of games. It is characterized by the set of

rules, a declarative content and the gameplay as well as a social context (Bree

2011). In the context of Gamification most “games” are extended by some kind of

competition, where users strife to defeat others. In Gamification applications, often

the game is not limited to the digital world. Real users are competing with each

other and are solving tasks of the real life. Second, Gamification is not an entire
game. Rather, Gamification is the inclusion of single game elements in software

products that do not have the purpose to entertain the users. When, for example,

integrating single game elements into organizations’ software applications the

goals and rules of the organization have to be considered and reflected by the

Fig. 2 Screenshot SAP’s Gamification project (http://enterprise-gamification.com/index.php/de/

finanzwesen/51-having-fun-with-accounts-payable)
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elements (Deterding 2011). Third, Gamification is used in non-game contexts, but
in a real world environment. These applications are not introduced for the expected

purpose of playing. Rather they are implemented to enrich typical applications used

at work or in other serious manner with gaming elements to create joy, fun and

working satisfaction (Thom et al. 2012). In other words, these applications aim to

enhance user experience.

In his conference paper at the ACM CHI Conference 2011, Deterding combines

these three key elements and defines Gamification as “. . . the use of game design

elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding 2011). Because, we think, this defini-

tion lacks on the purpose of Gamification applications, we would like to extend

Deterdings definition with the words expressed by (Thom et al. 2012):

Gamification is the use of game design elements respectively mechanisms in non-game

contexts to “. . . create a sense of playfulness [. . .] so that participation becomes enjoyable

and desirable.”

2.3 What Is Gamification Not?

Now that we’ve got a fairly clear picture of what is Gamification, we still have to

answer the question, what is it not. From the definition described above, we know

that Gamification is not a complete game and is used in non-game environments.

Generally speaking, the two dimensions of completeness and environment of usage

span the domain of games displayed in Fig. 3. On the one hand there are games

respectively game elements designed for entertainment characterized by purely

playful interactions. Applications of this domain are more a toy than a game. On

the other hand the main purpose of serious games and Gamification applications is

not entertainment. They focus on training, education and working motivation in a

playful way. However, the borders between serious games and Gamification seem

to be blurred. Therefore, we also give a brief overview on various forms of serious

games.

Combining entertainment and education in games became popular in the early

1990s in so-called edutainment games. These applications were mostly video-

games with an educational objective for preschool children. However, edutainment

applications were not accompanied by the desired commercial success. On the

contrary, serious games became more successful than edutainment games despite

they encompass the same objectives. The main differentiation between both game

classes is the integration of all aspects of education such as teaching, training, and

informing instead of focussing on mere teaching facts and memorization. The

design of serious games for users of all ages is the second key difference to

edutainment games which make up the largest part of its success. A branch of

serious games are (digital) game-based learning applications which have a clearly

defined learning outcome (Susi et al. 2007). An overview on the differences

between serious games and entertainment games is summarized in Table 1.
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Another concept related to Gamification is e-learning. E-learning is a more

general concept using single elements of games such as progression bars or

achievements. It refers to adult learning supported by computer technology. Its

spectrum ranges from computer-enhanced learning to computer-based learning to

commonly, distance learning (Susi et al. 2007). Unlike Gamification applications,

e-learning primarily focusses on train and teach adults, rather than increase user

experience by providing more fun.

3 Framework of Gamification to Increase User Experience

3.1 Mechanics of Gamification

Gamification desires to raise users’ experience when using software products. To

do so Gamification has a tremendous pool of game mechanics adaptable in software

applications. While some of them are components directly implementable in the

software others more address users’ emotions. So, we distinguished between

Fig. 3 Differentiation of gaming applications (Source: Based on Deterding 2011)

Table 1 Differences between serious and entertainment games (Source: Susi et al. 2007)

Serious games Entertainment games

Task versus rich

experience

Problem solving focus Rich experiences preferred

Focus Important elements of learning To have fun

Simulations Assumption necessary for workable

simulations

Simplified simulation

process

Communications Should reflect natural communication Communication is often

perfect
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in-game and in-person mechanics. Within these categories we clustered the

mechanics by their overarching target. There are three main targets the mechanics

pursue: (1) display progression, (2) provide feedback, and (3) engage a specific

behavior (Source: gamification.org).

3.1.1 In-game Mechanics
Examples of in-game mechanics aiming to display the users’ progression are

achievements, points, bonuses, leveling up and progression. When playing, users

can collect some rewards in the form of points, bonuses or achievements for

carrying out their duties. For each single activity points will be allotted and

cumulated to a total player score. Additionally, users can get bonuses when

completing several tasks or combinations of tasks also called combos. If the activity
is perceived as substantial and challenging, achievements are helpful motivators

fostering users to tackle the task. While these types of rewarding are short-term

motivators, leveling up and the display of users’ progression can be seen as mid-

term incentives. By collecting points, users progress consistently. This is usually

displayed in numeric metrics like a progression bar. If levels are integrated in the

Gamification software, the progression bar reveals the amount of points necessary

to reach the next level. Leveling up unlocks new tasks and sets of challenges

motivating users for playing.

Providing feedback is the second target of Gamification applications embodied

by appointments, extinction, countdown, and leader boards. Appointments reward

players when participate the game at a predetermined time or place. With such a

game mechanic companies can foster team work and collaboration. It is necessary

to provide a feature which enables users to tally their tasks. Therefore, the extinc-

tion mechanic refers to the concluding action and is directly associated to rewards.

A forced kind of extinction is the countdown providing players a reward only if they

accomplish the task in a certain amount of time. Feedback is also provided by leader

boards where users are ranked in comparison to each other by their progression,

achievements, levels or status.

Finally, typical examples of Gamification mechanics aiming to engage a specific

behavior are community collaboration and virality. Both mechanisms engage team

work among players. Community collaboration is the connection of multiple

players aiming to jointly solve a specific task. Such a mechanic is only feasible if

a critical mass of users exists. To reach such a critical mass, game designers

developed a mechanic called virality. Virality rewards players when they invite

friends or colleagues to participate in the game.

3.1.2 In-person Mechanics
While previously described mechanics are directly implementable in software

products, in-person mechanics only works in combination with users’

characteristics, emotions and feelings. Since it will be difficult, if not impossible,

to measure these metrics, we were not able to determine any in-person mechanics

displaying users’ progression. Even to find an example of feedback-related game

mechanics was a challenge. The one and only mechanic we have found is the
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cascading information theory which refers to provide minimal snippets of informa-

tion to users. These information snippets should avoid an information overflow and

facilitate an appropriate level of understanding.

In contrary, we have found so many in-person mechanics targeting to engage a

specific user behavior that we can only provide a small selection of them. One

mechanic appealing users’ behavior is envy. Envy is a very often used game

mechanic taking advantage of users’ desire to get what others already have. Thus,

games provide some kind of visibility where players can compare themselves with

others. This game mechanic is closely related to loss aversion. Since people want to
retain their game rewards in possession, the introduction of punishments such as the

lost of points or even status if they do not participate for a certain period of time,

motivates them to persist in playing. Another game mechanic is the principle of free
lunch where users get a reward for free because another player has done a specific

task. Implementing the principle of free lunch in Gamification applications

demands prudence, because it discourages those players who are doing the neces-

sary work. The last game mechanics we are presenting is called epic. Epic refers to
individuals’ motivation to do a work because they believe that they can achieve

something great, something awe-inspiring, and something bigger than themselves

(Burke and Hiltbrand 2011). An overview on both categories of game mechanics is

provided in Table 2.

3.2 Gamification User Categorization

Despite Gamification does not primarily focus on entertainment, the player classi-

fication of traditional entertainment games helps to understand the users’

motivations to play. A well-known taxonomy of player types is drawn by Bartle

in 1996. He categorized players by identifying the four most important factors in

games that users enjoy when playing. These elements are (1) receiving an achieve-

ment within the game-context, (2) explore the game and its landscape, (3) socialize

with others, and (4) impose upon others. Although Bartle has noted that mostly

players combine all of these styles in themselves – depending on their mood or

current playing style – he assumes that they prefer one single style. Thus, he labeled

Table 2 Overview on selected Gamification mechanics

Progression Feedback Behavior

In-game Achievements Appointments Community collaboration

Points and bonuses Extinction Virality

Leveling up Countdown

Progression Leader boards

In-person Cascading information Envy

Epic meaning

Loss aversion

Free lunch
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the player types according to their preferences. As an analogy to traditional game

pack of cards he also assigns the four player types to the four symbols diamonds,

spades, hearts and clubs (Fig. 4).

Those players who are primarily focusing on achieving specific goals or a certain

status within the game he called achievers or diamonds, since they are always

seeking for secrets and treasures. They prefer to act with the virtual world, to

discover new areas, to collect points and to level up as central element of playing.

Therefore, their primary game activities are geared to winning, challenging and

comparing. Players striving to explore the world of the game, Bartle labeled

explorers. In analogy to the traditional deck of cards these players are also called

spades, because they always dig for more information. Explorers want the game

surprising them. They favor to discover and investigate the unknown. The third type

of players is the socializer (in analogy: hearts) using communication technologies

of the game to chat and empathize with fellow players. They realize the game world

as a setting, whereas the characters of other players arouse the socializer’s interest.

By chatting, commenting and helping others they maintain their relationships to

fellow players and increase their own network. The fourth player type prefers the

battle against others in direct peer-to-peer competitions. They act on other players

through fighting in some way against them using game-internal tools. With their

desire to win and to being listed on top of all rankings, they tend to resort to means

like cheating, hacking or heckling. Therefore, Bartle called them killers or clubs,
because they hit people with them (Bartle 1996).

Summarizing, Bartle’s research starts from the premise that individuals are

motivated playing games because of (1) their interest to explore its environment,

(2) their desire to socialize with others, (3) their perceived satisfaction when

collecting points and achieve game-related goals, or (4) their preference to compete

with others. Because the motivations of users differ, various game mechanics fit

more to a player type than others. Therefore, a comparison of player types and

appropriate game mechanics may be helpful for design decisions of Gamification

applications. Such a comparison is displayed in Table 3.

Any gamemechanic listed by us is appropriate for achievers. These players do not

only hoard rewards such as bonuses, points or achievements. They also strive to

obtain every goal achievable including goals such as come out as winner in

AchieversKillers

Socializers Explorers

Acting

Interacting

WorldPlayers

Focus: winning, rank, direct competition
Game activities: hack, cheat, heckle

Focus: attaining status, achieving goals
Game activities: win, challenge, compare

Focus: socializing, networking
Game activities: share, comment, help

Focus: exploring, discover the unknown
Game activities: investigate, create, discover

Fig. 4 Types of players, their focus and game activities
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comparison with others or win a challenge. To do so, they would take advantage of

each opportunity provided by the game. If they are rewarded by inviting colleagues

and friends to participate (virality), they would do so. If they see any possibility to

become the top of a ranking e.g. in a leader board, they would fight for it. If they are

afraid to lose some of their already earned achievements, they would do anything to

avoid this. Countdowns and appointments also motivate them to catch the next

reward.

Similar to achievers, explorers are satisfied by nearly every possible game

mechanic. Only progression, virality and leader boards are exceptions. Explorers

typically strive to discover the unknown, explore the game and its characteristics.

Therefore, progression and leader boards are less important game mechanics for

them. In contrast, explorers perceive leveling up as a necessary mechanic.

Accomplishing the next level unlocks new challenges, tasks and skill sets

facilitating them to discover new areas of the game. Whereas, they realize fellow

players as additional feature to discover, interacting with others is not their primary

goal. If needed explorers use other players to achieve their goals. Therefore, it is

absolutely sufficient to access the aid of already active players, so that virality will

not arouse their interest.

To catch socializers in Gamification application becomes more difficult.

Socializers seek contacts to other individuals. Especially mechanisms focusing on

displaying the progression and providing feedback are less important for most of

them. Socializers’ demands can be integrated by behavioral mechanics such as

common collaboration or virality. In their pursuit to help others and share informa-

tion, socializers prefer common collaborations and team work within the game.

They persist in playing when they get the feeling their help is needed and desirable.

Thus, they tend to suggest the game to colleagues and friends. To enrich the gaming

community with more users of this player type, non-game related mechanics are

useful. Such mechanics can be chat functionalities, news feeds or lists of friends.

If the mechanic does not addresses a generic need of individuals (e.g. extinction

of tasks, cascading information, envy, epic meaning) and thus fits to all types of

Table 3 Comparison of player types and appropriate game mechanics (Source: Based on

gamification.org)
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players, the killer is the opposite of socializers. Game mechanics motivating

socializers to participate are less motivating for killers and vice versa. Killers

focus on winning, rankings and the direct competition with fellow players. To

satisfy their desire, mechanisms such as achievements, points, countdowns or

leader boards are convenient.

3.3 Factors Organizations Should Consider

Knowing the users and the game mechanics is not enough to implement

Gamification applications successfully. Thus, success is not only related to

increased user experience in companies’ workforce but also related to improved

productivity of employees. Many factors like corporate culture, social norms within

the team or leadership style influence the impact of Gamification. These factors

have to be considered when designing appropriate use cases for participating in a

Gamification application (Cheng et al. 2011).

One important factor companies should consider when designing Gamification

applications is the concept of flow. In his work Csı́kszentmihályi defines flow as

“the holistic experience that people feel when they act with total involvement.” The

concept of flow can be adapted to many situations of individuals’ life. People might

enter into the flow when playing a game in their free-time. Because the game is a

passion for them, players follow the rules and pursue the goals without questioning

what for tasks or guidance. For this time the player immerses within his own

universe of the game. Entering the state of flow can occur because of two reasons

or to a certain extent their combination. Either the task to solve is challenging but

the individual is aware that it can solve the task with his set of skills. Or the

individual realizes that the task is not too challenging but he has to extend his

existing skill set. If tasks are too challenging or too many new skills are required for

solving the task, individuals either get into anxiety respectively into boredom. Thus,

flow is only a small bandwidth between anxiety and boredom as displayed in Fig. 5.

Especially in the use and acceptance of information technology, many

researchers examined the concept of flow. Most of this research has identified

different characteristics of flow such as control, concentration or enjoyment.

Because they perceive the definition of Csı́kszentmihályi as too broad, Hsu and

Lu (2004) define flow as . . . an extremely enjoyable experience, where an individ-
ual engages in a [. . .] game activity with total involvement, enjoyment, control,
concentration and intrinsic interest. (p. 857)

Following this definition it is not surprisingly that the concept of flow is not only

used in games for entertainment. According to Csı́kszentmihályi games and thus the

concept of flow are applicable in enterprises as well, since:

Work is much more like a game than most other things we do during the day. It usually has

clear goals and rules of performance. It provides feedback either in the form of knowing

that one has finished a job well done, in terms of measurable sales or through an evaluation

by one’s supervisor. A job tends to encourage concentration and prevent distractions, and

ideally, its difficulties match the worker’s skills. (Csı́kszentmihályi 1997b)
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The concept of flow in combination with social norms – a further popular

concept of the psychology area – result in 11 main design principles for

Gamification applications introduced by Groh (2012). The clustering of the

principles bases on Deci’s and Ryan’s “self-determination theory” which describes

three innate needs of individuals for intrinsic motivation. The first need refers to

relatedness – a universal need of individuals to interact with others and keep in

contact with them. A second basic need is competence. Generally, individuals

aspire to work effectively and to manage problems in a given environment. To

have and keep control over their own lives is the third need of individuals also

called autonomy. Groh’s 11 design principles categorized to the basic needs are

summarized in Table 4.

3.4 Threats

While we have described intensively the opportunities of Gamification in the

previous chapters, we also want to provide a brief discussion on possible threats.

The first and most obvious issue is the privacy of users. Leader boards, rankings and

levels provide a lot of player-related information. When the corporate culture and

social norms convey the feeling that participating in Gamification-based

applications is viewed as wasting of time, users may refrain from participating

when their playing activity is visible by achievements or leader boards. While on

the one hand game mechanics publishing user interactivity can be motivating since

they also display possible contacts and friends, they can on the other hand also be

demotivating when users tend to hide their working actions (Burke and Hiltbrand

2011).

Another threat is the so-called “Gamepocalypse” introduced by Jesse Shell.4 In

his vision Jesse Shell sketches a “gamified” future where individuals only get

Flow
Channel

Anxiety
(too hard / confusing / challenging)

Boredom
(too easy)

Skills High

High

Low

Low

C
ha

lle
ng

es

Fig. 5 State of flow between boredom and anxiety (Source: Csı́kszentmihályi 1997a)

4 http://fora.tv/2010/07/27/Jesse_Schell_Visions_of_the_Gamepocalypse
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motivated by earning points, achievements or bonuses. Every personal interaction

will be gamified. Even when brushing their teeth, eating healthier food or visiting

friends they would expect some kind of reward (Groh 2012). This also goes along

with one of the pitfalls mentioned by Burke and Hiltbrand (2011). They advise

against a moral hazard of game play referring to the risk that actual moral of an

activity will be removed and replaced by game-based rewards. Especially in cases

where the game-related rewards will be removed the original motivation of a person

to take a specific action is lost, even if it was once fun for the person (Burke and

Hiltbrand 2011).

When not carefully designed Gamification applications can also being per-

ceived as unfair. Especially in situations where one leader board or ranking is

applied in more than one Gamification-related application, users can get the

feeling they get a raw deal. Thus, it is important to avoid a usage of same leader

boards in multiple applications, when those are differing in the complexity of

tasks. Otherwise, Gamification applications create a perceived inequality (Burke

and Hiltbrand 2011).

4 Management Implications

In the following section we want to inspire managers implementing Gamification

applications by providing a selection potential use cases supporting organizations to

improve the user experience of their employees and consequently increase the

overall performance. To get a first comprehensive but brief overview on possible

usage scenarios we offer beside a short description some exemplarily Gamification

mechanisms as well as an assessment of the use case via a star rating system. We

assess the use case with regard to two aspects. First, we appreciate the usage

scenario with respect to its capability to become successful in organizations. The

higher we assume its capability, the more stars we assigned. Second, we assess its

ease of implementation. The more stars we assigned to a use case, the lower will be

its implementation effort in terms of time, costs and man power.

Table 4 Design principles for Gamification applications (Source: Groh 2012)

Relatedness Connect to personal goals

Connect to a meaningful community of interest

Create a meaningful story

Beware of social context meanings

Competence Provide interesting challenges

Provide clear visual varying, and well structured goals

Provide juicy feedback

Beware of unintended behaviors

Autonomy Play is voluntary

Beware of losing autonomy

Beware of devaluating activities
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4.1 HR: Training of Employees

Today, many firms are using e-learning platforms to educate employees or train

new, unskilled workers with little man power in periods of peak activities. How-

ever, employees have less or even no motivation to click through e-learning

programs. Often they perceive the usage of such education applications as boring

and waste of time. Traditional e-learning platforms only offer progression bars or

multiple choice questionnaires, which can be answered by the users incorrectly

without any consequences. This results in only nominal learning effects. Reasons

for the low user acceptance may be its slight user experience. We suggest enriching

e-learning platforms by implementing additional Gamification mechanisms.

Business Case

Implementation

Suggested
Gamification
Mechanisms

− Achievements
− Bonuses
− Leveling up
− Progression
− Leader boards
− Cascading information
− Virality

Because knowledge of employees is today one of the most valuable assets of

companies, we rate the business case of Gamification usage to train employees with

four out of five stars. Only, if companies have experts in particular knowledge

areas, they can remain competitive and generate revenue. Regarding the implemen-

tation effort, we assess this use case with two out of five stars. Often companies are

using commercial e-learning platforms only adjustable by its vendors. Thus, we

expect a high customization and synchronization effort.

4.2 HR: Recruiting of New Specialists

Employers are often faced to a tight job market. Companies have to battle for

experts and the situation will be aggravated because of the demographic change.

Actually, companies struggle to hire specialists and outstanding junior employees

using traditional strategies of motivation and recruiting. We therefore suggest using

so-called alternate reality games (ARG) that are implemented and offered by

special providers. At the moment these games are mostly used to promote new

products. However, ARGs are also feasible to put the player into a gaming situation,

provide some challenges and thus test his or her skills. Corresponding to players’

success in solving different kinds of problems the HR department is able to choose

adequate potential employees.
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Business Case

Implementation

Suggested
Gamification
Mechanisms

− Virality
− Cascading information
− Progression
− Countdown

− Free lunch
− Loss aversion

Since we perceive the topic of recruiting experts and young, motivated

employees as a key topic in the next years, we rate this use case with five stars.

The implementation effort is also relatively low, because the conception and

service can be purchased by external providers. Consequently, companies only

have to pay for the commercial product. Thus, we assess the implementation effort

with four out of five stars.

4.3 HR: Measure Employees’ Performance

Each year, managers negotiate target agreements with their employees. Often these

target agreements are arranged in a cascading fashion, to bring employees’ contri-

bution in line with strategic business goals and optimize their payments. Thus,

target agreements serve in nearly every company as central element for motivation

and controlling. However, besides the fact that the fulfillments of these targets are

very seldom measurable in an objective way, there are some other issues with this

controlling element. In most cases, the target agreements are defined individually

resulting in difficulties of synchronizing among the entire organization. Further-

more, the agreed targets leave only little room for adjustments to changing business

needs. From our point of view Gamification can be a potential solution for future

performance measurement of employees. Let us think this idea up in more detail.

Imagine the following scenario: A company maintains a catalogue containing all

possible targets for employees. This catalogue is managed centrally according to

the business needs of the company. Each of these targets is accompanied by the

corresponding points. Employees are maintaining their targets by their own includ-

ing reasons for their activities. These reasons facilitate the manager to check the

target against its plausibility. Finally, the system computes the actual, total points

and determines the bonus payments. Even when the business targets will change the

targets in the system and points can be adapted for all employees.
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Business Case

Implementation

Suggested
Gamification
Mechanisms

−
−
−
−
−

Achievements
Points
Bonuses
Countdown
Loss aversion

The implementation of such a target catalogue and the corresponding informa-

tion systems is quite simple to implement and provides a high value, because

changing business needs are easily to illustrate. The calculation of the payments

will be automated. Therefore, we assigned five stars for both, high business value

and low implementation effort.

4.4 IT Service Provider: Freemium Services

Virtual market places providing a number of various applications were the first who

demonstrated the success of freemium services. Freemium services are those

services that exist in two forms: a light version and a full version. Often the light

version can be purchased at low or no costs so that the buyer can get a taste of the

product. Once the customer is on the hook, he or she is more willing to buy the full

service. Such Freemium services offer a great potential for internal services,

because company-internal service providers often have some difficulties to com-

pete against external services since their return on investment is not clearly visible.

Business Case

Implementation

Suggested
Gamification
Mechanisms

−
−
−

Loss aversion
Virality
Cascading information

There is little experience on the application of Freemium services in businesses,

but we assume that the success of these trial versions may be as successful in

business contexts as in gaming background. However, we rate the business case

with two out of five stars as a result of missing experiences. The implementation

effort of Freemium services is assessed by us as very low, because the already

offered service has simply been slimed down. Thus, we gave to this use case with

respect on its implementation effort five stars.
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4.5 IT Service Provider: Increase Utilization of IT Applications

IT applications are embedded in Enterprise Systems to support organizations in

their day-to-day business. Often these applications are either purchased for a lot of

money or implemented by an IT service provider with high effort. However,

employees may be reluctant to use the applications because of a lack of qualified

trainings, low user experience and motivation. Gamification mechanisms can be

integrated in existing IT applications to improve users’ attitude toward the software

product. If the employees are more willing to use the systems, the transparency,

efficiency and accuracy of processes are also increased. Thus, we rate the business

case as highly promising and give it five stars. Depending on the adaptability and

flexibility of the particular IT application the implementation effort of Gamification

mechanisms varies. In average we assume a medium implementation effort and

assess it with three out of five stars.

Business Case

Implementation

Suggested
Gamification
Mechanisms

− Achievements
− Bonuses
−
−
−
−

Community
Virality
Cascading information
Loss aversion

5 Summary

Now you have an initial idea, how Gamification mechanics can be used to increase

user experience of software products in organizations. We expect, in the near future

Gamification will be widely used to motivate employees performing monotonous or

disliked work. By implementing in-game mechanics such as achievements,

bonuses, leader boards or community collaboration as well as in-person

mechanisms like loss aversion, envy, epic and free lunch, software users may

perceive their work as more enjoyable and desirable. Implementing Gamification

in organizational software products is no guarantee to change the game of

companies’ day-to-day business. Organizations have to consider their strategic

goals, corporate culture and predominant leadership style on the one hand, and

the individuals’ needs and preferences on the other hand.

But where can you use Gamification to generate advantages for your company?

Our suggestion is to remember the last discussions with your IT users about the

needs and problems. Now map the player types and appropriate game mechanics

matrix to the issues you still remember to find first valid approaches. Take care of
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the pits when implementing the first Gamification mechanism and you can be one of

the winners that change the game.
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Introduction of Software Product
Management at Wincor Nixdorf: Challenges
and Lessons Learned

Christian Schloegel

Abstract

The importance of product management in the software industry is widely

recognized and empirically validated. Despite its importance, the maturity

level of software product management in companies is low, many companies

struggle with the challenge of introducing product management. This paper

describes a real-world industry experience report of a product management

introduction project in a banking and retail IT Solutions Company. We illustrate

the initial situation before the product management introduction project, the

approach that has been pursued within the project, the challenges of the first year

and the experiences that have been made.

1 Introduction

Product management has been recognized as a key success factor for any enterprise

across all industries. Empirical studies such as described in Ebert (2007) have

shown that also in the software industry good product management is highly

relevant for the success of the individual products. Although, there are concrete

guidelines about key success factors for good product management available,

introduction of product management in software companies still seems rather an

art than a well-defined process (Condon 2002; Gorchels 2000). Overall, the matu-

rity level of product management in the software industry is still relatively low (van

de Weerd et al. 2010). The reasons for this are manifold: First, the software industry

historically has been driven by R&D and engineering today is still characterized by

a technology-centric approach. Second, software is an immaterial product, with no

production and logistics processes involved and changes after production are

possible (Xu and Brinkkemper 2007).
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The overall challenge of introducing product management can be approached

from different angles. First, one can provide concrete artifacts such as reference

frameworks or tools structuring and supporting the software product management

process. Reference frameworks capture relations between key process areas,

stakeholders and most important deliverables of software product management.

Some well-known examples can be found in Ebert (2007, 2009), Kilpi (1998),

Kittlaus and Clough (2009) and van de Weerd et al. (2006). A very comprehensive

and often cited framework from the practice is Pragmatic Marketing (2012).

Furthermore, tools such as requirements elicitation software support product

managers in the process and target process transparency. Second, one can follow

a behavioral research approach for a better understanding of the boundary

conditions, the cause-effect-relationships and derive best practices for a successful

introduction of product management. Introduction projects can be empirically

analyzed either following a qualitative or quantitative approach. In general, there

is not much empirical work published regarding product management introducing

projects in the software industry. In this paper we present the results of a qualitative

study in the form of an experience report at the German IT solutions company

Wincor Nixdorf, which has recently introduced product management.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we give an overview onWincor Nixdorf

and the initial situation before the introduction project. Second, we provide a

detailed description of the approach that has been pursued in the introduction

project. Third we describe the challenges and changes in the first year. Fourth we

document the experiences and lessons learned we made during the introduction

process and the first year after implementation. Finally, we summarize the paper

and give an outlook.

2 The Company and the Initial Situation

2.1 The Company: Wincor Nixdorf

Wincor Nixdorf is an internationally operating high-tech company focusing on

delivering IT solutions for the banking, retail and postal industry. The company is

providing specialized hardware and software products packaged into integrated

solutions. The company has more than 9,000 employees on a global base and is

market leader for cash handling and cash cycle solutions.

The business of Wincor Nixdorf can be grouped into three major pillars: First,

Wincor Nixdorf is providing high-tech hardware for the banking and retail industry

such as multifunctional ATMs, Automated Teller Safes (ATS), Cash Recycler,

Kiosk Terminals, POS terminals, Automated Check Outs, specific PCs for thin

client branch and store thin clients. In the hardware sector, Wincor Nixdorf is

combining innovative technologies like RFID, digital video processing or OCR to

build advanced hardware solutions.

From a software point of view as second pillar, the company is offering a

complete suite of client technologies for the specialized banking and retail
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hardware following a multi-vendor approach. Wincor Nixdorf is offering a holistic

front-office solution following a multi-channel approach for the banking market.

The largest ATM net of the world with more than 50,000 ATMs is managed by a

high scalable and reliable multi-cluster software solution from Wincor Nixdorf. It

includes forecasting, optimization, monitoring and marketing components, which

can be configured for the specific customer needs. In the retail area, the software

solutions are focused on store processes, and point of sales solutions to optimize

cash handling, cashless payments and general optimization of store processes.

Finally, the third pillar is the service area, which includes product related services,

managed services and outsourcing on a global scale. The company has a central

software development organization with several development hubs. The industry

specific software solutions are built by specialized teams with deep industry

knowledge. The central software development is extended by country specific

professional service units, which are pursuing integration, customization and indi-

vidual programming to build solutions adopted for the individual customer needs.

2.2 The Initial Situation

Major pain points of the initial situation are depicted visually in Fig. 1. The situation

before the introduction of software product management was characterized by

powerful development managers, who decided the functional scope, selected non-

functional requirements, defined the architecture, and managed release management

with an integrated quality assurance.

Product management and product marketing teams existed, but had no clearly

defined responsibilities. Product marketing was delivering high-level requirements

and product management was mainly detailing out these requirements in the form

of specifications by consulting the specific developers. The main focus of product

managers was to create sales configuration data and descriptions, providing release

notes and building the bridge to marketing, sales and legal entities. Critical and

relevant decisions regarding scope, etc. were made by the development managers.

There was no separation between custom development and standard product devel-

opment, which additionally led to fast changing priorities and a lack of clear defined

milestones. This dynamic environment caused the circumstance that the finally

implemented features and functionalities had nothing to do with the initial

specifications done by product management.

Due to a missing portfolio alignment there were multiple implementations

solving the same problem in different ways, which led to increased TCO on the

customer side and an unclear portfolio messaging to the sales group.

Due to unclear product decision responsibilities, there was a series of meetings

discussing feature and architecture requests of customers, characterized by a lack of

clear decisions. If a new or existing customer was asking about a specific feature,

the realization of this feature was dependent on the relationship of the dedicated

sales person to the development manager. A clear product strategy was missing for
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several products. As a result, a roadmap discussion with customers was quite

difficult and unsatisfying for all involved parties.

Beside all these negative aspects, it has to be emphasized that overall the

software was successful in the market. The reason for this was mainly that the

customers have been served in a rather flexible and pragmatic way. However,

the disadvantage of this flexible and pragmatic approach was that the predictability

of time, budget, architecture and committed features was rather low.

3 The Introduction Project

To improve the entire situation and to establish a more industrialized and scalable

approach, it was decided to run a realignment project. The project was under the

sponsorship of the board. Furthermore, a monthly status update within the board

meeting was carried out to track the progress of the project. The goals of the project

were defined in the very beginning with clear measurements, as depicted in Fig. 2:

To get a clear understanding of the problem and ensure the execution afterwards,

the heads of the different software and hardware units (Banking software, Banking

hardware, Retail software, Retail hardware) were appointed as project leads. To get

a common view between the two industry specific areas, the alignment of the

hardware and software processes in banking and retail represented an additional

challenge. The creation of customer solutions requires a combination of hardware

Fig. 1 Initial situation
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and software components. Therefore, it is necessary to do a joint planning and

coordination between both disciplines. The development has to take place in

parallel to achieve the challenging time-to-market demands for the customers.

We will focus in the following primarily on the software related findings. Further-

more, we will underline the cross points between software and hardware to finally

build holistic solutions, consisting of both areas.

It was obvious, that to achieve the goals and remove the identified pain points,

the changes had to be fundamental. The result was a completely new defined

operating model, which consisted of three key elements:

1. Setup a new R&D organization to support project oriented product development

and capture synergies.

2. Fundamentally change of the existing line driven to a development project

driven R&D (see Fig. 3).

3. Foster entrepreneurship through introduction of dedicated product managers.

In order to setup a new R&D organization with project oriented-product devel-

opment support and synergy effects, the following procedures were implemented:

First, R&D was organized in product oriented competency centers. Second, a new

CTO organization for technology and process excellence was introduced. To enable

the change from line driven to a development project driven R&D, the project team

introduced several improvements: The new role of project leads with development

budget and resource responsibility was established. The existing line responsibility

for development activities was shifted to project lead responsibility.

Fig. 2 Objectives of the introduction project
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Furthermore, a new project oriented common development process (with a

harmonized milestone system across all R&D units) was implemented. Finally, to

address the missing entrepreneurship and the unclear product responsibility the

following changes have been implemented by the project team:

• Separation of product management (“what do we want to develop”) from

product development (“how do we want to develop”).

• Introduce strengthened role of product management, which is independent from

development, having the end-2-end product responsibility through the whole

product lifecycle and the full R&D budget responsibility.

To achieve independency from development, it was decided, that product man-

agement will be established in the form of a separate unit. This unit is reporting to

the corresponding global heads of Software and Hardware. As a consequence, the

development units have a reporting line to the global head. At the same time the

product managers have a reporting line to the same senior manager as well. This

ensured independency between product management and development by organi-

zational design (see Fig. 4 below). Additionally, it was ensured that the global head

has end-2-end product and service responsibility including product management,

R&D and business services.

In the following we will primarily focus on the discussion of the changes which

were carried out in the product management area. The main goal was to determine a

responsible person, who manages the entire product life cycle of a certain product

or product area. This person was established as the product entrepreneur. In order to

Fig. 3 From line to project organization
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achieve this goal, the role of a product manager was redefined. The main tasks and

responsibilities assigned to this role were the following:

• Identify growth potential in respective business segment, develop product strat-

egy based on market, customer and competitor analysis in line with portfolio and

solution strategy

• Translate market requirements into business requirements as a basis for new

product developments and set up/align respective business plans

• Prepare development project jointly with R&D including functional specifica-

tion, project plan and resource plan

• Launch development projects for dedicated products and review/approve devel-

opment projects at achieved milestones

• Initiate market launch with Global Marketing (incl. communication, sales sup-

port, etc.)

• Management of product lifecycle including product phase-out.

The team was aware of the fact that the product manager has to be empowered to

bring life to the defined role and to achieve the required goals. This led to the

definition of enabling elements, supporting the extended responsibilities of the new

product managers. The product manager

• Owns the product development budget based on portfolio decisions of a joint

portfolio board,

• Is responsible for the milestones, which are covering product definition and post

development phases and

• Has decision power for milestone release during development phase of new

common milestone process

In order to clarify the role of the product manager (in the cross-divisional setup)

and to set the defined responsibilities, the project team defined the interfaces to the

major roles of the associated organizational units like development and product

marketing. The most important counterparts of the product manager role were the

Global Head

Software

SW 

Product 

Management

SW

Competence

Centers

SW

Program

Office

SW

Quality

Assurance

(part of Global

Quality)

Fig. 4 Organization structure software development and product management
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project manager role on the development side and the solution marketer role within

the marketing organization. Performing market analysis, carrying out portfolio

and solution strategy as well as management and definition of a go-to-market

strategy are the responsibilities of the solution marketer. The corresponding tasks

of the project manager are managing the execution of development projects, main-

tenance projects and customization projects within strategic customer development

projects.

As mentioned before, Wincor Nixdorf is providing solutions which can consist

of both software and hardware components. The most challenging projects are new

product developments with a tight integration between both areas. In this case, the

product managers have to work hand-in-hand and the development process has to

be aligned. Due to that reason, the project team tried to establish a process, which in

principle can work in parallel for both areas as depicted in Fig. 5. A principle idea

was that the entire company should use the same terminology when it comes to

projects, e.g. have a common understanding regarding the terms milestone, specific

deliverables, roles and responsibilities. For both areas, the concept of overall

product responsibility and budget ownership has been established. Product

managers are leading the product definition milestones (M1 and M2) and are

reviewing the product development milestones (M3–M8), which are under the

Fig. 5 Overall approach product management for software and hardware development
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responsibility of the project lead. To ensure final decisions in combined hardware-

software projects, a so called Lead PM, is defined, who has the ultimate decision in

escalation cases. This Lead PM is expected to work closely with the individual

software and hardware PMs to ensure successful project execution.

The new setup was tested in four dedicated projects, which covered all four

involved areas (software/hardware as well as banking/retail industry). The focus

was to check the developed model on new product development and continuous

improvement. One project was selected to test the new model for the development

of a software solution without hardware dependency as well as the development of

a tightly coupled software-hardware solution. With this selection all special cases of

work were covered to evaluate the new model and detect gaps as early as possible.

The outcomes of these pilot projects were the following: the business requirements,

functional specification and architectural design had a scope and quality, which

overachieved the expectations by far. It was possible to create test cases from early

beginning and detail these after reviewing the design documents. The product

definition took much longer than in the past and the executives were very nervous

about the time spent to this. But the result was positive: These projects did have a

change request rate which was only 30 % compared to the projects in the past. The

stringent milestone reviews pushed the team to deliver all requested artifacts,

because a clear supplier-customer relation was defined by every artifact. Further-

more, it became clear, which kind of secondary costs were created by focusing on

hardware requirements only and not looking at effects on the software side. By

introducing a complete business case and product managers fighting for profitabil-

ity of their areas a new dimension of constructive discussions was started. All of the

pilot projects were finished in time, scope and budget, but failed some of the

intermediate milestones because of learning effects on all sides.

4 Challenges, Changes and Achievements in the First Year

After defining the overall process, structure and responsibilities of the product

management, marketing and development organization, the new model has to

show the new approach in real life. It was obvious, that new tools, meetings,

escalation paths have to be established to support the SW product management

approach. In the center of these tools the market requirements document, the

functional specification document and the architecture design documents had to

be reviewed and adapted to the new process. Additionally a combined portfolio

meeting had to be established to align the hardware, software development in

coordination with service offerings required.

The portfolio meeting was divided in two segments. A companywide portfolio

and roadmap meeting was introduced to align the company strategy with the

dedicated product roadmaps. In this meeting the overall budget distribution on a

high level was done based on strategic goals, roadmaps and business cases of the

product managers. The scope was a budget distribution for the upcoming year. The

second meeting was an operation based portfolio alignment meeting between
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hardware, software and services. This meeting had a monthly period and was

intended to discuss the current and upcoming projects. For both meetings a frame-

work had to be worked out to ensure comparable presentations and provide decision

proposals.

For the operative product management work frameworks and tools had to work

out and introduce. The market requirements document (related to the Milestone

M1) had to include a market segmentation, a description of the market problem and

a possible solution, a holistic business case and a competitive analysis. Marketing

have to work closely with the product managers to get this document ready. The

sales people have to give an indication about the sellable amount in the next years to

give the management an indication about a possible ROI. In the beginning the M1

milestone was defined for all projects including the continuous improvement

releases. Over time it was decided, that this kind of work should be done for new

products. For the existing products a combined M1/M2 milestone was defined to

reduce the necessary work. The M2 milestone itself had to define the necessary

functionality, the project plan and more detailed effort estimation. In the combined

M1/M2 milestone an updated business case and a review on the market

requirements and competitive landscape was provided in extension to the central

documents of the M2 milestone. This led to a more realistic project approach.

Another kind of tool extension was introduced to the effort estimation within M2

milestone.

Additionally a classification of projects based on overall efforts was introduced.

The reason for this was that the senior managers could not participate in all

milestone meetings. Furthermore the effort to evaluate all checklist points for all

projects was a huge undertaking. As a result four project categories were

introduced, which had a relation to the participation list of a milestone meeting

and the amount of milestone checklist topic to be covered.

The last point was to ensure the sustainability of the new model and align all

departments to this goal. The mindset shift was a challenging undertaking, which

required senior management support.

The overall achievement of the first year was a very high transparency of the

projects and future product developments, a better strategic fit of the approved

developments and a new quality of specification documents. A dedicated ROI

transparency of all products was achieved and the business perspective got a better

quality as before. Furthermore a one voice approach for the product roadmaps and

company strategy was achieved.

5 Experiences and Lessons Learned

5.1 Experiences of the Introduction Project and the First Year

The introduction of such a radical change in the R&D operating model resulted in a

resistance behavior of the R&D organization. The major issue was that many

employees of the company were now stressed to leave the comfort zone and join
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the journey in a constructive way. First task was to give holistic information to the

whole organization about the reasons to change and the new model. The team

decided to have a town hall meeting with board support and involve the middle

management in this exercise. The model was presented and a half day was spent in

workshops to cover the first hand feedback of the managers and discuss their issues

as well as detected gaps in the model. To make it illustrative for the whole

organization, focused cartoons have been created. At the beginning, intensive

discussion specifically with the human resource department on the usefulness of

such cartoons have taken place. The project team decided to go ahead with this kind

of communication and finally it resulted in a pretty good feedback from

development.

It was obvious, that the biggest resistance came from the former development

managers, because their kingdom was cut to a project-oriented development model

with clear specifications. They precisely questioned the whole concept, especially

when something was not explained in detail. In this phase, we discovered that it is

very crucial to make crystal clear, that the change is not an option. This needs a lot

of direct communication, tight tracking of pilot projects, coaching of the new

project leads and strong support of the new product managers by top management.

In the pilot phase, a lot of time has spent to ensure, that the business requirements

are defined, the business case is valid and the functional specification has a superior

quality. It is fundamental to demonstrate the entire organization, that the new model

moves the quality of product definition to a new level. For example, in one of our

pilot projects we spent triple effort in the definition of the product. The positive

effect of this was that development recognized that for the first time a detailed

specification was available. Furthermore, this specification provided already a

stable basis to start implementation without an initial discussion.

The next hurdle was to assign a predefined budget for the development projects.

To set up a contract between the product manager and the project manager we used

the concept of power workshops. As a part of the power workshop, effort estimation

is carried out based on the input of different experts relying on function points. The

whole workshop is executed in the form of a game, similar to poker. Participants in

the power workshops are a product manager, a project manager, an architect, a

solution marketer, a professional service consultant, a quality specialist and a pilot

customer (if already available). We made very positive experiences with the power

workshop concept; specifically the quality of the effort estimations was impressive.

The product manager has to lead and steer the necessary milestone reviews to get

the product delivered in scope, time and quality. The product manager has to act as

single point of contact for change requests and strategic questions about the

product. A lot of communication has to be done to educate sales, top management

and customers that new requests have to be channeled via his or her desk. We

experienced that blocking the direct interaction is fundamental. This channeling of

the outside establishes the authority and the support of developers, because they are

recognizing the advantage to have clear priorities based on well-defined functional

specifications.
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There were also specific learning’s in the project with regard to combined

hardware and software component development. In the past, hardware was

designed and constructed without looking on firmware compatibility or investments

needed on the application software side. The company was mainly hardware driven

and the focus was on hardware innovations as priority 1. This led to the need of

realizing critical business cases on the software side, but the budget on the hardware

design was already invested, so the software group had to swallow the bitter pill. As

mentioned above, specific revenue and profitability goals have been assigned to all

product managers. This approach had to be changed fundamentally, so that at the

beginning all areas (hardware, software and service) had to provide an own business

case to get a complete picture about the solution. This resulted in new discussions at

the beginning about the value of a small piece of innovation in comparison to the

related costs afterwards. This kind of discussions could not be solved in every case

by itself, because of the different objectives of the individual product managers.

There was a need to introduce an additional concept to overcome this issue. The

decision was to define a lead product manager to have a final decision in such cases.

This lead product manager had to evaluate the different requests and to come up

with a best solution with regards to the overall company goals. The milestone

reviews also included the project lead and product manager from the other disci-

pline to recognize early indicators.

During the first year it was very hard to get all necessary participants behind the

concept of the milestone meetings. Since it was not possible to book the senior

manager to all of the necessary meetings a project classification was introduced

based on the importance of the development project. This adaptation was necessary

and for the success very important.

The creation of the business cases was a big challenge, because the competitive

data was not available at the fingertips and the necessary sales commitments was not

in the DNA of the company so far. It was a combined effort of the controlling

department, the marketing guys, the product managers and the sales people enforced

by the senior management to bring this important decision instrument to a new level.

The next improvement area was the creation of the specification documents and the

derived architecture and design documents. The quality, the documentation approach

and the methodology was very different. Often the description of the non-functional

requirements did not exist. To get a new quality of the specification documents a

requirements management project was introduced. In this project an UML-based

methodology was decided in combination with a controlled language especially for

the non-functional requirements. To improve the usability of the software a UI design

guide was created and the product managers were responsible for the creation of UI

proposals in cooperation with the available UI design experts. Concerning the limited

number of the available UI design experts, a prioritization of the projects were

necessary to manage the support of these experts. For other projects a UI framework

was defined to ensure UI consistency and provide a necessary usability.

A big discussion was the responsibility of the maintenance efforts and the testing

efforts. In the beginning these budgets were assigned to the product managers as

well. During the first year the assignment of the maintenance budget were
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redirected to the development managers. It was necessary to ensure architectural

rework, hot fixes and technological improvements of the software. A related

discussion was the budget for the development of application platform components

and reuse components. The individual product manager was not willing to invest

for such kind of additional development effort. To cover such kind of necessary

development a central budget was created to ensure these developments.

5.2 Lessons Learned of the Introduction Project and the First
Year

The overall lessons learned in the product management introduction project at

Wincor-Nixdorf can be summarized through the following key items:

• Communicate, communicate and communicate

• Take new ways of communication like posters, feedback sessions with

executives, special editions of internal newsletters etc.

• Be clear, that the new model is not an option

• Select strong product managers and give them senior management support

• Carry out face-to-face meetings on a regularly basis with the people who are

losing some of their former power

• Make sure that the product definition of the first pilots are extraordinarily good

• Block all direct approaches to development for requirements definition

• Give the product manager budget responsibility to enable the new

responsibilities

• Clarify who has the overall product responsibility and communicate this to the

organization

• Define the interfaces and responsibilities between product management, market-

ing and development in the form of detailed role descriptions.

• Use visual signs to demonstrate that the product responsibility has changed by

rearrangement of management meetings, introducing of portfolio board

meetings etc.

• Be prepared and open to adapt the model for improvements

• Develop common framework and tools to ensure document and project

consistency

• Plan central budgets to ensure creation of platform and reuse components

• Make sure, that the senior managers are attending the necessary milestone

meetings. If this is a problem, then adapt the model by introducing a project

classification based on project importance

• Focus on common methodology for specification documents

• Align all involved departments to the new model and ensure senior management

support

• Do not forget to inform all necessary departments on a global base like sales,

marketing and service departments on a global base
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6 Summary

The paper provided a detailed description and a qualitative analysis of the

experiences and lessons learned by the product management introduction project

carried out in a banking & retail IT solutions company. The initial situation was

characterized by a low predictability of time, budget, architecture and committed

features. The introduction project fundamentally changed the overall operational

model and strengthened the product management role. The new setup was first

successfully evaluated within four pilot projects.

The most relevant experiences made in the overall introduction project together

with the four pilot projects are:

(1) invest significant time in communication using different forms (visual, face-

to-face, workshops, . . .), (2) establish strong and empowered product managements

and ensure providing superior quality deliverables in the first pilot projects, and (3)

ensure explicit specification of all involved roles (product management, develop-

ment, marketing).

In the first year the project is only partly finished. There is a need to invest in the

creation of necessary tools and frameworks to support the new model. These

frameworks span from the yearly strategy and budget decision the operational

project and strategy alignment meetings and the definition of the necessary

documents of the product definition and development execution based on the

specifics of your company. It is valuable to define common methodologies for the

most important documents. The creation of a central budget is helpful to cover costs

for creation of platform or reuse components. The establishment of cross-functional

teams created a new spirit and quality, but often you are not able to staff all project

teams in this combination. In this case plan for the most important projects and

guide the others with guidelines. The senior management support has to be ensured

and the company on a global base has to be informed about the new model and the

necessary changes on all levels of the company.
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Intertwining Lean and Design Thinking:
Software Product Development from
Empathy to Shipment

Tobias Hildenbrand and Johannes Meyer

Abstract

A few years back, everybody in the industry seemed to be talking about how

“Lean Thinking” can improve software development. Best practices emerged,

books were written and Lean Thinking, associated with agile process frameworks

became somewhat of a standard work culture in software development. Now that

many people are actually practicing lean and agile development, they have

started to wonder about something called “Design Thinking”. When we coach

development teams in a large software company, we’re frequently being asked

whether Design Thinking is the next big thing substituting lean software devel-

opment. After having guided several teams through successful projects, our

verdict is: Design Thinking is not Lean’s heir; in fact the two schools can be

intertwined in many ways and complement each other very well. As we will

elaborate in this case study, they share some integral core values and goals, and

can therefore be applied in the same project without corrupting each other. As a

proof of concept, we combined and utilized the underlying set ofmethods in order

to explore a yet relatively unknown and unusual domain for SAP business

applications: Software for professional sailors and their coaches that helps them

to optimize their training experience and competitive performance.

1 Introduction: Related Work and Research Objective

Before we get into the actual sailing case study, it is important to note that SAP,

world market leader in business software for large enterprises, has started a broad

initiative to educate teams in Design Thinking, not only in development but across
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all business areas. The work culture we describe is not restricted to this project, but

is currently being broadly adopted in the company. Why would the teams that

already practice lean and agile development for several years (Schnitter and

Mackert 2011) need additional values, practices and another set of tools to do

their job?

Let us be frank here from the beginning: developing business software is

becoming more and more challenging. Together with the transforming

requirements of business customers in different industries, products have to be in

a constant cycle of innovation and adapt to ever new environments (Smith and

Reinertsen 1992). Operating in such an environment, a steady flow of good ideas is

the only justification for a business software company to flourish (Reinertsen 1997,

2009). Such a company therefore needs a structured framework not only on how it

turns ideas into sellable products, but also on how to come up with those ideas in the
first place. Design Thinking is such a framework, intended to increase the likeli-

hood and reliability of innovations developed in teams (Brown 2009; Martin 2009).

Lean Thinking, on the other hand, has proven to make teams and organizations

more efficient and transparent for almost 20 years, if you take Scrum as an

exemplary process framework (Schwaber 1995; Sutherland and Schwaber 2011).

However, Scrum assumes that teams already start with a “product vision” and a

“product backlog” without a clear picture as to where that vision will come from

(Highsmith 2009; Pichler 2010). On the enterprise level, Lean Thinking tells us to

“focus on customer value” (Womack and Jones 1990, 2003), but besides a basic

definition of “value”, i.e. “what the customer is willing to pay for”, Lean Thinking

does not provide according guiding principles on how to find out what is actually

valuable to the customer.

Besides pressure for innovation (Martin 2009), there are other good reasons why

both Lean and Design Thinking make particular sense together and have their

respective niche in the business software domain: First of all, business software

projects for large enterprises can get rather bulky, delivering complex products with

the help of many different teams (Larman and Vodde 2008). Without frameworks

like Scrum and the ability to scale beyond single teams, it’s almost certain that

resources will be wasted, especially because software is not as transparent as other

products (Leffingwell 2011).Moreover, developers in business software companies

are often not actual users of their own products. Instead, they are expected to deliver

something that their – often very IT-skilled – customers would not be able to build

at the same price; however, most often without being experts for their customers’

respective business domain and business processes. Hence, empathy is needed to

take the famous walk in the customers’ shoes and discover potentials for innovative

applications. Once these opportunities have been discovered, it’s not enough if they

are just desirable to the customer (Pichler 2010): To be reasonable as a product,

they also have to be viable in terms of business value, i.e. generate revenue for the

software company, and feasible to be developed in the first place. Hence, an

innovative and successful software product has to be desirable, viable, and feasible

at the same time (Meinel and Leifer 2011). Design Thinking has successfully
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proven to help teams and organizations balance these “three spaces of innovation”

for products, services, and customer experiences (Brown 2009).

It is therefore no surprise that both thinking schools share a fundamental set of

core values and commonalities: First, both recommend forming and empowering

interdisciplinary or so-called “cross-functional” teams (Schwaber 1995; Kelley

2008; Brown 2009; Blau et al. 2011b). This means that a team contains all skills

required to address a certain market or customer need and control is decentralized

as far as possible (Reinertsen 2009; Sutherland and Schwaber 2011). Second, both
are about taking an economic perspective on product development, i.e. taking

business value, viability, and revenue streams into account when managing the

overall product portfolio and prioritizing requirements for particular products

(Brown 2009; Reinertsen 2009). Third, the development process leverages on fast

feedback cycles and gaining additional insights for further iterations. The principle

of inspecting and adapting both product and process is inherent to lean and agile

development (Reinertsen 2009; Sutherland and Schwaber 2011). In the same vein,

Design Thinking suggests early, regular, and cheap prototyping to “deliver fast

results and generate useful feedback” (Brown 2009, p. 87; Ries 2011).

Besides these and other inherent commonalities, another reason why Lean and

Design Thinking don’t collide is that they focus on different challenges and aspects

in a development project lifecycle: While Lean Thinking and agile practices help

organizations to build and ship products right, meaning e.g. in time and in quality,

Design Thinking focuses on building the right product in the first place. Hence, it

can help teams to understand the full context of a problem space from the

perspectives of potential users and relevant stakeholders. Building on this under-

standing, teams can develop a product vision and derive requirements for what the

product could actually do for the users within their respective context. Lean

Thinking and agile methods, such as Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP, Beck

1999; Beck et al. 2001; Hildenbrand et al. 2008), and Clean Code (Martin 2008), for

instance, provide the process framework for development organizations as well as

concrete engineering principles to efficiently bring the product vision to life as

shippable software (Chow and Cao 2008; cp. Fig. 1).

It is thus understandable that business software companies are particularly

interested in introducing practices that ensure continuous and reliable innovation

through empathy and streamline development processes with minimal waste.

Nevertheless we are at the start of this journey and Design Thinking is just now

spreading from consultancies into in-house product development teams, just like

Lean Thinking spread from manufacturing into the software industry via agile

practices a few years ago (Poppendieck 2002; Poppendieck and Poppendieck

2003; Larman and Vodde 2008).

Research Objective: Based on the commonalities and possibly conflicting areas

inherent to software development as outlined above, our case study intends to shed

light on how to leverage Lean and Design Thinking in order to build the right
software right in one practical project setting. In particular, we investigate the

underlying research question of how to come up with an innovative product vision
and derive requirements in a yet unknown domain.
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Methodologically, this work follows a design science approach (Hevner et al.

2004). In doing so, our main “artifact” is the team-based process from the initial

challenge or “project brief” (cf. Brown 2009) to a first working and potentially

shippable software increment that users can apply and assess in their environment

(Schwaber 1995; see also approach in Fig. 2). Hence, we later evaluate the

usefulness of our process by customer adoption, development team satisfaction,

and other types of feedback. Our case study therefore serves as observational design

evaluation for the integrated approach described in Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 2 in particular

(Hevner et al. 2004, p. 86). The constituents of this process are based on a

combination of Lean and Design Thinking principles and practices. Moreover, we

also evaluate the process from an internal team perspective, i.e. team learning and

satisfaction as well as the “fun factor” within our development team. Our evaluation

approach is based on a single case study setting within SAP as the organizational
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Fig. 1 From lean thinking to concrete software engineering techniques
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Fig. 2 Integrated approach for sailing team Germany project at SAP
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context (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2008, 2011) and we derive an initial set of

conclusions under the particular contingencies of this case as a first step towards

an integrated theory of efficient and effective software product development with a

combination of Lean and Design Thinking principles and practices (Van de Ven

and Drazin 1985).

The rest of this book chapter is structured as follows: the following Sect. 2

presents a brief overview of the case study setting and the respective customer, i.e.

SAP’s Sailing Program for Audi Sailing Team Germany. Section 3 then describes

the process as set of practices that we designed, adapted, and intertwined for this

particular team and setting. Section 4 will evaluate and discuss our methodological

approach based on observations from the case study, while Sect. 5 will draw

conclusions for software product development and provide an outlook on future

development projects applying our approach and upcoming research programs in

our pipeline.

2 SAP’S Sailing Program and Sailing Team Germany

As of 2011, SAP is sponsoring Audi Sailing Team Germany (STG), a recent

initiative geared at promoting athletic sailing and building a common organiza-

tional structure between Germany’s many diverse and clustered sailing clubs. As

Marcus Baur, former Olympic sailor and co-head of STG, points out in an inter-

view: “Sailing Team Germany has come together to achieve the goal of making

Germany one of the best sailing nations in the world again” (STG 2011).

When analyzing the domain, many people underestimate that sailing is a highly

strategic sport. In the majority of boat classes, it is not so much physical fitness, but

experienced judgment of weather, water conditions and venues that make teams

win. It is finding the adequate trim settings, being on the right side of the venue and

anticipating events before they actually occur.

SAP as a software vendor chose to support STG’s ambitious goal with software.

Besides the classical support of a sponsor, SAP is particularly interested in show-

casing its technology and ways of working by building software that provides true

value to the sport. In an initial analysis of what SAP technology could do for the

sailing domain, one of several emerging challenges was How might we improve
knowledge transfer among sailors and coaches so they can benefit from each
other’s experience and improve performance? According to Marcus Baur, a fast

knowledge transfer from experienced to younger sailors would offer a powerful and

sustainable competitive advantage for the German sailing team towards the Olym-

pic Games in London in 2012 and beyond (STG 2011).

You can call it lucky or not that the team that was selected to work on this

challenge had not been in contact with the sailing domain before. The team

included five developers, one Scrum Master, one Product Owner, as well as several

part-time experts e.g. for user interface design, mobile applications, and Java

platform services. From the beginning it was clear that there was a lot of learning
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to do before the team would get to a solid idea of what their product should do and

what their impact on the users’ daily experience should be.

On the other hand, starting a project without any assumptions gave us as coaches

the chance to also intertwine our respective experience from both Lean and Design

Thinking. This way, we developed a custom-made, integrated approach that was

supposed to help the team get up to speed with sailing and build shippable software

eventually. To be able to do so, they first needed to understand the sailors’

problems, come up with an innovative product vision and derive high-level

requirements for this yet unknown domain.

3 Intertwining Lean and Design Thinking

This section presents the integrated process and its application as part of the case

study. In the overview, the different phases and objectives of the project are

described along with the respective methods, practices, and techniques from Lean

and Design Thinking.

3.1 Our Overall Approach

Lean software product development (Larman and Vodde 2008; Reinertsen 2009;

Larman and Vodde 2010; Leffingwell 2011) has been adopted as a standard

approach in SAP development for almost 3 years starting in 2009 (Schnitter and

Mackert 2011; Blau et al. 2011a).

SAP’s change template for this transition included (1) Lean Thinking principles

as a basis (Womack and Jones 2003), (2) agile principles from the Agile Manifesto

(Beck et al. 2001), (3) standard agile process frameworks such as Scrum

(Sutherland and Schwaber 2011) and Kanban (Anderson 2010), as well as (4)

well-established agile engineering techniques, e.g. from XP and Clean Code

(Beck 1999; Martin 2009). The latter is seen as critical success factor in most

Agile projects and missing link to the actual software “shop floor”, i.e. the devel-

opment teams, in large-scale Lean implementations (Chow and Cao 2008).

Figure 1 shows how Lean, agile principles, Scrum as a process framework, and

agile engineering techniques such as XP can build upon and complement each other

within SAP’s overall “Lean Development Model” to enable successful software

projects (Chow and Cao 2008):

Taken together, this new approach SAP is taking can be summarized for

particular lines of business or bigger solutions as follows: instead of a large group

spending a long time building a big piece of software, many smaller teams spend a

short time (2–4 week iterations) building small pieces of software, while integrating

regularly to see the whole (cp. also Kniberg 2007).

SAP’s lean development approach, as described above, however, does not

directly tell you how to come up with an innovative product vision and a good

product backlog that includes the relevant requirements as “user stories”
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(Leffingwell 2011), ordered according to customer value or other criteria

(Sutherland and Schwaber 2011).

When we started to design a suitable approach to achieve this for our sailing

project, it turned out to be necessary to synchronize on some of the terminology that

Lean and Design Thinking use. As a result of this discussion, we came across

overlaps for the following descriptions:

Table 1 contrasts selected terminology from our perspective: what Lean thinking

calls requirements (Reinertsen 2009; Leffingwell 2011), may be what Design

Thinking understands as “needs” coming out of a research phase. In both worlds,

a persona embodies an archetypical user or user category (Patton 2008; Brown

2009). However, agile methods for requirements engineering (Hildenbrand et al.

2008) such as story mapping usually do not accurately distinguish as-is and to-be

descriptions while Design Thinking clearly separates the problem space (as-is

scenario) and the solution space (to-be scenario, see Meinel and Leifer 2011, for

instance).

Moreover, lean and agile practices such as Scrum suggest decomposing the

“solution idea” or “prototype” (Brown 2009) into a “product backlog” consisting

of “backlog items” (Sutherland and Schwaber 2011) to answer the question what it

actually takes to “bring the product to life” (Pichler 2010). Backlog items can be

described as requirements from a user perspective in the form of so-called “user

stories” (Cohn 2004). Larger, coarse-grained user stories are often called “epics”

(Leffingwell 2011) and correspond to the to-be scenarios used in Design Thinking

projects, e.g. prototyped with storyboards (Kelley 2001; Brown 2009).

After synchronizing on language and terminology, we derived our development

approach based on the goals and boundary conditions given in the STG project. For

instance, the team already decided to visit Kiel Week in June 2011 to meet the

sailors and a preliminary shipment of useable software was planned for the German

Championships in Travemuende in September 2011.

Figure 2 shows how we planned the transition from Design Thinking-driven user

research to lean and agile development practices in later phases of the project. Our

intention was to allow for an initial phase in which the team would not “think code”

yet but just concentrate on the user:

While this visualization may suggest that agile practices played no role at the

beginning of the project that is not the case: In fact, before our first project

milestone, Kiel Week in June 2011, the team also maintained a backlog of things

Table 1 Overlapping terminology in lean and design thinking

Lean thinking and agile practices Design thinking

Requirement User need

Persona Persona

Usage sequence As-is scenario

Product vision Solution

Epic (i.e. a coarse-grained user story) To-be scenario

Product backlog item, e.g. as user story Solution idea, prototype, implementation
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to develop and prepare, e.g. interview guides, appointments, and other logistics,

with the “sprint goal” of preparing the user- and venue research (Sutherland and

Schwaber 2011). Despite not developing any software yet, we used a Scrum-like

process to learn as a team, get the most important things done prior to Kiel and

make efficient use of the time at the sailing event. With the input gathered during

these preparations and at the actual event, we then wanted to agree on our product

vision and derive the “real backlog” in order to start continuous development and

backlog refinement activities (cp. Fig. 2). That is, later on we wanted to run the

project in a rather “standard lean and agile mode”, as it was familiar to the team

from previous development projects at SAP.

However, we think the process shown in Fig. 2 is only one of many possible

ways in which a combination and intertwining of Lean and Design Thinking

practices can be realized. In our particular case, it helped us to manage the transition

from zero sailing domain knowledge to actually building shippable software for

professional sailors and their coaches.

As indicated in Fig. 2, we therefore define three major phases: Phase 1 includes

user research, envisioning, and training of the team. In Phase 2, our goal was to
merge all the findings from Phase 1 and come out with a stable product vision and a

first set of requirements as user stories in the team’s product backlog. Phase 3
would then cover the actual coding and continuous feedback loops with

stakeholders.

3.2 User Research, Envisioning, and Trainings (Phase 1)

Since the development team, including the product owner, did not have much

experience in the sailing domain, we guided them through research to build up

empathy for the potential users and a basic understanding of the domain. Classical

Design Thinking (Meinel and Leifer 2011) suggests “observation” as the first

diverging phase in an innovation project. In our software development domain,

this has been extended to “360� Research”, referring to observation and interviews

with users plus secondary sources like analysts and thought leaders, competitors,

analogous and adjacent domains.

In the sailing case, this meant that the team actually talked to sailors and coaches

in their natural environment and observed their current behaviors, scrutinized

existing “tools” (both on paper and electronic ones) and analyzed their goals and

feelings. Secondly, they looked at sailing competitions and similar domains such as

show jumping, formula one, and gliding, to name just a few. Third, they informed

themselves and plunged into the sailing domain by analyzing books and articles, as

well as computer-based sailing simulators.

To get some real-world and direct user experience, the team went to Kiel Week,

one of Germany’s biggest annual sailing events. Within this week, 15 interviews

with various sailors, coaches, and other experts were scheduled and conducted by

sub-teams of two members of the team including the developers, product owner,

Scrum master, etc. Moreover, we reserved time for the observation of race
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preparations and actual regattas at the venue site. Last but not least, a full immer-

sion into the topic was achieved by actually sailing as a team in Kiel.

Researching openly, without a direct objective for the product design, was also

lots of fun for the team and within an impressively short time, they grew both

together as a team, and into experts in their new domain.

3.3 Synthesis, Vision, and Backlog Elaboration (Phase 2)

Our clothes still soaked with salt water, we returned from Kiel to SAPWalldorf and

started synthesizing what we had learned so far as a team. As part of our overall

process (see Fig. 2), us coaches suggested conducting a 3-day workshop to develop

the product vision, derive a backlog and start development team work. Table 2.

summarizes the overall workshop agenda:

Workshop Day 1 – Back in the office, we applied Design Thinking practices

such as time-boxed synthesis of key statements by our potential users. Each of the

interviews was reported by the respective interviewers from the team in a round of

so-called “storytelling”; information about user needs, pain points, and other

potential insights was put on post-its (see Fig. 3).

In our setup, storytelling allowed six minutes per research area and no

discussions, with questions being parked on a designated parking lot flip chart.

That way, each team member was able to absorb the insights from all other

interviews, including the ones they had not attended themselves.

After collecting about 250 of these data points, we clustered them into topic

groups. We selected “silent clustering” for efficiency reasons, i.e. the participants

put their share of the data points on a pin board and placed related ones close to each

other. The overall arrangement could be changed by everyone until the clusters

converge. With the highlights of about 20 clusters in mind (the clusters we found

included “audio/video support”, “trimming”, and “tracking the boats”, for

instance), we developed our first two personas as stereotypical users: Tina the

professional sailor and Thomas, a coach. The persona descriptions included their

age, profession, boat class, background, motivation, and pain points. Design Think-

ing recommends this synthesis to get from diverging into converging mode and

make empathy possible through focused formats.

Table 2 Overall workshop agenda for synthesis, vision, and backlog elaboration (phase 2)

Workshop Day 1 Workshop Day 2 Workshop Day 3

Synthesis: storytelling and

clustering of observations

Product vision: statement Recap: Lean/agile development,

Scrum and Kanban

Point-of-view: personas for

expected users

Story map: usage sequence,

personas, epics (backbone)

Overview of concrete agile
software engineering practices

Ideation and prototyping User story writing in pairs Working model and charter,

tool support required

Vision: product box Story map review,

prioritization and “slicing” of

map

Review of overall workshop

results with Marcus (STG)
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With these “flesh-and-blood” users and lots of fresh impressions from Kiel in

mind, we were ready to switch on the “solution engine” and finally start to think

about solution ideas to address some of the users’ problems. Within three intense

days in the field (2 days interviews, 1 day processing), the team had “build up a deep

understanding of the sailing domain from a user perspective”, as they mentioned in

one of the later retrospective meetings. Now they were able to make the right

decisions on the product features most useful and desirable to their personas.

With a structured view on needs and pain points, the first ideas started to spark

and the team went into their first ideation session where they developed rough drafts

of screens and to-be usage scenarios (cp. Table 1) the user could possibly go

through in the future.

Figure 4 depicts an example of how a sailor could use our software on a mobile

tablet device to record and share their experience after sailing while receiving post-

race physiotherapy:

This “educated brain dump” was also a perfect warm-up for developing the

product vision in the form of a sneak preview software package (called a “vision

box”, Highsmith 2009) with a product name, unique selling propositions, and some

key features on it. We concluded day 1 with a first rough overall product vision in

the form of the vision box and a brief vision statement:

Sail Better provides easy access to training, trim, and venue data from various sources,

allows you to log your own experience and learn from others – fostering collaboration

between coaches and sailors to optimize your sailing performance

Workshop Day 2 – with our common product vision and personas already in

place, we had an ideal starting point for developing our first product backlog. At this

point some great ideas were on the table, but the team including product owner was

not even close to having requirements as concrete backlog items to start develop-

ment yet. Our agile tool of choice to get a full end-to-end picture of the users’

processes and possible backlog items was thus a user story map (Patton 2008, see

outline and data model in Fig. 5; cp. also terminology in Table 1):

Fig. 3 Example observations from storytelling in synthesis phase of workshop day 1
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Fed by the ideas that had come up as prototypes in our day 1 ideation session and

based on all the newly acquired knowledge about the daily lives of the user roles, it

proved to be surprisingly easy for the team to first come up with an overarching

usage sequence for sailors and coaches along the course of one season (i.e. one

calendar year), and then fill this “backbone” with insight-based epics and user

stories (Patton 2008; Leffingwell 2011). As the product owner put it:

The team was so well warmed up, that we could write the user stories and immediately fill

the story map as basis for our product backlog. This made my job a lot easier at this point in

time.

Later, the map served as central reference for the product owner, customers and

the team to see what the overall product is supposed to look like, what the current

progress to plan is in terms of user stories implemented and remaining work as well

as which ideas they want to implement next for which part of the user’s daily

conduct. Particular user stories are then pulled for sprint planning priority-wise and

broken down into smaller stories to fit the sprints (Sutherland and Schwaber 2011;

see also Sect. 3.4 and Table 3 for the team’s concrete approach to working with user

stories and done criteria along sprints).

Workshop Day 3 – on our last workshop day, we focused on how the team

wants to work with the backlog. After having compiled and ordered a decent set of

user stories, i.e. after having an actual backlog, we needed to discuss our working

model as a team. To facilitate this, we presented and recapitulated existing lean and

agile good practices to the team and decided afterwards which approach we start

Fig. 4 Example of an early paper prototype for an experience with a mobile application
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with, and what our concrete “team parameters” for the Sail Better project would be,

e.g. sprint length, time for daily scrum meetings, done criteria for user stories, etc.

After discussing Scrum and Kanban as possible process frameworks and

highlighting some proven agile engineering practices at SAP, we put the major

parameters of our collaboration model such as initial sprint length, time for daily

stand-up meetings, time boxes for backlog grooming and retrospectives, etc. on a

team charter, “signed it with blood” (only in the figurative sense), and copied them

to our team wiki. The team also decided to conduct continuous ideation and

prototyping sessions for particular user stories. That is, the team iterates and ideates

on certain aspects of the solution that are not yet so well understood as part of our

development sprints (also called “spikes” in agile development, cf. Leffingwell

2011). We time-boxed these sessions to 1–2 h maximum and used paper

prototyping as primary low fidelity tool to communicate about ideas and get

feedback (see Sect. 3.4 and Table 3 in particular).

As a summary of post-Kiel workshop results, we had a clear product vision and

backlog which was validated and aligned with our customer, STG. The team had

agreed on a working model and our story map helped us to constantly maintain and

overview of our requirements and continuously refine the features. Especially the

personas (Tina and Thomas) keep us focused on our end users and facilitated

communication within the team:

Hey Chris, do you think Tina would find this radio button intuitive?

Paper prototypes and other cheap artifacts enabled us to continuously receive

fast feedback from customers and colleagues right from the beginning and reduced

risk tremendously.

One major problem we were facing was the fact that two developers had to go

back to Palo Alto (USA) and work from there most of the time. That meant we

needed to find suitable meeting times for both locations, had to get a sound station,

figure out how to ensure transparency on major decisions and updates also elec-

tronically, etc. The main part of the team in Walldorf, however, used the artifacts

from Kiel to “decorate” their shared office space and added lots of face-to-face

collaboration tools, e.g. whiteboards, a projector, stand-up tables, loads of post-its

as well as movable walls. Hence, the team room fosters communication (in terms of

quality and frequency) and collaboration by full overall transparency and visual

management. You would also often find pairs of developers discussing in the

nearby coffee corner.

Table 3 Three-level approach of implementing user stories to get feedback

Artifact Description and done criteria

1. Working

software

User story fully deployed and integrated into on-demand application so that it

can be tested in a browser on different devices

2. Hi-Fi

prototype

Digital representation of relevant screen including the application’s HTML5 UI

design (in Visio or PowerPoint format)

3. Lo-Fi

prototype

Paper prototype to communicate the basic idea, data fields, application

workflow, etc., e.g. wireframes on A4 paper or comic-style user stories
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3.4 Scrum-Based Development and Continuous Design (Phase 3)

Literally on day four, i.e. day one after the workshop described above, the team

started elaborating the early prototypes and user stories while receiving continuous

feedback by STG.

As indicated in Fig. 2, we planned to get into a regular lean and agile develop-

ment mode after a first complete delivery of the software at the German

Championships in Travemuende. Since we were applying agile methods right

from the start (see Sect. 3.2), i.e. maintaining an ordered backlog, working in

iterations, etc., the transition from a predominantly Design Thinking-driven work-

ing mode to business-as-usual Scrum was very smooth. However, we never stopped

experimenting with Design Thinking methods and techniques during Sprints and

the team actively requested moderated breakout sessions when they approached

new and unclear user stories.

In order to realize regular feedback and gain as many additional insights as

possible from our STG users, the team agreed on three-levels of user story comple-

tion and according done criteria (cf. Sutherland and Schwaber 2011 and Table 3): if

the team could not deliver the story as working software within one sprint, they

tried to at least come up with a prototype to evaluate with STG. Sometimes a low-

fidelity prototype, e.g. wireframe on paper, was just enough to get feedback. High-

fidelity prototypes created with the help of professional user interface (UI)

designers and tools such as Visio and PowerPoint were also utilized to refine

paper prototype and get additional feedback on the actual look and feel before

implementing the screen in HTML5. When stories were deployed and integrated,

the users from STG could immediately access the new functionality via the on-

demand platform.

4 Evaluation and Discussion

As a result of implementing our process, the team managed to get from zero sailing

expertise in June 2011 to a first “shipment” to their customer, Audi Sailing Team

Germany, as part of the German Championships in Travemuende in September

2011, i.e. after about 3 months. The feedback on our initial backlog, first prototypes

and first software release was very positive and constructive. Due to the fact that we

had cheap paper prototypes very early, even during our first team workshop, and

continuously evaluated, discarded and/or refined these artifacts, the team received

constant feedback from Sailing Team Germany and thus began to “flow”.

4.1 Evaluation of Development Process from Empathy
to Shipment

After a first delivery of the software in September 2011 in Travemuende, Germany,

we collected feedback from the development team, Scrum Master, Product Owner,

and STG as customer: most importantly, our customer and the users from STG
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confirmed that what the team built within the given time frame of barely 3 months

went far beyond their expectations (STG 2011):

SAP Sail Better helps us to optimize what we do and it also helps us to innovate.

The Sail Better software has been delivered as an on demand solution with

HTML5 UI. Thus, user stories for sailors and coaches could be evaluated in a real-

live user environment on the intended devices such as laptops and iPads. At the

World Championships in Perth in November, an extended shipment with all major

user stories was provided and evaluated by STG: The Sail Better software solution

is deemed highly useful to improve the preparations for the Olympic Games in

London in 2012 – or as one professional sailor put it in Perth last year (STG 2011):

It is a big advantage over all competitors that we race against [at the world championships].

STG was not only impressed by the software, but also by the methods that have

been applied. The product owner (PO) also underlined that the user story map

helped him a lot to communicate with both the customer and the development team.

Moreover, the PO appreciated that the team was able to nail down the first set of

relevant user stories based on their finding from research and the visit to Kiel.

Compared to other agile projects, this meant a tremendous boost on the way to

development start. PO, development team, and Scrum Master (cf. Sutherland and

Schwaber 2011) emphasized that in general the development of the team from

having no clue about sailing to being ready to develop after Kiel Week and the

workshop was amazing.

Based on our findings and evaluation results, the body of knowledge in both

Design Thinking and Lean software product development and our experience with

the STG project, we found some first themes to be discussed. The team is generally

very positive that the time taken “before actually coding” is deemed useful for their

result. All in all, they also claimed that

More projects should have an explicit Lean and Design Thinking coach.

Besides this general evaluation of the process, three main “patterns” which we

also observed at other projects at SAP have been reconfirmed as findings by our

case study:

(1) The story mapping technique (Patton 2008) helped us to synthesize and

leverage on the findings from user research and bring the “to-be perspective” from

Design Thinking into our backlog. (2) Despite the tight time frame, it paid off to

spend a considerable amount of time for better understanding the problem domain,

concrete user needs and impediments in the development project, i.e. we stopped to
think at defined points in time. (3) Ideation and prototyping sessions – both, at the

outset and within the sprints – enabled us to get fast feedback from our users.

Superficially, Lean Thinking might define this as waste, but creating tangible and

visual results very early potentially saved us from creating even more waste in the

course of the project (see example in Sect. 4.3).
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4.2 Story Maps Can Bridge the Gap from Research to Backlog

Story Mapping proved to be a powerful tool to structure the features of a classical

prototype into a backlog. Especially in software product development it is impor-

tant to consider the full life- or usage cycle of a product, and story maps can help

raise awareness for details in the sequence. The team and especially the product

owner confirmed the story map to be a useful reference in sprint planning and

prioritization.

Story maps are structured and rather unemotional: because they follow the user’s

“Day in a Life” though, they can connect to Design Thinking much better than a

classical backlog representation as a flat list. The reuse of the synthesized personas

and thereby research data can help the team to empathize with the respective user

stories.

Nevertheless our process applied in the STG case study had its biggest weakness

at the point where the user story took over the results of our prototyping and product

vision exercises. There is one interesting pitfall that has to be analyzed in more

detail: As an innovation method, Design Thinking makes a strong point to differ-

entiate between as-is and to-be scenarios and processes from a user perspective.

While in “classical” agile requirements engineering (cf. Leffingwell 2011), these

two points of reference are often the same in order to support the current process,

Design Thinking has the very aim of disrupting the status quo with a true

innovation.

For the team in our STG case, this “little” difference turned out to be difficult.

Their feedback was that it was unclear what exactly should go on the story map.

While they were eager to reuse the artifacts they had developed in the Design

Thinking steps, there were two different sources they could draw from: The

research data that described as-is processes and the future scenarios described in

the prototypes. However, in agile development, there is only one map.

Our impression is that story mapping can be used for both, but with a clear

distinction. A story map that assembles an overview of the current process can be a

possible research artifact, but not automatically a basis for an innovative product

and the respective backlog. If the story map is supposed to feed the backlog, it has to

emerge from the usage scenario of the future solution. To make this transition

possible, the respective prototypes themselves must already have a strong emphasis

on the process (mockups are not enough), on the way they will influence the user’s

daily conduct in the future. On the other hand, it may help to enrich the story map to

create more empathy. The use of visuals and pictures, for example, may be a way to

improve the logical connection between prototypes and the story map. If we put

descriptions of usage processes into the prototype and emotions into our story maps,

they are likely to work even better.
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4.3 Take Your Time, Stop to Think

Design Thinking suggests to spent sufficient time for observing and conducting user

research to better understand the underlying problem space, customer needs, and

develop true empathy for future users. This enables teams and organizations to

build products that are desirable, feasible, and viable. Moreover, iteration in Design

Thinking accepts the fact that a complete restart might be required due to insightful

feedback from users (Brown 2009; Ries 2011).

Lean Thinking, on the other hand, reserves time to analyze which processes

directly contribute to customer value, which ones are non-value-adding but none-

theless necessary, and which ones are deemed obvious waste. Retrospectives in

Scrum (Derby and Schwaber 2006) and other methods, such as A3-based problem

solving (Rother 2010) give guidelines on how to achieve continuous improvement,

i.e. “sharpening the axe” efficiently and sustainably. In our STG project, for

instance, we also conducted regular retrospectives in order to streamline the team

processes.

Bottom line, both thinking schools reserve a reasonable amount of time for the

implementation of their core values such as identifying value-adding activities and

eliminating waste in recurring processes (in Lean Thinking) as well as developing

empathy for user needs and pains by taking a user perspective and investing in

exhaustive research and continuous prototyping (in Design Thinking). One could

say that they both “stop to think”, i.e. stop in order to think. In both cases, the time

spent for thinking in these respects is well invested. The successful shipment of the

“Sail Better” software to STG is one more proof point.

4.4 Innovation Needs Some Waste

“Waste” is a term from Lean Thinking and lean production systems coined at

Toyota and Porsche, for instance. Waste denotes activities and processes that do

not add direct value for the end customer in the sense that value is defined as

“something the customer is willing to pay for” (Womack et al. 1990; Poppendieck

2002; Poppendieck and Poppendieck 2003; Womack and Jones 2003).

Innovation approaches such as Design Thinking, on the other hand, foster “real”

brainstorming and the creation of ideas in large quantities. Many of these ideas

might be discarded right away or later in the process based on relentless user

feedback. That is, they literally end up in the “waste bin”. Moreover, Design

Thinking also suggests rapid and cheap prototyping to get feedback in order to

“fail early and often” (Brown 2009, p. 87). Again, many of these prototypes will

end up in the waste bin after they served their purpose of leveraging feedback on

existing solution approaches or inspiring even better ideas.

Now, despite all the waste, can our two thinking schools intertwine to solve

problems for the software industry that neither one could on its own? We think so,

especially in standard software development processes. Just imagine this simple

example:
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A development team combines Design Thinking and Scrum. They spend a serious amount

of time for user research, brainstorming, ideation, paper prototypes, etc. – similar to our

team developing “Sail Better” for STG. Let us say 20 percent of their ideas make it into the

final product which becomes a blockbuster – i.e. in Lean Thinking terms, ideation inferred

80 percent waste. On the other hand, another team does it the “textbook agile way” with

some requirements workshops, user story writing, and backlog grooming. They realize 80

percent of the initial backlog, but the product completely fails on the market despite

efficient development processes.

In Lean Thinking terms, the latter implies close to 100 % waste, since no

customer is willing to pay for the software eventually (see also the “Lean Startup”

approach by Ries 2011).

5 Conclusion and Outlook

To conclude, let’s summarize again why the combination of the two thinking

schools is so promising and how it helps software development teams to come up

with an innovative product vision and derive requirements in a yet unknown

domain:

While Lean Thinking and agile practices are meant to help us building products

right, i.e. in-time, in-quality, etc., Design Thinking can help us to build the right

product based on a valid customer problem in the first place. Both thinking schools

address responding to desire at the customer side and working efficiently as a team,

however with different emphasis: a lean development project, for example, expects

the agile team and the product owner in particular, to already have a product vision

ready. But where does that vision come from? Design Thinking, on the other hand,

provides various methods to build empathy with end users and other inspiration

sources for developing a solution idea or product vision as well as prototypes for

what the product should actually do for the end user. But after that, it lacks a clear

framework of the roles, artifacts, tools, and necessary steps that can take the vision

from prototype to a shippable product.

In our concrete case, the STG project, we learned that understanding and

developing empathy for the customers’ context and experience enables the team

to elaborate and choose the right backlog items and user stories to be developed.

This process is mainly driven by Design Thinking practices. Iterative development

and thus fast feedback reduces project risk and ensures efficient delivery and

shipment of the software. The development and delivery process of Sail Better is

mainly based on common Lean and Agile practices.

Besides the positive feedback from the team and the customers on both the

approach and the solution, three main findings evolved from our case study: (1)

User story maps can serve as a tool to bridge the gap from the empathy and insights

gained with Design Thinking practices and the backlog to build the solution, (2)

both thinking schools suggest to reserve a substantial amount of project time, i.e.

stop to think, for implementing their core values, such as developing empathy by

means of observation, user research, etc. as well as eliminating waste by reflecting
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the value-add created by particular processes, obvious waste, and according analy-

sis and improvement activities. (3) Innovation and great solutions do not come for

free and it may require a little “waste” due to scoping and prototyping from a Lean

perspective in order to gain fast feedback and succeed eventually. Moreover,

several core values of the two thinking schools are almost identical and hence

facilitate intertwining the respective methods and techniques: e.g. cross-functional

or multi-disciplinary teams working in iterations, continuous and fast feedback

loops (“inspect and adapt”) as well as a clear focus on customer value and desire.

Our future research on Lean and Design Thinking will include a multi-case study

across 10–50 so-called “early adopter” projects at SAP that implement Lean and

Design Thinking. In order to come closer to an integrated theory of both efficient

and innovative software product development with Lean and Design Thinking

principles and practices we need to better understand the contingencies in different

project settings (Van de Ven 1985). Particular process design challenges include the

smooth and efficient information and artifact flow from divergent and convergent

thinking in iterative problem scoping and solution development. As we already

experienced in the STG project, a clear distinction but smooth transition from as-is

to to-be scenarios is critical to maintain this information flow. Another research

trajectory revolves around scaling and embedding Design Thinking in a larger lean

and agile enterprise software development setting. By this overall research agenda

we try to address that managing the transition from traditional waterfall-like

development and scaling reliable innovation and efficient delivery for up to 100

development teams working on one complex solution for various customer

segments will be one of the major challenges in the software industry.
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The Relationship Between Scrum
and Release Planning Activities:
An Exploratory Case Study

Michail Theuns, Kevin Vlaanderen, and Sjaak Brinkkemper

Abstract

In modern product software development settings, it becomes increasingly

important to deal with rapid changes in scope, large numbers of users, and

regular releases. These circumstances are ideal for an agile development

method such as Scrum to prove its value. However, the implications that

Scrum has on software product management (SPM) processes have not been

investigated in detail. In this paper, we provide more insight into the link

between release planning processes and Scrum, by performing a case study at

a large Dutch social network provider. The results show an evolutionary

approach to the implementation of Scrum, and the relation between several

Scrum concepts and SPM capabilities. The findings presented in this paper

contribute to more insight into the link between Scrum and SPM and can be of

help to product software organizations that employ the Scrum development

method.

1 Introduction

In contrast to traditional software packages tailored to satisfy one specific customer,

today’s software market shows a variety of product software packages that are

aimed to serve an entire market with many customers (Regnell and Brinkkemper

2005). Because product software is released for an entire market instead of for just

one customer, the development and management of product software is more

complex. For example, while a customer-specific software package has to deal

with a limited number of requirements coming from just one customer, product
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software has to deal with both an increasing amount of internal and external

stakeholders (Ebert 2007), a large amount of requirements and often a much higher

release frequency (Weerd et al. 2006).

These circumstances form an ideal environment for agile software development

methods. Agile software development methods such as DSDM (Stapleton 1997),

Extreme Programming (Beck 1999) and Scrum (Schwaber 1995) enable software

companies to dynamically respond to changes in both development environment

and target environment (Schwaber 1995). The benefits of agile software develop-

ment already gained a lot of attention in scientific literature (Dingsøyr et al. 2006;

Fitzgerald et al. 2006; Mann and Maurer 2005) and even the applicability of agile

principles to the domain of software product management (SPM) gained some

attention recently (Vlaanderen et al. 2011), although more research should reveal

its applicability to other areas as well (Maglyas et al. 2011). However, the effects or

implications of the implementation of agile development methods for a company’s

SPM processes haven’t been investigated in detail yet. In this paper, we describe the

implementation of Scrum at a large Dutch online social network provider. Using the

situational assessment method (Bekkers et al. 2010), we identify the steps that were

taken during the Scrum implementation and the effects it had on the company’s

SPM processes. The scope of the changes to the SPM processes at the case company

is too large to present in this paper entirely. For this reason, we limit our results to

the effects of Scrum on the release planning processes. Release planning is often

concerned with large amounts of requirements and a high release frequency (Weerd

et al. 2006), making it a critical task in the process of developing a successful

product. The results can help companies on the verge of implementing an agile

development method by providing guidance on how to prepare their SPM processes

to facilitate a smooth and successful implementation. In addition, the results form a

valuable addition to the knowledge infrastructure (Weerd et al. 2006; Vlaanderen

et al. 2011) that is being developed to support product managers in improving their

SPM processes.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we

describe the research approach followed during this project. In Sect. 3, we position

our work within existing scientific literature, after which we present our case study

results in Sect. 4. We analyze the results in Sect. 5, where we link Scrum elements

to release planning capabilities. We conclude with a discussion of our research in

Sect. 6, and some pointers towards open research areas in Sect. 7.

2 Case Study Research Design

2.1 Research Question

This research aims at elaborating the relation between Scrum concepts and release

planning processes. This information can be of value to companies that struggle

with the interaction between agile release planning and the management of software

products. By presenting the link between Scrum concepts and (in this case) release
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planning processes, and the growth in maturity that can be expected when

implementing Scrum concepts, companies are given a handhold that shows which

release planning capabilities can be implemented by the introduction to Scrum,

allowing them to focus on implementing other software product management

capabilities. To guide this research, the following main research question is

answered throughout this paper:

How are release planning capabilities related to the activities and concepts within the

Scrum development method?

As acknowledged by Levy and Ellis (2006), building a solid theoretical founda-

tion that is based on high quality resources enables researcher to better explain as

well as understand the problems under investigation. Hence, we first focus on

providing the reader with a clear description of software product management in

general and release planning in particular. Furthermore, since this paper aims at

discovering the relation between Scrum concepts and release planning processes,

we will explain the concept of the Scrum development method and the elements

associated with it. The next two subsections explain how we gathered and analyzed

our data at the case company.

2.2 Data Gathering

Because we want to examine a phenomenon in its natural setting by gathering

information from one or more entities (Benbasat et al. 1987), this research is set up

as a case study. The case study is performed at a large Dutch online social network

provider, which is explained in more detail in Sect. 4. Several methods for data

collection during case studies are described in literature (Yin 2009). For our

research, we initially conduct semi-structured interviews with four employees

that were actively involved in improving the SPM processes and the implementa-

tion of Scrum. In order to obtain a clear and correct understanding of the evolution

of the release planning processes at the case company as they implemented Scrum,

we interviewed a developer, two product managers, and the head of product (also a

member of the company board). The interviews were done in retrospect, meaning

that the process improvements that are subject to this research were already

implemented at the time of the interviews. However, all of the interviewees have

been employed at the case company for at least 3 years, so they were involved in the

process improvements from the beginning. This allowed us to gain a complete and

correct picture of both operational and strategic processes, and the effects the

implementation of Scrum had on these processes. To guide the interviews, a

predefined questionnaire was used to ensure we would gather all the data needed

to determine the maturity of the release planning processes over time, as we will

describe in the next section. The one and a half hour interviews were semi-

structured, because they are both well suited for the reconstruction of the process

changes, as well as for the exploration of the perceptions and opinions of

respondents regarding complex and sometimes sensitive issues. In addition, they
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enable probing for more information and clarification of answers (Barribal and

While 1994). By comparing and contrasting the interview data from several

interviewees, along with several related documents, we obtained a complete and

correct overview of the evolution of SocialComp’s Scrum and SPM processes over

time.

2.3 Data Analysis

We first describe the implementation of Scrum, based on what we learned during

the interviews. Next, we use the situational assessment method (Bekkers et al.

2010; Bekkers and Spruit 2010) to create four maturity matrices that illustrate the

state of the software product management processes at different points in time. The

situational assessment method was designed to aid product managers in improving

their software product management practices. The maturity matrices present all of

the important practices (called capabilities) related to the management of software

products in a best practice order for implementation. Each capability is associated

with a certain level of maturity, making the maturity matrices a convenient tech-

nique to visualize which capabilities are implemented in an organization and which

capabilities should ideally be implemented. By comparing the four maturity matri-

ces, we can identify the process improvements that were implemented over a period

of 3 years, and thus reveal the evolution of the case company’s software product

management processes.

Next, we extend the situational assessment method by following a similar

approach as used by Weerd, Brinkkemper and Versendaal (2010) and model the

release planning processes in process-deliverable diagrams. A process-deliverable

diagram consists of a process-side (based on UML activity diagrams) and a

deliverable-side (based on UML class diagrams), and can be used to design and

analyze the meta-models of methods, revealing both the activities and artifacts of a

certain process (Weerd and Brinkkemper 2008). By modeling a snapshot of a

process in retrospect and comparing it to a snapshot of the same process in a later

point in time, we can identify the process steps or method increments that led to the

process’s current state. This provides us with much more detail about the release

planning processes, and the improvements that were implemented over time.

A method increment is basically any adaption in order to improve the overall

performance of the method of subject (Weerd et al. 2007).

The result is four maturity matrices and four process-deliverable diagrams of the

release planning processes, associated with four distinct points in time. We then

compare these ‘snapshots’ of the software product management processes with the

information we gathered about the implementation of Scrum. By analyzing which

Scrum elements, and which software product management capabilities were

implemented at different points in time, we can reveal the relation between the

implementation of various Scrum elements and the evolution of the release

planning processes.
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3 Related Literature

3.1 Software Product Management

In order to create a profitable software product, software vendors have to take into

account all the market requirements coming from the target market. As software

products get bigger and more complex, proper management of these software

products has become of critical value to the success of the software products

(Ebert 2007; Weerd et al. 2006). This led to a new field of research called software

product management, which can be defined as “the discipline that governs a product

(or solution or service) over its whole lifecycle, from its inception to the market/

customer delivery, in order to generate the biggest possible value to the business”

(Ebert 2007). Although software product management has many similarities with

product management in other sectors, managing software products is usually more

complex due to higher release frequencies, difficulties tracking changes in the

design of the software products and the fact that product managers often have little

authority over the development department (Weerd et al. 2006). To aid companies

in improving their software product management practices, a reference framework

called the SPM Competence Model has been developed (Weerd et al. 2006;

Bekkers et al. 2010).

The SPM Competence Model (Fig. 1) presents an overview of all the aspects that

are important to software product management, including the relevant external and

internal stakeholders. The model addresses 15 focus areas, divided over 4 main

business functions.

On a strategic level, the software product manager is responsible for managing

the product portfolio, by developing product strategies, making decisions about

product lifecycles and establishing partnerships with other companies in the

software’s ecosystem (Jansen, Finkelstein, and Brinkkemper, 2009). The goal of

the portfolio management function is to maximize the products’ value, spread risks

and align with the company’s strategy (Cooper et al. 2001).

On a more tactical level, the software product manager is concerned with

translating the product strategy into a comprehensive roadmap which forecasts

and plans future development steps in terms of release contents, time-to-market

and stakeholders involved (V€ah€aniitty et al. 2002). Hence, the product planning

function is mainly concerned with gathering information about a software product

(line) and processing this information into product roadmaps that illustrate the

ipcoming product releases over a time frame of approximately 3–5 years (Regnell

and Brinkkemper 2005), and the use of resources, elements, and their structural

relationships in that period (V€ah€aniitty et al. 2002).

Based on the roadmap, it is the software product manager’s task to determine the

set of requirements for the next release while keeping in mind all stakeholder

demands, effectively managing scope changes to prevent delays and ultimately

launch the release to the market. This is done in the release planning function,

which comprises the process of selecting an optimal subset of requirements through

the prioritization of requirements in accordance with all relevant stakeholders
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(Carlshamre 2002) in order to plan, manage and launch a new release (Bekkers et al.

2010). The release plan contains a detailed description of the requirements to be

included in the next release, a planning to ensure the release can be delivered on

time, as well as various important technical, resource, budget, and risk constraints

(Ruhe and Saliu 2005).

Since a release consists of a multitude of requirements, varying in size and

quality, and coming from both internal and external stakeholders, the software

product manager is also responsible for effectively managing all requirements.

Requirements management encompasses all the activities involved in discovering,

documenting, organizing and managing the large volumes of requirements of a

software product (Sommerville 2007), the complex dependencies between the

requirements (Carlshamre et al. 2001) and the involvement of all the stakeholders

(Berander and Andrews 2005). It ensures that requirements are efficiently elicited

from all relevant stakeholders (Browne and Rogich 2001), and organized in such a

way that they are comprehensible for the development teams.

Each focus area represents a strongly coherent group of predefined goals (also

called capabilities) that need to be achieved to reach the maturity levels with which

they are associated (Bekkers et al. 2010). To measure the maturity of an

organization’s SPM processes, a situational assessment method was developed

(Bekkers et al. 2010). This situational assessment method employs a capability

maturity matrix to determine which capabilities are implemented in an organization

and which capabilities should ideally be implemented. A comparison between the

current and optimal situation results in an overview of the problem areas that need

improvement in order to reach a higher maturity level.

Fig. 1 SPM Competence Model (Bekkers et al. 2010)
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3.2 Scrum

The goal of Scrum is to deliver as much quality software functionality as possible

within a series of short time-boxed sprints (Sutherland 2001). Scrum has several

distinctive characteristics. The product backlog is a prioritized, non-exhaustive list

of functionality to be developed. Usually, product backlog items are not yet well-

defined requirements, but rather express functionality in the form of a short

description of the feature, defined using the terminology and context of the cus-

tomer, also referred to as user stories. The product backlog is prioritized by the

product owner, so that during the sprint planning meeting, a team of developers can

easily pick the top priority items and commit to completing them within the next

sprint. The list of top priority features to be developed during the next sprint is

called the sprint backlog. During a sprint, the items to be developed are set and

cannot change. This helps the development team to remain focused on the goal of

the sprint. During a sprint, a storyboard is used to track progress on each sprint

backlog item by categorizing them with respect to their status. Furthermore, daily

Scrum meetings during which the completed tasks, the work remaining, and any

obstacles encountered are discussed help the stakeholders to get an excellent

understanding of the sprint progress (Rising and Janoff 2000).

Embedding Scrum within the context of a product software company is not a

trivial task. This is recognized by several authors, including one of the founders of

the Agile Alliance (Nerur et al. 2005). While agile methodologies can provide

significant advantages to a software producing company, there are many challenges

that can inhibit a successful move from traditional software development

approaches to an agile environment, such as developer resistance, changes in

decision making, and the need for increased customer involvement (Boehm and

Turner 2005; Moe et al. 2008). Several Scrum implementations have been

described in literature. For example, Sutherland (2001) reports on the introduction

of Scrum into five different organizations with different technologies. In all five

organizations, Scrum improved communication and de-livery of working function-

ality. Rising and Janoff (2000) describe the experiences three different develop-

ment teams had with Scrum. The paper acknowledges similar benefits as described

by Dingsøyr et al. (2006) and by Mann and Maurer (2005), such as improved

customer satisfaction and more flexibility and transparency in the development

process. Scrum also proved to be useful in a global, distributed software develop-

ment environment (Hansen and Baggesen 2009). By employing an virtual task

board during online Scrum meetings and moving Product Owners back and forth

between the cross-continental locations, they were able to increase code quality and

improve trust and understanding between members of distributed development

teams, although resource estimation can be a tedious task (Dingsøyr et al. 2006).

Due to the perceived benefits of agile development methods such as Scrum, re-

searchers are now also investigating the applicability of agile principles to other do-

mains. For example, Towill and Christopher (2010) describe the combination of

lean and agile principles in supply chain management, while Vlaanderen et al.

(2011) apply Scrum principles to SPM to create a regular heartbeat in the SPM

process in support of the development process.
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4 Case Study Results

4.1 Case Company Introduction

SocialComp was founded in 2004 on the premise of providing a platform through

which people could connect and discuss about their everyday lives. Already after

10 months, they reached one million members internationally, with over 80 million

page views per month just from the Netherlands. This rapid growth required for

several organizational changes. A CEO was appointed to lead the company at

corporate level, and several product managers were hired to manage the develop-

ment department, which grew from only 1 developer in 2004 to over 30 in 2008.

After 2008, the number of developers gradually grew to 36, the reason for this

declined pace of growth being their high hiring standards and an overall shortage of

highly educated developers in the Dutch labor market.

The 36 developers were divided over development teams of approximately 10

developers per team, each team being directed by a product manager. However,

despite having appointed a new CEO, the founders stayed actively involved in the

development of the social platform. The product managers were often hampered in

their work due to conflicting ideas between them and the founders, who were used

to address developers directly instead of growing through a layer of product

managers. This caused a chaotic working environment, since development teams

were often ad hoc assigned to new development projects by the founders, before

they could finish their work in progress. During this stage, there was no formal

prioritization method in place to determine which projects to develop first. In fact,

even a basic process to structurally gather, identify and organize requirements was

missing. Prioritization was mainly done according to managers’ gut feeling. To

make things more complicated, the development teams worked according to the

waterfall development model. However, the ever changing requirements made it

difficult to finish a phase of the waterfall model since designs often had to be

modified to accommodate new requirements. This caused a lot of stress and

confusion amongst developers and product managers.

4.2 Implementation of Scrum and Software Product
Management

Once the social network grew to be such a large service (over 11 million members

in 2011 internationally with over six billion page views per day), the large amount

of requirements and the lack of structure of the development department became

serious threats to productivity. Therefore, they started searching for alternatives

practices to increase productivity and reduce waste of time and resources. Based on

the interview results, we could identify four phases in the overall improvement

process and the implementation of Scrum and software product management. As

described in Sect. 4.1, software product management encompasses many focus

areas and capabilities. These focus areas and capabilities are shown in Table 1.
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We chose to only include the changes of the release planning processes in this paper

because of two reasons. The main reason is that release planning has many

similarities to Scrum and is therefore affected more by the implementation of

Scrum than other software product management processes. The second reason is

that we wanted to keep this section as concise as possible.

During the first phase (depicted in Table 2 Reference source not found. in the

lighter shaded boxes), some capabilities were already implemented, but Scrum and

software product management weren’t implemented officially yet. Around fall

2010, they began experimenting with Scrum, mainly because of positive prior

experiences among some employees. They began by cutting up the fairly large

development teams into smaller, independent teams consisting of a maximum of

six developers and a product manager, who was assigned the role of product owner.

Although the product owners consulted the various stakeholders to determine which

set of requirements to develop next, the product owners were now the only ones to

direct their development teams. This required the organization to improve its

internal communication about the contents of upcoming releases in order tomaintain

stakeholder satisfaction. This is reflected in Table 2 by ‘release definition C’ and

‘release definition validation A’. ‘Requirements prioritization D’ shows that they

started to take expected costs and revenues of requirements into account during

prioritizing, although we could not ascribe this improvement to the implementation

of Scrum.

Next, they introduced the 2-week sprints. At the beginning of each sprint cycle,

the Product Owners would determine the requirements to be developed during the

2-week sprint during sprint planning meetings. Internal stakeholders were invited to

attend the sprint planning meetings and voice their opinion about what to develop

next, which is reflected by ‘requirements prioritization A’ in Table 3. During

Table 1 Focus areas and capabilities for the release planning domain

Requirements prioritization Release definition Launch preparation

RP:A Int. stakeholder involvement RD:A Basic req. selection LP:A Internal communication

RP:B Prioritization methodology RD:B Standardization LP:B Formal approval

RP:C Customer involvement RD:C Internal

communication

LP:C External

communication

RP:D Cost/revenue consideration RD:D Advanced req.

selection

LP:D Training

RP:E Partner involvement RD:E Multiple releases LP:E Launch impact analysis

LP:F Sales & marketing

support

Release definition validation Build validation Scope change management

RDV:A Internal validation BV:A Internal validation SCM:A Event notification

RDV:B Formal approval BV:B External validation SCM:BMilestone monitoring

RDV:C Business case BV:C Certification SCM:C Impact analysis

SCM:D Scope change

handling
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sprints, the set of requirements to be developed is frozen, so it is very important that

a set of requirements is chosen that can be delivered when the sprint ends. This is

reflected in Table 3 by the implementation of ‘release definition A’, which means

that constraints concerning engineering capacity were taken into account during

requirements selection for the next release. Furthermore, the time-boxed nature of

Scrum sprints (i.e. the start and end dates are set and do not change) required them

to get a much better grip on the development process by monitoring milestones and

keeping track of the remaining work. The disorganized funnel was gradually

replaced by a structured, prioritized product backlog. This made planning which

requirements to develop during the next sprint much easier. In consultation with the

Product Owners, development teams could pick a set of requirements from the top

of the product backlog, based on the estimated time needed to complete the various

requirements. This resulted in several sprint backlogs, for each of the development

teams. They introduced a planning board on which the development teams could

adjust their sprint backlog items by marking requirements that are completed and

estimating the time needed to complete remaining requirements. A burn down chart

was introduced to give an overview of the sprint progress. In Table 3, these

improvements are reflected by ‘scope change management B’, which represents

the process of milestone monitoring. They also introduced daily standup meetings

Table 2 The evolution of the release planning processes during phases 1 and 2

Maturity 
Process 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Release planning
Requirements prioritization A B C D E
Release definition A B C D E
Release definition validation A B C
Scope change management A B C D
Build validation A B C
Launch preparation A B C D E F

Table 3 The evolution of the release planning processes during phases 2 and 3

Maturity 

Process 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Release planning
Requirements prioritization A B C D E
Release definition A B C D E
Release definition validation A B C
Scope change management A B C D
Build validation A B C
Launch preparation A B C D E F
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of approximately 15 min, in which team members were asked to discuss what they

did the day before, what they plan on doing today and what obstacles may have

occurred. This helped them to gain better understanding of the work that has been

done and the work that still remains. Finally, the introduction of demo meetings at

the end of each sprint allowed for stakeholder involvement during the validation of

the built functionality (‘build validation B’). In this case, partner companies were

even allowed the opportunity to test functionality before it was released to the

public. Table 4 shows the fourth phase of the improvement process, which

represents the current state at the case company. Two more improvements could

be identified recently. Although the implementation of Scrum already contributed

to the improvement of their requirements prioritization process, it was formalized

during this phase with the introduction of Scrum’s planning poker. Everyone in the

organization, whether he is a developer, a product manager or a member of the

board, now knows how to voice his opinion about the contents of upcoming releases

without hampering the development process. This was not yet the case in the third

phase, which is why we included ‘requirements prioritization B’ in Table 4.

Furthermore, the contents of the release definition (i.e. the sprint backlog) became

more structured by adding aspects such as the time path and needed capacity. This

can also be attributed to the formalization process, and is reflected by ‘release

definition B’ in Table 4

5 Analysis

Since Scrum was largely implemented during the transition from phase 2 to phase 3,

we decided to take a closer look into the actual changes that occurred during the

transition and to visualize the release planning evolution in the PDD depicted in

Fig. 2. The left-hand side of the PDD shows activities performed during the method

(based on a UML activity diagram), whereas the right-hand side of the PDD shows

the concepts delivered by the activities (based on a UML class diagram). According

to the modeling conventions used by Weerd, Brinkkemper and Versendaal (2007),

Table 4 The evolution of the release planning processes during phases 3 and 4

Maturity 

Process 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Release planning
Requirements prioritization A B C D E
Release definition A B C D E
Release definition validation A B C
Scope change management A B C D
Build validation A B C
Launch preparation A B C D E F
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we used gray markings to visualize the method increments that were inserted,

whereas the shadings exhibit deleted parts. Note that the gray marked areas

correspond with the darker shaded boxes in Table 3.

Based on our observations, we could relate several SPM capabilities

implemented at SocialComp to Scrum concepts (see Fig. 3). The shadowed boxes

represent Scrum concepts such as the product and sprint backlogs, the burn down

chart and the product increment the sprint delivers. The rounded boxes symbolize

Scrum activities such as the various Scrum meetings. It provides a simple overview

of the capabilities for which Scrum concepts and activities can account.

As described earlier, sprints are time-boxed events. Hence, it is important to

choose a set of requirements that can be completed during one sprint. Before the

process improvements started, developers were often hampered in their work by

intervening requirements coming from the management team. The implementation

of the product backlog required them to estimate the time and resources required for

each backlog item, which is why we associated ‘release definition A’ with the

implementation of the product backlogs. As sprints came closer, more detailed

information was added to the backlog items, and sprint backlog items became more

standardized. Hence, we can say that the introduction of sprint backlogs is

associated with the implementation of ‘release definition B’ which stands for

standardization of release contents.

The sprint planning meetings could be associated with multiple capabilities.

Whereas the management team was used to address developers directly, passing by

the product managers, the sprint planning meetings created a place to discuss the

contents of upcoming releases and sprints. It allowed internal stakeholders to voice

their opinion about which requirements to develop (‘requirements prioritization A’;

‘release definition A’), without hampering the development process. Since the

internal stakeholders were involved in the process of selecting and prioritizing

requirements, ‘release definition validation A’ was automatically covered. Natu-

rally, the implementation of the sprint planning meetings improved internal com-

munication (‘release definition C’) greatly.

Fig. 2 Revealing the method increments of the release planning process (from phase 2 to 3)
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Fig. 3 Relating the SPM capabilities to Scrum concepts
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The capability ‘scope change management B’ was associated with both the daily

standup meetings and the burn down chart. The capability reflects the process of

monitoring milestones in the development process, which is exactly what they

gained from introducing daily standup meetings and the burn down chart. It allowed

them to get a better grip on the development process, to identify possible difficulties

early on, and monitor the development progress by updating the burn down chart

when a task is finished.

‘Build validation A’ could be associated with the introduction of sprint review

meetings, during which the development teams would demonstrate built function-

ality to the product managers and the management team.

Note that of all the release planning capabilities implemented, five could not be

associated with the implementation of Scrum. For example, ‘requirements prioriti-

zation D’ was implemented in phase 2, which means they started to take prospected

costs and revenues into account during the prioritization process. There is no Scrum

element that prescribes cost/revenue consideration, and it was mainly caused by a

change of management. The same holds for the business plan that was introduced to

justify for each release plan (‘release definition C’). Both were improvements

imposed by the new management, who wanted to base their decisions on financial

figures rather than on their gut feeling.

Furthermore, allowing partner companies, e.g. companies with a branded mar-

keting campaign on the social network site, to test new functionality before going

live (‘build validation B’) was a way of improving customer satisfaction rather than

something prescribed by Scrum. Lastly, SocialComp has always communicated

about upcoming releases. Internal (e.g. management or the sales department) and

external (e.g. the users) stakeholders were kept informed about upcoming releases

and new functionality ever since the start of SocialComp. This is also visible in

Table 2, where ‘launch preparation A’ and ‘launch preparation C’ were already

implemented in the first phase.

6 Discussion and Limitations

Although we used the four validity criteria as described in (Yin 2009) to ensure the

quality and reliability of our work., it should be noted that this research is subject to

some limitations. The findings presented in this paper are based on information

regarding the SPM processes at one case company, posing a threat to the external

validity. The external validity entails the possibility to generalize the research

findings, so validating our findings at other web companies that recently

implemented Scrum should eliminate this threat. Furthermore, although we also

modeled the other business functions, we only studied the release planning pro-

cesses in detail. Consequently, we only identified the relations between Scrum

elements and release planning processes. In order to get a more comprehensive

view of the relation between Scrum and SPM, future research should include the

business functions requirements management, product roadmapping and portfolio

management as well.
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The construct validity, which concerns the operationalization and correct mea-

surement of the concepts being studied, is safeguarded by validating the maturity

matrices and PDDs that were created based on the data collected during the

interviews in a second round of interviews. The internal validity concerns the

completeness of concepts and the consistency between concepts. This is partly

satisfied because we double-checked our information gathered and partly because

we were able to link Scrum concepts to SPM capabilities. It should be noted though,

that these links should be validated in follow-up research to completely satisfy

internal validity. Furthermore, the case study report was reviewed by peer-

researchers to ensure a reliable research approach. The empirical validity concerns

the reproducibility of the research and is preserved by following a case study

protocol. Furthermore, the interview results can be reproduced easily because we

based the interviews on the situational assessment method (Bekkers et al. 2010).

Finally, the situational assessment method employs a questionnaire and a matu-

rity model to determine the capabilities implemented in an organization and to

reveal the areas that need improvement. We noticed during interviewing, that some

of the capabilities are not applicable to agile software companies with a very

informal organizational culture (for example, capabilities that prolong decision-

making because all stakeholders have to get involved). By extending the situational

assessment method with PDDs, we gain more insight in the actual processes and the

associated capabilities. By modeling the processes, we were able to determine

SocialComp’s SPM maturity more accurately. Furthermore, the method offers a

way to translate the maturity matrix to PDDs by adding information regarding the

implemented capabilities to the activities depicted in the PDDs. A difficulty

associated with the model-driven assessment method is that it is often challenging

to get a correct picture of the entire process, since processes can be very complex

with multiple concurrent activities and related concepts. While PDDs provide more

detail about a certain process, areas that need improvement are not as conspicuous

as in the maturity matrix. Furthermore, revealing method increments in PDDs is

somewhat cumbersome, because the approach officially dictates that deleted and

adapted activities or concepts should still be modeled.

7 Conclusions and Further Research

In this paper, we have described the results from a case study performed at a large,

Dutch social network provider. We have gathered data regarding the implementa-

tion of Scrum, and the linkage between Scrum concepts and SPM capabilities. This

data has been used to provide more insight into the effects of Scrum on SPM, and

the co-evolution of Scrum and SPM when Scrum is implemented in an incremental

manner.

The research presented in this paper forms yet a step towards a knowledge

infrastructure that helps product managers in incrementally improving the SPM

processes in their organizations. As noted by Vlaanderen et al. (2010), in order to

establish a successful product software knowledge infrastructure, it is important to
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determine how certain methods in the SPM domain can change, what method

increments are commonly found in practice and how method fragments can be

analyzed. This research forms an addition to the existing knowledge base on

method increments found in practice.

We are convinced that case study descriptions such as the one presented in this

paper are a valuable addition to both scientific as well as the industrial software

engineering field. However, in order to make such descriptions more concise and

better comparable, we are in need of a more structured approach of modeling

increments. Such an approach should be able to reflect changes in the process in

relation to organization’s contextual factors. Moreover, this research further

matures the scientific literature on Scrum and release planning by revealing the

link between the two. Providing insight into the association between Scrum

concepts and the implementation of SPM capabilities can be of vital help to

companies that want to implement either or both, as it provides insight into the

maturity levels that can be expected.
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Lessons Learned in the Development
of a CRM SaaS Solution

Markus Bauer

Abstract

Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions have gained a significant momentum in the

past few years. They promise to vastly simplify the long way from identifying the

need for a new software system until its successful operation at a customer.

Essentially, SaaS solutions have to face two potentially conflicting requirements:

On one hand, customers expect that the software they use in the cloud can be

customized smoothly to solve their specific business needs and requirements. On

the other hand, they need to exploit the economy of scale principle by employing

an architecture that handles all customers uniformly. This article examines these

and a number of other requirements to SaaS systems and will shed some light on

architectural concepts addressing these requirements. It illustrates some of the

concepts with examples from a Java based SaaS solution for customer relationship

management (CRM) and provides some lessons learned gained during the devel-

opment and the first few years of offering the product on the market.

1 Introduction

Software that runs in the cloud has gained significant attraction in the past few

years. As defined by the US National Institute of Standards and Technologies

(NIST), cloud computing is “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources

(e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider

interaction” (Mell and Grance 2011). In more detail, cloud solutions have five

essential characteristics:
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1. They are provided in an on-demand self-service oriented manner, so a costumer

can unilaterally consume computing capabilities such as server time, network

storage or application usage, without requiring human interaction with the

service provider.

2. They are available over the network and accessible through standard
mechanisms. This usually implies that the solutions can be used anytime and

anywhere using a number of different client platforms, such as desktop

computers, notebooks, tablets, mobile phones.

3. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple costumers
using a multi-tenant model. Physical and virtual resources are dynamically

assigned and reassigned according to customers demand. Examples of such

resources include storage, processing time, memory, or network bandwidth.

4. Capabilities offered by the solution can be elastically provisioned and released

to scale rapidly with demand. To the customer, capabilities often appear unlim-

ited and can be consumed in any quantity at any time.

5. Resource usage is metered at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of

solution or service (e.g. storage, processing, bandwidth, or active user accounts).

Typically resource usage is charged on a pay-per-use basis.

There are three basic service models for cloud offerings:

• Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability provided to the customer is to use

the provider’s application running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications

are accessible from various client devices such as desktop computers,

notebooks, tablets, mobile phones or just using a programmatic interface (API).

• Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the customer is to

deploy onto the cloud infrastructure customer-created or acquired

applications created using programming languages, libraries, services and

tools supported by the provider.

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the customer is

to provision processing, storage, networks and other fundamental computing

resources where the customer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software

which may include operating systems and applications.

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of responsibilities between the provider and

the customer for these three service models and compares them with conventional

IT solutions.

1.1 Why SaaS?

In the SaaS model, the provider hosts software applications and the associated data

on central servers at the provider’s location, and the provider also supports the

hardware and software with a dedicated support staff. This relieves the customer

from the responsibility for supporting the software and for purchasing and

maintaining server hardware for it. In essence, the provider cares for all mainte-

nance tasks that are typically required when running software applications, includ-

ing tasks like providing backups for the data,. . .
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The provider or software vendor, on the other hand, has to provide all these tasks

instead. However, the provider can vastly benefit from the principle of economy of
scale. A SaaS vendor can serve a potentially large number of customers using one

single consolidated environment. For example, a SaaS application installed in a

load-balanced farm of five servers may be able to support 50 medium-sized

customers. This means one customer would only be responsible for a tenth of a

server. A similar application installed on-premise might require each customer to

dedicate an entire server to the application – perhaps even more than one, if load

balancing and high availability are concerns (Chong and Carraro 2006). A similar

calculation might yield for trained staff that monitors and – in case of problems –

troubleshoots the systems. These effects lead to substantial cost savings over

traditional models. Given fair pricing models, both customers and vendors will

benefit from these cost savings.

The aforementioned reduced operating costs per customer also allows vendors to

address new markets by benefitting from selling to the long tail (Anderson 2004):

smaller, niche customers that might have been inaccessible to traditional solution

vendors due to high costs and the complexity of the IT systems involved with the

traditional solutions can suddenly be targeted as well – provided that the SaaS

solution can be tailored towards those niche customers.

In addition, customers may benefit from the fact that SaaS usually employs a

pay-per-use model. Customers do not have to do a high initial investment in

hardware and software, instead they are typically paying monthly or yearly fees

depending on the number of user licenses they need and/or on the resources they

consume. Especially for smaller customers, this simplifies the planning phase

needed when introducing a new software solution drastically.
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1.2 Customer Expectations

The pay-per-use model typically employed with SaaS solutions also has an impact

on the expectations that customers associate with them. A software system does not

represent an asset (which in the case of traditional software might have been

associated with the acquisition costs of the software) anymore, instead, the software

system is expected to create an additional value for the customer’s enterprise.

As a consequence, SaaS vendors have to pay particular attention towards the

customers’ expectations and needs:

• Ease of use, quick way of getting started: Since SaaS systems promise an

effortless start with a new software solution (no installation, no initial invest-

ment), customers expect that hassle-free experience also when starting to use the

system. Considering the self-service nature of SaaS offerings, good usability is

therefore a must for SaaS systems.

• Customizability and extensibility: Customers expect that a software system

perfectly is perfectly adaptable to the customer’s needs, his well-established

business processes and helps him getting his business done.

• Ubiquitous Access: More and more customers want to benefit from the advan-

tage that SaaS solutions are transparently available over the Internet in a way that

they can work with these solutions anytime with almost any device they choose,

be it with desktop computers in the office or at home, or with tablets or smart

phones when being on the road.

• High availability, good performance: In many cases, customers entrust business

critical data and processes with a SaaS solution. In these cases customers depend

on that the system is available to them anywhere and anytime with good

performance.

• High security: Customers decide on giving business critical data out of their

hands into the cloud. Any doubts concerning security is fatal for the acceptance

of SaaS solutions.

• Interoperability with existing solutions: As almost any business system has to

exchange data with other systems, the same applies also to SaaS solutions. In

many cases traditional on-premise systems have to interoperate with systems in

the cloud and vice versa.

2 Example: SaaS CRM CAS PIA

To illustrate some of the concepts discussed in this chapter, we use examples fromCAS

PIA, a SaaS solution for contact management and customer relationship management

(CRM) targeted to small and medium sized customers. It is available as pay-per-use

software (depending on the number of users needed and various add-on features). Users

can access the software via web browsers or native clients for most mobile platforms

(e.g. iOS devices like the iPhone or iPad, Android tablets or phones).

It offers features relevant to the target customer group, such as a sophisticated

address management, a campaign management including mass mailing capabilities,
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features for organizing the sales pipeline including opportunity management,

workgroup features like calendaring, task scheduling and document management

(Fig. 2).

3 Architecture

Most SaaS systems make use of a layered architecture. In the layered architecture

(Buschmann et al. 1996), a system is decomposed into several distinct layers or

tiers that can be developed, maintained and (often) deployed independently from

each other:

• The presentation layer focuses on interacting with the user through a graphical

user interface. It displays data and collects user input and commands. In most

SaaS systems parts of the presentation layer run in a web browser or on mobile

devices (in the form of native clients).

• The application layer or business logic layer provides operations that implement

the processes and operations that the software solution provides.

• The data layer encapsulates the storage and provides access to the persistent data
of the solution. In most cases this layer makes use of a database management

system. Even though non-relational database technologies are getting more

widespread with cloud solutions, most SaaS systems are still built using rela-

tional database technologies.

The SaaS paradigm imposes a number of specific requirements to that generic

architecture. The following sections will discuss a number of these requirements and

will provide some insight on architectural concepts addressing these requirements.

3.1 Meta Data Driven Architecture

In essence, SaaS solutions have to address two potentially conflicting requirements:

On one hand they need to leverage the economy of scale principle (see Sect. 1.1) by
employing a consolidated architecture that handles all customers uniformly, on the

other hand customers demand that the software they use can be tailored to meet

their specific requirements and match with their highly-individual business and the

processes they work with.

Typically customers will want to customize a SaaS enterprise application on all

three layers:

• User interface: Many customers will want to adapt the user interface to match

with their corporate branding, i.e. adapt rather simple things like logos, colors

and fonts, or to better reflect their internal nomenclature. In many cases

customers will also like the ability to modify the layout and ordering of the

presented information in order to put an emphasis on business critical informa-

tion and hide less important information.

• Business logic: To optimally support customers implementing their daily busi-

ness using the SaaS solution, a number of basic rules in the business logic layer
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must be customizable in order to cope with the specific requirements at the

customer’s site. A typical example from the CRM domain could be the rules that

are used to evaluate the rating or potential of a customer. For one company such

a rating might strongly depend on the yearly turnover with that customer,

whereas another company might prefer to make that rating dependent on the

number of sold licenses (in case of a software company) or the overall value of

profitable insurance contracts (in case of an insurance company).

• Data model extensions: In many cases the data models shipped with the SaaS

solution are meant to provide a good start for the majority of customers. In

practice, many customers will find that they might want to store additional

information in the system. In these cases extensions of the data model using

custom fields for each customer are needed. Custom fields require that the

underlying data models can be extended appropriately (see also Sect. 3.2). In

many cases this will also require changes on the user interface level (the newly

added custom fields have to be displayed in a suitable place) and on the business

logic level (the custom fields may be involved in some of the business rules the

customer wants to employ).

In traditional software systems, many of these customizations have been

implemented by extending the system with customer specific code. In SaaS

scenarios, where a key paradigm is that one consolidated codebase works for all

customers, this approach is less suitable.

Instead, vendors try to implement generic mechanisms on all software layers that

interpret customer specific configurations and use these to instantiate data models,

business rules and workflows, as well as user interfaces specifically tailored towards

the individual customers needs. In the literature, such an approach is often called

metadata driven (Hicks et al. 1998), because these configurations contain models

that define how the user data is structured, displayed and processed.

For PIA, this approach is shown in Fig. 3. For example, arbitrary new data

objects containing fields of different standard types can be defined and configured

using an XML-based data definition. Such a definition allows setting a number of

different properties for these fields, e.g. names and labels, lengths for string fields,

precision settings for number fields, but also more complex properties such as

validation rules to ensure data consistency. On the user interface level, the structure

and contents of data forms is also defined by an XML-based UI definition. Using

appropriate tool support, consultants or even customers themselves can rearrange or

extend portions of the standard PIA forms, e.g. to show or modify the custom data

objects and fields introduced by customized data model definitions.

3.2 Multi-Tenancy

Multi-tenancy is the capability of a software system to serve multiple customers or

tenants (which in turn comprise multiple users) from a single consolidated software

system. As discussed above, a key to multi-tenancy on the application level is a
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metadata based approach which allows for a great degree of tenant specific

customization.

A key concern on the data layer level is the isolation of tenant specific data and

the mapping of tenant structures to database schemas in such a way that individual

customizations of the data models for each tenant are still possible.

The literature discusses different approaches for achieving multi-tenancy on the

data layer:

• One database per tenant: Each of the tenants is mapped onto a separate physical

database for storing the data.

• One schema per tenant: Each of the tenants is mapped into separate logical unit,

often called schema, within a single physical database.

• A shared database: All tenants are stored in the same physical database and

schema, but their information is separated using primary keys which are

allocated as part of the database design and all the information is kept within

the same physical tables.

The first two approaches have advantages with respect to tenancy isolation and

data model flexibility. The data associated with each tenant is kept logically (or

even physically) isolated from other tenants’ data. Straightforward database

techniques can be used for customizing the data models for each tenant individu-

ally. The shared-database approach on the other hand has an advantage concerning

hosting costs – it is likely that less database server resources are required in this

case. However, introducing flexible, tenant specific data models is tricky. There are

a number of solutions for this problem (e.g. adding a preset number of data fields
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that tenants can use flexibly to store custom information (Chong and Carraro 2006),

storing tenant specific custom fields in a linked, separate key-value table or

employing huge generic data tables with metadata tables to ensure type-safety

and pivot tables for optimized querying (Salesforce 2009)).

PIA employs a one-schema-per-tenant approach and is able to host some 1,000

tenants per MySQL database server instance.

3.3 Scalability

For any enterprise software, coming up with a scalable software architecture is a

major concern. For SaaS enterprise systems, this is even more critical. The software

will be used by thousands of users in parallel, namely the expected average number

of concurrent users per customer multiplied by the number of customers having

licensed the software.

There are different ways to achieve scalability. One way is to scale-up the

system, i.e. to move the software to more powerful servers (i.e. more processing

power, more RAM, more and faster storage,. . .) when the need arises. This is more

or less straightforward from the software architecture’s perspective, however it has

serious drawbacks: the older hardware becomes useless, migration to the new

hardware might be cumbersome, and scaling down is impossible.

For SaaS software, a scale-out strategy is much more suitable. A scale-out

strategy means that the workload of the system can be distributed among several

servers (often referred to by a farm).

As an example for a scale-out capable architecture, Fig. 4 depicts the deploy-

ment architecture of CAS PIA. A load balancer distributes the workload (i.e.

requests issued by the clients) onto a number of application servers, which in turn

make use of a number of database servers.

In this architecture, each of the application servers runs an identical instance of

the application. To allow for such an architecture, a number of architectural rules

need to be fulfilled (Chong and Carraro 2006):

• The application logic should be designed to operate in a stateless way, i.e. all
user and session data should either be stored either on the client side, or in a

distributed store that is accessible to any application instance. This allows that a

user may interact with any of the application servers transparently, even within a

single session – without even knowing it. In some cases this cannot be achieved,

then a session- or IP-stable load balancing strategy is still an alternative.

• Any time and resource consuming operations should be implemented asynchro-
nously. Long running operations (e.g. some complex database queries) can then

run in the background while foreground resources can be dedicated towards new

user transactions.

• Limited resources such as threads, network and database connections should be

managed using resource pools. This allows for better resource management and

utilization and reduces the overhead for initializing and destroying such

resources.
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• Database operations should be written in a way to maximize concurrency and

minimize locking. Often it helps to distinguish between read-only and read-write

transactions.

A scaling-out architecture has a number of advantages:

• Instead of using expensive high-end servers, standard and cheap of-the-shelf

servers can be used. To increase flexibility and ease maintenance in practice,

often a number of virtual machines spread among different physical servers are

used in such a scenario. In addition, a monitoring and control unit might be

employed to dynamically add or remove these machines to the load-balancing

cluster, providing a simple means for ensuring elasticity.

• A scale-out architecture is prepared for higher availability. Since many instances

of the same application server are deployed anyway, the architecture has a good

amount of redundancy built in.

Scalability on the database layer will eventually require a partitioning of data

among several database servers (Roy 2008). One advantage of the one-schema-per-

tenant approach described above is, that the set of tenants can be easily partitioned

into subsets that can be distributed onto a number of database servers. A global

schema helps routing the requests to the corresponding server instance.

3.4 Technical Architecture and Infrastructure

Most software systems rely on a sound technical infrastructure. Since runtime

requirements like high-availability, scalability and performance are of particular

importance for SaaS systems, it is advisable to employ well-proven hardware and

software components when building up the technical architecture. Choosing well-
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established components helps ensuring a good basic quality but it also helps when

deploying and operating the solution – this way, it is much more likely to find

dedicated staff with existing know-how in computing centers or service providers.

Figure 4 illustrates the basic infrastructure for a PIA deployment. It consists of a

farm of standard Linux-based PC-Servers that operate either as Java application

servers based on Apache Tomcat or as database servers using MySQL. As men-

tioned previously these servers might also be provided in the form of virtual

machines in some modern, scalable virtualization infrastructure.

Figure 5 provides a more detailed view on the software architecture of the

application servers implemented using a Java technology stack. In PIA an OSGi
run-time (McAffer et al. 2010) is used to provide an infrastructure for deploying

and running independent software modules. Working with that OSGi run-time is

structured and simplified using the well-proven Spring framework (Johnson et al.

2005; Walls 2009), which manages the different application modules and their

dependencies.

• The server core module makes use of the data access module to manage generic

(extensible) data objects. It also is responsible for enforcing a strict security

policy by providing and verifying security contexts (e.g. based on user and

tenant credentials).

• The data access module encapsulates database specifics. It enforces tenant

isolation and implements a powerful permission system, thereby strictly

controlling the access to the data stored in the databases. As a clean interface,

it provides a database and platform neutral simplified SQL-like language for data

access including a number of helper functions to simplify the access of more

complex data structures.
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Data Access
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RAPSpring
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Fig. 5 Logical and technical architecture of PIA
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• A number of business operationmodules provide implementations for the CRM

related features in PIA as well as a set of administrative functions (user and

account management). New modules can be registered using mechanisms

provided by the server core module, creating an extensible platform.

• Any operation from the business operation modules or the server core with a

publically defined interface is exposed to the presentation layer (and to other

clients, see Sect. 3.6) via a number of interfaces, namely in-process method calls,

RMI and SOAP-style web services. A subset of those is also accessible as REST-

style web services. This way, PIA provides a service-oriented an application
programming interface (API) suitable for a large variety of use cases and

technologies.

• The presentation layer of the web version of the PIA GUI is currently

implemented using the Eclipse Rich Ajax Platform (RAP), a server-side frame-

work for AJAX-style user interfaces (Lange 2008). Eclipse RAP promotes a

server-side development approach for AJAX applications. In RAP, basically all

user interface controls have a server-side representation in Java, a lifecycle

infrastructure is responsible for exchanging messages and synchronizing the

status with JavaScript counterparts of the UI controls running in the users

browser. A PIA specific generic presentation logic module provides generic

user interface functionality like reusable controls, the application frame,

configurable list and form views (based on metadata, see Sect. 3.1).

• In many modules, proven libraries are used to simplify the implementation. The

data layer might illustrate this: it makes have use of Ehcache libraries and the

Spring SQL templates.

3.5 Security

Security and safe operation of a SaaS system is a very important topic. SaaS

systems might be seen as an attractive prey to attackers because they operate on

the data of many customers and organizations. In general, the literature provides a

huge set of methods and tools to help building secure web applications – the

OWASP project for example provides a good starting point (OWASP 2012).

With respect to SaaS systems, two things are of particular importance

• Isolation of tenants. Users from one tenant should never be able to access data

from other tenants. Isolation of tenant data is a concept, which should be

embedded deeply into the application architecture. In PIA for example, any

operation is strictly associated with a security context, which is always evaluated

and enforced when eventually accessing tenant data from the database.

• Safe data access paths crossing subsystem boundaries. It has been a good

practice to use subsystem boundaries also as a bulkhead to contain the impact

of security flaws. Each subsystem interface should therefore ensure that it only

allows sane, flawless interactions. An example might be a routine in the data

layer that checks all incoming SQL expressions for syntactic and semantic sanity
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to avoid SQL injection. Similar measures should be designed for service

interfaces and for AJAX-style user interfaces when validating user input.1

Figure 6 indicates some of the security provisions made in the PIA architecture.

3.6 Design Towards APIs

An important requirement for SaaS systems is that they are interoperable with

existing solutions, even if these solutions are conventionally deployed on-premise.

Another concern of many customers is that they want to have some flexible access

to their data stored in the cloud systems. Many customers are reluctant to accept the

concept of storing their data in silos without having a good method of accessing it.

The key to address these requirements is to provide good, powerful and easy to

use APIs that adhere to defined and well-established standards. Many SaaS

solutions provide SOAP- or REST-style web service interfaces to access their

data or functions.

In the future, the power and expressiveness of such APIs will be a distinguishing

feature of SaaS solutions. Although they are good guidelines on API design (see for

example Tulach 2008), a good API design cannot easily be enforced. However, a

simple trick may improve APIs a lot: “Eat your own food”, i.e. force yourself to use
your own APIs. In PIA, for example, any function that is used by the presentation
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Fig. 6 Security provisions at subsystem boundaries

1 Validating user input should actually be implemented both on the client side (for providing quick

user feedback) and on the server side (for keeping things secure).
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layer has to be available in its API (see Sect. 3.4) and must be available as a web

service operation. During the development of PIA it could be observed that this

drastically improved the cleanness and the power of the API. The development of

mobile frontends proved to be another good example for the advantage of such an

API. A separate team was able to develop native mobile solutions for iOS and

Android devices independently in a couple of months – without interfering with the

core development team.

4 Lessons Learned

Looking back on more than 3 years of initial development and almost 4 years of

successful operation (and constant improvement) of PIA, there are a number of

lessons learned and experiences that might be helpful for vendors that like to benefit

from the chances a SaaS model has to offer.

4.1 Customers Expect an Easy Start

Customers have already taken in the message: a SaaS solution may simplify the

introduction of a new software system. This raises expectations concerning the

usability of the software. Customers expect an easy start. The software is readily

available on the Internet and can immediately be used (after registering, often even

in a free trial phase). This means that most customers are not willing to spend a lot

of time reading user manuals or view training materials.

In consequence, a good SaaS solution should be easy to learn while a user is

already doing his first steps with the software. Frequently used features and features

that many users might look for at the very beginning must be easy to find and to use.

Using familiar user interface concepts can help here a lot. However, beginners are

likely turn into advanced users if they like the product, so more complex and

powerful functions still need to be present in the software and features relevant to

daily users (such as keyboard shortcuts) should not be omitted.

PIA, as an example, uses a screen layout often employed e-mail clients, a

software category almost everybody in PIA’s target audience has used previously:

It uses a navigation area (with folders) on the left part of the screen and a content

area with lists or forms on the right part of the screen. Functions are organized in

toolbars that are immediately familiar for users in PIA’s target audience – people in

small or medium sized enterprises that are already using ribbons in Microsoft’s

Office products (Fig. 7).

For PIA, usability tests have been used to optimize the user interface of the

solutions. Using an early prerelease version of the system, more than 50 users from

the expected target group with different experience levels have been closely

observed while they were working with the software. They were asked to perform

simple, but typical tasks, such as creating and modifying customer contacts,

scheduling appointments, assign tasks to co-workers or composing an electronic
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mailing to a list of example customers. In many cases, the results were surprising

and helpful and lead to the improvement of the user interface. In some cases

improvements were as simple as adapting the terminology used in the software,

in some cases processes were completely redesigned to better reflect the users’

expectations.

Even after product launch, closely monitoring the customer base will provide a

lot of insights. Customers of PIA make use of a number of support channels, such as

phone or e-mail support. All support requests are recorded in a ticketing system. A

structured evaluation of these tickets provides an invaluable means for identifying

usability problems or weak spots in the feature sets. As an example, it became clear

after a very short time after product launch, that importing existing customer data

into PIA was a major obstacle for many customers: the feature was present in PIA

but difficult to use and not powerful enough for many users. The feature was

therefore improved a lot in later releases of PIA.

4.2 Quality Is Important

Apart from the external quality (offering a good, easy to use and powerful feature

set), the internal quality or implementation quality of a SaaS solution is equally

important. Consider a critical error (that eventually results in a crash) in an

Fig. 7 PIA screen layout
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application server. This means that such an error is affecting all users and all

customers in the same time. Similarly, small performance issues, in some cases

tolerable for a single user, quickly add up when considering a larger customer base

and a large number of concurrent active users.

It is therefore advisable to install quality oriented software processes when

developing, maintaining and enhancing SaaS solutions. Quality improving

practices like test driven development or pair programming may support this.

Tool support for both source code level assessments and run-time level tests, e.g.

automated load and performance tests, will help keeping a good quality level.

During operation good measuring and monitoring capabilities may help to

identify critical situations early. Many proven solutions like the monitoring suite

Nagios (Barth 2008) can be extended with custom sensors that can closely monitor

critical resources specific to the SaaS solution.

4.3 Customers Expect Frequent Releases

A key advantage of SaaS solutions is that the responsibility (including all hassles)

concerning updating the software to new releases are shifted towards the provider or

vendor of the service and it is usually covered by the monthly or yearly subscription

fee. From the experience with PIA, customers quickly get used to this commodity and

are more eagerly expecting new releases with more and better features than it used to

be the case with on-premise solutions. This will require a release-often strategy on the

vendor’s side and development processes that help reducing costs for assembling,

stabilizing and “shipping” a new version. Experience shows, that agile methods like

Scrum (Pichler 2008) help achieving these goals.

4.4 Offering SaaS Solutions Calls for Changes at the Vendor

Section 1.1 has argued that offering a SaaS solution may attract new customer

segments. The experience from PIA underpins this, a number of small-sized

companies have decided to subscribe to a SaaS CRM solution that had most likely

never bought the traditional on-premise CRM solution the company is also offering.

The new type of costumers and the lack of extensive projects usually associated

with the introduction of business software calls for a number of changes in how a

vendor interfaces with his customers:

A larger number of smaller customers will want to receive support, training and

in some cases even consulting on how to best use the software and on how to better

organize their business processes. For larger scale traditional software installations

such services could easily be embedded and financially aligned with the introduc-

tion and customizing process for the software. For smaller customers on a tight IT

budget, self-service mechanisms like online tutorials, web-based seminars, FAQ or

support forums seem much more appropriate. Similarly, billing processes need to

be adjusted to reflect the self-service nature of SaaS offerings. Customers will pay
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smaller amounts on a regular basis, in many cases using credit cards or similar

payment methods.

It takes time to prepare a vendor’s organization to accommodate these new

customer interaction methods and processes.

4.5 Customers Still Ask for Some Personal Contact

The experience of PIA shows, that the new customer segments, i.e. small and

medium enterprises that make up a bulk of the well-known German Mittelstand,
still need to build confidence when entrusting their data and their business to a SaaS

solution and its vendor. Internal experiments have shown that customers who have

made some personal contact with the vendor, even on phone, are more likely to

subscribe to the service than those who have just joined the free trail phase.

5 Summary

SaaS offerings provide chances for both customers and vendors. Customers benefit

from a cost-effective, easy and risk-free way to introduce new software systems.

Vendors may address completely new customer groups that might have been out of

reach with traditional on-premise solutions due to high costs.

A good user interface design and suitable software architecture is required to

make SaaS software successful for both customers and vendors. A well-thought

architecture can leverage the principle of economy of scale for both the vendor and

the customer without affecting the customer’s need for highly customizable and

tailored solutions.

For many customers, switching to a SaaS solution is still a matter of trust. Many

customers are still reluctant to entrust their data and businesses to the cloud. It is

desirable and likely that this will improve over time. A number of measures will

help here: good user-friendly and flexible solutions will attract more and more

customers, well-proven architectures will hopefully prove that software in the cloud

is not less reliable and safe than traditional on-premise software.
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